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PREFACE.

Loeb -_IACAVLAYalways looked forward to a publication

of his miscellaneous w(uk_, either l,y himself or by those

wh(_ sh<,uld represent lfim after his death. And latterly

he exprc_-sly reserved, whenever the arrangements 'ts to

copyright made it neces,-_'try, the right of such publi-
cation.

The collection which is now publi-hcd comprehends
some of the earliest and some of the latest work.> which Le

_'*_mp_sed. He was born on 25th Ot't,_ber, 1St)(l ; com-

menced residence at Trinity (_'_llege, ('ambridge, in
()eta)her, 1S1S ; was elected Craven Univer.-itv Scholar in

'O _-)O15_1 ; graduated as ]3..:k. in 1___ ; wa_- elected fe]l(_w of

the college in October; 1824 ; was called *_) the bar in

February, 182G, when he joined the _Northern Circuit;
and w'ts elected member R,r Calne in ] $3t). ___fter this

last event, he did not long c,,ntilme to practise at the bar.

lie Wel,t to India in 18.34, whence ]_e returned in June,

18._-38. He was elected member for Edinburgh in 18:-39,

and lost this seat in July, 184T _: and this (though

he was "tfferward_ again elc,cted for that city in July,

1S52, without being a candidalc)may be considered as

the last instance of his taking an active part in the con-

" See Yol. II. p. =la0.
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tests of public life. These few dates are mentioned for

the purpo.,e of enabling the reader to assign the articles,

now and previously pul_lished, t,) the principal periods

into which the author's life m'_y be divided.

Tile admirers of his hter works will prol_ably be in-

terested t_y watching the gradual formation of his style,

and will notice in his earlier productions, vig(wous and

clear as their lauguage always was, the occurrence of fauhs

against which he afterwards most anxiously guarded him-

self. A much Greater interest will undoubtedly be felt in

tracing the date and development of his opinions.

The articles published in Knight's Quar_,erly Magazine

were composed during the author's residence at college,

as B.A. It may be remarked th'tt rile first two of these

exhibit the earnestne_-s with which he already endeavoured

to represent to himself and to others the scenes and persons

of past times as in actual existence. Of the Dialogue be-

tween Milton and Cowley he spoke, many years after its

publication, as that one of his works which he remembered
with mo_t satisfaction. The article on Nitford's Greece

he did not himself value so highly as others thought it de-

served. This article, at any rate, contains the first distinct

enunciation of his views as to the office of an hi.-torian,

views afterwards more fully set forth in his Essay upon

ttisto_', in the Edinburgh Review (¥ol. I. p. 232 of this

collection). From the protest, in the last mentioned essay

(p. 273), against the conventional notions respecting the ma-

jesty of bistro T might pelqmps have been anticipated some-

thh_g like the third chapter of the tJJstory of England.

It may be amusing to notice dmt in the article on _'iitford

(p. ] 79-1 S0) appears the first sketch of the New Zealander,

afterwards filled up in a passage in the review of _h-s. Aus-

fin's translation of _Ranke, a passage which at one time was
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the subject of allusion, fwo or three times a week, in

speeches and leading articles. In thi_, too, appear, perhaps

tbr the first time, the attthor's views on the representative

system.* The_e he retained to tltit very last; they are

brought forward repeatedly in the artic]es published in this

collectionq, ,_nd elsewhere, and in his speeches in parlia-

ment; and alley coincide with the opinion_ expressed in

the letter to an American corresp,mdent, which was so
often cited in the late debate on d_e Iteibrm Bii1.

Some explanation appear_ to be necessary as to the

Dflflieation of the three articles which stand at the end of
the first vohune.

In 3828 Mr. James Mill, the author of the His-

tory of Brid,,h India, reprinted some essays which he

had contributed to the Supplement to the _Encvclo-

pmdia Britannica; and among the-_e was an Essay on

Government. The method of inquiry and reasoning

adopted in this essay appeared to Macautav to be essen-
tially _-c, no'. He entertained a very stron_ conviction

fll0t the o_flv sound foundation for a theory of Govem-

men_ must be laid in careful and copious historical indue-

tion ; and he believed that. _h'. Mill's work rested upon a

vicious reasoning a l_rioH. Upon this point he felt the

more earnestly, owing to his own passion for historical re-

search, and to his devout admiration of Bacon,whose works

he was at that time studying with intense attention.
There can, however, be little doubt that he was also

provoked by the pretensions of some members of a sect
Milch then common]v went 1)v the mtme of Bendmmites,

or Utilitarians. This sect included many of his contem-

poraries, who had quitted Cambridge at about the same

" Yol. I. p. 160. _" As at Vol. I. pp. g13, 895.
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time with ]tim. It had succeeded, in some measure.

to the sect of the Byrolfians, whom he has described
in the review of Noore's Life of Lord J33:ron, who

discarded their ne@ch)ths, and fixed little models

of sculls on the sand-glasses by which they regu-

lated the boilh_g of their eggs for breakfast. The

members of these sects, and of many others that have

succeeded, have prol)al@ long ago learned to smile at tlle

temp_)rary humours. ]3ut Macaulay, himself a sincere ad-

mirer of Bentham, was irritated by what he considered

the unwarranted t,me assumed by several of the class of

Utilitarians. " We apprehend," he said, ""that many of

them are persons wh(_.having read little or nothing, are de-

lighted to be rescued fl'om the sense of their own infcri,*rity

by some teacher who assures them that the studies which

they hqve neglected are of no value, puts five or six

1)lira_es into their m_mths, lends them an odd munber of
the Westminster I_eview, and in a m,)nth transibrms

them into 1)hilosophers: " and he spoke of them as

" slnatterer_-, who_e attainments just suffice to elevate them

fl'om the insiguitieance vf dunces to the dignity of bores,

and to spre'td dismay mnong their pious atmts and grand-

mother_,." The sect, of course, like other sects, compre-

hended some pretenders, and these the most arrogant

and intolerant among its members. Ite, however, went so

thr as to aplfly the tbll_)win_ lan_ua_e_,_ to the majority :_

"As to the greater part. of the sect, it is, we apprehend,

of little consequence what they study or under whom.

It would be m()re amusing, to be sure, and more re-

putable, if they would take up the old republican cant and

declaim about ]3rutus and Timoleon, the duty of killing

tyrants and the blessedness of dying tbr liberty. :But, on

the whote, they might have chosen worse. They may as
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we]] be Utilitarians as jockey_ or dandies. And, though

quibbling about self-interest and motives, and objects

of de_ire, and the greatest happhless of tile .ffreatest

nmnber, is bm a poor em/,bWmen[ fin" a ,grown ll]flll, it

certainly hurts the heahh less than hard drinking and the

fortune le.,s than hig'h play ; it is not much m_,re laughable

than phrenoh_gy, and is immeasurably more hunlane than

cock-fighting."

_[a{'flttlSy inserted in the Edinl}urgh Review of March,

1829, an 'trticle up,m 5it. _iill's Ess.'lv. He attacked tlle
meth_d with much vehemence: "rod, to the end _f' his

]ilb, lie never SttW filly gl'ol_[lld i]_)l"]_elieving that ih this

]lc had _',me too ]hr. Ihtt ])ei_)l'e ]('11"_ lie felt that lie

had not .-I)_ken of the 'rather of the E.-_-_uvwith the

res])ec't due to su eminent a lnun. Ia 1S33, Le describe-I

_h. Mill, during the debate on the la_dia Dill of th-tt

year. _t,, "t "gentleman.extremely we]l acquainted with

tile affhil's of our J_u>tern Empire. a m,_,>t\-uhlal)]e >_.q'Vtlllt

of the C,,ml,'my , and the auth,u" ,_f "_]li.-l_,rv of II_dia,

which, thtm_'h eertuilllv ll,_t fl'ee 1i',,111faults, is, I think.

on the wh_de, the greatest ]list,_,rical w,,rk which has

appeared in,,ur hmguage since that ,d Oilfl)on."

;_]lnost hntne¢lhttelv ul,,m the al_l,_.arance of the article

in the Edinburgh Ilc\-iew, m_ ml,-',vcr was pulfli.-la'd in

the \Vestndn.-ter ]leview. It was ttlltrtt]v uttrilmted, in

the new_-pal,ers of the day, t,_ Mr. l_enthanl him_clfi

_Iacaulav's answer to this .ppcared in the Edinlmrgh
I_ev]ew, June, 1829. Ih. wry}re the answer under the

belief that he was an-wering 3h'. Bentham, and was

undeceived in dine only to '_dd tl_e pvstscript. The
author of the article in the _Ve_tmim-ter I[eview had

not perceh-ed that the question rai;ed was not a- to the
trudl or falsehood of the result t,t which )h'. )JAil had
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arrived, but as to the soundness or unsoundness of the

method which he pur;ued ; a misunderstm_ding at which

Macaulay, while he SUl_posed the article to be the work

of Mr. 13entham, expres_-ed much surprise. The con-

troversv soon l_ecame pri_lcipally a di.,lmte as to the

theory which was comm_,nly known by the name of The

Greatest I_Iappinesa Principle. Another article in the

Westminster t_eview followed; and a surrej,_inder

by Macaulay in the Edinl_urgh 1review of October,

182(t. Macaulay was irritated at what he conceived to

be either extreme dullness or gross unfi_irness on the

t_qrt of his unknown antagonist, and struck as hard as
he could : and he struck very hard indeed.

The ethical question thus rai,ed was afterwards dis-

cussed by Sir James Maeki_t,osh, in the Dissertation con-

tributed by him to the seventh editi,m of the Enevelo-

pmdi'_ lqritmnfica, p. 2S:[_313 (Whewell's Edition). Sir

James M'tckintosh notices the part taken in the contro-

versy by Macaul_ly, in the following' words : " A _'iter

of consummate "d)ility, who has fiti]ed in little but the

respect due to the abilities and character c_I'his opponents,

has given too much countenance to the almse and con-

fl_sion of language exemplified in the well-known verse

of Pope,

Nodes uf self-1,)ve the Passions we may call.'

' We know,' saw Le, 'no universal prc_position respecting

human nature which is true but o_e- tlmt men always

act from serf-interest.'" "It is manifest fl'om the sequel,

that the writer is nc}t the dupe of the confusion ; but

many of hi_ readers m_ly be so. It; indeed, the word

_'elf-iJ#eresl could with propriety be used fi)r the grati-

fication of every prevalent desh'e, he has clearly shown
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i that this change in tile siglfification of terms would be of
no advantage to tile doctrine which he controverts. It
would make as many _orts of self-interest as there are

appetites, and it is irreconcilably at variance with the

system of association proposed by )Jr. 5ii11." " The

admirable writer whose language has occasioned this

illustration, who at an early age has mastered every

species of comp, Mtion, will doubtless hold fast t_ sim-

plicity, which survives all the ihshions of deviatiun from

it, and which a man of genius so fertile has few tempta-

tions to fors-lke."--Note \V, p. 296 (p. 430).

\\'hen _[ac,qulav _elccted tbr publication certain ar-

ticles of the Edinburgh tleview, he resolved not to

publish any of tile three e_-_-av>in question; fur which he
a_si_ned the ibllowina reasoll :--

" The author has been strongly urged to insert three

papers on the Utilitarian t'hilos_ @_y, which, when they

first appeared, attracted some notice; lint which are not
in the American edith_n_, tie hits however determhled

to omit the,e papers, not beeau-e he is disposed to re-

tract a single doctrine whicli they contain; but because

he is unwilling to offbr what might be regarded as an

affront to the memory of one from whose opinions he

still widely dissents, but to whose tu]ents and vh'tue_ he

achizits that he fi,rmerly did not do justice. Serious as

are the thults of the ]Essay on G,>vermnent, a critic, while

noticing those faults, should have al)stained fl'om using

contemptuous language respectil,g the hi-torian of _British

India. It ought to be known that 5ii'. _Iill had the gene-

rosity, not only to forgive, but t_, forg'et the m_l}ecoming
acrimony with which he had been assailed, and was, when

his valuable life ck,_-ed, on terms uf c,_,rdial fl'icnd-hi 1, with
hi.-.'assailant."
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Under these circumstances, considerable doubt has

been felt as to the propriety of republishing the three

Essays in the present collection. But it has been deter-

mined, not without much hesitation, that they .q_uld

appear. It is felt that no disrespect is shown t¢_ the

memory of 3It. _I/ll, when the publication is aecomp-mied

by so full an apol_gy for the tone adopted towards
him ; and Mr. Mill himself would have been the last to

wi_h tbr the suppression of opilfions on the ground that

they were in express antagonism to his own. The grave

hfts now clo_,ed upon the assailant as well as the "_ssailed.
On the other hand, it cannot but be desirable that

opinions which the author retained to the last, on im-

p,_rtant questions in polities and morals, should l,e betbre

the public.

Some of the poems now collected have already ap-

peared in print : other, are supplied by the reo_]leeti,_n of

friends. The first two are published on account of their

having been composed in the author's childhood. In the

poems, as well as in the prose works, will be occasionally

found thoughts and expressions which have afterwm'ds

been adopted in later productions.
No alteration whatever has been made fl'om the form

in which the authc)r left the several articles, with the ex-

ception of some oh'rages in punctuation, and the con'ection

of one or two obvious misprhlts.
T. Y. E.

London : June_ 1860.
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FRAGMENTS OF A 120MAN TALE. (Jr_'E 1823.)

IT was an hour after noon. Ligarius was retm-ning from
the CAmpus _fartius. He strolled throng'h one of the
streets which led to the formn, settling his gown, And cal-
culating tile odds on the g'laddator_ who were to fence at
the approaching Saturnalia. While thus occupied, he
v_vertook Flamildus, who, with a heaD" step and a melan-
ch(_lv face, was saunteril_g in tile same direction. The
lig'ht-hearted young m_m plucked him 1oytile s]eeve.

'" Goc_d du); Flamildus. Are you to be of Cttti/ine's
party this evening ? "

"Not I."

" Why so ? Your little Tarentine gM wi_ break her
heart."

"5"0 matter. Catiline has the best cooks and the

finest wine in t_ome. There are charmillg women at his
parties. _ut tlle twelve-line bo'trd and the dice-box pay
tbr all. The Gods contbund me if I did not. lose two

millions of _,esterces last night. My villa at Tib_Lr, aud
all tile statues that my father the prmtor brought from
Ephesus, must _-o to the auctioneer. That is a high price,
you will aclmowledge, even tbr Phcellicopters, Ctdan, and
Calliniee."

"Kigh indeed, by Pollm,c."
"And that is not the worst. I sAWseveral of the leAd-

ing, senators this morning. StrAnge ttdngs are whispered
ill the higher political circles."

B2
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"Tl_e Gods confound the political circles. I have
hated the name of politician ever _-ince Sylla's proscrip-
tion, when I was witlfin a moment of having my throat

cut by a politician, who took me for another politician.
While there is a cask of Falemian in Campania, or a gift
in the Suburra, I shall be too well employed to ttfink on
the subject."

"You will do well," said Flaminius gravely, "to bestow
some little com-ideration upon it a_ present. Otherwise. I
fear, you wilt soon renew your acquaintance with politi-
ci:ms, in a manner quite as unpleasant as that to wlfich
you allude."

"Averting Gods I what do you mean ?"
"I will tell you. There are rmnours of conspiracy.

The order of things e,tabli,hed by Lucius Svll't has ex-
cited the disgust of the people, and of a large party of
the nobles. Some violent convulsion is expected."

"What is dmt. to me ? I suppose that they will hardly

proscribe the vintner_ and gladiators, or pass a law com-
pelling eyeD" citizen to take a wife."

" You do not understand. Catiline is supposed to be
the author of the revolutionary schemes. You must have
Leard bold opirfions at his table repeatedly."

"I never listen to any opinions upon such subjects,
bold or timid."

"Look to it. Yore" nmne has been mentioned."

': Mine! gc_od Gods! I call heaven to witness that I
never so much aa mentioned Senate, Consul, or Comitia,
in Catiline's house."

"Nobody suspects you of any partmipadon in the in-
most counsels of the party. But our great men surmise
that you are mnong those whom he has bribed so high
with beauty, or entangled so deeply in distress, that they
are no longer their own masters. I shall never set foot
within his threshold again. I have been solemnly warned
by men who understand public affairs ; and I advise you
to be cautious."
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The friends had now tin'ned into t]_e forum, which wt>

thronged whh the gay and elegant youth of llome. " I
c'm tell you more," continued Fiaminius; " sonlebody
was remarking to tim C_m_ul yesterday how loosely a eer-
t'fin acquaintance of ours tied his girdle. 'Let ]tim look
to himself, said Cicero, 'or the state rnav find a tigh_er

girdle tbr his neck.' "
" Go,_d God_ ! who is it ? You cannot surely mean--"
" There he it."

Flaniilfius pc,inted to a man who wa_ lmcfi_g up and
down the thrum at a little diqance fl'om t]wm. lie wa_

i1_the prime of manhood. Hi, p_'r-,,nal a,.lva:ttagc_ were
extremely striking, "rod were di-playcd with an extrava-

gant but llOt ungraceful t;_lq)ery. Iii_ g,m-n w_ved in
]-ose tblds ; Iris lollg dark curl- were dre_cd with exqui-
site art, and .,hone and ._tcamcd whh ,_d_utr_: ]ii, £ep and
gesture exhibited '4,a elegant at_d c,_mmmnding figure in
eve_T posture of polite ]altgU, U'. ]3t_t hi, eountenau,.'e
f(,rmcd a :dngular contra-t t,_ the ge.uel:d :tl_pearanc'e of
his person. The high and imperial brow, i]-e kec:l aqui-
line tbaturc,, the eompres:ed lllotttll, tile ],el.etr:,th:g" e)-c.
indicated the highe:t degree -f at_ilirv and dcci-i, ui. tie
seemed ab-orloed in inten,e mcdi_ati(m. E'ith eve_ fixed

on the ground, and lips wtu'ldng" in tl_,,ught, he ;auntered
round the area, ap1)arent]y llllCOUaCiOUS llOW lllallV (,f the
youn_ gallants of t_ome were e:lvying tile ta>te of his

dress, and the e'tse of his th,hion'd)le stagoer.
" Good tIeaven ! " said Ligarius, " Caius Casar is as

mflikely to be in a plot as I am."
"Xot at all."

"He does nothing 10at game, feast, intrigue, read
Greek. and write verses."

" You know nothing of C_esar. Though he rarely ad-
dresses tile Sen'tte. he it considered as the thle,_t, speaker
there, after tile Consul. Iiis influence with tile muhimde

i_ immense. He will serve his rival.- in public lift_,a_ ]_e

served me last lfight at Catiline's. We were playing _.t
_8
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the twelve lines.*--Immense stakes. He hmghed all the
time, chatted with Va]eri't over his shoulder, kissed her
hand l)etween ever)- tw,_ moves, and scarcely looked at
the board. I thought that I lind him. .All at once I found
mv c,,unters driven into the corner. Not a piece to move,
by ttercules. It cost me two millions of Se_,terce_. All
the O(_d._and Godde_-ses c_,nfound ]tim for it ! "

"=ks tc_Valeria," .-_aidLigarius, " I forgot to ask whether
you have heard the new.,_."

"Notaword. What?"

"I was told at the baths to-day that C_sar e_corted tl_e
lady h_nne, lF,nfiu-mnatdy old Quintus Lutatiu_ hqd come
back fl'ont lfi_ villa in Campania, in a whim of jeal_ulsy.
J_ie was nc_t expected fv_r three days. There was a fine
tumult. The old tbol called t;_r hi> sw_rd and hi, slaves,
cur-ed his wifi', and swore that he would cut Cmsar'_
tLroat."

"And Ca.'.-ar? "

"tie laughed, quoted Anacreon. trussed his gc_wnround
]fis left nrm. c],_sed with Quintus, fiun_ him d,,wm twi>ted
his :word out of his L'md, burst thr,mgh the "tttendant-,

ran n freed-man through the shoulder, and was in the
_%reetin "m instant."

"Well done ! Here he comes. Good day, Caius."
C_es'tr lifted his head at the salut'ltion, tiis air of deep

"d)stracti,m vani>hed ; and he extended a hand to each of
the friend,.

"IIow are you after y, mr last night's expbit ? "
"As wall as po-_ib]e,'" said Cmsar laughing.
"In truth we should rather a_k how Quintus Lutatius

"He, I understand, is as well ns enn be expected of a
m'm with a fitithless spou.-e and a broken head. His
freed-man is most seriously hm%. Poor fellow I he shall

* Duod,'dm scr0#a, a game of mixed ehanee and skill, which seems to

have boen very fa_.hlonable in the higher eireles of llome. The famous
lawyer Mueius was renowned for his skill in it,--(Ci¢, Ora& i. 50.)
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have half of whatever I win to-night. Flamhfius, you shall
have your revenge at Catihne's."

"You are very kind. I do not intend to be at Catiline's
till I wish to part with my town-hou_e. _y villa i_ gone
ah_eady.,'

"Not at Catiline's, base spirit ! You are not of his mind,

my gallant Ligarius. Dice, Chian, and the loveliest Greek
singing-girl that was ever seen. Think of that, Ligarius.
By Venus, she ahnost made me adore her, by telling me
that I talked Greek with the most Attic accent that she

had heard in It'dy."
"I doubt she will not say the same of me," replied

Ligarius. "I am just as able to decipher an obelisk a_ t_,
read a line of tIomer."

"You barbarous Scythian, who had the care of your
education ? "

"A_ old fool, -- a Greek pedant, -- a Stoic. tie told
me that pain was no evil, and flogged me as if he thought
so. At last one day, in the middle of a lecture, I set fire
to his enormous filthy beard, singed his face, and sent him
roaring out of the house. There ended my studies. From
that time to this I have had as little to do with Greece

as the wine that your poor old friend Lutatius calls his
delicious Samian."

"Well done, Ligarius. I hate a Stoic. I wish _Iarcus
Cato h'td a beard that you might singe it for him. The
fool talked his two hours in the Senate yesterday, without
changing a muscle of his face. tie looked as savage and
as motionless as the mask in which t{oseius acted Alecto.

I detest everytlfing eomlected with him."
"Except his sister, Servilia."
" True. She is a lovely woman."
"They say that you have told her so, Caius."
"So I have."

"And that she was not angry."
"What woman is ?"

"Aye, _ but they say _"
B4
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"No matter what they say. Common ihme lies like a

Greek rhetorician. You might know so much, Ligarius,
without reading the philosophers. But come, I will intro-
duce you to little dark-eyed Zoe."

"I tell you I can speak 1to Greek."
"_Iore shame for you. It is ]figh time that you should

begin. You will never have such a charming instructress.
Of' what was your thther thinking when he sent for an old
Stoic with a long beard to teach you _. There is no lan-
guage-nfistress like a liandsome woman. When I was at
Athens, I learnt more Greek fl_om a pretty flower-gM in
the Peirmus than fi'om all the Portico and the Academy.
She was no Stoic, Heaven knows. But come along to Zoe.
I will be yore" interpreter. Woo lier in honest Latin, and
I will turn it into elegant Greek between the throws of
dice. I can make 1c,ve and mind my game at once, as
Flaminius can tell volt."

"Well, then, to be plain, Cmsar, Flaminius has been

talking t(, me "tbout plots, and suspicions, and politicians.
I never plagued my:elf with such rhino's since Svlla's and
Mariu,'s days ; and then I never could see much cliflbrence
between the parties. All that I am sure of is, that those
who meddle with such aflhirs are generally stabbed or
strangled. And, though I like Greek wine and handsome
women, I do not wish to risk my neck for them. Now,
tell me as a friend, Gains ; -- is there no danger ?"

"Danger!" repeated Cmsar, with a short, fierce, dis-

dainthl laugh : "what danger do you apprehend ?"
" That you should best know," said Flamilfius; "you

are thr more intimate with Catiline than I. But I advise

you to be cautious. The leading men entertain strong
suspicions."

Cwsar drew up his figure from its ordinary state of

graceful relaxation into an attitude of commandil_g dignity,
and replied in a voice of which the deep and impassioned
meh,dy formed a strange contrast to the humorous and
affected tone of Lis ordinary conversation. "Let them
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suspect. They suspect be('au_e t]_ey know what d_ev have
de_erved. _h'a ]mve they done for _ome"--_Vhat

formankind ?--Ask the citizens.Ask the province,.
tiave they ]lad any other object than to perpetuate their
own exc]usive power, and to keep us under tLe yoke of
an oli._archical tyranny, which unites in itself the wor.-t
evils of every, other system, and c,mfl)hms m, re than
Athenian turbulence with more titan ;Persian de.l), ,ti_m ? "

"£4_,_cLGods _ (_u._ar. It i_ no_ safe for v,-,u to speak,
or for us to listen to, such thing,, at such "t crisis."

"Judge ibr yours-dyes what you will hear. I will judge
ibr myself wlmt I will speak. I was not twenty years
old when I defied Luciu._-Syila, surrounded bv die spears
of ]ea'ionarics_ _md the d_v,,_ersc:_- of assassins, j Io vc_u _-up-
pose that I stand Jn awe of' Iris palu T successor-, who Lave
inherited _'_power whi_'h they never could Lave _cquired ;
wht) would imitate his l_roscrJptk_ns, though they have
never eqtmlh, d his conquests ?"

"I'ompey is _.hno_-tas titt]e t,_ be trilled witl_ as Sv]la.
I heard a consular senator say that. ill e,m.-equc.ncc (,i:the
present alarming state of aflhir.,, hc would ]_r_l_blv be
reck,lied from tile command "t-_si,_,nedto Lira lw the
)Ianilian law."

"Let lfim come,--the pupil of Svll:fs butcllerie_.--
the gleaner of LucultusL- trophies, -- the thid-takcr of the
_enflte."

"For Leavelfs sake, Caius ! _if you knew what the
Consul ' "sad_

" Somethin_ about ]fimself, no doubt. Pity tlmt such
talents shou]d be coupled with such cowardice and cox-

combry, lie is the fine:t speaker living,--hfliuitely su-
perior to what tIortensius was, in Iris be_t days;_a
charming companion, except when he tells over fi,r tile
twentieth time all the jokes that he made at Vertex% trial.

But he is the despicable tool of a despicable party."
"Your language. Cuius, convinces me that the reports

wlfieh have been circulated are not without foundation.
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I will venture to prophecy that within a few months the
republic will pa_s through a whole Odyssey of strange
adventm'eq."

" I believe so; an Odyssey of which Pompey will
be die Polyphemus, and Cicero the Sh'en. I would
have the state imit'ae ]7]vsses: show no mercy to the
former ; but contrive, if it can be done, to listen to the

enchanting voice of the other, without being seduced by
it, to destrucdon."

" Y,ut whom can your party produce as rivals to these
two ihmou_ leaders ? "

'" Time will show. I would hope that there may arise
a re'm, w]lo_e gcnins to conquer, to conci_ate, and to
govern, may unite in one cause an oppressed and dMded
peop]e;--mav d,_ all that Sylla shotfld have done, and
exhibit the magnificent spectac]e of a great nation directed
by a great rabid.'"

"' And where is such a man to be found ? "

"Perhaps where you would least expect to find him.
I'erha],_ he may be one whose powers have hitherto been
concealed in dome-tic or literary retirement. Perhaps he
may be ,,he, who, while waiting for some adequate ex-
citement, fbr some worthy cq)portunity, squanders on
trifles a ge_fius before which may yet be humbled the
sword of P,_mpey and the gown of Cicero. Perhaps he
may _ow be diqmting with a Sol)hL-t ; perhaps prattling
with a mi:tre,s ; perhaps_--" and, as he spoke, lie tunied
away, "rod resumed his lom_ge, " strolling in the Forum."

@ @ -,_ @ @ @ @ -g,-

It was almost midnight. The party had separated.
Catiline m_,dCethegus were still eonDrring in the supper-
room, which was, as usua], the highest apartment of the
house. I_ tbrmed a cupola, fl'om which windows opened
on the flat roof that surrounded it. To this terrace Zoe

had retired. With eyes dimmed with fond nnd melan-
choly tears, she leaned over the balustrade, to catch the
last glimpse of the departing fozwn of C_esar, as it grew
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more and more hldistinct in the mooi_glit. Had
he any thought of her? Any love fl_r lier? Lie,
the favourite of the liigh-bc_rn beauties of tbmle, the
most splendid, the most graceful, the most eloquent _)f its
noble_ ? It could not be. ttis voice lind, indeed, been

touchingly soft whenever he addressed her. There Lad
been a fhsein'_ting tenderness even _n the viva('itv of' liis
h),,k and c_nversation. But _-uchwere always the. manners

- of Cm_ar towards women, tte had wreathed a stn'i_ of
myrtle in her hair as slie was singing. She took it fi'om
her dark rinzlets, and kissed it, and wept over it, and
thought of tile sweet legend_ of her own dear Grceee,_
of youths "rod girls, who. pilfing away in hopele-s hae,
had been tranatbrmed into flowers by the compa-si, m ,,t
the G,_ds; and she wi-hed to become a flower, wLich

Cm>m"nfight sometimes touch, though lie sh(mld touch it
only to weave a crown tbr some prouder "rod li:,.pl,ier mis-
tress.

She was roused from her musings bv the loud step
and v,,ice of Cethegus, who was pacing furiously up and
down tile supper-r,)om.

"')fay all the g,_ds contbund me. if C_esar be not the
deepest traitor, or the m,_st miserable idiot, that ever in-
termeddled with a ph_t !"

Zoe-huddered. She drew nearer to the window. She
stood concealed fl',m_ observation bv the curtain of fine

network which hun_ over the aperture, to exclude tile
annoying" insects of the climate.

"And you, too _" continued Cetliegus. turning fiercely
on his :_ecomplice ; "you to take his part against me !-
you, who prt,posed the scheme yourself!"

")iy dear Caius Cethegus. you will not understand me.
I proposed the scheme ; and I will join in executing it.
But policy is as necessary to our plans as boldness. I did
not wish to startle Cws'tr-- to lose his co-operation --per-
haps to send him off with an information against us to
Cicero and Catulus. He was so indignant at your sugges-
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tion,thatallmy dissimulationwas scarcelysufficientto
prevent a total rupture."

'" Indignant ! The gods confound him!---He prated
about hmnanity, and generosity, and moderation. By
Hercules, I have not heard such a lecture since I was with
Xen,_chares at Rhodes."

" Cmsar is made up of inconsistencies, tie has bound-
less ambition, unquestioned courage, admirable sagacity.
Yet I have fl>quently observed in him a womanish weak-
ne-s at the sight of pain. I remember that once one of
his slaves was taken ill while carrying his litter. He
alighted, put the fellow in his place, and walked home in
a f-tll of snow. I wonder that yon could be so ill-advised

qs to talk to him of massacre, and pillage, and conflagration.
You mi_q_t hare fi:)reseen that such propositions wvuld dis-
gust a man of his temper."

""I do not know. I have not your self-ccmmmnd, Lu-

cius. I hate such conspirators. _%-hat is the use of them ?
We must have bl,)od--blood,--hacldng and tearing work
--bl, _odr work !"

'" I)o not grind your teeth, my dear Caiu_ ; and lay down
the carving-knife. By Itercule.,, you have cut up all the
stutilng of the couch."

" No nmtt_r; we shall have couches enough soon,-
and down to :tuff them with,--and purple to cover
them,--and pretty women to ]oll on them, -- unle_s
thi-t'(_,,1, and such as he, spoil our plans. I had _ome-
thing el-e to say. The essenced tbpwishes to seduce Zoe
t_roln nle. '_

'" Impossible! You misconstrue the ordinary galhm-
trie_ which he is in the habit of paying to eveW handsome
fitce."

" Curse on his ordilmry gallantries, and hSs verse% and
hi_ c, ,mpliments, and hi_-sprig_ of myrtle ! If Cwsm' shmfld
dare -- by Itercules, I will tear him to pieces in the middle
of' the Forum."

" Trust his destruction to me. We must use his talents
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and influence--thrust ]tim upon every danger--make
him our instrument while we are contending -- our peace-
oflbri_g to the Senate if we fail--our first victim ff we
SUCCOO(I."

"tIark ! what noise was that ?"

"Somebody in the terrace !-- lend me your dagger."
Catilhm rushed to the window. Zoe was st ancling

in the shade. He stepped out. She darted into the
roonl- passed like a flash of ]_ghtning by dm startled
Cethe_us -- ttew down the stairs-- throu,_h the court--

through the vestibule-- through the street. Step% voices,
light_, came fast and confl_sedly behind her ;-- but with the
speed of love and terror she gained upon her pursuers.
She fled through the wilderness of unknown and dusky
streets, till she found herself; breathless and exhausted, in
the midsg of a crowd of g'fllants, who, with chaplets on
their heads, and torches in their hands, were reeling from
the portico of a stately mansion.

The tbremost of the thron(_ was a youth whose slender
figure and beautiflfl countenance seemed hardly consistent
with his sex. But the femhfine delicacy of his featm'es

rendered more fl'ightflfl the mingled sensualhy and ferocity
of their expression. Tile libertine audacity ,of his stare,
and the grotesque foppery of his apparel, seemed to incli-
cute at least a partial insanity. Flinging one arm round
Zoe, and tearing away her veil_fith the other, he disclosed
to the gaze of his thronging companions the regular fea-
tures and large dark eyes which characterise Athenian
beauty.

" Clodius has all the luck to night," cried Ligarius.
"Not so, by tIercules," said )iarcus Cce]Jtl_; "the

gM is fairly our common prize: we will fling dice
for her. The Venus * throw, as it ought to do, shall
dec_de.

"Let me go -- let me go, for Heaven's sake," cried Zoe,
struggling with Clodius.

• Venus was the _oman term for the highest throw on the dice.
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"What a charming Greek accent she has. Come into
the house, my little Athmfian nightingale.

"Oh ! what will become of me ? If you Lave mothers
--if you have sisters "

"Clodius has a sister," muttered Ligarius, "or he is
much belied."

"]3v }Ieaven, she is - " "., _ eepmg, said Clodius.
"If she were not evidently a Greek," said Ccelius, "I

should take her for a vestal virgin."
" And if she were a vestal virgin," cried Clodius

fiercely, "it should not deter me. Thi_ way ;_ no
strue_ling,_ _ no screamin_e."

"Struggling! screaming!" exclaimed a gqy and com-
manding voice; "You are malting ve W ungentle love,
Clodiu-."

The whole party started. Cmsar had ming]ed with
them unperceived.

The sound of his voice thri]led through the very heart
of Zoe. With a convulsive effort she bm'st fl'om the

re'asp of her insolent admh'er, flung herself at the feet of
Caesar, and clasped his knees. The moon shone full on
her agitated and imploring face : her lips moved ; but she
uttered no sound, tie gazed at her for an in_tant--raised
her--clasped her to his bosom. "Fear nothing, my
sweet Zoe." Then, with fo]ded arms, and a smile of

placid defiance, he placed himself between her and Clodius.
Clodius staggered fomvard, fludmd with wine and rage,

and uttering alternately a curse and a hiccup.
"By Pollmx, tiffs pa_ses a jest. Cmsar, how dare you

insult me thus ? "

"A jest! I am as serious as a Jew on the Sabbath.
Insult you ; For such a pair of eyes I would insult the
who]e consn]ar bench, or I should be as insensible as
King Psammis's mmmny,"

" Good Gods, C_sar ! " said Marcus Cmlius, inte_?osing ;
"you emmot think it worth while to get into a brawl tbr
a little Greek girl !"
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"Why not ? The Greek girls have used me as well as
those of P_ome. Besides, the whole reputation of my

g,tllantry is at stake. Give up such a lovely woman to
that drunken boy! l_Iy character would be golm ibr
ever. No more perfumed tablets, fhll of vows and rap-
tm'e_ ? A_omore toying with fingers at the Cireu-. A'o
more evelfing walks along the Tiber. No more hiding
in che-ts, or jmnping #ore windows. I, the fhvoured
suitor of half the white stoles in _ome, could never again
aspire above n freed-woman. You a man of gallantry,
"rod thi_k of such a thing ! For shame, my dear C0elius !
Do not let ('lodia hear of it."

While C:e_-ar spoke he had been engaged in keeping
Clodius at arm's length. The r_ge of the frantic libertine
increa-ed as the struggle continued. "Stand back, as you
value your life," he cried ; "I will pass."

",Not this wa> swee_ Clodius. I have too much regard
fi,r you to suffer you to make love at such di-mdvantage.
You smell too much of' Falen_an at present. _Vould you
stifle your mistress ? 135 Hercules, you are fit to "-kiss
noboclv now, except old Piso, when he is tumbling home
in the morning fl'om the vintners. "_

Clodius phmged his hand into his bosom, and drew a
little dagger, the faithful companion of many desperate
adventures.

" Oh, Gods ! he will be murdered !" cried Zoe.

The whole throng of revellers was in agitation. The
street fluctuated with torche, and lifted hands. It was

but tbr a moment. C_esar watched with a steqdv eye the
descending hand of Clodius, arrested the blow, .-eized his
antagolfist by the throat, and flung him against one of
the pillars of the portico with such violence that he
roiled, stunned and senseless, on the ground.

"He is Mtled," cried several voices.

"I;air self-defence, by Hercules !" said klarcus Ccelius.
"Beta' witness, you all saw him draw kis dagger."

Cic.in Pis.

A_
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"He is not dead--he breathes," said Ligarius. "Can'y
him into tlle house ; he is dreadfully brtfi.wd."

The rest of the party reth'ed with Clodius. Ccelius
turned to Cmsar.

'"By -dl the Gods, Caius! you have won your lady
fairly. A splendid victory ! You deserve a triumph."

" What a madman Clodius has become ! "

" Intolerable. :But come and sup with me on the
Nones. You have no objection to meet the Consul ? "

" Cicero? :None at all, We need not talk politics.
Our old di,pute about Plato and Epicurus will furnish us
with plenty of' conversation. So reckon upon me, my
dear _[arcus, and farewell."

Ctcsar and Zoe turned away. As soon as they were
beyond hearing, she began in great agitation :_

"CK.sar, you are in danzer. I kn,_w all. I overheard

Catiline and Cethegu_. You are engaged in a project
which must lead to certain destruction."

" My beautiful Zoe, I live only for glmT and pleasure.
For these I have never hesitated to hazard an existence

which they alone render valuable to me. Ja_the present
case, I can assure you that our scheme presents the fairest
hopes of success."

"So much the wor,e. You do not know _ you do not
understand me. I speak not of open peril, but of secret

treachery. Catiline hates you ; -- Cethegus hates you ;_
your destruction is resolved. If you survive the contest,
you perish in the first hour of victory. They detest you
for your moderation;_they are eager for blood _md
plunder. I have risked my life to bring you this warn-
ing; but that is of little moment. Farewetl!_]3e happy ;"

Cmsar stopped her. "Do you fly from my thanks, dear LZoe ? "'

"I wi_h not for your thanks, but for your safety ;_I
desire not to defraud ¥aleria or Servilia of one caress,
extorted from gratitude or pity. Be my feelings what
they may, I have learnt in a tbarful school to endure and
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to suppress them. I have been taught to abase a proud
spirit to the claps and hisses of the vuIgar ;-- to smile on
stfitors who united the insults of a despicable pride to the
endearments of a loathsome fondness ;-- to aflbct spright-
liness with an aching head, and eyes from which tears
were ready to gush ;--to feign love wi_h cur.-es on mv
lips, and madness in my brain. Who feels for me any
esteem,--any tenderness ? Who will shed a tear over
the nameless grave which will soon sheher fi'om cruehv
and scorn the broken heart of the poor Athenian girl ?
But you, who alone have addressed her in her degradati,m
with a voice of kindness and respect, farewell. S_me-
times think of me,-- not wkh sorrow ;--no ; I conl,
bear your ingratitude, but not your distress. Yet, if i_
will not pain you too much, in distant days, when v, ,ur
lofty hopes and destinies are aceomplished,--oa the evel_-
ing of some mighty victory,-- in the chariot of sore,.
magnificent triumph,-- think on one who loved you with
that exceeding love which only the mi,erable can t_e!.
Think that, wherever her exhmtsted frame may have

sunk beneath the sensibilities of a tortured spirit,- in
whatever hovel or whatever vault she may have c]o_-ed
her eyes,--whatever strange scenes of horror and pollu-
tion may have _mTounded her dying bed, your shape wa_
the last that swam betbre her bight--your w,ice the last
sound that was ringing in her ears. Yet turn your face
to me, Cmsar. Let me carry away one last ]oak of those
features, "rod then- " tie turned round. IIe looked
at her. He hid his time on her bosom, and bur-t into
tears. Witli sobs long and loud, and convul.-ive as tLo:e
of a terrified child, he poured forth on her bo-om tht.
tribute of impetuc_us and uncontrollable emotion, tie
raised his head ; but he in vain struggled to re._-t,_re com-
posure to the brow which had confronted the frown of

Sylla, and the lips which had rivalled the eloquence of
Cicero. Lie _everal times attempted to speak: but in win :

YOL. I. C
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and Irisvoicestillfidteredwith tenderness,when, aftera

pauseof severalminutes,he thusaddressedher:
"My own dear Zoe,yourlovehas beenbestowedon

one who, if" he emmet merit, can at least appreciate and
adore you. ]3einys of similar ]ove]iness, and similar de-
votedne_, of affection, minaled, in all my boyish dreams of
greatne>_, with visions of curule chairs 'rod ivory cars,
marshalled ]cgi_,n_ and laurelled thsces. Such I have
endeav_au'ed to tim1 fil the world: "rod, in their stead, I

have met with selfi.-hness, with vanity, with fl'ivo_ty, with
fid_eh,,,_d. The lifb wlfich you have preserved is a boon
le_-_valuable than the 'tffc,cti',m "

'" (_lh '. ('w_ar," interrupted the blushing Zoe, " think
only on your own security at present. If you feel as
you .-peak-,-- but you are olfly moeldng me,_ or perhaps
your compassJ_m--"

"P,v Heaven !-- by eveW oath th.,t is binding "
"_\la_! alas! C_esar, were not all the same oaths

swern ve:terdav to Valeria ? Jdut I will trt>t yc_u, "it
least .,o/hr as to partake your present dangers. Flight
may be necessary. :_ ibnn your phms. Be they what
they may. there is one who, in exile, in pc_verty, in peril,
ash only to wander, to beg, to die with you."

"My Zoe, I dc_not anticipate any such necessity. To
renounce the conspiracy without reu, amcing the pri'nciples
,m which it was origiu'flly undertaken._t_ elude the
vengeance of the Senate without h>ing the confidence of
the people,--is, indeed, an arduous, bu_ not an impossible,
task. I owe it to myself and to my country to m:_ke the
attempt. There is still ample time tbr considerati,m.
At present I mn too happy fit Jove to think of "unbition
or danger."

They had reached the door of a stately palace. ('_esar
struck it. It was instantly opened by a slave. Zoe tbund
herself in a magnificent hall, surrounded by pillars _,f
green marble, between which were ranged the statues of
the long line of Julian nobles.
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" Call Endymion," s'tid C_esar.
The confidential fl'eed-mnn made his appearance, not

wffhout a slight smile, which his patron's good nature
cmboldened him to hazard, at perceiving the beaufit'ul
Afl_enian.

'; Arm my slave_, Endymion : there are reasons ibr In'e-
caution. Let them relieve each other on guard dm'ing
the night. Zoe, my love, my preserver, why are your
cheek_ so pale? Let me kbs some bloom into them.
How .w'u tremble! Endsni,m, a fla-k of Sanfian "rod
some fl'uit. ]3rin_rethem to my. ap'trtments. Tiffs wg_v.my
>_veet Z, )e."

@ @ @ @ ._ .-_ @ @
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ON THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF LITERATURE. (J_x_ 1823.)

Tills is the age of societies. There is scarcely one Eng-
1Mnnan in ten who ha.,_not belonged to some as-ociation
for distributing books, or for prosecuting them ; for send-
in_ invalids to the hospital, or beggars to the treadmill ;
tbr giving plate to the rich or blankets to the poor. To
be the most absurd institution among so many institutions
is no small distinction ; it seems, however, to belong indis-
putalfly to the Royal Society of Literature. At the fi_t
establishment of that ridiculous qcademy, eve W sensible
man predicted that, in spite of regal patronage and epis-
c,_pal management, it would do nothing, or do harm. And
it will scarcely be denied that those expectations have
hitherto been }hlfilled.

I do not attack the founders of the association. Their

characters "tre respectable ; their motives, I am willing to
believe, were laudqble. But I feel, and it is the duty of
eve W literary man to feel, a strong jealousy of their pro-
ceedings. Their society can be innocent only while it
continues to be despicable. Should they ever possess the
power to encourage merit, they mu.,t also possess the
power to depress it. "Which power wilt be more fl'e-
quently exercised, let every one who ha, studied literary
histo_', let eveW one who has studied 1roman nature, de-
clare.

Envy and faction insinuate themselves into all com-
mmfities. They often disturb the peace, nnd pervert the
decL,ions, of benevolent and scientific associations. ]But it

is in literary academies that they exert the most extensive
and pertficious influence. In the first place, the prin-
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ciples of literary criticism, though equally fk_:edwith those
on which the chemist and the surgeon proceed, are by no
means equally recognised. _len are rarely able to assign
a reason for their approbatiou or dislike on questions of
taste; and therefore they willingly submit to any guide
who boldly asserts his clainl to superior discernment. It
is more difficult to ascertain and establish the merits of a

poem than the powers of a mactfine or tile benefitsof a
new remedy, ttence it is ill literature, that quackery is
most easily puffed, and excellence most easily decried.

In some degree this argument applies to academies of
the fine arts ; and it is fnlly confirmed by all that I have
ever heard of that institution which mmualty disfigures tile
walls of Somerset-tIouse with an acre of spoiled canvass.
But a literary tribunal is incomparably more dangerous.
Other societies, at least, have no tendency to call for_li any
opinions on those subjects which most agitate and inflame
the minds of men. The sceptic and the zealot, the revo-
lutionist and the placeman, meet on common ground in
a gallery of painth_gs or a laboratory of science. They
can praise or censure without reference to the differences
which exist between them. In a literal 3" body this can
never be the case. Literatm'e is, and always must be, in-

separably blended with politics and theology; k is tile
great engine which moves the feelings of a people on the
most momentous questions. I_ is, therefore, impossible
that any society can be formed so impartial as to con-
sider the literm T character of an individual abstracted
from the opinions which his writings inculcate. It is not
to be hoped, perhaps it is not to be wished, that the feel-
ings of the man should be so completely forgotten in the
duties of the academician. The consequences are evident.
The honours and censures of this Star-chamber of the Muses

will be awarded according to the prejudices of the par-
ticular sect or faction which may at the time predominate.
Whigs would canvass against a Sonthey, Tofies against a
Byron. Those who might at first protest against such con.

¢8
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duct as unjust would soon ad,_pt it oil the plea of retalia-
tion ; and the general good of literatm'e, Ibrwhich th_ so-
eiety was proib_sedly in.-tituted, would be tbrgotten in the
.-tronger claim, of political and religious partiality.

Yet even this is not the wor:t. Should the im-titution

ever acquire any inihtencc, it will aflbrd mo_-t pernieiou,
ihcilitie_ to every malignant coward who may de_ire to
bla_,t a reputation which he envie_. It will fhrni.,h a se-
cure ambuscade, behind which the _Iaroons of literature
may take a certain and deadly aim. The editorial _,'ch':,
t_ffen been ihtal to ri.-_inga'enius : though all the w,u]d
know. that it is only a tbrm of ,_pceeh, very often em-
lfloyed by a single m_edy blockhead. The academi,' _,'c
would lmve a fla' greater andmore ruinous influence. Num-

l_en-, while they increa>ed tl_e eflbct, would dinfini-h d_<.
,_h'mlc, of inju__tice. The advantage_ of an open mid th,_-e
of an anonymou_ attack would be c,_nff_ined ; and the au-
thority of avowal would be united t,_ the security ,_i' c,,n-
ceahnent. The seu_ent-_inYir_'i]. after they Lad destr, wed
Laocoon, found an asylum thmi the vengeance of the en-
raged people behind the -]field of the statue of :_iinerva.

And, in the sallle lllallllel'; every thing that is 5_rovelling
Ulid VellOll?Ott;-, evel'v tllill._ that can hi:,, "rod every tl.in_"
that can sting, w_ntld take sanctuary in the ]'ece__e: of thi_
new temple of wL-dom.

The ]:rench academy was, of all such a,_snciati_m_, the

most widely and the mo-t ju_t]y celebrated. It wa_

f_tmded by the greate-t of ministers; it was Fttn,ni.ed
by succc-Mvc kil-,'_ ; it numbered in ]t_ tists m_,.t <d"the
eminent French writ<.rs. Y_,t what benefit ha_ liten_ture
derived fl',,m ]t-_]al,>m', ? What is its hi,to_w but au un-

interrupted record of .-ervJ]e eomplian'..e_ -- _,f 1,duT m'-
tifiees--of deadly quarrels--of perfiNous fl'iend:lfip* ?
Wheth_.r governed by the Court. by the Sorbom,x., or by
the Phil,._sophers, it wa_- always equally p,,werfu] tbr ev]l_
"rod equally impotent tbr good. I might speak of the
attacks by whic]l it attempted to depress the risin_ thme
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oF Corneille ; I might speak of the rc]uctance with wLi,-h
it gave its tardy confirmation to the ai_phm-e-_ which the
whole civili.-ed world had be,towed on the gelfiu, of' Vol-
taire. I might lmn-e l_v overwhclmi_g evid-nce that, to
the latest period of it_ existence, even under the superb>
tendence of the all-accomp!i-hed D'A!embert, it eonthm,.,_t
to be a scene of' the fierce-t anim_,sitie> alld the b.t-e-t in-

trigues. I might cite I'il'on's cpigran>, and Biarmontel'._
memoirs, and Z[onte_-quieu's ]etters. J3uL I ha_tet: on to
another topic.

One of the mode_ by. which our Society pr, q,_,.-e_ to
encourage merit is the distribution of prizes. The multi-
flccm:e of the kin,_,"ha_ enabled it to otlbr au atmua[ pre-

mium of a hundl'ed guineas _br the bc>t e-_av i,.l prose,
and an,_ther c,f fit_y guiuca< for t]!e be<t ]_c_cm,which may
be transmitted to it. This is very hm.,_qmble. In the fir-t
p!acc, the judge- may err. Th,,se iml)erfecti_m_ of' human
intellect to which, .> the articles of' tile church tell u-,

even general e_uqciis are sul!iect may po-_-ibly ])e tbund
even ill the lloval S(_ciety of Literature. The ]}'reach
academy, a: I hay,., already _,aid, wa_ the m,,-t illu-triou,
as_-emblv of the kiud_ atld numl_ered among it- tt-_ociatc_
men much more dL,thlguished than ever will a--eml,k, at
_fi'. Ilatehard'_- *o rummage the box of" the English _o-
eietv. Yet this famous b,,dv ,,_'ave a p_etical 1,rize, ibr
which \-(_ltMre wa_ a candidate, tv) a iblh)w wh,o wr,.)te

some verses qbout t/,'./)',,&.,, ,-t,,<[t/,e (,e_r,e/*_.,I]_,,[c.
Yet, granting that tile prizes were alw_vs ' '_tlval'cteqt tO

the best composition, that composition, I say witl>mt
hesitation, will "dways be bad. A prize p_em is like a
prize dmep. The object of the competit,_,r fi_,r the agri-
culUu'al premium is to produce an animal fit, not t,__be
eaten, but to be weighed. Aee_wdingIy he pamper.-lfi_
victim into morbid and un]mtm'al fatnes_ ; and, when it is

in such a state that it would be sent away in di.,gu,t fh,m
aW table, he offers it to the judges. The olAiect of the
poetical candidate, in like maturer, is to prv,duce, n,,t a

c4
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good poem, but a poem of that exact degree of frigidity
or bombast which may appear to his censors to be cor-
rect or sublime. Compositions thus constructed will al-
wars be worthless. The few excellences which they may
contain will have an exotic aspect and flavour. :In _o'e-
nera], prize sheep are good for nothing but to make tallow
candles, and prize poems are good for nothing but to
light them.

The first sub_cct proposed by the Society to the poets
of F.ngland was Dartmoor. I thought that they intended
a covert sarcasm at their own projects. Their institution
was a literary Dartmoor scheme;--a plan for forcing
into cultivation the waste lands of intellect,- for rai_,ing
p,_etical produce, by means of bounties, from soil too
recap're to have yielded any returns in the natural course
_,f things. The plan for the cultivation of Dartmoor has,
I hear. been abandoned. I hope that this may be an
omen of the fi_te of the Society.

In truth, this seems by no means improbable. They
Lave been offering for several years the rewards which
the king placed at their disposal, and have not, as far as
I can learn, been able to find 51their box one composition
which they ]Lave deemed worthy of publication. At ]east
no publication has taken place. TILe associates may per-
]raps be asto_fished at this. :But I will attempt to explain
it, after the manner of ancient times, by means of an
apologue.

About four hundred years after the deluge, King Gomer
Chephoraod reigned in :Babylon. He united all the cha-
racteristics of an excellent sovereign. He made good
laws, won great battles, and white-washed long streets.
He was, in consequence, idolised by his people, and pane-
_gyrised by many poets and orators. A book was then a
serious undertaking. Neither paper nor any similar ma-
terial had been invented. Authors were therefore under

the necessity of inscribing their compositions on massive

bricks. Some of these Babylonian records are still pre-
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served in European museums ; but the language in which
they are written has never been deciphered. Oomer
Chephoraod was so popular that the clay of a]l the plain*
round the Euphrate_ could scarcely furnish brick-kilns
enough for his etflogists.'. It is recorded in particular that
t?haronezzar, the ._kssvrian Pindar, published a bridge and
four walls in his praise.

One clay the king was going in state from his palace to
the temple of Belus. During this procession it was law-
ful for any ]3abylol_ian to oflhr any petition or suggestion
to iris sovereign. As the chariot passed before a vintner's
shop, a large company, apparent]y half-drunk, sallied forth
into the street ; and one of them thus addressed the king :

"Gomer Chephoraod, live £,r ever! It appears to thy
servants that of all the productions of the earth g_,_d
wine is the be_,t, and bad wine is the worst. Good wine

makes the heart cheerful, the eyes bri_,ht, the speech
ready. Bad wine confuses the head, disorders the stomach,
makes us quarre]some at _fight, and sick the new moating.
Now therefore let my lord the king take order that thy
servants may drink good wine."

"3_nd how is this to be done ?" said the good-natured
prince.

"Oh, King," said his monitor, " this is most easy. Let
the -king make a decree, and seal it with his royal signet :
and let it be proc]aimed that the -ldng wiiI give ten she-
asses, and ten slaves, and ten changes of raiment, every
year, unto the man who shall m'tke ten measures of the
best wine. And whosoever wishes for the she-asses, and
the slaves, and the raiment, let him send the ten measures
of wine to thy servanta, and we will drink thereof and
judge. So shall there be much good wine in Assxu-ia."

The prqiect pleased Gomer Chephoraod. "Be it so,"
said he. The people shouted. The petitioners prostrated
themselves in gratitude. The same night her_dds were
despatched to bear the h_telligence to the remotest districts
of Assyria.
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After a due interval tile wines be_'an to c_me in ; and
the examiners a.,_sembled to adjudge the prize. The first
ve-sel wa.- un,ealed. Its odour was stteli that the judges,
with,rot t-t.-ting it, pronotmced unanim.'m_ condemm_ti, u_.
The next was opened: it had a vilhtim_us ta,te of clay.
The third w_.tssour and vapid. They pr_,ceeded fl'om one
ctt-k of cxecral_]c liquor to another, till at length, in ab.-_,_-
lute nau.,ea, they gave up the inve>tigation.

The next morning they -tll a:sembled at the gate of tl_e
king, with p.de fitces and aching heads. They owned
that fl_cy could not recommend any competitor as word_"
of' the rewards. They swore that the wine was little
better than p,,ison, and intreated pennis.-ion to resign the
o_ce of deciding between such detestable ]_,tion-.

" In the name of Be!us, how can tlii_ lmve lml)pened )"
said the king'.

5Ier,_lchazzar, the high-priest, muttered something
about the ml-'er of the Gods at the toleration sh_wn to a
_eet ofimpiou, heretic.-_who ate pi_'eon_ broiled, "wherea_,"
:aid Le, " our rc!it_,ion command_ us to eat them roabte,t.

Now therefore, oh Kin__','"continued the re,pec.ta_.fle di-
vine, " give conmmnd t_ thy men of war, and let tlmm
_mite the di-vbcdient people widl the sword, them, and
tLeir wive% "rod their children, and lob their liouse_. "rod

their/locks, and their herds, be given to t]lv .-errant* the
prie,ts. Then _-hall the land yield it_ inere, se, mid the
fl'uits of the earth slmll be no more bla.,.ted by the ven-

geance of heaven."
"X_ty," said the t_ng, "the ground lies under no

general curse ii'om lieaven. The _cason ]m, been :i,ngtt-
lar]y good. The wine which thou didst the-elf, drink at
the banquet a few nights ag,_, ,,h venerable Merolchazzar,
wa- of this Veal"S vintuge, lh,,t tliou not remember L,,w
I]ltJtl didst praise it ? l_ wa_ the same nig'ht that tL_u
wa_-t in,_ph'ed by I_elus, and did;t reel to and fl'o, and di_-
cvurse _acred mysteries. These things are too Lard Ibr
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me. I comprehend them not. The onlywine which is

bad isthatwhich issentto lilyjudges, \Vho canex-
pound this to us ?"

The ½ng scratched hi_ head. Upon which edl the
courtiers scratched their heads.

liethen _n'dered l_roclamatiou t,_ be made, that a pur-
I,le robe mid a g_lden chain ..-huuld be given t.o the man
who c_uld solve thi_ ditti-.ultv.

An old philo._,i,her , wh,_ Lad been ,,b,erred _,_ smile
rather d_isdainfu!lv when the l_rize had fi>-t been in-ti-
tuwd, came fbrward and q,,_ke thus:--

"@,nner ('hel_hora_d, lhe t_q' ever! _L,rvd ll_t fit

that which has hapl_ened. It wa< m, mh'ac]e, lint a na-
tural event. Itow could it be ,,_herwi;e ? It i', tl'ttc that
much ,_,_,_,1wine ha- been made thi- vc'm _But wL,)
would send it in for the reward-? Tbu ku_wcst A-c,_-

baruch who hath the gr<_t vhteyard, in the norris, and
Cohahiroth wLo sendeth wine every year fl'_ml the *_tttll

over the Persian gulfi Their wine- are so deiici,_:t- that
ten meu,ures thereof 'tt'c .-O]_ t_)l" aii ]lulidred talent, of

>ilver. Thinkest thou that they will exchange them f, ,r t]_v
_,Iave_*and thine a_--e_,? \\3mr would thy prize p> ,!it any
wht, have vineyard- in rich sol]-'."""

'"Who then," >aid one of the judges, "are the wretche_
vho sent u, this p_d-on ? "'

'-]3lame them n,_t,'" said the sage, " seeing t]mt vc,u have
been the author.,_ v,f the evil. They are men wh,_>e land.

are poor, aud have never vie]dcd them auv return; equal
to the prize_ which the Icing ]_r,q_o.-ed. \Vheret;.u'e,
knowing that the ],a'd.-.of the fl'uitful vineyard, w, m!d n,_,t
enter int,) c,m_petiti, ,n with them. the F planted vine-. -,,me
ollrocks, and .-ome iltlight .-andv :,_il, and -ome ind,:q_
clay. t{ence theh' wine; are bad. For no cuhure c,r reward

will make barren land bear g,_,_dvines, t.2n,ow there/;u'e,
a_-uredly, that your prize-, have increa-_ed tile quantity of
bad but not of good wine."
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There was a long silence. At length the Mng spoke.
"Give him the purple robe and the chain of gold. Throw
the wines into the Euphrates ; and proclaim that tlle Royal
Society of Wines is dissolved."
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SCENES FR05I " ATHENIAN REVELS." (J_t._-rA_ 1824.)

A DRAMA.

I°

8csxs _ A Street in .AtM__s.

E_ter CALLIDEMUS (zl_(l _PEUSIPPUS.

C3-LLIDEMUS.

So, you young reprobate ! You must be a man of wit,
fi_rsooth, and a man of quality! You nm:t spend as if

you were as rich as Ni,:ias, and prate as if.votl were a_ wi,-e

as Pericles! You must (langle after sol)hists and pretty

wonT_ell! .a_lld I mu.t pay I;_r all ! I must sup on dwme
aud onion% while you are swallowing thru_-hes and ]rare-!
I mu.,t oh'ink water, that, you may play tl_e c_ttabtts* wid_
Chian wine ! I must wander abv,ut as ragged a_ Pauson_',
that you may be a- fine a_ Mcibiade- ! 7[ must ]ie on bare

boards, with a _-to_lc._ fi)r my pPdow, and a rotten mat ibr

my coverlid, by the light of a wretched win½ng lamp,

while you are marching in state, with a, many torche_ as

one sees at the feast of Cere% to thunder with your

hatchet§ at the door., of half the Ionian ladies in Yeh'_us. iI

* This game eonsiste4 in pr_eetlng wine out of cups" it was a diversion
extremely fashionable at Athenian entertainments.

+ Pauson was an Athenian painter, who_e name was svnonvmou._ with
begga W. See Aristophanes : Plums. 60°. :From his poverty, I am inclined
to suppose that he painted historical pictures.

:_See Aristophanes ; Plutus. 542.
§ Set Theoeritus; Idyll ii. 128.
IIThis was the most disreputable part of Athens. See Aristophanes ; Pax,

165.
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[SPEUSIPPUS.

Why, thc,u unreasonable old man ! Thou most shame-
It->_of fitthers [

CALLIDESIUS.

I'ngratcful wretch ; dare you talk so ? ,_re you not
afraid of tile thunders of Jupiter ?

SPEI'SIPPUS.

Jupiter thunder [ nc,nsense ! Anaxagoras says, that
thunder is only an explo_-ion produced by.

CALLIDEMUS.

lie does ! Would that it had fifltcn on his head for his

pain_ !

SPEUSIPPUS.

Nay : talk rationally.

CALLIDEMUS.

Rationally! You audacious young sophist! I will
talk ratiomdlv. Do you know that I am yore" father ?
What quibble can you make upon that ?

SPEUSIPPUS.

13o I know that you are my father ? Let us take the

question to pieces, as 5lelesigenes would say. First, then,
we mu,I inquire what is knowh.dge ? Secondly, what is
a fitther ? Now, knowledge, as Socrates said the other day
to Themtetus*, -

CALLIDEMUS.

Socrates'. what ! the ragged tlat-nosed old dotard, who $
walks about all day lmretbc_t, 'rod filches cloaks, and dissects [
gu'tts, and shoesq" fleas with wax ?

SPEUSIPPUS,

All fiction ! All trumped up by Aristophanes [

* See Plate's The_tctus. _"See Aristophanes_ Xubes_ 150.

J
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CALLIDEMUS.

By Pa!la_, if he is in the habit of putting shoe_ on his
fleas, he i_ kinder to them than t,_ lfim-_elf _ttt listen to

m< 1)(_y: if you g() on in this w_'F, you will be ruined.
There i_ an argument for you. Go to your S_,enlte_ "rod
your Mclesigenes, and tell them to refltte that. Ihdned [
Do y,m hear ?

SPEUSIPPUS.

Pmined !

CALLIDEMUS.

Ay, by Jupiter ! Is such a shc_w as you make to be
supported on nothing ? During all the ia_t war, I made
not an obol fl'om my farm : the Pel,)pomiesian loct>t, came
ahnost as regularly as the I>leiade* :--corn l)urnt ;-
olives stripped ; -- frtfit trees cut down ; _ wall, st,_pped
up:--'md, just when peace came, and I h(_ped that all
would turn ,)ut well, y,,u mu_t begin ta spend as if you
had tdlthe mines of Tha:u.,_ at command.

SPEUSIPPUS.

Now, by Neptune, who delight, in h,;rses --

cAImum_ics.

If Xq)tune delight_ in h(,r_e-, he does not resemble InC.
You mu:t ride at the l'auathena.a on a h.r-e ilt f_w the

great king : tbur acre_ of my be,t vine_ went for that %llv.
Y(m must retrench, or you willhave nothingto eat. Does

not Anaxagc)ras mention, among hi,; ,)ther discoveries, that
when a man has nothing to eat he dies ?

SPEUSIPPUS,

You are deceived. _Iv fl'iends

CALLIDEMI_'S.

Oh, yes ! your friends will llt)t]ce you, doubtles% when
you are squeezing through the crowd, on a winter's day-,

to warm yourself at the fire of the baths ; _ or when y,,u
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are fighting with beggars and beggars' dogs for the scraps _]
of a sacrifice;--or when you are glad to earn three
wretched obols* by listelfing all day to lying speeches and
crying children. .,

I
SPEUSIPPUS.

There are other means of support.

CALLIDEMUS.

What ! I suppose you will wander from house to house,
like that wretched buffoon Philippus+, and beg every body
who has a,ked a supper-party to be so ldnd "ts to feed you
and laugh at you ; or you will turn sycophant ; you will
get a bunch of grapes, or a pair of shoes, now and then,
by fl'ightelfing some rich coward with a mock prosecution. |.
Well! that is a t'tsk for which your studies under the !sophists may have fitted you.

SPEVSlI't'US.
[

You are wide of the mark.
ICALLIDEMUS.

Then what, in the name of Juno, is your scheme ? Do
,:au intend to join O ,_,t,_-*_r.:_.s „rob on the highway
;rake care ; beware of the eleven§ ; beware of the hem-
bck. It may be very 1)leasant to live at other people's
expense: but not very pleasant, I should think, to hear

the pestle give its last bang against the mortar, when the |
cold dose is ready. ]?ah !_ |

SPEUSIPPUS.

tIemlock! Orestes! %lly!--I aim at nobler objects.
What say you to politics, _ the general assembly ?

CALLIDEMUS.

You an orator !_oh no ! no ! Cleon was worth twenty i
* The stipend of an Athenian juryman, q- Xenophon : Convivium.
:_A eeh.bratod highwayman of Attica. See Arist,@mnes : Ayes, 711 ; and

in sevc_'al other passag_,s. § The pulice otticers of Athen_.
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such fools as you. You have succeeded, I grant, to his
impudence, for which, if there be justice in Tartarus, he
is now soaking up to the eyes in his own tan-pieMe. But
the Paphlagot_an had parts.

SPEUSIPPUS.

And you mean to imply--

; CALLIDEMUS.

Not I. You are a Pericles in emb_To , doubtless. Well :
and when are you to make your first speech ? oh Pallas !

SPEUSIPPUS.

I thought of spea-ldng, the other day, on the Sicilian
expedition ; but Nicias* got up before me.

CALLIDEMUS.

Nicias, poor honest man, might just as well have sate
still ; his speaking did but little good. The loss of your
oration is, doubtless, an irreparable public calamity.

SPEUSIPPUS.

Why, not so; I intend to introduce it at the next as-
sembly ; it will suit any subject.

CALLIDEMUS.

That is to say, it will suit none. But pray, if it be not
too presumptuous a request, indulge me with a specimen.

SPEUSIPPUS.

Well ; suppose the agora crowded ;_an important sub-
ject under discussion ;_an mnbassador fl'om Argos, or
fl_omthe great king ;--the tributes fl'om the Mands ;--_
an impeachment :_ in short, anything you please. The
crier makes procl'tmation._" Any citizen above fifty years
old may speak_any citizen not disqualified may speak."
Then I rise :_a great mm_mur of cm'iosity while I am
mounting the stand.

See Thucydides: vi. 8.

VOL. I. D
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CALLIDEMUS.

Of curiosity ! yes, and of something else too. You will
inthllibly be dragged down by main force, like poor Glau-
con * last year.

SPEUSIPPUS.

Never fear. I shall begin in this style :
" When I consider, Athenians, the importance of our

city ;--when I consider the extent of its power, the wis-
dom of its laws, the elegance of its decorations :_wlien I
consider by what names and by what exploits its mmals
are adorned ;--when I think on Harmodius and _'istogi-
ton, on Themistocles and Niltiades, on Cimon and Pericles;
_when I contemplate our pre-eminence in arts and let-
ters :--when I observe so many flourishing states and
islands compelled to own the dominion, and purch'tse the
protection, of the City of the Yiolet Crown t_"

CALLIDEMUS.

I sha_ choke with rage. Oh, all ye gods and god-
desses, what sacr]]e_'e, what perjury have I ever comnfit-
ted, that I should be singled out from among all the
citizens of Athens to be the father of this fool ?

SPEUSIPPUS.

What now ? ;By Bacchus, old man, I would not advise
you to g'ive way to such fits of passion in the streets. If
Aristoph'mes were to see you, you would infallibly be in
a comedy next spring.

CALLIDEMUS.

]'ou have more reason to fear Aristophanes than any
fool lix_ing. Oh, that lie could but liear you trying to
hnitate the slang of Straton $ and the lisp of Alcibiades ! §
You would be an inexhaustible subject. You would con-
sole him for the loss of Cleon.

• See Xenophon : 3Iemorabili% iii.
q"A favourite epithet of Athens. See Aristophanes ; Aeharn. 637.

_;See Aristophanes ; Ecluites , 1375. _ See Aristophanes ; Yesl0re _44.
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SPEUSIPPUS.

No, no. I may perhaps figure at the dramatic repre-
sentations before long ; but in a very different way.

CALLIDEMUS.

_rhat do you mean ?

SPEUSIPPUS.

What say you to a tr_edy ?

CALLIDEMUS.

A tragedy of yours ?

SPEUSIPPUS.

Even so.
CALLIDEMUS.

Oh Hercules ! Oh :Bacchus ! Tiffs is too much. Here

is an universal gelfius ; sophist,--orator,-- poet. To what
a three-headed monster have I given birth! a perfect
Cerberus of intellect ! 2rod pray what may your piece be
about ? Or will your tragedy, like your speech, serve
equally for any subject ?

SPEUSIPPVS.

I thought of several plots ;--- (Edipus, --:Eteocles and
Pol3nfices, _ the war of Troy, -- the murder of Agamem-
llOn.

CALLIDEMUS.

And what have you chosen ?

SPEUSIPPUS.

You know there is a law which permits any modern
poet to retouch a play of ,__Eschylus,and bring it forward
as ]fis own composition. And. as there i_ an absm'd pre-
judice, among the vulgar, in favour of his extravagant
pieces, I have selected one of them, and altered it.

CALLIDEMUS.

Which of them ?
])2
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SPEUSIPPUS.

Oil! that mass of barbarous absm-dities, the Prome-

theus. :But I have framed it anew upon the model of
Em'ipides. :By :Bacchus, I shall make Sophocles and
Agathon look about them. You would not h_ow the
play again.

CALLIDESIUS,

:By Jupiter, I believe not.

SPE USIPPUS.

I have omitted file whole of the absm'd dialogue be-
tween '_'ulcan and Strength, at the beginning.

CALLIDEMUS.

That may be, on the whole, an improvement. The
play will then open with that grand soliloquy of Prome-
theus, when he is chained to the rock.

c, Oh ! ve eternal heavens ! 5"e rushing winds !
5:e fountains of great streams ! Ye ocean waves,

That in ten thousand sparkling dimples wreathe

_our azure smiles ! All-generating earth !
A/l-seeing sun ! On you. on vou_ I eM1.'" *

WeE, I allow that will be striking; I did not thi_Lkyou
capable of that idea. Why do you laugh ?

SPE USIPP US.

Do you seriously suppose that one who has studied the
plays of that great man, Euripides, would ever begin a
tragedy in such a ranting style ?

CALLIDEMUS.

What, does not your play open with the speech of
Prometheus ?

SPEUSIPPUS.

No doubt.

" See AEschylus; Prometheus_ 88.
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CALLIDEMUS.

Then what, in the name of ]_acchus, do you make him
say ?

SPEUSIPPUS.

You shall hear; and, if it be not in dm very style of
Euripides, call me a fool.

CALLIDEMUS.

That is a liberty which I shall ventm'e to take, whether
it beorno. But go on.

SPEUSIPPUS.

Prometheus begins thus :
" Coelus begat baturn and Ilriareus,

Cottus and Creius and Iapetus.
Gy__,es and Hyperion, Phoebe, Tethys,
Thea and I/lma and Mnenioa)me.

Then Saturn wedded t_hea, and begat
Pluto and Neptune. Jupiter and Juno."

CALLIDEMUS.

Very beautiful, and very natural ; and, as you say, very
Eke Euripides.

SPEUSIPPUS.

You are sneering. Really, father, you do not under-
stand these things. You had not those advantages in
your youth

CALLIDE__IUS.

Which I have been fool enough to let you have. No ;
in my early days, lying had not been diglfified into a
science, nor poetics degraded into a trade. I wrestled,
and read Homer's battles, instead of dressing my hair, and
reciting lectures in verse out of Euripides. But I have
some notion of what a play should be; I have seen
Phr_fiehus, and lived with _:Eschvlus. I saw the repre-
sentation of the Persians.

SPEUSIPPUS.

A wn:etehed play; it may amuse the fools who row the
triremes; but it is utterly unworthy to be read by any
man of taste.

D3
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CALLIDEMUS.

If you had seen it acted ;--the whole theatre frantic

with joy, stamping, shouting, laughing, cwing. There
was Cynmgeirus, the brother of zEschylus, who lost both

his arms at l\Iarathon, beating the stumps against his sides
with raptm'e. When the crowd remarked him _ :But

where are you going ?
SPEUSIPPUS.

To sup with Alcibiades; he sails wkh the expedition
for Sicily in a few days; this is his farewell entertainment.

CALLIDEMUS.

So much the better ; I should say, so much the worse.
That cursed Sicilian expedition ! And you were one of
the young fools * who stood clapping and shouting while
he was gulling the rabble, and who drowned poor Nieias's
voice with your uproar. Look to it : a day of reckoning
will come. As to Alcibiades himself

SPE USIPPUS.

W-hat can you say against him ? ttis enemies them-
selves acknowledge his merit.

CALLIDEMUS.

They acknowledge that he is clever, and handsome, and
that he was crowned at the Olympic games. And what

other merits do his friends claim tbr him ? .& precious
assembly you will meet at his house, no doubt.

SPEUSIPI'US.

The first men in Athens, probably.

CALLIDEMUS.

Whom do you mean by the first men in Athens P

SPEUSIPPUS.

Callicles.'_"

• See Thucydide% vl. 13.
I" Callieles plays a conspicuous par_ in the Gorglas of Plato.
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CALLIDEMUS.

A sacrilegious, impious, unfeeling ruffian !

SPEUSIPPUS.

Hippomachus.
CALLIDEMUS.

A fool, who can talk of nothing but his travels through
Persia and E_%D'pt. Go, go. The gods forbid that I should
detain you fl'om such choice society. [Exeunt severall U.

II.

SCENE--A Hall in the House of ALCIBIADES.

ALCIBIADES, SPEUSIPPUS, CALLICLES, _[=_IPPOMACIIUS, CtIA-

RICLE3.,and otl,ers, zeated round a table, J'ea8tb_g.

ALCIBIADES.

Bring larger cups. This shall be our gayest revel. I_
is probably the last--for some of us at least.

SPE USIPPUS.

At all events, it will be long before you taste such wine
again, Alcibiades.

CALLICLES.

Nay, there is excellent wine in Sicily. _en I was
there with Eurymedon's squadron, I had many a long
carouse. You never saw finer grapes than those of
2Etna.

ttIPPOMACHUS.

The Greeks do not understand the art of making wine.
Your Persian is the man. So rich, so fragrant, so sparkling.
I _jll tell you what the Satrap of C_,ria said to me about
that when I supped with him.

ALCIBIADES.

Nay, sweet Hippomachus; not a word to-night al)_ut
satraps, or the great king, or the walls of :Babylon, or th,_

D4
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Pyramids, or the mumn_es. Charicle,% why do you look
so sad ?

Ct_ARICLEA.

Can I be cheerful when you are going to leave me,
±_dcibiades ?

ALCIBIADES.

_Iv life, my sweet soul, it is but for a sliort time. In fl
year we conquer Sicily. In another, we humble Car-
thage.* I will bring back such robes, such necklaces,
elephants' teeth by thousands, ay, and the elephants them-
selves, if you wish to see them. Nay, smile, my Chariclea,
or I shall talk nonsense to no purpose.

YIIPPOMACIIUS.

The largest elephant that I ever saw was in the grounds
of Teribazus, near Susa. I wish that I had measured
him.

ALCIBIADES.

I wish that he had trod upon you. Come, come,
Chariclea, we shall soon return, and then.

CtIARICLEA.

Yes ; then, indeed.

ALCIBIADES.

Yes, then_

Then for revels; then for dances,

Tender whispers, melting glance.-.
:Peasants, pluck your richest fruits :
Ninstrels_ sotmd your sweetest flutes ;

Come in laughing crowds to greet us_
Dark-eyed daughters of Miletus ;
Bring the myrtles, bring the dice_

:Floods of Chian_ hills of spice.

SPEUSIPPUS.

Whose lines are those, Alcibiades ?

* See Thueydides_ vi. 90.
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ALCIBIADES.

5Iy own. Think you, because I do not slmt myself up
to meditate, and drink water, and eat herbs, that I cannot
write verses ? By Apollo, if I did not spend my days in
pohtics, and my nights in revelry, I should have made
Sophocles tremble. But now I never go beyond a little
song like this, and never invoke any _Iuse but Charic]ca.
But come, Speusippus, sing. You are a professed poet.
Let us have some of your verses.

SPEUSIPPUS,

l_Iy verses ! How can you talk so ? I a professed poet.

ALCIBIADES.

O11, content you, sweet Speusippus. We all know your
designs upon the tragic houom's. Come, sing. A chorus
of your new play.

SPEUSIPPUS,

Nay, nay_
tIIPPO._IACIIUS.

_\q_en a guest who is asked to sing at a Persian ban-
quet refuses_

SPEUSIPPUS.

In the name of :Bacchus--

ALCIBL_DES.

I am absolute. Sing.

S PEI_-SIPPUS.

Well, then, I will sing you a chorus, which, I think, is
a tolerable imitation of Euripides.

CtIARICLEA.

Of Euripides ?--Not a word !

ALCIBIADES,

Why so, sweet Chariclea ?
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CIIARICLEA.

Would you have me betray my sex ? \Votfld you have
me forget "his Phmdras and Sthenobceas ? No : if I ever
suffer any lines of that woman-hater, or his imitators, to
be sung in my presence, may I * sell herbs like his mother,
and wear rags like his Telephus. _,

ALCIBIADES.

Then, sweet Charielea. since you have silenced Speu-
sippus, you shall sing yourselfi

CIIAR1CLEA,

What shall I sing ?

ALCIBIADES.

Nay, choose for yourself.

CIIAEICLEA.

Then I will sing an old Iolfian hymn, which is chanted
every spring at the feast of Venus, near Niletus. I used
to sing it in nay own country when I was a child ; and--
Ah, Alcibiades !

ALCIBIADES.

Dear Chariclea, you shall sing sometldng else. This
distresses you.

CHARICLEA.

:No: hand me the ]Fe :--no matter. ]'ou will hear
the song to disadvantage. ]3ut if it were sung as I have
heard it sung ;---if this were a beautiful morning in spring,
and if we were standing on a woody promontory, with
the sea, and the white sails, and the blue Cyclades beneath
us,--and the portico of a temple peeping through the

• The mother of Euripides was a herb-woman. This was a favourite
topic of Aristophanes.

f" The hero of one of the lost plays of Euripides, who appears to have been
brought upon the stage in the g_b of a beggar. See Aristophanes ; Acham,
430_ and in other places.
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trees on a huge peak above our heads,--and thousands of
people, with myrtles in their hands, thronging up the
winding path, their gay ch'es_es and garlands disappearing
and emerging by turns as they passed round the angles of
the roek,--then perhaps--

ALCIBIADES.

Now, by Venus herself, sweet lady, where you are we
shall lack neither sun, nor flowers, nor spring, nor temple,
nor goddess.

CItARICLEA. (,S[_/8.)

Let this sunny hour be given,
-Venus, unto love and mirth :

Smiles like thine are in the heaven
:Bloom like thine is on the earth ;

And the tinkling of the fbunt'tlns,
_knd the mm'murs of the sea,

And the echoes from the mauntains_

Speak of youth, and hope: and thee.

By what,'er of soft expression
Thou hast taught to lover_-' eyes,

Faint denied; slow confession,

Glowing cheeks and stifled sighs ;

:By the pleasure and the pain,
]_v th,_ follies and the wih_s_

Pouting fondness, sweet disdain,

Happy tears and mom'nfld smiles :

Come with music floating" o'er thee ;
Come with _qolets springin_ round :

Let the Graces dance before thee.

._I1 their golden z,_nes mihound ;

]Now in sport their fitce_ hiding,
Now, with slender finger.- fair,

From their laughing eyes dividing
The long curls of rose-crowned hair.

ALCIBIADES.

Sweetly sung ; but mournfully, Charieiea; for which I
would chide you, but that I am sad myself, l_Iore wh_e
there. I wish to all the gods that I had fairly sailed fl'om
Athens.

CHAIIICLEA.

And from me, Alcibiades ?
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ALCIBIADES.

Yes, fl'om you, dear lady. The days which immediately
precede separation are the most melancholy of our lives.

CIIARICLEA.

:Except those wlfich immediatdy follow it.

ALCIBIADES.

No ; when I cease to see you, other objects may compel
my attention; but can I be near you without thinking
how lovely you are, mid how soon I must leave you ?

tIIPPOMACIIUS.

Ay; travelling soon puts such thoughts out of men's
heads.

CALL1CLES.

A_battle is the best remedy for them.

CHAIlICLEA.

A battle, I _honld tlfink, might supply their place with
others as unpleasant.

CALLICLES.

No. The preparations are rather disagreeable to a no-
vice. But as soon as the fighting begins, by Jupiter, i_ is
a noble time ;--men trampling,--stfields chtstfing,--spears
breaking,--and the pecan roaring louder than all.

CIIARICLEA.

:But what if you are killed ?

CALLICLES.

_mt indeed ? You nmst ask Speusippus that question.
He is a philosopher.

ALCIBIADES.

Yes, and the greatest of pMIosophers, ff he can answer
it.
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SPEUSIPPUS.

Pythagoras is of opinion--

tIIPPOMACIIUS.

Pythagoras stole that and all his other opinions fi'om
Asia and Egypt. The transmigration of the soul -rod the
vegetable diet are derived fl'om India. I met a t3rach-
man in Sogdiana--

CALLICLES.

.All nonsense !

CIIARICLEA,

W-hat think you, ,klcibiades ?

ALCIBIADES.

I think that, if the doctrine be true, your sp_it will be
transfused into one of the doves who carry '_ ambrosia to
the gods or verses to the mistresses of poets. Do vuu
remember Anacreon's lines ? How should you like such
an office ?

CHARICLEA.

If I were to be yore" dove, _Zlcibiades, and you would
treat me as Anacreon treated his, and let me nestle in your
breast and drink from your cup, I would sublm_ even to
carry your love-letters to other ladies.

CALLICLES.

What, in the nmne of Jupiter, is the use of all these
speculations about death? Socrates once t lectured me
upon it the best part of a day. I have hated the sight of
him ever since. Such things may suit an old sophist
when he is fasting; but in the nfidst of wine and
nmsie--

IIIPPOMACHUS.

I differ from you. The elflightened E_jptians bring

* Homer's Odyssey, xii. 63. t See the close of Plato's Gorgias.
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skeletons into their banquets, in order to remind their
guests to make the most of their life while they have it.

CALLICLES.

I want neither skeleton nor sophist to teach me that
lesson. More wine, I pray you, and less wisdom. If you
must believe something which you never can know, why
not be contented with the long stories about the other
world wlfich are told us when we are initiated at the*

Eleusinian mysteries.
CIIARICLEA.

And what are those stories ?

ALCIBIADES.

Are not you initiated, Chariclea ?

CHARICLEA.

No ; my mother was a Lydian, a barbarian ; and there-
fore--

ALCIBIADES.

I understand. Now the curse of Venus on the fools

who made so hateful a law. Speusippus, does not your
fi_iend Euripides_ say--

"The land where thou art prosperous is thy cotmtry ? "

Surely we ought to say to every lady
"The land where thou art pretty is thy country."

:Besides, to exclude foreign beauties from the chorus of the
initiated in the Elysian fields is less cruel to them than to
ourselves. Chariclea, you shall be initiated.

CIIARICLEA.

W]_en ?

The scene which follows i_ founded upon hlstory. Thucydides tells us_
in his sixth book, that about this time Alcibiades was suspected of having as-

sisted at a mock celebr'ttion of these famous mysteries. Itwas the opinion of
the vultrar among the Athenians that exh'aordinary prL4_leges were granted
in the other world to all who had been initiated.

-_The rit_ht of Euripides to this line is somewhat disputable. See _kristo-

phanes _ Plutus_ 115 °.
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ALCIBIADES.

NOW.

CIIARICLEA.

Where ?
ALCIBIADES.

Here.
CIIARICLEA.

Delightful !
SPEUSIPPUS.

:But there must be an interval of a year between the
purification and the initiation.

ALCIBIADES.

We _dll suppose all that.

SPEUSIPPUS.

And nine days of rigid mortification of the senses.

ALCIBIADES.

We will suppose that too. I am st_reit was supposed,
with as little reason, when I was i_fitiated.

SPEUSIPPUS.

But you are sworn to secrecy.

ALCIBIADES.

You a sophist, and talk of oaths! You a pupil of
Euripides, and forget his maxims [

" My lips have sworn it: but nay mind is free."*

SPEUSIPPUS.

But A]cibiades--

ALCIBIADES.

What ! Are you afraid of Ceres and Proserpine ?
SPEUSIPPUS.

No--but--but--I--that is I--but it is best to be

safe_I mean--Suppose there should be something in it.

* See Euripides ; IIippolytus, 608. ]:or the jesuitical morality of this line
Euripides is bitterly attacked by the comic poet.
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ALCIBL_DES.

Now, by l_Iercury., I shall die with laughing. Oh
Speusippus, Spensippus! Go back to your old father.
Dig vineyards, and judge causes, and be a respectable
citizen. :But never, while you live, again oh-earn of being
a philosopher.

SPEUSIPPUS.

Nay, I was only

ALCIBIADES.

A pupil of Oorgias and Melesigenes afraid of Tartarus!
In what region of the infernal world do you expect your
domicile to be fixed? Shall you roll a stone like Sisyphus?
Hard exercise, Speusippus I

SPEUSIPPUS.

In the name of all the gods--

ALCIBIADES.

Or shall you sit starved and thirsty in the midst of
fl'uit and wine like Tantalus ? Poor fellow! I think I

see your face as you are sprin_ng up to the branches and
missing your aim. Oh ]3aechus ! Oh Nercury !

SPEUSIPPUS.

A_lcibiades !

ALCIBIADES.

Or perhaps you will be food for a vulture, like the huge
fellow who was rude to Latona.

SPEUSIPPUS,

.Mcibiades !

ALCIBLkDES.

Never fear. 5Enos _dll not be so cruel. Your e]oquence
wi]_ltrimnph over all accusations. The furies will sknlk
away like disappointed sycophants. Only address the
judges of hell in the speech wlfieli you were prevented
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from speaking last assembly. "When I con,ider "-- i,
not that the beginning of it? Come, mm_, d,) not l,_,

angry. Why do you pace up and down with such ],m V
steps ? You are not in Tartarus vet. Y,m seem t_)thi_k
tliat you are ah'eady stalldng like poor A(-hilh,_.

" With _trido

"Majestic through the plain of Astdl,,d,.I.""

SPEUSIPPYS.

tIow can you talk so, when you know th:_t I belie:re aH
that foolery as little as you do

ALCIBIADES.

Then march. You shall be the crier.+ ('a]l/cle-, you

,hall can W the torch. Why do you stare ?

CALLIC'LES.

I do not much like the fl'olic.

ALCIBIADES.

5-ay, surely you are not taken with a fi_ c,f piety. It'
all be true that is told of you, you have a-_little rca-c,n l,,
think the gods vindictive a_ "my nmn breathfi% If v,m
be not belied, a certain golden goblet which I have _-(,_lJ
at your l_ouse was once in the temple of _Jtltl') at (_'t)l'_l'_l.
And men say that there was a prie,-te_-_at Tal'clitttln---

CALLICLES.

A fig for the gods ! I was thinldng about the Archon:.
You will Lave an accusation laid a_'ainst you to-morr_)w.
It is not ve_- pleasant to be tried betbre the king..+

* See ttomer's Odyssoy. xi. 53.._.
t The crier and torch-bearer were important, functionaries at 1,ho eel,,-

bration of the Eleusinian mysteries.

The name of king was given in the Athenian democracy to the magi.--
irate who exercised those spiritual functions which in the m,marchieal tnno-
had belonged to the sovereign. Itis cc,urt took cognisance of offences against

the religion of the state.

VOL. I. E
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ALCIBIADES.

Never fbar: there is not a sycophant in Attica who
would d'u'e to breathe a word against me, for the golden*
plane-tree of the great king.

}I IPPOMACtt US.

That plane-tree---

ALCIBIADES.

Never mind the plane-tree. Come, Ca]lie]es, you were
n,)t .-o timid when you plundered the merchantman off

Cape Malea. Take up the torch and move. ttippomachus,
_ell one of the slaves to bring a sow. t

CALLICLES.

And wh'tt part are you to play ?

ALCIBIADES.

I shall be tfierophant. Herald, to your office. Torch-
bearer, "ldvance with the lights. Come forward, fair
n_vice. We will celebrate the rite within. (Exeu_t.)

* 9ee tIerodotus, viii. 2,_.

+ ,k sow wa__sacrificed to Ceres at the admission to the greater mysteries.
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CRITICISMS ON THE PRINCIPAL ITALIAN WRITERS.

No. I. DANTE. (Jx._c_aY 1824.)

"Fairest ofstars,l,_t in the trainof night,
]f betterthoubelongnot to the dawn,
Surepledgeof day,that crown'stthe smilingmorn
With thy brightcirclet." MxLTox.

Ix a review of Italian literature, Dante has a double

claim to precedency. He was the earliest and the _eat-
est writer of lfis country, tie was the first man who
fhlly descried and exhibited the powers of his native dia-
lect. The Latin tongue, which, under the most favourable
circumstances, and in the hands of the greatest master,,
had still been poor, feeble, and singularly unpoetical, and
which had, in the age of Dante, been debased by the ad-
mk,:ture of innumerable barbarous words and idioms, was
.,till cultivated with superstitious veneration, and received,
in the last stage of corruption, more honours than it had
deserved in the period of its life and vigour. It was the
language of the cabinet, of the university, of the church.
It was employed by all who aspired to distinction in the
higher walks of poetry. In compassion to the ignorance
of Iris mistress, a cavalier might now and then proclaim
his passion in Tuscan or ProvengM rhymes. The vulgar
might occasionally be edified bv a pious allegory in the
popular jargon. But no writer had conceived it possible

r2
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that the dialect of peasants and market-women should
p_,_e:_-",,uflh'iepa energy and preci.,ion fbr a maiestie and
durable work. ])ante adventm'ed first, tte detected the

rich treasures of thought and diction which still lay latent
in their ore. He refined them into purity. He bunfished
them into splendour. Lie fitted them tbr every purpose
(_f use and magnificence. And he has thus acquired the
gloW, not only of producing the finest narrative p_,em of
modern times, but also of creating a language, distinguished
by um'ivalled melody, and peculiarly capable of flmfishing
to l_,ftv and passionate thoughts their appr,_priate garb of
severe and concise exprc:sion.

To many thL- mqy appear a .,,ingular pnn%,wrle on the
It,dian tongue. Indeed the great mt!jarity of the young
gentlemen and young ladies, who. when they are asked
whether they read It.lian, "mswer "yes," never g,_ beyond.
the stories at the end of thdr _rammar,--The I'astor ]:'ido,
--or an act of Artaserse. They could as soon read a
Babylonian ln'ick as a canto of" Dante. tIence it is a

general c_pinion, among those who know little or nothing
of the spl_.ject, that thi., admirable language is adapted
only to the effemi,mte cant of _-om_etteers, musicians, and
COnl'tOi s,_eUl"S.

The fact i- that Dante and Petrarch have been the Oro-
ma.-des and Arimanes of Italian literature. I wish not to
detract t?om the merits of Petrarch. No one can doubt

that his p_ems exhibit, amidst some imbecility and more
afibctati,_, mu"h elegance, ingeuuit3, and tenderne-s.
They present us with a mixture which can only be com-
pared t,, the whimsical concert described by the humorous
poet of Modena :

,. Sa"udian gli usignuoli, al primo albor%
E gli asini eantar versi d'amore."*

I am not, however, at present speaMng of the intrinsic ex-
cellencies of ],is _aa'itings, which I shall take another

* Tassoni ; Secchia Pmpit% canto i. stanza 6.
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c_pportmfity to examine, but of the effect which they pro-
duced on the literature of Italy. The florid and luxurious
charms of his style enticed the poets and the public from

the contemplation of nobler and sterner mvdels. In truth,
though a rude state of society is that iu w]fich great origi-
nal works are most frequently produced, it is also that
in which they are wo>t appreciated. This may "lppear

par-tdoMcal ; but it is proved by experience, ai_.,lis consis-
tent with reason. To be without any received canons of

taste is good for the few who can create, but bad for the
many who can only imitate and judge. Great and active
min_ts cmmot remain at rest. In a cultivated qge they
are too often contented t,, move on in the beaten path.
But wLere no path exi,ts they will make one. TLus the
Iliad, the Odys.-_ey,the Divine C,.,medy, appeared in dark
and half barbarous times: and thus of the few original
works which have been produced in more poliqled agc_
we owe a large proD,rtion to men i_ low stations and of
mfin,*brmed minds. I will instance, in our own language,
the Pilgrim% Progress and t_obin_on Crusoe. Of all the
prose works of fiction which we poss,ess, these are, I will
n,_t say the best, but the m,)st peculiar, the mo;t unpre-
cedented, the mo-t inimit'tble, tt_,d I_unwm and Detbe

been educated gentlemen, they would prvbably have

pul_]ished translations and imitati,ms of French romances
'" by "t person of quality." I am not sure that we should
have had Lear if Shakspeare had been able to read
Sol_hocles.

But these circumstances, while they tb.-ter geniu,, are
unthvourable to the science of criticism. 3Ien judge by
c_mtparison. They are unable to estim'tte the grandem" of
an object when there is no standard by which they can
measure it. One of the French philosophers (I beg
Gerard's pardon), who accompanied Napoleon to E_ypt,
tells us that, when he first visited the great Pyramid, he
was surprised to see it so dimiuutive. It stood -done in a
boundless plain. There was l'_othing near it from which
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he could calculate its magnitude. But when the camp was
pitehed beside it, and the tents appeared like diminutive
specks around its base, he then perceived the immensity
of this mightiest work of man. In the same manner, it
is not till a crowd of petty _xa'iters has sprung up that the
merit of the great master-spirits of literature is understood.

We have indeed ample proof that Dante was highly
admired in his own and the following age. I wish that
we had equal proof that he was admired for his excel-
lencies. :But it is a remarkable corroboration of what has

been said, that this great man seems to have been utterly
unable to apprecmte himself. In his treatise De VUl[lari
El,)fluentia he talks with satisfaction of what he has done
for Italian literature, of the purity and correctness of hi._
style. " Cependa_t," says a favom'itc * writer of mine.
"' il n'est ni put, ni correct, mai_ il eat c_'(ateur." Consider-
ing the difficulties with which Dante had to struggle, we
may perhaps be more inclined than the French critic to
"dlow him this praise. Still it is by no means his highest
or most peculiar title to applause. It is scarcely necessm T
to say that those qualities which escaped the notice of the
poet himself were not likely to attract the attention of the
commentators. The fitct is, that, while the pablic homage
was paid to some absurdities with which his works may
be justly charged, and to many more which were falsely
imputed to them,--while lecturers were paid to expound
and eulogise his phys:es, Iris metaphysics, his theology, all
bad of their Mnd,_while mmotators laboured to detect al-

legorical memfings of which the attthor never dreamed, the
great powers of his imagination, and the incomparable three
of his style, were neither admired nor imitated. Arimanes
had prevailed. The Divine Comedy was to that age what
St. Paul's Cathedral was to Omai. The poor Otaheitean
stared listlessly for a moment at the huge cupola, and ran
into a toyshop to play with beads. Italy, too, was charmed

" Sismondij Litt_rature du Midi de l'Europe.
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with literary trinkets, and played with them for tlmr
centuries.

From the time of Petrarch to the appearance of Alfivri'.
tragedies, we may trace in almost every pqge of Italian
literature the influence of those celebrated sonnets which.
from the nature both of their beauties and their fault-.

were peculiarly unfit to be models for gencr'fl imitqti,.m.
Ahnost all the poets of that period, however different in
the degree and quality of their talents, are characteri,ed
by great exaggeration, and, as a necessary conseque:me.
great coldness of sentiment; by a passion for friw,1,)u._
and tawd W ornament ; and, above all, br an extreme £,e-
bleness and diffuseness of style. Tas_o. Marin,_, Guarini,
_[etast_io, and a crowd of writers of inferiar merit and

celebrity, were spell-bound in the enchanted garden; of a
gaudy and meretricious _Mcina, who concealed debility
and deformity beneath the deceitful semblance of ]oveli-

ness and health. 3a-iosto, the great Ariosto him*elfi lib.
his own tlug_ero, stooped for a time to linger amidst the
magic tlowers and ibuntains, and to caress the ,my and

painted sorceress. :But to him, as to hi_ own lluggiero.
had been given the omnipotent ring and the winged
courser, which bore him fl'om the paradise of deception
to the regions of light and nature.

The evil of which I speak was not confined to the
graver poets. It infected satire, comedy, burlesque. _N,,
person can admire more than I do the great ma_ter-
pieces of wit and hmnour which Italy has pr,_duced. Still
I cannot but discern and lament a great doficiencv.
Milch is common to them all. I find in them abundance

of ingenuity, of droll na/vetd, of profound and ju;t reflec-
tion, of happy expression. Manners, characte>, opilfion-.
are treated with "a most learned spirit of hmnan de:,.1-
ing." But something is still wanting. We read. and we ad-
mire, and we yawn. We look in vain for the bacchanalian
fury which inspired the comedy of Atheus, for the tierce
and withering scorn which animate, the im-ective, of

z4
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Juvenal and Dryden, or even for the compact and pointed
dwtion which adds zest to tile verses of Pope and Boileau.
There is no enthusia.,:m, no energy, no condensation,
_,_,,thing which springs fl'om strong feeling, nothing which
Iend_ to excite it. Many fine thoughts and fine expres-
-it,ha reward the toil of reading. Still it is a toil. The

$ecehia tlapita, in some points the best poem of its kind_
is painfully difl\tse and languid. The Animali Parlanti of
(_'asti i_-perfectly intolerable. I admh'e the dexterity of
the plot. and the liberality of the opilfions. I ttdmit that
it i_-impossible to turn to a page which does not contain
:omething that deserves to be remembered; but it is at
least six times as long as it ought to be. And the yar-
rulous feebleness of the style is a still greater fault than
die length of the work.

It may be thought that I have gone too far in attribut-

ing the_-e evils to the influence of the works and the fame
,)f Petrarch. It cannot, however, be doubted that they

have arisen, in a great mea_-ure, fl'om a neglect of the
-role ,_f Dante. This is not more proved bv the decline
, ,i' Italian poetry than by its resuscitation. After the lapse
,d' four ]mndred and fifty years, there appeared "t man

capable of appreciating and imitating the fi_ther of Tuscan
literature--Vittorio Alfieri. Like the prince in the
_mr._erv tale, he sought and found the Sleeping Beauty
witlfin the recesses which had so long concealed her from

mmtkind. The portal was indeed rusted by time ;--the
du._t of _ges had accumulated on the hangings ;--the
furniture wa_- of antique fashion ; -- and the gorgeous
,:_,]our of the embroidery had faded. But the living
charms which were well worth all the rest remained in

the bloom of eternal youth, and well rewarded the bold
adventurer who roused them from their long slmnber. In

every line of the Philip and the Saul, the greatest poems,
I think, of the eighteenth century., we may trace the
influence ,,f lhat mighty genius which has immortalised
the ill-starred love of Francesca, and the paternal agonies
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of Ugolino. Alfieri bequeathed the sovereignty of Italian
literature to the author of the Aristodemus--a man ,,i'

genius scarcely inferior to his own, and a still m,_re
devoted disciple of the great Florentine. It mu_t be
acknowledged fllat this eminent writer has sometimes
pushed too far Iris idt)latry of Dante. To borr,)w a
_prightly i]lustration from Sir John Denham. he has n_,t
,_nly imitated his garb, but borrowed ]fi_ clothes. Ite
,_ffen quotes his phrases ; and he has, not very judiciously
as it appears to me, imitated Lis versification. Neverthc-
]e__,,he has displayed many of the Ligher excellencies of
Lis master; and his work-_ may justly insph-e us with a
hope that the Italian language will long itouri<h under a
new ]itera_3" dyna,ty, or rather under the legitimate line,
which has at length been re-toted to a throne lc_ng occu-
pi_,d by specious usurpers.

The man to whom the literature of his e_,untrv owe-

its origin and its revival was born in times sin_ular]v
adapted to call ibrth his extraordinary powers. Ite]igiou_
zeal, chivalrous love and honour, democratic liberty, are
the three most powerful principles that have ever infitt-
enced the character of large masses t_f men. _ach _,f
them singly lms often excited the grcate_-t enthu-_ia-m_ and
produced the most importfmt changes. In the time ,_,f

Dante all the three, often in amalgamatic_n, generally in
conflict, agitated the public mind. The preceding genera-
tion had witnessed the wrongs and t]_e re\'engt, c>f'the
l)rave, the accomplished, the unfi,rtunate Emperc>r Frederic
the Second,--a poet in an age of scLoc_lmen,--a philc,.-o-
pher in an age of monks,--a statesman in an age of
crusaders. I)uring tl:e whole tife of the poet, Italy was
experiencing the consequences of the: memorable strug<gl,e
which he had maintained against the Chm'ch. The tine_-t

works of imagination have always been produced in times
of political convulsion, as the richest vineyards aad the
sweetest flowers always grow on the soiI which Las been
fertilised by the fiery delu_e of a volcano. To ]uok no
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fltrther than the literary history of our o_v£tcountry, can
we doubt that Shakspeare was in a great measure pro-
duced by the Reformation, and Wordsworth by the French
1{evolution ? Poets often avoid political transactions ; they
often affect to despise them. ]3ut, whether they perceive
it or not, they must be influenced by them. As long as
their minds have any point of contact with those of their
fellow-men, the electric impulse, at whatever distance it
may originate, will be circuitously communicated to them.

This will be the c_tse even in large societies, where the
divis'ion of labour enables many speculative men to
observe the face of nature, or to analyse theh _own minds,

at a distance from the seat of political transactions. In
the little republic of which Dante was a member the
state of things was very different. These small commu-
nities are mo_t unmercifhily abused by most of our modern
professors of the science of government. In such states,
they tell us, fitctions are always most violent : where both

parties are cooped up within a narrow space, political
difference necessarily produces personal malignity. Every
m'm must be a solclier; every moment may produce a
war. No citizen can lie down secure that he shall not be

roused by the darnm-bell, to repel or avenge an injury.
In such petty quarrel_ Greece squandered the blood which
might have purchased for her the pernmnent empire of the
world, and Italy wasted the energy and the abilities which
would have enabled her to defend her independence
against tlie Pontiffs and the Caesars.

All this is true : yet there is still a compensation. _Ian-
ldnd has not derived so much benefit fl'om the empire of
X{rnne as fl'om the city of Athens, nor from the -kingdom
of France as from the city of Florence. The violence of

party feeling may be an evil; but it calls forth that
activity of mind which in some states of society it is de-
sirable to produce at any expense. L'niversal soldiership
may be an evil ; but where every man is a soldier there
will be no standing army. And is it no evil that one man
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in eve_" fifty should be bred to the trade of slaughter;
should live only by destroying and by exposing himself to
be destroyed ; should fight without enthu_-iasm and con-
quer _fithout glo_ ; be sent to a hospital when wounded,
and rot on a dunghill when old ? Such, over more than
two-thirds of Europe;is the fate of soldiers. It was some-
thing that the citizen of _Lilar_ or Florence fought, not
merely in the vague and rhetorical sen.-e in which the
words are often used, but in sober truth, for his parents,
his chilch'en, his lands, his house, his altars. I_ was some-

thing that lie marched forth to battle beneath the Carroe-
eio, which had been the object of his childish veneration ;
that his aged father looked down from the battlements on
his exploits ; that his friends and his rivals were the witnesse.-
of his glory. If he fell, he was consigned to no venal or
heedless guardians. The same day saw ],tim conveyed
within the walls which he had defended, tIi, wounds were

dressed by his mother ; his confession was whispered to
the friendly priest who had heard and abs,,h-ed the £_llies
of his youth; his last sigh was breatlied up,m the lips
of the lady of his love. Surely there is no sword like
that which is beaten out of a ploughs-hare. Surelv this
state of things was not unmkxedty bad : its evils were alle-
viated by enthusiasm and by tenderne,s ; and it will
at least be acknowledged that it was well fitted t,}
nurse poetical ge_fius in an imaginative and observant
n±ld.

Nor did the religious spirit of the age tend le:s to this
result than its political circumstances. Fanatiei,m is an

evil, but it is not the greatest of evils. It is good that a
people should be roused by any means t?om a state of
utter torpor ; _ that tlieir minds should be diverted from
obieets merely sensual, to meditations, however erro-
neous, on the mysteries of the moral and inteileetual

world ; and from interests which are immediately selfish
to those which relate to the past. the future, and the re-

mote. These effects have sometimes been produced by
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the worst superstition_ that ever existed ; but tlm Catholic
religion, even in the thne of its utmost extravagance and
atrocity, never wholly lost the spirit of the Great Teacher,
whose precepts form the noblest code, as his conduct
fm'nished the purest example, of moral excellence. It
is of all re!J',£ic_'n_the most poetical. The ancient su-
perstitions funfi-hed the fancy with beautiful images,
but took no hold on the heart. The doctrines of the

l_elbrmed Churches have most p,._werfully influenced
the feelings and the conduct of men, but have not
pre-:ented them with visions of sen-_ible beauty and

t ( •grandeur. The l{onmn (ath)lic Church has united to
the awfltl dc_etrines of the one what _[r. Coleridge calls
the " fidr humanities" of the other. It has enriched

_-culpture and painting with the ]ovclie_-t and most ma-
.ie:tic form-. To the I'hidian Jupiter it can oppose the
Mose_, of 5[i¢lmel An_'e]o : mid to the vc_]uptuou_ beauty
of tlJe Queen of Cyl_rus. the serene and pensive loveli-
ness of the Vir_zin N_)ther. The legends of its martw's
and its saint_- may vie in fl_enuity and interest with the
mytht_bgieal fidfle- of Greece: its ceremonies and proces-
sions were the delight of the vulgar ; the huge fabric of
secular power with which it was connected attracted the
admiration of tLe .,tatc-man. At the stone time, it never
lost sight of the mt_st :olemn and tremendous doctrines of
Christianity,-- the incarnate God, _ the judgment,-- the
retributic,n, -- the eternity cd happiness or torment. Thus,
while, like the ancient religions, it received incalculable
.,upport fl'om policy and ceremony, it never wholly became,
like tho:e religi,m-, a merely pelitical and ceremonial in-
_tituti, u_.

The begimfin_" of the thirteenth century was, as Ma-
chiavelli has remarked, the era of a great revival of this
extraordimt_)" system. The p(_licy of Innocent, _ the
growth of the inquisition and the mendicant orders,--the
wars again.-t the Albigenses, the Pagans of the Ea*t, and
the untbrtunate princes of the house of Swabia, agitated
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Italy during the two following generations. In this p,_int
Dante was completely under the influence of hi.-_age. He
was a man of a turbid and melancholy spirit. In ear]v
youth he had entertained a strong and unfortmmte pas-
sion. which, long after the death of her whom he loved,
continued to haunt him. Di,sipat)m. ambition, misfin'-
tunes had not eflheed it. Ite was not only a sincere, Iout

a passionate, believer. The crime_ and abuses of the
Church of Ilome were indeed loathsome to him; but to
"tll its doctrines and all its rites he adhered with cn-

thu_,iastie tiredness and veneratian : and, at length, driven
from his native country, reduced to a situation the mo_-t
painf\d to a man of his disposition, condemned to learn
by experience that no _ food is so bitter as the bread
of dependence, 'rod no ascent so painlhl _ls the -taircase
of a patron,- his wounded spirit took refhge in xi-i,m-
"_ry devotion. ]3eatrice, the unforgotteu o]_jeet of his
early tenderness, was invested by his inmgiuatiou with
gIorious and mysterious attributes; she was enthroned
mnong the highest of the celestial hierarchy: Ahnighty
Wisdom had assigned to her the cm'e of the sinful
and unhappy wanderer who had h_ved her with such a
perfect love. % ]3v a confusion, like that which ,flea
takes pl'me in dreams, he has sometimes lost sight of her
human nature, and even of her personal exi_-tence, and
seems to consider her as one of the attributes of the
Deity.

]3ut those religious hopes which had released the mind
of the sublime enthusiast fl'om the terrv_rs of death had

not rendered his speculations on bumml life more cheerful.
This is an inconsistency which may often be ob,-erved in

men of a sinNar temperament. I_I__hoped for happiness

* " Tu proverai sl come sa di sale

],o l)<'meaitrui, e came _ duro ealle
Lo scendere e'l salir per l'_dtrui seal<'"

_Paradiso, canto x_ ii.

# "L'amlco mlo, e non della ventura."--b_ferno, canto ii.
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beyond the grave : but he felt none on earth. It is from
this cause, more than from any other, that his description
of Heaven is so far inferior to the Hell or the Purgatory.
With the passions and miseries of the suffering spirits he
feels a strong sympathy. But among the beatified he ap-
pe'trs as one who has nothing in common with them,-
as one who is incapable of comprehending, not only the
degree, but the nature of their enjoyment. We think
that we see him standing amidst those smiling and radiant
sph'its with that scowl of unutterable misery on his brow,
and that curl of bitter disdain on his lips, which all his
portraits have preserved, and which might fitrnish Chan-
trey with hints for the head of his projected Satan.

There is no poet whose intellectual and moral character
are so closely connected. The great source, as it "tppears
to me, of the power of the Divine Comedy is the strong
belief with which the story seems to be told. In this

respect, the only books which approach to its excellence
are Gulliver's Travels and ttobinson Crusoe. The solem-

lfity of his asseverations, the consistency and minuteness
of his details, the earnesmess with which he labours to
make the reader understand the exact shape and size of
ever3" thing that he describes, give an air of reality to his
_x_ildestfictions. I should o_fly weaken this statement by
quoting instances of a feeling which pervades the whole
work, and to which it owes much of its fascination. This

is the real justification of the many passages in his poem
which bad critics have condenmed as grotesque. I am
concerned to see that Mr. Cary, to whom Dante owes
more titan ever poet owed to translator, has sanctioned an
accusation utterly unworthy of his abilities. " His solici-
tude," says that gentleman, "to define all his images in
such a manner as to bring them within the eh'cle of our
vision, and to subject them to the power of the pencil,
renders him little better than grotesque, where 5[ilton has
since taught ns to expect sublimity." It is true that
Dante has never shrunk from embodying his conceptions
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in determinate words, that he has even given measure_

and numbers, where Milton would have left his images to

iloat undefined in a gorgeous haze of language. Both
were right. Milton did not profess to have been in heaven

or hell. He might therefore reasonably confine himself

to magnificent generalities. Far different was the oifice
of the lonely traveller, who had wandered through the
nations of the dead. Had he described the abode of the

rejected spirits in language resembhng the splendid lhms
of the English poet,- had he told us of-

- An universe of death_which God by curse
Created evil, forevil only good_
"Whereall life dies, death lives, and Nature breeds
Perverse all monstrous_,all prodigiousthings,
Abominable,unutterable,,and worse
Than fables yet havefeigned,or fear conceived,
Gorgongand hydras_and chimmrasdire."_

this would doubtless have been noble writing. ]_ut where
would have been that strong impression of reality, which,

in accordance with his plan, it should have been his great

object to produce ? It was absolutely necessa W for him
to delineate acem'ately "all monstrous, all prodigious

things,"--to utter what might to others appear " unut-
terable," -- to relate with the ah" of truth what fables had

never feigned,--to embody what fear had never conceived.

And I will frankly confess that the vague sublimity of
Milton affects me less than these reviled details of Dante.

We read Milton; and we know that we are reading a
great poet. When we read Dante, the poet vmfishes.
We are listening to the man who has returned from " the

wdley of the dolorous abyss;"*--we seem to see the

dilated eye of horror, to hear the shuddering accents with

which he tells his fearfiil tale. Considered in this light,
the narratives are exactly what they should be, -- definite

in themselves, but suggesting to the mind ideas of awful

* "La valle d'abisso doloroso,"--lt_ferno, canto iv.
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"rod indefinite wonder. They are made up of the images
of the earth :--they are t_ffd in the language of the earth.
--Yet the whole efl:_ct is, beyond expression, wild and
uneardlly. The thct is, that supernatural beings, as Ion,_,
as they are considered merely with retbrence to theh" own
nature, excite our feelings very feebly. It is when the
great gulf which separates them fl'om us is passed, Mien
we suspect some strange and undefinable relation between
the laws of the visible and the invisible world, that they
rouse, perhaps, the strongest emotions of which our nature
is cap'tble, tIow many children, and how many men, are
aft'aid of ghosts, who are not afraid of God l And this,
because, though they entertain a much stronger conviction
of the existence of a Deity than of the reality of appari-
tions, they have no apprehension that he will manifest
himself to them in a.nv sensible manner. While this i_

the ease, to describe super-humat_ beings in the language,
and to "lttribute to them the actions, of humanity may be
grotesque, unphilosophical, inconsistent ; but it will be the
_,nly mode of working upon the feelings of men, and,
therefore, the only mode stilted for poet1T. Shakspeare
understood this well, as he understood every thing that
belonged to his art. Who does not sympathi_,e with the
rapture of A_'iel, flying after sunset on the wings of the
bat, or sucldng in the cups of flowers with the bee ?
Who does not shudder at the caldron of Macbeth ?

Where is the philosopher who is not moved when he
thinks of the strange connection between the infernal
spirits and "the sow's blood that hath eaten her nine
farrow ? " But this difficult task of representing super-
natural beings to our minds, in a manner which shall be
neither mfintelligible to our intellects nor wholly incon-
sistent with our ideas of theft" natm-e, has never been so

well performed as by Dante. I will refer to three in-
stances, which are, perhaps, the most striking--the des-
cription of the mmstbrmations of the serpents and the

robbers, in the twenty-fifth canto of the Inferno,--the
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p,_sage concerning Nimrod, in the thirty-first canto of
the same part,--and the magnificent procession in the
twenty-lfinth canto of the Pm'gatorio.

The metaphors and comparisons of Dante harmmfise
admh-ably with that air of strong reality of which I have
spoken. They have a very peculiar character. Lie is
perhaps the only poet whose writings would become nmch
less intelli_ble if" all illustrations of this sort were ex-
punged. His similes are fi'equently rather those of a
traveller than of a poet. Lie employs them not to display
his ingenuity by fanciful analogies,--not to delight the
reader by affording him a distant and passing glimpse of
beautiful images remote fl'om the path in which he is pro-
ceeding,_ but to give an exact idea of the objects which
he is describing, by comparing them _fith others generally
known. The boiling pit& in Malebolge was like that in
the Venetian arsenal :_ the mound on which he travelled

along tlle banks of Yhlegethon was like that between
Ghent and Bruges, but not so large :_ the cavities where
the Simoniacal prelates are confined resemble the fonts in
the Church of John at Florence. Every reader of Dante
will recall many other illustrations of this description,
which add to the appearance of sincerity and earnestness
fl'om which the narrative derives so much of its interest.

5lany of his comparisons, again, are intended to give
an exact idea of his feelings under particular eh'cum-
stances. The delicate shades of grief', of fear, of anger,
are rarely discriminated with sufficient accm'acy in the
language of the most refined nations. A rude dialect
never abounds in nice distinctions of this -kind. Dante

therefore employs the most accurate and infinitely the
most poetical mode of mar-tdng the precise state of his
mind. Every person who has experienced the bewilder-
ing effect of sudden bad tidings,_ the stupefaction,--the
vague doubt of the truth of our own perceptions which
they produee,_will understand the following simile :_
"I was as he is who dremnetli his own harm,- who,

VOL. I. F
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(]reaming, _dshes that it may be all a dream, so that he
desires that wlfich is as though it were not." This is only
one out of a hundred equally striking and expressive simili-
tudes. The comparisons of tIomer and Nilton are mag-
nificent digressions. It scarcely injures their effect to
detach them from the work. Those of Dante are very
different. They derive their beauty from the context, and
reflect beauty upon it. His embroidery cannot be taken
out without spoiling the whole web. I cam_ot dismiss
this part of the subject without advising every person who
can muster sufficient Italian to read the simile of the sheep,
in the third canto of the Purgatorio. I think it the most
perfect passage of the -kind in the world, the most imagi-
native, the most picturesque, and the most sweetly ex-
pressed.

No person can have attended to the Divine Comedy
without observing how little impression the forms of the
external world appear to have made on the mind of Dante.
His temper and his situation had led him to fix his obser-
vation almost exclusively on human nature. The exqui-
site opening of the eighth * canto of the Purgatorio affords
a strong instance of this. He leaves to others the earth,
the ocean, and the sky. His business is with man. To
other _n'iters, evening may be the season of dews and
stars and radiant clouds. To Dante it is the hour of fond

recollection and passionate devotion,_the hour which
melts the heart of the mariner and kindles the love of

" I cannot help observing that Gray's imitation of that noble line

"Che pai_ '1 giorno pianger che si muore,"_

is one of the most strikinginstances of injudicious pla_arism with which I am

acquainted. Dante did not put this strong personification at the be_nning
of his description. The ima_nation of the reader is so well prepared for it by
the previous lines, that it appears perfectly natural and pathetic. Placed as

Gray has placed it, neither preceded nor followed by any thing that harmo-
nises with it, it becomes a frigid conceit. YVoe to the unskilful rider who
ventures on the homes of Achilles.

_zv_p_L ),_ Owlro_at _al_illz_va, il_' bX_E_Oal,
t_kk_7 _ _ 'AxtX_'I rbv _Oavdr_ n,_ ttilr_lp.
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thepllgTim,--thehourwhen thetollof thebellseemsto
mom'n for another day which is gone and will return no
more.

The feeling of the present age has taken a dh'ection
diametrically opposite. The magnificence of the physical
world, and its il_uence upon the human mind, have been
the fiavom_itethemes of our most eminent poets. The herd

of blue-stocMng ladies and sonneteering gentlemen seem
to consider a strong sensibilky to the "splendour of the
grass, the glory of the flower," as an hlgredient absolutely
indispensable in the formation of a poetical mind. They
treat with contempt all writers who are _mfortunate]y

nee ponere ]ueum
Artifice% nee rus saturum laudare.

The orthodox poetical creed is more Catholic. The
noblest earthly object of the contemplation of man is man
]fimself. The universe, and all its fair mid glorious form-:,
are indeed included in the wide emph'e of the flna_ml-
tion ; but she has placed her home and her sanctum T amid.-t
the inexhaustible varieties and the impenetrable mysterie,
of the mind.

In tutte parti impera, e qui_i regge ;
Quh-i [ la sua eittade_ e l'aho seggio."

Othello is perhaps the greatest work in the world. From
what does it derive its power ? From the clouds ? From
theocean ? From the mountains ? Or fl'om love strong

as death, and jealous)- cruel as the grave ? What is it that
we go forth to see in Jdamlet ? Is it a reed shaken with
the wind ? A small celandine ? A bed of daffodils ? Or

is it to contemplate a mighty and wayward mind laid bare
betbre us to the inmost recesses? it may perhaps be
doubted whether the lakes and the hill_ are better fitted

for the education of a poet than the dusky streets of a
huge capital. Indeed who is not tired to death with pure
description of sceneD-? Is it not the fact, that external

* Infern% canto i,
_2
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object-: never strongly excite our feelings but when they
•tre c_ntemplated in refc.rence to man. as illu._tratin_ his
dc,stiny, or _ts influencing his character ? The mo-t beau-
tifltl _l_ject itl the world, it will be allowed, is a beautiful
woman. But who that can ana!vse hb feelings is not sen-
sible that she owes her f.aseination less to grace of outline
'rod delica,w ,_f colour, than to a thousand association_

which, {_f'ten unperceived by ourselves, connect those
qualities with the source of our existence, with the
nom'ishment of our infancy, with the passions of our
youth, with the hopes of our age, with elegance, with
vivacity, with tenderness, with the strongest of natural in-
stincts, with the d_,arest of s_eial ties ?

To th{_.-ewho think thus, the insensibility of the Floren-
tine p,:,ct to the beauties of nature willnot appear an
unpardon-tl_le deficiency. On mauldnd no writer, with
the exception of Shakspeare, has bc_ked with a more pen-
etrating eve. I Lave said that his poetical character had
derived a tinge fi'om hi_- peculiar temper. It is on the
sterner and darker pa-sions that he delights to dwell.
All k,w,, exceptin_j fl_e half mystic passion which he still
felt tbr hi.- buried Beatrice, had palled on the fierce and
restle-- exile. The sad story of Rimini i- tdmost a single
excei,ti,_n. I kn,_w not. whether it has been remarked,
that, in one pc,Jut, misanthropy seems to have affected
his mind as it did that of S_Jff. Xauseous and revolting
ima_'e_ seem to Lave had a fascination for his mind : and

he rep<.tedly places befbre his readers, with all the ener__'y
of hi- incomparable style, the most loaths,gmc objecu- of
the sewer and the dissecting-room.

There is another peculiarity in the poem of Dante.
which, I think, deserves notice. Ancient mythology has
hardly ever been successfully interwoven wifl_ modern
poetry. One class of writers hnve introduced the fabu-
lous deitie-_ mer_.lv as allegorical representatives of love,
wine, or _dsdom. This necessarily renders theh" works

tame and cold. We may sometimes admire their inge-
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nuity ; but with what interest can we read of beings of
whose personal e_stence the writer does not suflbr us t,J
entertain, for a moment, even a conventional belief" Even

Spenser's allegol T is scarcely tolerable, till we contrive to
forget that I2na signifies innocence, and con_ider her
merely as an oppressed lady under the protectic, n of a
generous k_fight.

Those writers who have, more judicious!y, attempted to
preserve the personality of the cla-_sical divilfiti_s have
fhiled from a different cause. They have been imitators,
and imitators at a disadvantage. Euripides and Catullus
believed in Bacchus and Cybele as little as we do. ]3ut
they lived among men who (lid. Their imaginati,)ns, if
not theft" opinions, took the colour of the age. H_,nce the
glorious inspiration of the ]3aechw and the Atvs. Our
minds are formed by eh'cumstances : and I do m)t believe
that it would be in the power of the greatest modern poet
to lash himself up to a degree of enthusiasm adequate to
the production of such w_)rk-.

Dante alone, among the poets of later times, has been,
in this respect, neither an allcgorist nor an imitat,_r : "rod,
consequently, he Mone has introduced the ancient fictions
with efibet. His )iinos, hi- Charon, his Pluto, are abso-

lutely terrific. Notlfing can be more beautiful or original
than the u:e which he ha_ made uf the river of Lethe.

lie ha-, never assigned to his mythological characters any
function_, inconsistent with the eree_l of the Catholic

Church. He has related m_thing_concerning them which
a go_d Chri_-tian of that age might not believe p(,ssible.
On this account, there is notlfing in these pro-sages that
appears puerile or pedantic. On the contrary, thi_ singu-
lar use of classical names sug[ests to the mind a vague
and awful idea of some mysterious revelation, anterior to

all recorded history, of which the &spersed fragments
might have been retained amidst the impostm'es and su-
perstitions of later religions. Indeed the mythology of
the Didne Comedy is of the elder and more c_,lossal

r8
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monld. It breathes the sph'h of IIomer and .:Eschylus,
not of Ovid and Claudian.

This is the more extraordinary, since Dante seems to
have been utterly ignorant of the Greek lan_lage ; and
his thvourite Latin model_ could only have served to mis-
lead him. h_deed, it is impossible not to remark his admira-
tion of writers far inferior to himself; and, in partictflar,
his idohm T of Virgil, who, elegant and splendid as he i.-,
has no pretensions to the depth and ori_nality of mind
wlfich characterise his Tuscan worshipper. In truth, it
may be laid down as an almost universal rule that good
poets "tre bad critics. Their minds are under the t_'anny
of ten thousand associations imperceptible to others. The
worst writer may easily happen to touch a spring which is
connected in their nfinds with a long succession of beauti-
ful images. They are like the gigantic slaves of Aladdin,
gifted with matchless power, but bound by spells so mi_hty
that when a child whom they could have crushed touched
•t talisman, of whose secret he was ignorant, the)- im-
mediately became his vassals. It has more than once
happened to me to see minds, g_aceful and majestic as the
Titania of Skakspeare, be_/tched by the charms of an
ass's head, bestowing on it the tbndest caresses, and
crowning it with the sweetest flowers. I need only men-
tion the poems attributed to O_ian. They are utterly
wortlfless, except as an edifying instance of the success
of a story without ex-idence, and of a book without merit.
They are a chaos of words which present no image, of
images which have no archetype :--they are without form
"rod void; and darkness is upon the face of them. Yet
how many men of genius have panegTrised and imitated
them !

The style of Dante is, if not his highest, perhaps his
most peculiar excellence. I know nothing with which it
can be compared. The noblest models of Greek compo-
sition must yield to it. His words are the fewest and the
best which it is possible to use. The first expression in
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which he clothes his thoughts is always so energetic and

comprehensive that amplification would only injure the
effect. There is probably no writer in any language who
has presented so man)- strong pictures to the mind. Yet
there is probably no writer equally concise. This perfec-
tion of style is the principal merit of the Paradiso, which,
as I have already remarked, is by no means equal in other

respects to the two preceding parts of the poem. The
force and felicity of the diction, however, irresistibly at-
tract the reader through the theological lectm'es and the

sketches of ecclesiastical biography, with wlfich this divi-
sion of the work too much abounds. It may seem ahnost
absurd to quote particular specimens of an excellence
wtfich is diffused over all his hundred cantos. I will, how-
ever, instance the third canto of the Iuferno, and the
sixth of the Purgatorio, as passages incomparable in theh-
kind. The merit of the latter is, perhaps, rather oratori-
cal than poetical; nor can I recollect any thh_g h_ the
great Atheuian speeches which equals it in force of invec-
tive and bitterness of sarcasm. I have heard the most

eloquent statesman of the age remark that, next to Demo-
sthenes, Dante is the writer who ought to be most atten-
tively studied by every man who desires to attain
oratorical eminence.

But it is time to close this feeble and rambling critique.
I cannot refrain, however, from saying a few words upon
the translations of the divine comedy. Boyd's is as tedious
and languid as the original is rapid and forcible. The
strange measure which he has chosen, and, for ought I
know, invented, is most unfit for such a work. Trans-
lations ought never to be x_'itten in a verse which requires
much command of rhyme. The stmlza becomes a bed of
Procrustes; and the thoughts of the unfortunate author
are alternately racked and curtailed to fit their new recep-
tacle. The abrupt and yet consecutive style of Dante

suffers more than that of any other poet by a version
Y4
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diffuse in style, and divided into paragraphs, for they
deserve no other name, of equal length.

Nothing can be said in favour of tIay]ey's attempt, but
that it is better than ]3oyd's. JJ_is mind was a tolerable
specimen of fil_ree work, M rather elegant, and Yery
feeble. All that can be said for his best works is that

they are neat. All that can be said against his worst is
that they are stupid, tie might have translated 3[etastasio
tolerably. But he was utterly unable to do justice to the

"rime e aspre e ehioee%
_ Come si com-errebbe 02 tristo buco."*

I tm'n with pleasure from these wretched performances
to ]Kr. Cary's translation. It is a work which well de-
serves a separate discussion, and on which, if this article
were not already too long, I could dwell with great
pleasure. At present I will otfly say that there is no
other version in the world, as far _ I know, so faithful,
vet that there is no other version which so fully proves
that the translator is himself a man of poetical gel_us.
Those who are ignorant of the Italian language should
read it to become acquainted with the Divine Comedy.
Those who are most intimate with Italian literature should

read it ft_r its original merits : and I believe that they _11
find it dittlcult to determflae whether the author deserves

most praise tbr his intimacy with the language of Dante,
or tbr his extraordflm_" mastery over his own.

* Inferno, canto xxxii.
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No. II. PETRARCH. (APRIL 1824.')

_Et vos, o lauri, carpam, et to_ proxima m_'te,
Sic posR_e Cluoniam suaves miscetis odored-. VIr, OI_:.

ITwouldnot be easy to name a _7"iter whose celebrity,
when both its extent and its duration are taken into the'

account, can be considered as equal to that of t'etrarch.
Four centm'ies and a half have elapsed since his death.
Yet still the inhabitants of ever?" nation throughout the
western world are as familiar with hL, character and lfis

adventures as with the most illustrious names, and the

most recent anecdotes, of their own literary history. This
is indeed a rare distinction, t=Iisdetractors must acknow-

ledge that it could not have been acquired by a poet
destitute of merit, His admirers will scarcely maintain
that the unassisted merit of Petrarch could have r,_dsed

him to that eminence which has not yet been attained by
8hakspeare, Milton, or Dante,--that eminence, of which
perhaps no modern vwiter, excepting himself and Cervantes,
has long retained possession,--an European reputation.

It is not diilieult to discover some of the causes to which

this great man has owed a celebrity, which I cannot but
think disproportioned to his real claims on the admh'ation
of manMnd. In the first place, he is an egotist. :Egotism
in conversation is universally abhorred. Lovers, and, I
believe, lovers alone, pardon it in each other. No ser-
vices, no talents, no powers of pleasing, render it entire'able.
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Gratitude, adnfiration, interest, fear, scarcely prevent those
who are condemned to listen to it from indicating their
disgust and fatigue. The childless uncle, the powerM
patron, can searc_]y extort this compliance. We leave
the inside of the mail in a storm, and mount the box,

rather than hear the history of our companion. The
chaplain bites his lips in the presence of the archbishop.
The midshipman yawns at tile table of the First Lord.
Yet, from whatever cause, this practice, the pest of con-
versation, gives to writing a zest which nothing else can
hnpart, t_ousseau made the boldest experiment of this
_nd; and it fully succeeded. In our own time Lord
Byron, by a series of attempts of the same nature, made
]fimself the object of general interest and admiration.
Wordsworth wrote with egotism more intense, but less
obvious ; and he has been rewarded with a sect of wor-

shippers, comparatively small in number, but far more
enthusiastic in their devotion. It is needless to multiply
instances. Even now all Lhe walks of literature are in-

fested with mendicants for fame, M_o attempt to excite
our interest by eMfibiting all the distortions of theh" in-

tellects, and stripping the covering from all the putrid
sores of their feelings. Nor are there wanting many who
push their imitation of the beggars whom they resemble
a step further, and who find it easier to extort a pittance
from the spectator, by simulating deformity and debility
from which they are exempt, than by such honest labour
as their health and strength enable them to perform. In
the mean time the credulous public pities and pampers
a mGance which requires only the tread-mill and the

whip. This art, often successflfl when employed by
dunces, gives irresistible fascination to works which pos-
sess intrinsic merit. We are always desirous to throw
something of the character and situation of those whose

writings we have perused with pleasure. The passages in
which Stilton has alluded to his own circumstances are

perhaps read more frequently, and with more interest,
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than any other lines in his poems. It is anmsing to ob-
serve with what labour critics have attempted to glean

from the poems of Homer some hints as to his situation
and feelings. According to one hypothesis, he intended
to describe himself under the name of Demodocus. Others
maintain that he was the identical Phemins whose life

Ulysses spared. Tlfis propensity of the human mind ex-
plains, I think, in a great degree, the extensive popularity
of a poet whose works are little else than the expre-sion
of his personal feelings.

In the second place, Petrarch was not only an egotist,
but an amatory egotist. The hopes and fears, the joys and
son'ows, which he described, were derived from the pas-
sion which of all passions exerts the widest imquence, and
which of all passions borrows most from the imagination.
tie had also another immense advantage. He was the first

eminent amatow poet who appeared after the great con-
wllsion which had changed, not only the political, but the
moral, state of the world. The Greeks, who, in theh" pub-
lie institutions and their literary tastes, were diametrically

opposed to the oriental nations, bore a considerable re-
semblance to those nations in their domestic habits. Like

them, they despised the intellects and immured the persons
of their women; and k was among the least of the

frightfffl evils to which this pernicious system gave birth,
that all the accomplishments of mind. and all the fascina-
tions of manner, which, in a highly-cuhivated age, will
generally be necessary to attach men to their female asso-
ciates, were monopolised by the Phrynes and the Lamina.
The indispensable ingredients of honom'able and chivah'ous
love were nowhere to be found united. The matrons and

their daughters, confined in the harem,--insipid, unedu-
cated, igmorant of all but the. mechanical arts, scarcely
seen till they were married,_eould rarely excite interest ;
while their brilliant rivals, half graces, half harpies,

elegant and informed, but fictde and rapacious, could
never inspire respect.
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The stateof societyinRome was, in thispoint,far
happier;and theLatinliteraturepartookof the supe-
riority.The Roman poetshave decidedlysurpassed
thoseof Greece in the delineationof the passionof
love. Thereisno subjectwhich theyhavetreatedwith
so much success. Ovid, Catullus, TibMlus, Horace,
and Propertin_ in spite of all their faults, nmst be
allowed to l'ank high in this department of the art.
To these I would add my favourite Plautus; who,
though he took his plots from Greece, found, I sus-
pect, the originals of lfis enchanting female characters
at Rome.

Still many evils remained : and, in the decline of the
great empire; all that was pernicious in its domestic insti-
tutions appeared more strongly. Under the i_Nuence of
governments at once dependent and tp-annical, which
purchased, by cringing to their enemies, the power of
trampling on theh" subjects, the tlomans sunk into the
lowest state of effbminacy and debasement. Falsehood,
cowardice, sloth, conscious and unrepining degradation,
formed the national character. Such a character is

totally incompatible with the stronger passions. Love,
in particular, which, in the modern sense of the word,
implies protection and devotion on the one side, con-
fidence on the other, respect and fidelity on both, could
not exist among the sluggish and heartless slaves who
cringed around the thrones of tIonorius and Augustulus.
At this period the great renovation commenced. The
wan%rs of the north, destitute as they were of knowledge
and humanity, brought with them, fi'om their forests and
marshes, those qualities without which humanity is a
weakness, and knowledge a curse,--energy--indepen-
dence- the dread of shame--the contempt of danger.
It would be most interesting to examine the manner in
which the admkxture of the savage conqnerors and the
effeminate slaves, after many generations of darkness and

agitation, produced the modern European character ; _ to
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trace back, from the first conflict to the final amalgama-
tion, the operation of that mysterious alchemy which, fl'om
hostile and worthless elements, has extracted the pure gold
of human nature -- to analyse the mass, and to determine
the proportions in which the ingredients are mingled. J3ut
I vdll confine myself to the subject to which I have more
particularly referred. The nature of the passion of love
had undergone a complete change. It still retained, in-
deed, the fanciful and voluptuous character which it had
possessed among the southern nations of antiqtfity. But
it was tinged _Jth the superstitious veneration _xJth which
the northern warriors had been accustomed to regard
women. Devotion and war had imparted to it their
most solemn and animating feelings. It was sanctified by
the blessings of the Church, and decorated with the wreaths
of the tournament. Venus, as in the ancient fable, was
again rising above the dark and tempestuous waves which
had so long covered her beauty. But she rose not now,
as of old, in exposed and luxurious loveliaess. She still
wore the ce_-tus of her ancient witchcraft : but the diadem

of Juno was on her brow, and the m_is of t'aHas in her
hand. Love might, in thct, be called a new passion ; mid
it is not _tonishi_ that the first poet of eminence who
wholly devoted his genius to this theme should have
excited an extraordina W sensation. He may be compared
to an adventurer who accidentally lands in a rich and un-

known island ; and who, though he may only set up an ill-
shaped cross upon the shore, acquires possessioa of its
trea,ures, .qnd gives it his name. The claim of Petrarch
was indeed somewhat like that of Amerigo Ve-pucci to
the continent which should have derived its appeUation
t>om Co!mnbus. The Provencal poets were unquestion-
tionably the masters of the Florentine. But they wrc,te
ill all age which could not appreciate their merits ; m,d
their imitator lived at the very period when composition
in the venmcular language began to attract general atten-
tion. Petrarch was in literature what a Valentine is in
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love. The public preferred him, not because his merits
were of a transcendent order, but because he was the first

person whom they saw after they awoke from theh" long
sleep.

Nor did Petrarch gain less by comparison with his im-
mediate successors than with those who had preceded
him. TiLlmore than a centm'y after his death Italy pro-
duced no poet who could be compared to him. Tlfis de-
cay of genius is doubtless to be ascribed, in a great mea-
sure. t,_ the influence which his own works had exercised

upon the literatm'e of his country. Yet it has conduced
much to his fame. Nothing is more favourable to the re-
putation of a writer than to be succeeded by a race
inferior to himself; and it is an advantage, from obvious
cause_, much more fi'equently enioyed by those who cor-
rupt the national taste than by those who improve it.

Another cause has co-operated with those which I have
mentioned to spread the renown of Petrarch. I mean the
interest which is inspired by the events of his life--an
interest which must have been strongly felt by his con-
temporaries, since, after an interval of five hundred years,
no critic can be wholly exempt from its influence. Among
the great men to whom we owe the resuscitation of science
he deserves the foremost place; and his enthusiastic at-
tachment to this great cause constitutes his most just and
splendid title to the gratitude of posterity. He was the
votary of literature, tie loved it with a perfect love. He
worshipped it with an almost fanatical d.evotion, tie was
the missionary, who proclaimed its discoveries to distant
countries--the pil_'im, who travelled far and "Mde to col-
lect its reliques_the hermit, who retired to seclusion to
meditate on its beauties--the champion, who fought its
battles--the conqueror, who, in more than a metaphorical
sense, led barbarism and ignorance in triumph, and re-
ceived in the capitol the laurel which his magnificent
victory, had earned.

Nothing can be conceived more noble or affecting than
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that ceremony. The superb palaces and porticoes, by
which had rolled the ivory chariots of Marius and Ca_sar_
had long mouldered into dust. The laurelled fascesmthe
golden eagles--the shouting legions--the captives and
the pictured cities--were indeed wanting to his victorious
procession. The sceptre had passed away from Rome.
But she still retained the mightier hlfluence of an in-
tellectual empire, and was now to confer the prouder
reward of an intellectual triumph. To the man who
had extended the dominion of her ancient language
--who had erected the trophies of philosophy and imagi-
nation in the haunts of ignorance and ferocity_whose
captives were the hearts of admiring nations enchained by
the influence of his song_whose spoils were the treasures
of ancient genius rescued from obscurity and decay--the
Eternal City offered the just and glorious tribute of her
_atitude. Amidst the ruined monuments of ancient and
the infant erections of modern art, he who had restored
the broken link between the two ages of human civilisa-
tion was crowned with the v,Teath which he had deserved
from the moderns who owed to trim their refinement_
from the ancients who owed to l_im their fame. Never

was a coronation so august witnessed by Westnfinster or
by Rheims.

VVT_enwe turn from this glorious spectacle to the private
chamber of the poet,--when we contemplate the struggle
of passion and virtue,_the eye dimmed, the cheek fro'-
rowed, by the tears of sinful and hopeless desh'e,--when
we reflect on the whole lfistory of Ms attachinent, from
the gay fantasy of his youth to the hngering despah- of his
age, pity and affection mingle with our admh-ation. Even
after death had placed the last seal on his miser?,._, we see
him devoting to the cause of the human mind all the
strength and energy which love and sorrow had spared.
He lived the apostle of literature ;mhe fell its martyr :_
he was found dead with his head reclined on a book.

Those who have studied the life and writings of Petrarch
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with attention, will perhaps be inclined to make some de-
ductions from this panegyric. It cannot be deified that
his merits were disfigm'ed by a most unpleasant affectation.
ms zeal for literature commmficated a tinge of pedantry
to all his feelings and opinions. His love was the love of
a sonnetteer :--his patriotism was the patriotism of an
antiquarian. The interest with which we contemplate the
works, and study the history, of those who, in former
ages, have occupied our country, arises from the associa-
tions which connect them with the community in which
are comprised all the objects of ore" affection and our hope.
In the mind of Petrarch these feelings were reversed. He
loved Italy, because it abouuded with the monuments of
the ancient masters of the world. His native city--the
fair and glorious Florence--the modern Athens, then in
all the bloom and strength of its youth, could not obtain,
tl',,m the most distinguished of its citizens, any portion of
thai pas_iOlmte homage which he paid to the decrepitude
of Rome. These and many other blenfi_hes, though they
must in candour be acknowledged, c'm but in a very slight
degree climiui-h the gloW of his career. For my own
part, I look upon it with so much fondness and pleasure
that I fee] reluctant to turn fl'om it to the consideration of

his works, whirl1 I by no means contemplate wi_h equal
admh'ation.

h-evertheless, I think highly of the poetical powers of
Petrarch. He did nc_t possess, indeed, the art of strongly
presenting sensible objects to the imagination ;--and this
is the more remarkable, because the talent of which I
speak is that which peculitu'ly distinguishes the Italian

poets. In the Divine Comedy it is displayed in its highest
perfection. It characterises almost every celebrated
1),__emin the hmguage. Perhaps this is to be attributed to
the circun>tanee, that painting and sculpture had attained
a high degree of excellence in Italy before poetry had
10een extensively cuhivated. _Ieu were debarred fl'om
books, but accustomed fl'om childhood to contemplate the
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admirable works of art, which, even in the thirteenth cen-

tury, Italy began to produce. Hence their ima_nations
received so strong a bias that, even in their _witings, a
taste for graptfie delineation is discernible. The progres_
of things in England has been in all respects different.
The consequence is, that English historical pictures are
poems on canvass; while Italian poems are pictures
painted to the mind by means of words. Of thi_ nation'd
characteristic the writings of Petrarch are ahnost totally
destitute. His sonnets indeed, from their subject and
nature, and his Latin poems, from the restraints which
always shackle one who writes in a dead language, tannest
fairly be received in evidence. But his Triumphs al_so-
hltely required the exercise of this talent, and exhibit no
indications of it.

Genius, however, he certainly possessed, and genius
of a high order. His ardent, tender, and magnificent
turn of thought, his brilliant fancy, hi_ command of ex-
pression, at once forcible and elegant, must be acknow-
ledged. Nature meant him for the prince of lyric _m'iters.
But by one fatal present she deprived her other gifts of
half their value. He would have been a much greater
poet had he been a less clever man. His ingenuity was
the bane of his mind. He abandoned the noble and

natural stile, in which he might have excelled, for the
conceits which he produced with a facility at once
admirable and disgusting. His muse, like the Roman
lady in Li_T, was tempted by gaudy ornaments to betr_y
the fastnesses of her strength, and. like he1; was crushed
beneath the glittering bribes which had seduced her.

The paucity of his thoughts is very remarkable. It is
impossible to look without amazement on a mind so fertile
in combinations, yet so barren of images. His mnatorv
poetl T is wholly made up of a very few topics, disposed in
so many orders, and exhibited in so many light_, that it
reminds us of those arithmetical problems about permuta-
tions, which so much astonish the unlearned. The French

¥OL. I. G
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cook, who boasted that he could make fifteen different

dishes out c)f a nettle-top, was not a greater master of his
art. The mind of Petrarch was a kaleidoscope. At every
tnrn it presents us with new forms, always fantastic,
occasionally beautiful ; and we can scarcely believe that
all these varieties have been produced by the same worth-
less fragments ,_f glass. The sameness of his images is,
indeed, in some degree, to be attributed to the sameness
of his subject. It would be unreasonable to expect per-
petual variety fi'om so many hundred compositions, all of
tile same length, all in the same measure, and all ad-
dressed to the same insipid and heartless coquette. I
cannot but suspect also that the perverted taste, which is
the blemish of his amatory verses, was to be attributed to
the influence of Laura, who, probably, like most critics of
her sex, preferred a gaudy to a majestic stvle. Be this
•_s it may, Le no sooner changes his subject than he
changes his manner. _en he speaks of the wrongs and
degradation of Italy, devastated by foreign invaders,
•rod but feebly defended by her pusilla_fimous children,
tile effeminate lisp of the sonnetteer is exchanged for a
cry, wild, and solemn, and piercing as that which pro-
claimed '" Sleep no more " to the bloody house of Caw-
dor. "Italy seems not to feel her sufferings," exclaims
her impassioned poet ; " decrepit, sluggish, and languid,
will she sleep for ever ? Will there be none to awake her ?
Oh that I had my hands twisted in her hair ! "*

Nor is it with less energy that he denounces against
the )Iahometan Babylon the vengeance of Europe and of
Christ. His magnificent enumeration of the ancient ex-
ploits of the Greeks must ahvays excite admiration, and
cannot be perused without the deepest interest, at a time

when the wi_,e and good, bitterly disappointed in so many

• Che suoi guai non par che senta ;
Yecchi% oziosa_ e lenta.

Dormir£ sempre, e non fia chi la svegll ?
Le man 1' avess' io awolte entro e capegli.--Canzone xi.
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other countries, are looking with breathless an:dety to-
wards the natal land of liberty,--the field of _,[arathon,--
and the deadly pass where the Lion of Lacedmmon turned
to bay.*

His poems on religious subjects also deserve the highest
commendation. At the head of these must be placed the
Ode to the Virgin. It is, perhaps, the finest hymn in the
world. His devout veneration receives an exquisitely
poetical character fl:om the delicate perception of the sex
and the loveliness of his idol, which we may easily trace
throughout the whole composition.

I could dwell with pleasure on these and similar parts
of the writings of Petrarch; but I must retta'n to tfls
amatory poetry: to that he entrusted his fame; and to
that he has principally owed it.

The prevailing defect of his best compositions on this
subject is the universal brilliancy _fith which they are
lighted up. The natural language of the passions is, in-
deed, often figurative and fantastic ; and with none is this
more the case than with that of love. Still there is a

limit. The feelings should, indeed, have theh" ornamental
garb ; but, like an elegant woman, they should be neither
muffled nor exposed. The drapery should be so arranged,
as at once to answer the purposes of modest concealment
and judicious display. The decorations should sometimes
be employed to hide a defect, and sometim.s to heighten
a beauty; but never to conceal, much less to distort, the
charms to which they are subsidiary. The love of
Petrarch, on the contrary, arrays itself like a foppish
savage, whose nose is bored with a golden ring, whose
skin is painted with grotesque forms and dazzling colours,
and whose ears are drawn down his shoulders by the
weight of jewels. It is a rule, without any exception, in
all kinds of composition, that the principal idea, the pre-
dominant feeling, should never be contbunded with the

* l_faratona_ e le mortali strette
Che difese il LEoN con poca gente._Canzone v.

Gg.
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accompanying decorations. It should generally be dis-
tinguished from them by greater simplicity of expression ;
as we recognise Napoleon in the pictures of his battles,
amidst a crowd of embroidered coats and plumes, by his
_ey cloak and his hat without a feather. In the versts
of :Petrarch it is generally impossible to say what thought
is meant to be prominent. All is equally elaborate. The
chief wears the same go_eous and degrading livery, with
his retinue, and obtains only his share of the indiff_l'ent
stare which we bestow upon them in common. The
poems have no strong lights and shades, no background,
no foreground ;--they are like the illuminated figures in
an oriental manuscript,--plenty of rich tints and no per-
spective. Such are the faults of the most celebrated of
these compositions. Of those which are mfiversally ac-
knowledged to be bad it is scarcely possible to speak with
patience. Yet they have much in common with their
splendid companions. They differ fl'om them, as a Nay-
day procession of cldmney-sweepers differs from the Field
of Cloth of Gold. They have the gaudiness but not the
wealth. His muse belongs to that nmnerous class of
females who have no objection to be dirty, while they can
be tawda3". When his brilliant conceits are eMmusted,
he supplies their place with metaphysical quibble_, tbrced
antitheses, bad puns, and execrable charades. In his
fifth sonnet lie may, I tlfink, be said to have sounded the
lowest chasm of the Bathos. Upon the whole, that piece
may be safely pronounced to be the worst attempt at
poetry, and the worst attempt at wit, in the world.

3, strong proof of the truth of the>e criticisms is. that
almost all the sonnets produce exactly the same effect on
tlie mind of the reader. They relate to all the variou,
moods of a lover, fl'om joy to despair :--yet they are
perused, as far as my experience and observation have
gone, with exactly the same feeling. The fact is, that in
none of them are the passion and the ingenuity mixed in
just proportions. There is not enough sentiment to dilute
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the condiments which are employed to season it. The
repast which he sets before us resembles the Spalfish
entertainment in Dryden's Mock Astroloyer, at which the
relish of all the dishes and sauces was overpowered by
the common flavom" of spice. Fish,--flesh,--fowl,--every-
thing at table tasted of nothing but red pepper.

The writings of Petrarch may indeed suffer undeservedly
fl'om one cause to which I must allude. His imitators have

so much finniliarised the ear of Italy and of Europe to the
thvourite topics of amorous flattery and lamentation, that

we can scarcely think them original when we find them
in the first author: and, even when our understandings
have convinced us that they were new to him, they are
still old to us. This has been the fate of many of the
finest passages of the most eminent writers. It is melan-
choly to trace a noble thought fl'om stage to stage of its
proihnation ; to see it transferred from the first illustrious
wearer to his lacqueys, turned, and turned again, and at
htst hung on a scqre-crow. Petrarch has really stfftbred
much from this cause. Yet that he should have so

suffered is a sufficient proof that his exeellenees were not
of the higq_est order. A line may be stolen; but the per-
vading spirit of a great poet is not to be surreptitiously
obtained by a plagiarist. The continued imitation of
twenty-five centuries has left Homer as it found him.

If every simile and every turn of Dante had been copied
ten thousand times, the Divine Comedy would have
retained a_ its fl'eshness. It was easy for the porter in
}_arquhar to pqss ibr Beau Clincher, by borrowing his lace
and his pulvilio. It would have been more difficult to
enact Sir Hart F Wildair.

Before I quit this subject I must defend Petrarch from
one accusation, which is in the present day frequently
brought against him. His sonnets are pronounced by a
large sect of critics not to possess certain qualities which
they maintain to be indispensable to sonnets, with as much
confidence, and as much reason, as their prototypes of old

G3
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insisted on the the unities of the oh-area. I am an exoterie

--utterly unable to explain the mysteries of this new
poetical faith. I only know that it is a faith, which ex-
cept a man do keep pure and undefiled, without doubt
he shall be called a blockhead. I cannot, however, refrain

from as_ng what is the particular virtue which belongs
to fourteen as distinguished fl'om all other numbers. Does
it arise from its being a multiple of seven ? Has this
principle any reference to the sabbatical ordinance ? Or
_s it to the order of rhymes that these singnlar properties
are attached? Unhappily the sonnets of Shakspeare
differ as much in this respect from those of Petrarch, as
fl'om a Spenserian or an octave stanza Away with this
umnemfing jargon ! We have pulled do_m the old regime
of criticism. I trust that we shall never tolerate the

equally pedantic and irrational despotism, which some of
the revohitionary leaders would erect upon its ruins. We
have not dethroned ;_'istotle and Bossu fbr this.

These sonnet-fanciers would do well to reflect that,
though the style of Petrarch may not suit the standard of
perfection which they have chosen, they lie under great
obligations to these very poems.-- that, but for Petrarch,
the measure, concerning which they legislate so judiciously,
wonld probably never have attracted notice ;_and that to
him they owe the pleasure of admiring, and the gloW of
composing, pieces, which seem to have been produced
by ]_faster Slender, with the assistance of his man
Simple.

I cannot conclude these remarks without making a few
observations on the Latin writings of Petrarch. It appears
that, both by himself and by his contemporaries, these
were 5tr more highly valued than his compositions in the
venmeular huguage. Posterity, the supreme court of
literary appeal, has not only reversed the judgment, but,
according to its general practice, reversed it with costs,

and condemned the unfortmmte works to pay, not only
for theh" o_m i_fferiority, but also for the injustice of those
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who had given them an unmerited preference. And it
must be owned that, without making large allowances for
the circumstances under which they were produced, we
cannot pronounce a very favourable judgment. They
must be considered as exotics, transplanted to a foreign
climate, and reared in an unfavourable situation ; and it

would be unreasonable to expect fl'om them the health
and the vigour which we find in the indigenous plan_s
around them, or which they might themselves have po,-
sessed in their native soil. He has but very imperfectly
imitated the style of the Latin authors, and has not com-
pensated for the deficiency by enriching the ancient lan-
guage with the graces of modern poeU.w. The splendour
and ingenuity, which we admh'e, even when we condemn
it, in his Italian works, is almost totally wanting, and only
illuminates _x-ith rare and occasional glimp_-es the dreary
obscurity of the )drica. The eclogues have more intima-
tion; but they can only be called poems by courtesy.
They have nothing in common with his writing's in his
native language, except the eternal pun about Laura and
Daphne. None of these works would have placed him
on a level with Vida or Buchanan. Yet, when we com-

pare him with those who preceded him, when we con-
sider that he went on the forlorn hope of literature, that
he was the first who perceived, and the first who attempted
to revive, the finer elegancies of the ancient language of
the world, we shall perhaps think more highly of him
than of those who could never have surpassed his beauties
if they had not inherited them.

He has aspired to emulate the philosophical eloquence
of Cicero, as well as the poetical m-ljesty of Virgil. tti*
essay on the Remedies of Good and Evil Fortune is a
singular work in a colloquial form, and a most scholastic
style. It seems to be fl-amed upon the model of the Tus-
eulan Questions,_ with what success those who trove read

it may easily determine. It consists of a serie, of dia-
logues : in each of these a person is introduced who ha-_

G4
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experienced some happy or some adverse event: he gravely
_tate_ his case ; and a reasoner, or rather Reason personi-
fled, confutes ]tim; a task not very diil_cult, since the
disciple defends his position only by pertinaciously repeat-
ing it, in ahnost the same words, at the end of every argu-
ment of his antagol_st. In this manner Petrarch solves
_mimmense variety of cases. Indeed, I doubt whether
it would be possible to name any pleasure or any calamity
which does not find a place in this dissertation. He gives
excellent advice to a man who is in expectation of dis-
c,wering the philosopher's stone ;_ to another, who has
ibrmed "_fine aviary ;_ to a third, who is delighted with
the trick_ of "_favourite monkey. His lectures to the un-
fl_rtunate are equally singular. He seems to imagine that
"t precedent in point is a sufficient consolation for every
ibrm of suffering. '" Our town is taken," says one com-
plMn'mt ; " " So was Troy," replies his comforter. "My
wife has eloped," says another; "If it has happened to
you once, it happened to _[enelaus twice." One poor fel-
l_w is in great distress at having discovered that his wife's
.-_,nis none of his. "It is hard," says he, "that I should
have had the expense of brining up one who is indiffer-
ent t,) me." "You are a man," returns his monitor,

quoting d_ fmn,,us line of Terence; "and nothing that
belongs to any other man ought to be indifferent to you."
The physical calamities of life are not omitted; and there
is in particular a disquisition on the advantages of having
the itch, which, if not convincing, is certainly very
alnnSil]g.

The invectives on an unfortunate physician, or rather
upon the medical science, have more spirit. Petrarch
wa, thoroughly in earnest on this subject. And the
bitterness of his feelings occasionally produces, N the
nfid_t of his classicM and scholastic pedantry, a sentence
worthy of the second Philippic. Swift himself might
have envied the chapter on the causes of file paleness
of physicians.
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Of his Latin works the Epistles are the most generally
known and admired. As compositions they are certaiMy
superior to his essays. But their excellence is only com-
parative. From so l_ge a collection of letters, written
by so eminent a man, during so varied and eventful a
life, we should have expected a complete and spirited view
of the literatm-e, the manners, and the polities of the age.
._ traveller -- a poet -- a scholar -- a lover _ a courtier
-- a recluse _ he might have perpetuated, in an imperi_-h-
able record, the form and pressure of the age and body
of the time. Those who read lfis correspondence, in the
hope of finding such information as this, will be utterly
disappointed. It contains nothing characteri._tie of the
period or of tlie indi_-idual. It is a series, not of letters,
but of themes ; and, as it is not generally known, might
be very safely employed at public schools as a magazine
of common-places. Whether he write on politics to the
Emperor and the Doge, or send advice and consolation to
a private friend, every line is crowded with exmnples and
quotations, and sounds big with ._aaxagoras and Seipio.
Such was the interest excited by the character of Petrarch,
and such the admh'ation which was felt tbr his epistolm T
style, that it was with difficulty that his letters reached
the place of their destination. The poet describes, with
pretended regret and ten complacency, the importunity
of the curious, who often opened, and sometimes .,tole,
these favourite compositions. It is a remarkable flint that,
of all his epistles, the least affected are those which are
addressed to the dead and the unborn. Nothing can be
more absurd than his wlfim of composing grave letters of
expostulation and commendation to Cicero and Seneca;
yet tliese strange performances are wa'itten in a far more
natural manner than his communications to his living
correspondents. But of all his Latin works tlie preference
must be given to the Epistle to Posterity ; a simple, noble,
and pathetic composition, most honourable both to Ms
taste and Iris heart. If we can make allowance for some
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of the affected humility of an author, we shall perhaps
think that no literary man has left a more pleasing me-
morial of himself.

In conclusion, we may pronounce that the works of
Petrarch were below both his genius and his celebrity ;
and that the circumstances under which he wrote were as

adverse to the development of his powers as they were
favourable to the extension of his fame.
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SOME ACCOU-NTOF THE GREAT LAWSUIT BETWEEN
THE PARISHES OF ST. DENNIS AND ST. GEORGE

IN THE WATER. (ArRIL 1824.)

P3_RTI.

THE parish of St. Dem_s is one of the most pleasant parts
of the county in which it is situated. It is fertile, well
wooded, well watered, and of an excellent air. For many

generations the manor had been holden in tall-male by a
worshipful family, who have ahvavs taken precedence of
their neighbours at the races and t'he sessions.

In ancient times the affairs of this parish were ad-
milfistered by a Court-Baron, in which the freeholders
were judges ; and the rates were le_ied by select vestries

of the inhabitant householders. But at length these good
customs fell into disuse. The Lords of the _fanor, in-

deed, still held courts for form's sake ; but they or their
stewards had the whole management of at_airs. They de-
manded services, duties, and customs to which they had
no just title. Nay, they would often bring actions against
their neighbours for their own private advantage, and then
send in the bill to the parish. No objection was made.
dm'ing many years, to these proceedings, so that the rates
became heavier and heavier: nor was any person ex-
empted from these demands, except the footmen and game-
keepers of the squire and the rector of the parish. They
indeed were never checked in any excess. They wo_fld
come to an honest labourer's cottage, eat his paneakes.
tuck his fowls into their pockets, and cane the poor man
himself. If he went up to the great house to complain, it
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was hard to get the speech of Sir Lewis ; and, indeed, his
only chance of being righted was to coax the squire's
pretty housekeeper, who could do what she pleased with
her master. If" he ventured to intrude upon the Lord of
the Manor without this precaution, he gained nothing by
his pains. Sir Lewis, indeed, would at first receive him
with a civil face ; for, to give him his due, he could be a
fine gentleman when he pleased. " Good day, my friend,"
he would say, "what situation have you in my family ? '"
•' Bless your honour ! " says the poor fellow, "I am not
one of your honour's servants; I rent a small piece of
ground_ yore" honour." "Then, you dog," quoth the
sqnire, "what do you mean by coming here ? Has a
gentleman nothing to do but to hear the complaints of

,, clowns ? Here! Plfilip, James, Dick, toss this fellow in
', a blaul_et ; or duck him, and set him in the stocks to

dry."
One of these precious Lords of the 5Ianor enclosed a

deer-park _ and, in order to stock it, he seized all the
pretty pet fawns that his tenants had brought up, without
paying them a fhrthing, or asMng their lettve. It was a
sad day for the parish of St. Dennis. Indeed, I do not
believe that all his oppressive exactions and long bills en-
raged the poor tenants so much as this cruel measure.

Yet tbr a long time, in spite of all these inconveniences,
St. Denni_'s was a very pleasant place. The people could
not refl'ain from capering if they heard the sound of a
fiddle. And, if they were inclined to be riotous, Sh"

Lewis had only to send for Punch, or the dancing dogs,
and all was qniet again. But this could not last tbr ever ;
they begun to think more and more of their condition ;

and, at last, a club of foul-mouthed, good-for-nothing ras-
cals was held at the sign of the Devil, for the purpose of
abusing the squire and the parson. The doctor, to own

the truth, was old and indolent, extremely fat and gn'eedy.
tie had not preached a tolerable sermon for a long time.
The sctuire was still worse : so that, partly by truth and
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partly by falsehood, the club set the whole parish against
their superiors. The boys scrawled caricatures of the
cler_%5_manupon the church-door, and shot at the land-
lord with pop-guns as he rode a hunting. It was even
whispered about that the Lord of the Manor had no right
to his estate, alfd that, if he were compelled to produce
the original title-deeds, it would be found that he only
held the estate in trust for the inlmbitants of the parish.

In the mean time the squire was pressed more and
more for money. The parish could pay no more. The
rector refused to lend a farthing. The Jews were cla-
morous for their money ; and the landlord had no other

resource than to call together the inhabitants of the parish,
and to request their assistance. They now attacked him
furiously about their grievances, and insisted that he should
relinquish his oppressive powers. They insisted that his
footmen should be kept in order, that the parson should
pay his share of the rates, that the children of the parish
should be allowed to fish in the trout-stream, and to gather
blackberries in the hedges. They at last went so far as
to demand that he should acknowledge that he held hi,
estate only in trust for them. ttis distress compelled him
to submit. They, in return, agreed to set him free from
his pecuniary difficulties, and to suffer him to inhabit the
manor-house ; and only annoyed him from time to time
by singing impudent ballads under his _%dow.

The neighbouring gentlefolks did not look on these pro-
ceedings with much complacency. It is true that Sir
Lewis and his ancestors had plagued them with law-stilts,
and affronted them at county-meetings. Still they pre-
ferred the insolence of a gentleman to that of the rabble,
and felt some uneasiness lest the example should 5fleet
their o_m tenants.

A large party of them met at the house of Lord Caesar
Germain. Lord Caesar was the proudest man hi the
county. If.is family was ver7 ancient and illustrious,
though not particularly opulent, tie had invited most of
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his wealthy neighbours. There was B_s. Kitty North,
the rehct of poor Squire Peter, respecting whom the coro-
ner's ju W had found a verdict of accidental death, but
whose fate had nevertheless excited strange whispers in

the neighbourhood. There was Squire Don, tile owner of
the great West Indian property, who was not so rich as
he had tbrmer]y been, but still retained his pride, and
kept up his customary pomp; so that he had plenty of
plate but no breeches. There was Squire Yon Blunder-
bussen, who had succeeded to the estates of his uncle, old
Colonel Frederic Yon ]31underbussen, of the hussars. The

colonel was a verv singalar old fellow ; he used to learn
a page of Chambaud's grammar, and to translate Tdld-
maque, every morning, and he kept sLxFrench masters to
teach him to parlep'oo. Nevertheless, he was a shrewd
clever man, and improved his estate with so much care,
sometimes by honest and sometimes by dishonest means,
that he left ave W pretty property to his nephew.

Lord Cmsar poured out a glass of Tokay tbr _rs. Kitty.
"Your heahh, my dear madam, I never saw you look
more channing. Pray, what think you of these doings at
St. Dennis's ? "

" Fine doings ! indeed ! " interrupted ¥on Blunderbus-
sen ; "I wish that we had my old uncle alive, he would
have had some of them up to the halberts. He knew
how to use a cat-o'-mne-tails. If things go on in this
way, a gentleman will not be able to horsewhip an impu-
dent farmer, or to say a civil word to a milk-maid."

" Indeed, it's very true, Sir," s,q.id_Irs. Kitty; "their
insolence is intolerable. Look at me, for instanee:_a

poor lone woman ! _ My dear Peter dead ! I loved him :
so I did ; and, when he died, I was so hysterical you

cannot think. And now I cannot lean on the arm of a

decent footman, or take a walk with a tall grenadier
behind me, just to protect me from audacious vagabonds,
but they must have their nauseous suspicions ; _ odious
creatures !"_
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" This must be stopped," replied Lord C_esar. 'We
ought co contribute to support my poor brother-in-law
against these rascals. I _ill write to Sq_/re Gueff" on this
subject by this night's post. His name is ahvays at the
head of our county subscriptions.

If tlie people of St. Deml_s's had been ang_ before,
they were well nigh mad when they heard of this con-
versation. The whole parish ran to the manor-house.
Sir Le_is's Swiss porter shut the door ag,o/nst them ; but
they broke in and knocked him on the head for his im-
pudence. They then seized the squire, hooted at him,
pelted him, ducked trim, and carried him to the watch-
house. They turned the rector into the street, burnt his
wig and band, and sold the church-plate by auction. They
put up a painted Jezebel in the pull)it to preach. They
scratched out the texts which were written round the

church, and scribbled profane scraps of songs and plays
in their place. They set the organ playing to pot-house
tunes. Instead of being decently asked in church, they
were married over a broomstick. But, of all their whims,
the use of the new patent steel-traps was the most re-
markable.

This trap was constructed on a completely new prin-
ciple. I_ consisted of a cleaver hung in a frame like a
window; when any poor wretch got in, down it came
with a tremendous din, and took off his head in a twin-

kling. They got the squire into one of these machines.
In order to prevent any of his partisans from getting
footing in the parish, they placed traps at every corner.
It was impossible to walk through the highway at broad
noon without tumbling into one or other of them. No
man could go about his business in security. Yet so great
was the hatred which the inhabitants entertained for the

old family, that a few decent honest people, who begged
them to take down the steel-traps, and to put up hmnane
man-traps in their room, were very roughly handled for
their good nature.
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In the mean time the neighbouring gentry undertook a
suit against the parish on the behalf of Sir Lewis's heir,
and applied to Squire Guelf for his assistance.

Everybody knows that Squire Guelf is more closely
tied up than any gentleman in the shire. He could,
therefore, lend them no help; but he referred them to
the Vestry of the Parish of St. George in the Water.
These good people had long borne a grudge against their
neighbours on the other side of the stream; and some
mutual trespasses had lately occurred which increased
their hostility.

There was an honest Irishman, a great favourite among
them, who used to entertain them with raree-shows, and

to exhibit a marc lantern to the children on winter
; evenings. He had gone quite mad upon this subject.

Sometimes he would call out in the middle of the street

--" Take care of that corner, neighbours; fol the love
of Heaven, keep clear of that post, there is a patent steel-
trap concealed thereabouts." Sometimes he would be
disturbed by frightful dreams; then he would get up at
dead of night, open his window and cry "fire," till the
parish was roused, and the en_nes sent for. The pulpit
of the Parish of St. George seemed likely to fall; I
believe that the only reason was that the parson had
grown too fat and heavy; but nothing would persuade
this honest man but that it was'a scheme of the people at
St. Dennis's, and that they had sawed through the pillars
in order to break the rector's neck. Once he went about

with a knife in his pocket, and told all the persons whom
he met that it had been sharpened by the knife-grinder
of the next parish to cut their throats. These extrava-
gancies had a great effect on the people ; and the more so
because they were espoused by Sqnire Guelf's steward,
who was the most influential person in the parish. He
was a very fair-spoken man, very attentive to the main
chance, and the idol of the old women, because he never

played at skittles or danced with the girls ; and, indeed,
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never took any recreation but that of drinking on Satur-
day nights with his friend Harry,, the Scotch pedlar. His
supporters called him Sweet William; his enemies the
]3ottomless Pit.

The people of St. Dennis% however, had their advo-
cates. There was Frank, the richest farmer in the parish,
whose great grandfather had been knocked on the head
many years before, in a squabble between the parish and
a former landlord. There was Dick, the merry-andrew,
rather light-fingered and riotous, but a clever droll fellow.
Above all, there was Charley, the publican, a jolly, fat,
honest lad, a great favom'ite with the women, who, if he
had not been rather too fond of ale and chuck-fitrthing,
would have been the best fellow in the neighbourhood.

"_Iy boys," said Charley, "this is exceedingly well
for 1Kadam North ;_not that I would spe-tk uncivilly of
her ; she put up my picture in her best room, bless her
for it ! But, I say, this is very well for her, and/'or L,)rd
Cmsar, and Squh'e Don, and Colonel Von ;_but what
affair is it of yours or mine ? It is not to be wondered
at, that gentlemen should wish to keep poor people out of
their own. J3ut it is strange, indeed, that they should ex-
pect the poor themselves to combine against their own
interests. If the folks at St. Dennis's should attack us we

have the law and our cudgels to protect us. But why, in
the name of wonder, are we to attack them ? When old Sir

Charles, who was Lord of the )Ianor fbrmerly, and the par-
son, who was presented by him to the living, tried to bully
the vestry, (lid not we knock their heads together, and go to
meeting to hear Jeremiah l_ingletub preach ? And did the
Squh'e Don, or the great Sir Lewis, that lived at that time,
or the Germains, say a word agains_ us for it ? _Iind
your own business, my 1ads: law is not to be had for
nothing ; and we, you may be sure, shall have to pay the
whole bill."

Nevertheless the people of St. George's were re-
solved on law. They cried out most lustily, "Squire

YOL. I. H
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Ouelf for ever! Sweet Vgflliam for ever! No steel

traps !" Squire Guelf took all the rascally footmen who
had worn old Sir Lewis's livery into his service. They
were fe(l ill the kitchen on the very best of every firing,
though they had 1_o settlement, iHany people, and
the paupers in particular, grumbled at these proceed-
ings. The steward, however, devised a way to keep
them qui_,t.

There had lived in this parish for many years an
old gentleman, named Sir Habeas Corpus. He was said
by some to be of Saxon, by some of Norman, extrac-
tion. Some maintain that he was not born till after

the time of Sir Charles, to whom we have befbre al-

luded. (tthers -_re of opinion that he was a legitimate
son of old Lady 5[agna Charta, although he was long
concealed and kept out of his birthriglit. Certain it is
that he was a very. benevolent person. Whenever
any prior fellow was taken up on grounds which lie
thought insufficient, he used to attend on iris behalf and
bail him: and thus he liad become so popular, that

i to take direct measures against trim was out of the
question.

The steward, accordingly, brought a dozen physicians
to examine Sir Habeas. After consultation, they reported
that he was in a x'ery bad way, and ought not, on any ac-
count, to be allowed to stir out for several months. Fortified

with this authority, the parish officers put him to bed,
closed his _dndows, and barred his doors. They paid lfim
every -tttention, and from time to time issued bulletins of
his health. The steward never spoke of him without
declaring that he was the best gentleman in the world;
but excellent care was taken that he should never stir out
of doors.

When this obstacle was removed, the Squire and the
steward kept the parish in excellent order; flogged this
man, sent that man to tlie stocks, and pushed tbrward the
law-suit with a noble disregard of expense. They were,
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however, wanting either in s'ld]] or in fortune. And every

thing went against them after their antagonists had begun
to employ Solicitor Nap.

Who does not know the name of Solicitor Nap ?
At what alehouse is not his behaviour discussed ? In

what print-shop is not his picture seen? Yet how
little truth has been said about him! Some people
hold that he used to give laudanmn by pints to his
sick clerks for his anmsement. Others, whose number
lms very much increased since he was "killed by the gaol
distemper, conceive that he was the velT model of ho-
nour and good-nature. I shall try to tell the truth
about him.

tie was assuredly an excellent solicitor. In his way he

never was surpassed. As soon as the parish began to em-
pl(,y him, their cause took a turn. In a very little time
they were suecessflfl ; and Nap became rich. He now set
up ibr a gentleman; took possession of the old manor-
Louse ; got. into the commission of the peace, and aftbcted
to be on a par with the best of the county. He governed
the vestries as absolutely as the old family had done. Yet,
to give him ]fis due, he managed things with flit more dis-
cretion than either Sir Lewis or the rioters who had pulled
the Lords of the Manor down. tie kept his servants in
tolerable order. He removed the steel traps from the
highways and the comers of the streets, lie still left a
few indeed in the more exposed parts of his premises ; and
set up a board announcing that traps and spring guns
were set in his grounds, lie brought the poor parson
back to the parish; mid, though he did not enable him
to keep a fine house and a coach as formerly, he settled
Lira in a snug little cottage, and allowed him a pleasant
p'_d-nag, tie whitewashed the church agmn ; and put the
stocks, which had been much wanted of late, into good
repair.

With the neighbouring gent_', however, he was no
favourite. He was crai%y and litigious, tie cared

_2
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nothing for right, if he could raise a point of law
against them. He pounded their cattle, broke their
hedges, and seduced their tenants from them. He
almost ruined Lord C_esar with actions, in every one
of which he was successful. Von Blunderbussen went

to law _dth ]tim for an alleged trespass, but was cast,
and almost ruined by the costs of suit. He next
took a fancy to the seat of Squire Don, who was, to
say the truth, little better than an idiot. He asked
the poor dupe to dinner, and then threatened to have
him tossed in a blanket unless he would make over

his estates to him. The poor Squire signed and sealed
a deed by which the property was assigned to Joe,
-t brother of Nap's, in trust for and to the use of Nap
himself. The tenants, however, stood out. They main-
tained that the estate was entailed, and refused to

pay rents to the new landlord; and in this refusal
they were stoutly supported by the people in St.
George's.

About the same time Nap took it into his head to match
with quality, and nothing would serve him but one of
the _Iiss Germafl_s. Lord C_esar swore like a trooper ;
but there was no help for it. Nap had twice put execu-
tions in his principal residence, and had refused to
discharge the latter of the two, till he had extorted a bond
from Iris Lordship, which compelled him to comply.

THE END OF THE FIRST PART.
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A CO_NWERSATION

BETWEEN I_IR. ABRAHAM COWLEY AND _IR. JOHN _IILTO_',

TOUCHING THE Gr_EAT CIVIL W.LR.

SET DOWN BY A GENTLEMAN OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE.

(AuGrS_ 1824.)

c__eferre sermones Deorum et

i_iagna modis tenuare par_is."--HoRxcE.

I HAVE thought it good to set down ill wrhing a memor-
able debate, wherein I was a listener, and two men of

pregnant parts and great reputation discoursers; hoping
that my friends will not be displeased to have a record
both of the strange times through which I have lived, and
of the famous men with whom I have conversed. It

chanced, in the warm and beautiful spring of the year
1665, a little before the saddest summer that ever Lon-

don saw, that I went to the Bowling-Green at Piccadilly,
whither, at tliat time, the best gentry made continual re-
sort. There I met N_r.Cowley, who had lately left Barn-
elms. There was then ,'t house preparing for him at
Chertsey; and, till it should be finished, he had come up
for a short time to London, that he might urge a suit to
his Grace of Buckingham touching certain lands of her
Najesty's, whereof he requested a lease. I had the honour

to be familiarly acquainted with that worthy gentleman
and most excellent poet, whose death hath been deplored
with as general a consent of all Powers that delight in the

_S
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woods, or in verse, or in love, as was of old that of Daphnis
or of Gallus.

.after some talk, which it is not material to set down at

large, concenfing his suit and his vexations at the corn%
where indeed his honesty did hhn more harm than his
parts could do him good, I entreated him to dine with me
at my lodging in the Temple, which he most courteously
promised. And, that so emffmnt a guest might not lack a
better entertainment than cooks or vintners can provide, I
sent to the house of Mr. John _litton, in the A_rtillery-
Walk, to beg that he would also be my guest. For, though
Le had been secretary., first to the Council of State, and,
after that, to the Protector, and Mr. Cowlevhad held the

_i same post under the Lord St. Albans in his barfislnnent, I
hoped, notwithstanding, that they would think themselves
rather united by their common art than divided by their
different factions. And so indeed it proved. :For, while

we sat at table, they talked freely of many men and things,
as well ancient as modern, with much civility. Nay, __h'.
l\I_ilton, who seldom tasted wine, both because of his sin-

gular temperance and because of his gout, did more than
once pledge Nr. Cowley, who was indeed no hermit in
diet. At last, being heated. ]_Ir. N_itton begged that I
would open the windows. "Nay," said I, "' if you desire
fresh air and coolness, Mint should hinder us, as the even-
ing is fair, from sailing for an hour on the river ? " To
this they both cheerfully consented; and forth we walked,
Nx-. Cowley and I leading _h'. lIilton between us, to the
Temple Stairs. There we took a boat; and thence we
were rowed up the river.

The wind was pleasant ; the evening fine ; the sky, the
earth, and the water beautiful to look upon. :But l_h'.
Cowley and I held ore: peace, and said nothing of the gay
sights around us, lest we should too feelingly remind _i_'.
Nilton of his calamity ; whereof, however, he needed no

monitor : for soon he said sadly, ".4_h, 5It. Cowley, you
are a happy man. What would I now give but tbr one
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more look at the sun, and the waters, and the gardens of
this fair city !"

" I know not," said _Ir. Cowley, "whether we ougl_t
not rather to en_7 you for that which makes you to envv
others: and that specially in this place, where all eves
whidl are not closed in blindness ought to become fimn-
tains of tears. What can we look upon which is nc_t a
memorial of change and sorrow, of fair thing._ vanished.
and evil things done ? When I see the gate of Whitehall,
and the stately pillars of the :Banqueting House, I can-
not choose but think of what I have there seen in former

days, masctues, and pnzeants, and dances, and smile_, and
the waving of graeeflfl heads, and the bounding" of delicate
feet. And then I turn to thoughts of other things, which
even to remember makes me to blush and weep ;--of the
great black seaflbld, and the axe and block, which were
placed befbre those very windows; and the voice seems
to sound in mine ears, the lawless and terrible voice,

which cried out that the head of a king was the head of
a traitor. There stands Westminster tIall, which who can

look upon, and not tremble to think how time, and chan?'e,
and death confound the councils of the wise, and beat

down the weapons of the mighty ? IIow have I seen it
surrounded with tens of thCmsands of petitioners crying
for justice and privilege! How have I heard it shake
with fierce and proud words, which made the hearts ,,f
the peaple burn within them ] Then it is blockaded bv
dragoons, m_d cleared bypikemen. And they who have
conquered their master go forth trembling at the word of"
their servant. And yet a little while, and the usurper
comes forth from it, in his robe of ermine, with the

golden staff in one hand and the ]3ible in the other, anfidst
the roaring of the guns and the shouting of the pec)ple.
And yet again a tittle while, and the doors are thronged
with multitudes in black, and the hearse and the plume_
come forth ; and the txTant is borne, in more than rc)val
pomp, to a royal sepulchre. ._k few days more, and Lis

n4
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head is fixed to rot on the pinnacles of that volt hall
where he sat on a throne in his life, and lay in state after
his death. When I think on all these things, to look
round me makes me sad at heart. True it is that God hath

restored to us our old laws, and the rightful line of our
"kings. Yet, how I know not, but it seems to me that
sometlfing is wanting- that our court hath not the old
gravity_ nor our people the old loyalty. These ex_i/times,
like the great deluge, have overwhelmed and confused all
earthly things. And, even as those waters, though at last
they abated, yet, as the learned write, destroyed all trace
of the garden of Eden, so that its place hath never since
been found, so hath this opening of all the flood-gates of

_, political evil effaced allmarks of the ancient political
]! paradise."

"Sir, by your favour," said _2r. Milton, "_hough, fi_om
many circumstances both of body and of fortune, I might
plead fifirer excuses tbr despondency than yourself, I yet
h_ok not so sadly either on the past er on the future.
That a deluge hath passed over this our nation, I deny not.
J3ut I hold it not to be such a deluge as that of which you
speak ; but rather a blessed flood, like those of the Nile,
which in its overflow doth indeed wash away ancient land-
marks, and confound boundaries, and sweep away dwell-
ings. yea, doth give birth to many foul and dangerous
reptiles. Yet hence is the fulne_s of the granary, the

: beauty of the garden, the nurtm_e of all living things.
'" I remember well, _h'. Cowley, what you have said

concerning these things in your Discourse of the Govern-
ment of Oliver Cromwell, which my friend Ehvood read
to me lqst year. Truly, for elegance and rhetoric, that
essay is to be compared with the finest traetates of Iso-
crates and Cicero. But ileither that nor any other book,
n(_r any events, which with most men have, more than
any book, weight and authority, have altered my opinion,
that, _,t' all assemblies that ever were in this world, the

best and the most useful was our Long I'arliament. I
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speak not this as wishing to provoke debate; which
neither yet do I decline."

hI_r.Cowley was, as I could see, a little nett]ed. Yet,
as he was a man of a kind disposition and a most refined
courtesy, he put a force upon himself, and answered with
more vehemence and quickness indeed than was his wont,
yet not unci_filly. " Surely, 5iv. NAlton, you speak not as
you think. I am indeed one of those who believe that
God hath reserved to himself" the censure of kings, and
that their crimes and oppressions are not to be resisted by
the hands of their subjects. Yet can I easily find excuse
for t.he violence of such as are stung to madness by
grievous tyranny. But what shall we say for these men ?
Which of their just demands was not granted? _Vlfich
even of their cruel and unreasonable requisitions, so as it
were not inconsistent _dth all law and order, was refused?
tlad they not sent Stratford to the block and Laud t,) the
Tower ? t_tad they not destroyed the Courts of the ttigh
Commission and the Star Chamber? Jgad they no_ re-

versed the proceedings confirmed by the voices of the
judges of England. in the matter of ship-money ? Itad
they not taken from the -king his _.ncient and mo_,t lawful
power touching the order of knighthood? ttad they
not provided that, after their dJss()lution, triemfial par-
liaments should be holden, and that their own power
should continue till of their great condescen:ion they
should be pleased to resign it themselves? \Vhat
more could they ask? Was it not enough that they
had taken from their king all his oppressive powers,
and many that were most salutal_-? Was k no_
enough that they had filled his council-board with his
enemies, and his prisons with his adherents? Was
it not enough that they had raised a furious multitude,
to shout and swagger daily under the very windows of Iris
royal palace? Was it not enough that they had taken
from him the most blessed prerogative of princely mercy ;
that, complaining of intolerance themselves, they had de-
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nied all toleration to others ; that they had urged, against

fi_rms, scruples childish as those of any formalin,t; that
they lind persecuted the least remnant of the popish rites
with the fiercest bitterness of the popish spirit ? Must
they be_ides all this have full power to command his
armies, and to massacre his friends ?

'" For military command, it was never known in any
monarc]_y, nay, in any well ordered republic, that it was
committed to the debates of a large and unsettled as-
sembly. For theh • otlmr requisition, that he should give
up to their vengeance "dl who had defhnded the rights of
his cr_,wn, hi_ honour mu,t have been ruined if he had

c_mplied. Is it not therefore plain that they desired these
thin,,_ _,:flv in order that, by refusing, his Majesty might
give them a pretence for war ?

'"Men have often risen up against fl'aud, against cruelty,
•lg'tin_t rapine. J3ut when beibre w'ts it known that con-
cessions were met with importunities, graciousness with
fl_suhs, the open pahn of bounty with the clenched fist of
maIice ? Was it like tru._tv delegates of the Commons of
England, and thithftfl stewards of their liberty and their
wealth, t_) engt,gc them for such causes in civil war, which
both t,J liberty -rod to wealth is of all things the most
hostile. Evil indeed nmst be the disease which is not

m_,re tolerable than such a medicine. Those who, even
to save a nation from tyrants, excite it to civil war do in
general but minister to it the same miserable kind of re-
lief wherewith the wizards of Pharaoh mocked the

Egyptian. We read that, when Noses had turned their
waters into blood, those impious magicians, intending, not
beuefi_ to the thirsting people, but vain and emulous
ostentation of their own art, did themseh-es also change
ilm_ blood the water which the plague had spared. Such
sad comfi)rt do those who stir up war minister to the
oppressed. ]_ut here where was the oppression? What
was the t_vour which had not been granted ? What was
the evil which had not been removed ? What further

could they desh'e ?"
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"These questions," said N_'. :_[ilton, austerely, " ]lave
indeed often deceived the ignorant ; but that ,_ir. Cowley
should have been so beguiled, I marvel. 5-ou ask what
more the Parliament cotfld desn'e ? I will answer you in
one word, security. What are votes, and statutes, and
resolutions ? They have no eyes to see, no hands to
strike and avenge. They must have some safeguard
fl'om without. _iany things, therefore, which ill them-
selves were peradventure hurtfhl, was this Parliament
eonstrahled to ask, lest otherwise good laws and precious
rights should be without defence. Nor did they want a
great and signal example of this danger. I need not
remind you that, many years before, the two ttouses had
presented to the -icingthe Petition of ttight, wherein were
set down all the most valuable privileges of the people of
this reahn. Did not Ch'trles accept it? Did he not
declare it to be law ? Was it not as t\flly enacted as ever
were any of those bills of the Long t)arliameut conceruing
which .you spoke? And were those privileges therefi_re
enjoyed more fully by the people ? No: the ldng d_id
from that time redouble his oppressions as if to avenge
himself for the shame of having been compelled to re-
nounce them. Then were our estates laid under shame-

ful impositions, our houses ransa&ed, our bodies impri-
soned. Then was the steel of the lmngman blunted with
mangling the ears of h'mnless men. Then our very
minds were fettered, and the iron entered into our s,)uls.

Then we were compelled to hide our hatred, our son'_v,
and our scorn, to laugh with hidden laces at the mum-
mery of Laud, to curse under our breath the t_'am_y of
Wentworth. Of old time it was well and nobly said, by

one of our kings, that an Englishman ought to be fl'ee as
his thoughts. Our prince reversed the maxim ; he strove
to make our thoughts as much slaves as ourselves. To
sneer at a Y_omish pageant, to miscall a lord's crest, were
crimes for which there was no mercy. These were all
the fl'nits which we gathered fl'om those excellent laws (,f
the former Parliament, from these solemn promises of the
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king. Were we tobe deceivedagain? Were we again
to give subsidies,and receivenothingbut promises?
Were we againto make wholesome statutes,and then
leave them tobe broken dailyand hourly,untilthe
oppressor should have squandered another supply, and
should be ready for another perjury? You ask what
they could desire wtfich he had not already granted. Let
me ask of you another question. What pledge could he
give which he had not already violated ? From the first
year of his reign, whenever he had need of the purses
of his Commons to support the revels of BucMngham or the
processions of Laud, he had assured them that, as he was
a gentleman and a Mng, he would sacredly preser_-e their
riglits, tie had pawned those solemn pledges, and pawned
them again and again; but when had he redeemed
them ? ' Upon my faith,'--' Upon my sacred word,'_
'Upon the honour of a prince,'_ came so easily from
his lips, and dwelt so short a time on his mind, that they
were "Is little to be trusted as the 'By these hilts' of an
Alsatian dicer.

"Therefore it is that I praise this Parliament for what
else I might have condemned. If what he had _'anted had
been granted graciously and readily, if what he had before
promised had been faithfully observed, they could not be
defended. It was because he had never yielded the worst
abuse without a long struggle, and seldom without a large
l)ribe ; it was because he had no sooner disentangled
himself fi'om his troubles than he forgot his promises ; and,
more like a villainous huckster than a great "king, kept both
the prerogative and the large price which had been paid
to him to tbrego it ; it was because of these things that it
was necessary and just to bind with forcible restraints one
who could be bound neither by law nor honour. N;ay,
even while he was ma -ldng those very concessions of which
you speak, he betrayed his deadly hatred against the
people and their fl'lends. Not only did he, contrary to
all that ever was deemed lawftfl in England, order that
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members of the Commons IzIouse of Parliament should be

impeached of high treason at the bar of the Lords ; thereby
violating both the trial by jury and the privileges of the
House; but, not content with breakh_g the law by lfis
ministers, he went himself armed to assail it. In the

birth-place and sanctuary of freedom, in the House itsclI,
nay, in tile very chah" of the speaker, placed for tile pro-
tection of free speech and privilege, he sat, rolling his
eyes round the benches, searching for those whose blood he
desired, and singling out his opposers to the slaughter. Tiffs
most foul outrage fails. Then again for the old arts. Then
come gracious messages. Then come courteous speeches.
Then is again mortgaged his often forfeited honour. He will
never again _iolate the laws. He will respect their rights
as if they were his own. He pledges the dignity of his
crown ; that crown which had been committed to him for

the weal of his people, and which lie never named, but that
he might the more easily delude and oppress them.

"The power of the sword, I grant you, was not one to
be permanently possessed by parliament. Neither did
that parliament demand it as a permanent possession.
They asked it only for temporary security, h-or can I
see on what conditions they could safely make peace
with that false and wicked "king, save such as would
deprive him of all power to injure.

"For civil war, that it is an evil I dispute not. But
that it is the greatest of evils, that I stoutly deny. It
doth indeed appear to the misjudging to be a worse ca-
lamky than bad government, because its miseries are
collected together within a short space and time, and may
easily at one view be taken in and perceived. But the
misfortunes of nations ruled by tyrants, being distributed
over many centuries and many places, as they are of
greater weight and number, so are they of less display.
When the Devil of tyranny hath gone into the body politic
he departs not but with struggles, and foaming, and great
con_ulsions. Shall he, therefore, vex it for ever, lest, in
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going out, he for a moment tear and rend it ? Trtfly this
argmnent touching the evils of war would better become
my friend Elwood, or some other of the people called
Quakers, than a courtier and a cavalier. It applies no
more to this war than to all others, as well foreign as do-
me,tic, and, in this war, no more to the tIouses than to
the ]dng ; nay not so much, since he by a little sincerity
and moderation might have rendered that needless which
their duty to God and man then enforced them to do."

"Pardon me, ]_Ir. 5I]lton," said Mr. Cowley ; '" I grieve

to hear you speak thus of that good -king. Most unhappy
indeed he was, in that he reigned at a time when the
spirit of the then living generation was for freedom, and
the precedents of former ages for prerogative. His case
w'ts like to that of Christopher Columbus, when he sailed
forth on an unknown ocean, and found that the compass,
whereby he shaped his course, had shifted from the north
pole whereto before it had constantly pointed. So it was
with Charles. Itis compass varied ; and therefore he could
not tack aright. If he had been an absolute ldng he
would doubtless, like Titus Vespasian, have been called the
delight of the human race. It" he had been a Doge of
Venice, or a Stadtholder of IIolland, he would never have
outstepped the laws. But he lived when our government
had neither clear defi_tions nor strong sanctions. :Let,
therefore, his faults be ascribed to the time. Of his

virtues the praise is his own.
"Never was there a more gracious prince, or a more

proper gentleman. In every pleasure he was temperate,
in conversation mild and grave, in friendship constant, to
his servants liberal, to his queen faithful and loving, in
battle brave, in sorrow and captivity resolved, in death
most Christian and forgiving.

"For his oppressions, let us look at the former history
of this realm. James was never accounted a tyrant.
Elizabeth is esteemed to have been the mother of her peo-
ple. Were they less arbitrary ? Did they never lay
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hands on the purses of their subjects but by Act of Parlia-
ment ? Did they never confine insolent and disobedient
men but in due course of law ? Was the court of _tar
Chamber less active ? Were the ears of libellers more

safe ? I pray you, let not -king Charles be thus dealt
with. It was enough that in his life he was tried for an
alleged breach of laws which none ever heard named till
they were discovered for his destruction. Let not his
fame be treated as was his sacred and anointed body.

Let not his menlory be tried by principles found out c.r
])o_,'tfacto. Let us not judge by the spirit of one genera-
tion a man whose disposition had been formed by the
temper and fashion of another."

"Nay, but conceive me, l_lr. Cowley," said Mr. _[ilton ;
"inasmuch as, at the beginning of his reigu, he imitated
those who had governed before him, I blame him not.
To expect that -kings will, of their own free choice, abridge
their prerogative, were argument of but slender wisdom.
Whatever, therefore, lawless, unjust, or cruel he either
did or permitted during the first years of his reign, I pass
by. But for what was done after that he had solemnly
given his consent to the Petition of Itight, where shall we
find defence ? Let it be supposed, which yet I concede
not, that the tyranny of iris fitther and of Queen Elizabeth
had been no less rigorous than was his. :But had his
father, had that queen, sworn, like him, to abstain from
those rigours ? Had they, like hhn, for good and valua-
ble consideration, aliened their hurtful prerogatives ?
Surely not : from whatever excuse you can plead for hhn
he had wholly excluded himself. The borders of coun-
tries, we know, are mostly the seats of perpetual wars and
tumults. It was the same with the undefined frontiers,

which of old separated privilege and prerogative. They
were the debatable land of our polity. It was no marvel
if, both on the one side and on the other, inroads were
often made. But, when treaties have been concluded,

spaces measured, lhms drawn, landmarks set up, that
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which before might pass for innocent error or just repri-
sal becomes robbery, perjury., deadly sin. He -knew not,
you say, which of his powers were founded on ancient
law, and which only on vicious example. But had he not
read the Petition of Itight ? Had not proclamation been
made from his thi'one ; Soit fait comme il est desird ?

"For his private virtues they are beside the question.
Remember you not," and __[r. 5Iilton smiled, but some-
what sternly, "what Dr. Caius saith in the Merry Wives
of Shakspeare ? ' What shall the honest man do in my
closet ? There is no honest man that shall come in my
closet.' Even so say I. There is no good man who shall
make us his slaves. If he break his word to his people, is
it a sufficient defence that he keeps it to his companions ?
If he oppress and extort all day, shall he be held blame-
less because he prayeth at night and morning ? If he be
insatiable in plunder and revenge, shall we pass it by
because in meat and dl'ink he is temperate ? If he have
lived like a tyrant, shall all be forgotten because he hath
died like a martyr ?

"He was a man, as I think, who had so much sem-

blance of virtues as might make his vices most dangerous.
He was not a tyrant after our wonted English model.
The second Richard, the second and fourth Edwards, and
the eighth Harry, were men profuse, gay, boisterous;
lovers of women and of wine, of no outward sanctity or
gravity. Charles was a ruler after the Italian fashion;
grave, demure, of a solemn carriage, and a sober diet;
as constant at prayers as a priest, as heedless of oaths as
an atheist."

3[r. Cowley answered somewhat sharply : "I am sorry,
Sir, to hear you speak thus. I had hoped that the vehe-
mence of spirit which was caused by these violent times
had now abated. Yet, sure, Mr. Nilton, whatever you
may think of the character of King Charles, you will not
still justify his murder."

" Sir," said Ma-.Milton, "I must have been of a hard
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and strange nature, ff the vehemence which was imputed
to me in my younger days had not been dimil_ished by
the afflictions wherewith it hath pleased _klmighty God to
chasten my age. I will not now defend all that I may
heretofore have written. But this I say, that I perceive
not wherefore a king should be exempted from all pmfish-
ment. Is it just that where most is given least should be
required ? Or politic that where there is the greatest
power to injure there should be no danger to restrain ?
:But, you will say, there is no such law. Such a law there
is. There is the law of self-preservation written by God
himself on our hearts. There is the primal compact and
bond of societ.y, not graven on stone, nor sealed with wax,
nor put down on parchment, nor set forth in any express
form of words by men when of old they came together ;
but implied in the very act that they so came together,
pre-supposed in all subsequent law, not to be repealed by
any authority, not invalidated by being omitted in any
code; inasmuch as from thence are all codes and all

authority.
"Neither do I well see wherefore you cavaliers, and,

indeed, many of us whom you merrily call I_oundheads,
distinguish between those who fought against King
Charles, and specially after the second commission given
to Sir Thomas Fairfax, and those who condemned him to

death. Sure, if his person were haviolable, it was as
wicked to lift the sword against it at Naseby as the axe
at _"aitehall. If his life might justly be taken, why
not _1 course of trial as well as by right of war ?

" Thus much in general as touching the right. But, for
the execution of King Charles in particular, I will not now
undertake to defbnd it. Death is h_/lieted, not that the

culprit may die, but that the state may be thereby advan-
taged. And, fi'om all that I 1,mow,I think that the death
of King Charles hath more hh_dered than advanced the
liberties of England.

"First, he left an heir. He was in captivity. The heh"
VOL. I. I
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was in freedom. He was odious to the Scots. The heft"

was favoured by them. To -kill the captive therefore,
whereby the heir, in the apprehension of all royalists,
became forthwith king what was it, h_ truth, but to set
their captive free, and to give him besides other great
advantages ?

'"Next, it was a deed most odious to the people, and
not only to your party, but to many among ore,selves ;
and, as it is perilous for any government to outrage the
public opinion, so most was it perilous for a govenlment
which had from that opinion alone its birth, its nurture,
and its defence.

"Yet doth not this properly belong to our dispute;
nor can these f'mlts be justly charged upon that most
renowned parliament. For, as you ln_ow, the high court
of ,justice was not established until the house had been
purged of such members as were adverse to the army, and
brought wholly under the control of the chief officers."

"And who," said _Lr. Cowley, "levied that army ?
Who comnfissioned those officers ? Was not the fate of

the Commons as justly deserved as was that of Diomedes,
who was devoured by those horses whom he had himself
taught to feed on the flesh and blood of men? How
could they hope that others would respect laws which they
had themselves instfited; that swords which had been
drawn against the prerogatives of the "king would be put
up at an ordinance of the Commons ? It was believed, of
old, that there were some devils easily raised but never to
be laid ; insomuch that, if a magician called them up, he
should be forced to find them ahvays some employment ;
for, though they would do all his bidding, yet, if lie left
them but for one moment without some work of evil to

perform, they would turn their claws against himself.
Such a fiend is an army. They who evoke it caanot
dismiss it. They are at once its masters and its slaves,
Let them not fail to find for it task after task of blood
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and rapine. Let them not leave it for a moment in repose,
lest it tear them in pieces.

"Thus was it with that famous assembly. They formed
a force which they could neither govern nor resist. They
made it powerful. They made it fanatical. As if military
hlsolence were not of itself sufficiently dangerous, they
heightened it _dth spiritual pride,--they encom_aged their
sohliers to rave from the tops of tubs against the men of
Belial, till every trooper thought himself a prophet. They
tau_o-htthem to abuse popery, till every drummer fancied
that he was as infallible as a pope.

"Then it was that religion ehang'ed her nature. She
was no longer the parent of arts and letters, of wholesome
knowledge, of innocent pleasures, of blessed househL,ld
smiles. In their place came sour faces, whining voices,
the chattexCng of fools, the yells of madmen. Then men
fasted from meat and drink, who fasted not from bribes

and blood. Then men frowned at stage-plays, who smiled
at massacres. Then men preached a)ainst painted thce_,,
who felt no remor_-e for their own mos_ painted lives.
Ileligion had been a pole-star to li_'ht and to g_fide. It
was now more like to that omin,ms star in the book of

the Apocalypse, which fell from heaven upon the fountains
and rivers and changed them into wormwood; tbr even
so did it descend fl'om its hig_li and celestial dwelling-
place to plague this earth, and to turu into bitterness alI
that was sweet, and into poison all that was nourishing.

"Therefore it was not strgmge that such things _,hould
follow. They who had closed the barriers of London
against the *kingeotfld not defend them against their own
creatures. They who had so stoutly cried for privilege,
when that prince, most unadvisedly no doubt, came among
them to demand their members, durst not wag their fin-
gers when Oliver filled theh" hall vJth soldiers, gave their
mace to a corporal, put theh- keys in his pocket, and
drove them forth with base terms, borrowed half from

x2
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the conventicle and half from the ale-house. Then were

we, like the trees of the forest in holy writ, given over to
the rule of the bramble; then from the basest of the
shrubs came forth the fire which devoured the cedars of
Lebanon. We bowed down before a man of mean birth,

of ungraceful demeanom', of stammering and most _q_flgar
utterance, of scandalous and notorious hypocrisy. Ore"
laws were made and unmade at his pleasure; the consti-
tution of ore" parliaments changed by his writ and procla-
mation ; our persons imprisoned; our property plundered;
our lands and houses overrun with soldiers ; and the great
charter itself was but argument for a sem'rllous jest ; and
for all this we may thank that parliament : for never, un-
less they had so violently shaken the vessel, could such
foul dregs have risen to the top."

Then answered _Ir. _[ilton : "What you have now said
comprehends so great a number of subjects, that it would
reqtfire, not an evening's sail on the Thrones, but rather a
voyage to the Indies, accurate]y to treat of all : yet, in as
few words as I may, I will explain my sense of these
matters.

" Fi>t, as to the army. An army, as you have well set
forth, i.- always a weapon dangerous to those who use it ;
vet he who falls among thieves spares not. to flre his mus-
quetoon, because lie may be slain if it burst in his hand.
Nor nmst states refrain from defending themselves, lest
their defenders should at last turn against them. Never-
the]ess, against this danger statesmen should carefully
provide; and, that they may do so, they should take
e_-pccial care that neither the officers nor the soldiers do
forget that they are also citizens. I do believe that the
]2ngli_,h army would have continued to obey the parlia-
ment with all duty, but for one act, which, as it was in
intention, in seeming, and in immediate effect, worthy to
be compared with the most famous in history, so was it,
in its final consequence, most injurious. I speak of that
ordinance called the _.elif-de._Tjb_g,and of the new model
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of the army. :By those measures the Commons gave up
the command of their forces into the hands of men who

were not of themselves. Itenee_ doubtless, derived no
small hono_lr to that noble assembly, which sacrificed to
the hope of public good the assurance of private advan-
tage. And, as to the conduct of the war. the scheme
prospered. Witness the battle of Naseby, and the memor-
able exploits of ]:airfaix in the west. But thereby the
Parliament lost that hold on the soldiers and that power
to control them, which they retained wldle every regiment
was commanded by their own members. Politicians there
be, who would wholly dMde the legislative from the exe-
cutive power. In the golden age this may have succeeded;
in the millennium it may succeed again. But, where great
armies and great taxes are requh-ed, there the executive
govermnent must ahvays hold a great authority, which
authority, that it may not oppress and destroy the legis-
lature, must be in some manner blended with it. The

leaders of foreign mercenaries have ahv,qvs been most
dangerous to a country. The officers of native armies,
deprived of the civil privileges of other men. are as much
to be feared. This was the great error of that Parliament :
and, though an error it were, it was an errc¢ generous,
virtuous, and more to be deplored than censured.

"Hence came the power of the army and its leaders,
and especially of that most famous leader, whom both in
our conversation to-day, and in that discourse whereon I
before touched, you have, in my poor opilfion, far too
roughly handled. "Wherefore you speak contemptibly of
his parts I know not ; but I suspect that you are not fl'ee
fl'om the error common to studious and speculative men,
]decause Oliver was an ungraceflfl orator, and never said,
either in public or private, anything memorable, you will
have it that he was of a mean capacity. Sure this is un-
just. :_lany men have there been ignorant of letters,
without wit, without eloquence, who yet had the wisdom
to devise_ and the eom'age to perform, that which tliey

i3
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lacked language to explain. Such men often, in troubled
times, have worked out the deliverance of nations and

their own greatness, not by logic, not by rhetoric, but by
wariness in success, by calmness in danger, by fierce and
stubborn resolution in all adversity. The hearts of men
are their books ; events are their tutors ; great actions are
their eloquence: and such an one, in my judgment, was
his late Highness, who, if none were to treat his name
scornfully now who shook not at the sound of it while he
lived, wotfld, by very few, be mentioned otherwise than
wkh reverence. /Its own deeds shall avouch him for a

great statesman, a .great soldier, a true lover of his coun-
tlLv,a merciful and generous conqueror.

'"For his fauhs, let us reflect that they who seem to
lead are oftentimes most constrained to follow. They who
will mkx with men, and specially they who will govern
them, must, in many things obey them. They who will
yield to no such conditions may be hermits, but cannot be

generals and statesmen. If" a man will walk straight for-
ward without turning to the right or the left, he must
walk in a desert, and not in Cheapside. Thus was he
end)reed to do many things which jumped not with his
inclination nor made for his honour; because the army.
on which Mone he could depend for power and life, might
not otherwise be contented. And I, for mine own part,
marvel less that he sometimes was fain to indulge their
violence than that he could so often restrain it.

"In that he dissolved the Parliament, I praise him. It
then was so diminished in numbers, as well by the
death as by the exclusion of members, that it was no
longer the same assembly; and, if at that time it had
made itself perpetual, we should have been governed, not
by an English House of Commons, bug by a Yenetiau
Council.

" If in iris following rule he overstepped the laws, I pity
rather than condemn trim. He may be compared to that
_veandrius of Samos, of whom Herodotus saith, in his
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Thalia, that, wishing to be of all men the most just, he was
not able ; for after the death of Polycrates he offered fl'ee-
dora to the people; and not till certain of them threatened
to call him to a reckoning for what he had formerly done,
did he change his pro'pose, and make himself a tyrant, lest
he should be treated as a criminal.

"Such was the case of Oliver. He gave to his coun-
try a form of government so free and admh'able that, in
near sex thousand years, human wisdom hath never de-
vised any more excellent contrivance for human happiness.
To kimself he reserved so little power that it would
scarcely have sufficed for lfis safety, and it is a marvel that
it could suffice for his ambition. When, after th'_t, he
found that the members of his parliament disputed his
right even to that small authority which he had kept,
when he might have kept all, then indeed I ow_ that he
began to govern by the sword those who would not suflbr
him to govern by the law.

"But, for the rest, what sovereign was ever more
princely in pardoning injm-ies, in conquerhlg enelnies, hi
extending the dominions and the renown of his people ?
What sea, what shore did he not mark with imperishable
memorials of his friendship or his vengeance ? Tim gold of
Spain, the steel of Sweden, the ten thousand sails of Hol-
land, availed nothh_g against him. Wtfile every foreign
state trembled at our arms, we sat secure from all assault.
War, which often so strangely troubles both husbanch'v
and commerce, never silenced the song of our reapers, or
the sound of our looms. Justice was equally admhfistered ;
God was freely worshipped.

"Now look at that which we have taken in exchange.
With the restored -Mnghave come over to us vices of every
sort, and most the basest and most shameful,--lust with-

out love -- servitude, without loyalty _ foulness of speech
dishonesty of dealing _ grinning contempt of all thin_s

good and generous. The throne is surrounded by men
whom the former Charles would have spurned fl'om his

14
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footstool. The altar is served by slaves whose knees are
supple to every, being but God. :Rhymers, whose books
the hangman should burn, pandars, actors, and buffoons,
these drink a health and throw a main with the King ;
these have stars on their breasts and gold sticks in their
hands; these shut out from his presence the best and
bravest of those who bled for his house. Even so doth God

visit those who know not how to value freedom. He gives
them over to the tFanny which they have desired, "qw

"I will not," said _r. Cowley, " dispute wkh you on
this argument. :But, if it be as you say, how can you m_-
rain that England hath been so greatly advantaged by the
rebellion ?"

"Understand me rightly, Sir," said l_[r. _filton. "This
nation is not given over to slavery and vice. We tasted
indeed the fruits of liberty before they had well ripened.
Their fl'_vour was harsh and bitter ; and we turned from

them with loathing to the sweeter poisons of servitude.
This is but for a time. England is sleeping on the lap of
Dalilah, traitorously chained, but not yet shorn of strength.
Let the cry. be once heard -- the Philistines be upon thee ;
and at once that sleep will be broken, and those chains will
be as flax in the fire. The great Parliament hath left be-
hind it in our hearts and minds a hatred of tyrants, a just
knowledge of our rights, a scorn of vain and deluding
names_ and that the revellers of Whitehall shall surely
find. The sun is darkened, but it is only for a moment :
it is but an eclipse ; though all bfl'ds of evil omen have
begins_to scream, and all ravenous beasts have gone forth
to prey, thin-ldJ_git to be midnight. Woe to them ff they
be abroad when the rays again shine forth!

"The king hath judged ill. Had he been wise he would
have remembered tliat he owed his restoration only to con-
fusions which had wearied us out, and made us eager for
repose. He would have blown that the folly and perfidy
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of a prince would restore to the good old cause many hearts
which had been alienated thence by the turbulence of fitc-
tions ; for, if I knlow aught of histol_', or of' the heart of
man, he will soon learn that the last champion of the pc.o-
ple was not destroyed when he murdered ¥ane, nor
seduced when he beguiled Fah-fax.

_Ir. Cowley seemed to me not to take much amiss what
Z'In-._.Iilton had said touching that thankless court, which
had h_deed but poorly requited his own good service, tie
only said, therefore, " Another rebellion! _4_las! alas !
Bin-.l_filton ! If there be no choice but between despotism
and anarchy, I prefer despotism."

" _Iany men," said _Ir. _Iilton, "' have floridly and in-
geniously compared anarchy and despotism ; but they who
so amuse themselves do but look at separate parts of that
which is truly one _eat whole. Each is the muse al_d
the effect of the other ; the exils of either are the evils
of both. Thus do states move on in the same eternal

cycle, which, from the remotest point, brings them back
again to the same sad starting-post : and, till both those
who govern and those who obey shall learn and mark t]fis
great truth, men can expect little through the future, as
they have known little through the past, save vicissitudes
of extreme evils, alternately producing and produced.

"When will rulers learn that, where liberty is _ot,

security and order can never be ? We talk of absolute
power; but all power hath limits, which, if not fixed
by the moderation of the governors, will be fixed by the
force of the governed. Sovereigns may send their op-
posers to dungeons ; they may clear out a senate-house
with soldiers ; they may enlist armies of spies ; they may
hang scores of the disaffected in chains at every cross
road ; but what power shall stand in that frightful time
when rebellion hath become a less exffl than endurance ?
Who sliall dissolve that terrible tribunal, which, in the

hearts of the oppressed, denounces against the oppressor
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tile doom of its wild justice ? Who shall repeal tile law
of self defence ? What arms or discipline shall resist the
strength of famine and despair? How often were the
ancient Cmsars dragged from their golden palaces, stripped
of their purple robes, mangled, stoned, defiled with filth,
pierced with hooks, hurled into Tiber ? tIow often have
the Eastern Sultans perished by the sabres of theh"
ownjanissaries, or the bow-strings of their own nmtes!
For no power wMch is not limited by laws can ever be
protected by them. Small, theretbre, is the wisdom of
those who would fly to servitude as if it were a refuge
fl'om commotion ; for anarchy is the sure consequence of
tyranny. That governments may be safe, nations must
be free. Their passions must have an outlet provided, lest
they make one.

"When I was at Naples, I went with Signor _Ianso, a
gentleman of excellent parts and breeding, who had been
the familiar friend of that famous poet Torctuato Tasso,
to see the burning mountain Vesu_ius. I wondered how
the peasants could venture to dwell so fearlessly and
cheerfully on its sides, when the lava was flowing from its
summit ; but l_ianso smiled, and told me that when the fire
descends freely they retreat before it without haste or
fear. They can tell how fast it will move, and how
far ; and they know, moreover, that, though it may work
some little damage, it will soon cover the fields over which
it hath passed with rich vineyards and sweet flowers. But,
when the flmnes are pent up in the mountain, then it is
that they have reason to tbar; then it is that the earth
sinks and the sea swells; then cities are swallowed up;
and their place knoweth them no more. So it is in
politics : where the people is most closely restrained, there
it gives the greatest shocks to peace and order ; therefore
would I say to all -kings, let your demagogues lead crowds,
lest they lead armies ; let them bluster, lest they massacre ;
a little turbulence is, as it were, the rainbow of the state ;
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it shows indeed that there is a passing shower; but it is a
pledge that there shall be no deluge."

"This is true," said N_r. Cowley : "yet these admoni-
tions are not less needful to subjects than to sovereigns."

" Surely," said Mr. N_ilton ; " and, that I may end this
long debate _xith a few words in which we shall both
a_ee, I hold that, as freedom is the only safeguard of
govermnents, so are order and moderation generally neces-
sa13:to preserve fl'eedom. Even the v_tinest opini,_ns of
men are not to be outraged by those who propose to
themselves the happiness of men for their end, and who
must work with the passions of men for their means. The
blind reverence for things ancient is indeed so foolish that
it might make a wise man laugh, if it were not tdso some-
times so mischievous that it would rather make a good
man weep. Yet, since it may not be wholly cured, it must
be discreetly indulged; and therefore those who would
amend evil laws should consider rather how much it may
be safe to spare, than how much it may be possible to
change. Have you not heard that men who have been
shut up for many years in dungeons shrink if they see the
light, and fall down if their irons be struck off. And so,
when nations have long been in the house of bondage,
the chains which have crippled them are necessary to sup-
port them, the darlmess which hath weakened tt]eir sight
is necessary to preserve it. Therefore release them not
too rashly, lest they curse their fi'eedom and pine for theh"
prison.

"I think indeed that the renowned Parliament, of which
we have talked so much, did show, until it became subject
to the soldiers, a singular and admirable moderation, in
such times scarcely to be hoped, and most worthy to be
an example to all that shall come after. But on this
argument I have said enough : and I will therefore o_fly
pray to Almighty God that those who shall, hi future
times, stand forth in defence of our liberties, as well civil
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as reli_ous, may adorn the good cause by mercy,
prudence, and soberness, to the glory of lfis name and the
happiness and honour of the Enghsh people."

And so ended that discourse; and not long after we
were set on shore again at the Temple-gardens, and there
parted company : and the same evening I took notes of
what had been said, which I have here more fully set
&_wn, from regard both to the fame of the men, and the
importance of the subject-matter.
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ON THE ATHENIAN ORATORS. (Acovs_ 1824.)

_ To the famous orators repair,
Those ancient, whose rosistless eloquence
Wielded at will that fierce democratic,

Shook the arsenal_ and fulmined over Greece
To Macedon and .krtaxerxes" throne."--MIL_ox.

ThE celebrity of the great classical writers is confined
within no limits, except those which separate civili:ed
from savage man. Their works are the common property
of eve_" polished nation. They have furnished subject_
fur the painter, and models for the poet. In the minds of
the educated classes throughout Europe, their names are
indissolubly associated _ith the endearing recollections of
childhood,_ the old school room,--the dog-eared gram-
mar, _ the first prize, _ the tears so often shed and so
quickly dried. So great is the veneration with wlfich
they are regarded, that even the editors and commentators
who perform the lowest menial offices to their memory.
are considered, like the equerries and chamberlains ,_f
sovereign princes, as entitled to a high rank in the table
of literm3" precedence. It is, therefore, somewhat singu-"
lar that their productions should so rarely have been ex-
amined on just and philo-ophieal principles of critici,m.

The ancient writers themselves afford us but little a,-

sistance. When they particulari,e, they are commonly
trivial : when they would gener'tlise, they become indi--
tinct. An exception mu-t, 5_deed, be made iu favour of
Aristotle. Both in analysis and in combination, that great
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man was without a rival. No philosopher has ever pos-
sessed, in an equal degree, the talent either of separating
established systems into their primary elements, or of con-
necting detached phenomena ha harmolfious systems. He
was the great faslfioner of the intellectual chaos; he
changed its darkmess into light, and its discord into order.
tie brought to literary researches the same vigour and
amplitude of mind to wlfich both physical and meta-
physical science are so greatly indebted. ZIis fundamental
principles of criticism are excellent. To cite only a sin-
gle instance ;_ the doctrine which he established, that
poetry is an imitative art, when justly understood, is to the
critic what the compass is to the navigator. With it he
may venture upon the most extensive excursions. With-
out it he nmst creep cautiously along the coast, or lose
himself in a trackless expanse, and trust, at best, to the

! guidance of an occasional star. It is a discovery which
chan_es a caprice into a science.

The general propositions of Aa-istotle are valnable. But
the merit of the superstructure bears no proportion to that
of the foundation. This is partly to be ascribed to the
character of the philosopher, who, though qualified to do
all that could be done by the resolving and combining
powers of the understanding, seems not to have possessed
much of sensibility or imagination. Partly, also, it may
be attributed to the deficiency of m-tterials. The great
works of gelxius which then existed were not either suffl-
ciently numerous or sufficiently varied to enable any man
to form a perfect code of literature. To require that a
critic should conceive classes of composition which had
never existed, and then investigate theh- principles, wotfld
be as um'easonable as the demand of Nebuchadi_ezzar,
who expected his magicians first to tell him his dream and
then to interpret it.

With all his deficiencies, _ristotle was the most enlight-
ened and profound critic of antiquity. Dionysius was far
from possessing the same exquisite subtilty, or the same
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vastcomprehension. ]_uthe had accessto a much
greaternumber of specimens; and he had devotedhim-

self,asitappears,more exclusivelyto the studyof cl,:.-
gant literature.]_/speculiarjudgmentsare of more
value than his general principles, tie is only the historian
of literature. Aristotle is its philosopher.

Quintilian applied to general literature the same prin-
ciples by which he had been accust,)med to judge of the
declamations of his pupils. He looks for nothing but
rhetoric, and rhetoric not of the highest order, tie :pcttk-_
coldly of the incomparable works of .._]3schylus. tie ad-
mires, beyond expression, those inexhaustible nfines of
common-places, the plays of Euripides. He bestows a
few vague words on the poetical character of Homer.
Fie then proceeds to consider him merely as an orator.
An orator ttomer doubtless was, and a great orator. But
surely nothing is more remarkable, in his admirable works,
than the art with which his oratorical powers are made
subservient to the purposes of poet_-. _'or can I think
Quintilian a great critic in his own province. Just as are
many of his remarks, beautiflfl as are many of his illus-
trations, we can perpetually detect in his thoughts that
flavom: which the soil of despotism generally commmfi-
cates to all the fruits of ge_xius. Eloquence was, in his
time, little more than a condiment which served to stimu-

late in a despot the jaded appetite for panegyric, an amuse-
ment for the travelled nobles and the blue-stocking
matrons of _Rome. It is, therefore, with him, radter a
sport than a war ; it is a contest of foils, not of swords.
He appears to think more of the grace of the attitude
than of the direction mid vigour of the tl__rust. It must
be acknowledged, in justice to Quintilian, that this is an
error to which Cicero has too often given the sanction,
both of his precept and of his example.

Lon_nus seems to have had great sensibility, but little
discrimination, tie gives us eloquent sentences, but no
principles. It was happily said that _Iontesquieu ought
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to have changed the name of his book from L'Es])rit des
Lois to L'E_prit sur les Lois. In the same manner the phi-
losopher of Palmyra ought to have entitled his famous
work, not "Lon_nus on the Sublime," but "The Sublhni-
ties of Lon_nus." The orighl of the sublime is one of the
most curious and interesting subjects of inquiry that can
occupy the attention of a critic. In our own country it
has been discussed, with great ability, and, I think, with
very little success, by Burke and Dugald Stuart. Longinus
dispenses himself from all investigations of this nature, by
telling his friend Terentianus that he already -knows every
thing that can be said upon the question. It is to
be regretted that Terentianus did no_ impart some of
his knowledge to his instructor: for from Longinus we
]earn only that sublimity means height_ or elevation.*

_ This name, so commodiously vague, is applied h_differ-
entlv to the noble prayer of Ajax in the Iliad, and to a!

i pas,,.age of Plato about the human body, as full of conceits
as an ode of Cowley. Having no fixed standard, Lon_nus
is right only by accident. He is rather a fancier than a
critic.

Modern _Titers have been prevented by many causes
fl'om suppl)fing the deficiencies of theft" classical predeces-
sors. At the time of the revival of literature, no man
could_ without great and painful labour, acquire an accu-
rate and elegant knowledge of the ancient languages.
And, untbrtunately, those grmnmatical and philological
studies, without which it was impossible to understand the
great works of 3_thenian and tloman genius, have a
tendency to contract the views and deaden the sensibility
of those who follow them with extreme assiduity. __pow-
erful mind, which has been long employed in such studies,
nmv be compared to the gigantic spirit in the Arabian
tale, who was persuaded to contract himself to small
dimensions in order to enter within the enchanted vessel,
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and, when his prison had been closed upon him, %und
himself unable to escape from the narrow boundaries to
the measure of which he had reduced his stature. When

the means have long been the objects of application, they
are naturally substituted for the end. It was said, by
Eugene of Savoy, that the greatest generals have com-
monly been those who have been at once raised to com-
mand, and introduced to the great operations of win,
without being employed in the petty calculations and
manceu_Tes which employ the time of an inferior officer.
Ial literature the principle is equally sound. The great
tactics of criticism will, in general, be best understood by
those _1_o have not had much practice in drillh_g syllabics
and particles.

I remember to have observed among the French
Arias a ludicrous instance of this. 3_ scholar, doubt-
less of great learning, recommends the study of some
long Latin treatise, of which I now forget the name,
on the religion, manners, government, and language of
the early Greeks. "For there," says he, " you will
learn every thing of importance that is contahmd in the
lNad and Odyssey, without the trouble of reading two
such tedious books." Alas ! it had not occurred to the poor
gentleman that all the knowledge to which he attached
so much value was useful o_fly as it illustrated the great
poems which he despised, and would be as worthle-s for
any other purpose as the mythology of Caffrm_ia, or the
vocabulary of 0taheite.

Of those scholars who have disdahmd to confine them-
selves to verbal criticism few have been successful. The

ancient languages have, generally, a magical i_ffluence on
theh" faculties. They were "fools called into a circle by
Greek invocations." The Iliad and 2Eneid were to them

not books, but curiosities, or rather reliques. Ti_ey no
more admired those works for theh" merits than a good
Catholic venerates the house of the Virghl at Loretto for
its architecture. Whatever was classical was good. Homer

¥OL. I. K
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was a great poet ; and so w_ Cal]imachus. The epistles
i of Cicero were fine ; and so were those of Phalaris. Even

with respect to questions of evidence they fell into the
same error. The authority of all narrations, written in
Greek or Latin, was the same with them. It never
crossed their minds that the lapse of five hundred
years, or the distance of five hundred lea_ms, could

' affect the accuracy of a narration ; -- that Livy could

i be a less veracious historian than Polybius ;--or that
Plutarch could know less about the friends of Xenophon
than Xenophon himself. Deceived by the distance of
time, they seem to consider all the Classics as contempo-

! raries; just as I have known people in England, deceived
by the distance of place, take it for granted that all
persons who live in India are neighbours, and ask an

i inhabitant of Bombay about the health of an acquaintance
ii' at Calcutta. It is to be hoped that no barbarian delu__e

will ever again pass over Europe. But, should such a ca-
lamity happen, it seems not improbable that some fnture
I_ollin or Gillies will compile a history of England from
Niss PorteFs Scottish Chiefs, N_iss Lee's l_ecess, and Sir
Nathaniel Wrmxall's Memoirs.

It is surely time that ancient literature should be exa-
'_ mined in a different manner, _Jthout pedantical prepos-

sessions, but with a just allowance, at the same time,
tbr the difference of circmnstances and manners. I am far

from pretending to the knowledge or ability which such a
i task would require. All that I mean to offer is a collec-

tion of desultory remarks upon a most interesting portion
of Greek literature.

It may be doubted whether any compositions which
have ever been produced in the world are equally per-
fect in their kind with the _eat Athenian orations.
Genius is subject to the same laws which regulate the
production of cotton and molasses. The supply adjusts
itself to the demand. The quantity may be diminished
by restrictions, and multiplied by bounties. The sin_flar
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excellence to which eloquence attained at Athens is to
be mai_lly attributed to the i_Nuence which it exerted
there. In turbulent times, under a constitution purely
democratic, among a people educated exactly to that
point at which men are most susceptible of strong and
sudden impressions, acute, but not sound reasoners, warm
in their feelings, mffixed in their principles, and passionate
admh'ers of fine composition, oratory received such en-
com-agement as it has never since obtained.

The taste and knowledge of the Athenian people was ,
favourite object of the contemptuous derision of Samuel
Johnson; a man who knew nothing of Greek literature
beyond the common school-books, and who seems to have
brought to what he had read scarcely more than the di._-
eernment of a common school-boy. I_te used to assert.
with that arrogant sbsurdity which, in spite of Lis g_eaL
abilities and virtues, renders him, perhaps the most ridi-
culous character in literary history, that. Dem,)sthenes
spoke to a people of brutes ;--to a barbaro_s pe()ple ;_
that there could have been no civilisation before the inven-

tion of printing. Johnson was a keen but a very narrow-
minded observer of manMnd, tie perpetually confounded
their general nature with theh" particular circumstance_.
He knew London intimately. The sagacity of Iris remarks
on its society is perfectly astotfishing, lqut F]ect-_-treet
was the world to him. He saw th-tt Londoners who did

not read were profoundly ignorant ; and he intbrred that
a Greek, who had few or no books, must have been as

uninformed as one of _Ir. Thrale's ch'aymen.
There seems to be, on the eontrm?5 every reason to

believe that, in general intellige, ce_ the Athe,ian polm-
lace thr surpassed the lower orders of any community
that has ever eMsted. It must be considered, that to be

a citizen was to be a l%dslatol;_a soldier,--a judge,--
one upon whose voice might depend the fate of the
wealthiest tributal 3- state, of the most eminent public
man. The lowest offices, both of agriculture and of

K2
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trade, were, ill common, performed by slaves. The corn-
,: monwealth supplied its meanest members with tile sup-

port of life, the opportunity of leism'e, and the means of
amusement. Books were indeed few: but they were
excellent; and they were accurately kno,_m. It is not
by ttmfing over libraries, but by repeatedly perusing and
intently contemplating a few g_reat models, that the
mind is best disciplined, a, man of letters must now
read nmch that he soon forgets, and much from wlfich
he learns nothing worthy to be remembered. The best
works employ, in general, but a small portion of his time.
Demosthenes is said to have transcribed six times the

history of Thucydides. If he had been a young politi-
i cian of the present age, he might in .the same space of

time have sldmmed hmumerable newspapers and pam-
i ph]ets. I do not condemn that desultory mode of study
J wlfich the state of things, in our day, renders a matter of

necessity. But I may be allowed to doubt whether the
changes on which the admirers of modern institutions
delight to dwell have improved our condition so much in
reality as in appearance. _umford, it is said, proposed
to the elector of Bavaria a scheme for feecling his sohliers
at a much cheaper rate than formerly, ttis plan was
simply to compel them to masticate theft" fbod thoroughly.
A small quantity, thus eaten, would, according to that
famous projector, _brd more sustenance than a large
meal hastily devom'ed. I do not know how _umford's
proposition was received; but to the mS,d, I believe, it
will be found more nutritious to digest a page than to
devour a volume.

Books, however, were the least part of the education of
an Athetfian citizen. Let us, for a moment, transport
ourselves, in thought, to that glorious city. Let us
imagine that we are entering its gates, in the time of its
power and glory. A crowd is assembled round a portico.
All are gazing with delight at the entablature ; for Phidias
is putting up the fi'ieze. We turn into another street ; a
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r]mpsodist is reciting there: men, women, c]fildrcn are
thronging round him: the tears are running dowu their
cheeks : their eves are fixed : their ve_3-breath is still : for
he is telling how Priam fell at the feet of Achilles, and
-kissed those hands,--the ten'ibM--the mtu-derous,--which

had slain so many of his sons._ We enter the public
place ; there is a ring of youths, all leal_ng forward, with
sparkling eyes, and gestures of expectation. S,_erates is
pitted against the famous atheist, from Ionia, and has
,just brought him to a contradiction in terms. :But we are
interrupted. The herald is erying--":Room for the
Prytanes." The general assembly is to meet. The people
are swarming in on eve_T side. Proclamation is made-
" Who wish_ to speak." There is a shout, and a clap-
ping of hands : Pericles is mounting the stand. Then for
a play of Sophocles ; and away to sup with Aspasia. I
know of no modern university which has so excellent a
system of education.

IxS_owledge thus acquired and opinions thu_ formed
were, indeed, likely to be, in some respect;, defective.
Propositions which are advanced in discourse generally
result from a partial view of the question, and cannot be

kept under examination long enough to be corrected.
3Ien of great conversational powers almost nniversa]ly
practise a sort of live]y sophist U- and exaggeration, w]fieh
deceives, for the moment, both themselves and their "mdi-
tors. Thus we see doctrines, which cannot bear a clo.-e

inspection, triumph pel]_etually in drawing-rooms, in
debating societie,_, and even in legislative__ or ,JucHeialassem-
blies. To the conversational education of the Athenians

I am inclined to attribute the great looseness of reasoning
which is remarkable in most of their scientific writings.
Even the most illogical of modern writers would stand

perfectly aghast at the puerile fallacies which seem to
have deluded some of the greatest men of antiquity. Sir

* r.al _{,¢_ X_iPaC,
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Thomas Lethbridge would stare at the political economy
of Xenot_hon ; and the author of ,_,irJes de _P(tersbo_r,-I
would be as]lamed of some of the metaphysical arguments
of Plato. But tile very circumstances which retarded the

i growth of science were peculiarly fqvourable to the culti-
vation of eloquence. From the early habit of taking a
sh'u'e in intimated discussion the intelligent student would
derive that readiness of resource, that copiousness of lan-

: guage, and that knowledge of the temper and understand-
i:l_ of an audience, which are f,u' more valuable to an

orator than the _reatest logical, powers.
ttorace has prettily compared poems to those painting_

i of which the effect varies as the spectator chm_ges his
: stand. The stone remark applies with at least equalI

t justice t_, speeches. They must be read whh the
_ temper of those to whom they were addressed, or they
,_ must necessarily appear to offend 'tgainst the laws c}ftaste
:' and rea_*on; as the finest picture, seen in a light different

fl'om that for which it was designed, will appear fit only
fi-,r a sign. This is perpetually forgotten by those who
criticise oratory. Because they m'e reading at ]eisure,
pausing at ex-ery ]h_e, reconsidering every argument, they
tbrget that the hearers were hurried fl_om point to point
too rapidly to detect the fallacies through which they were
conducted ; that they had no time to disentang]e sophisms,
or to natice slight inaccuracies of expression; that
elaborate excellence; either of reasolfing or of l'mguag<.,
would have been absolutely thrown away. To recur t_,
the analog" of the sister art, these connoisseurs exmnine a
panorama through a microscope, and quarrel with a scene-
painter because he does not give to his work the exqtfisite
finish of Gerard Dow.

Oratory is to be estimated on principles different fi'om
those which are applied to other productions. Truth is
the object of philosophy and history. Truth is the object.
even of those works which are peculiarly called works
of fiction, but wtfich, in fitct, bear the same relation to
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history which algebra bears to arithmetic. The merit of

poetry, in its wildest forms, still consists in its truth,--
truth conveyed to the understanding, not directly by the
words, but circuitously by means of imaginative associa-
tions, which serve as its conductors. The object of orato_7
alone is not truth, but persuasion. The admh'ation of the
multitude does not make Moore a greater poet than Cole-
ridge, or ]3eattie a greater philosopher than ]3erkeley.
But the criterion of eloquence is different. A speaker
who exhausts the whole philosophy of a question, who
displays every grace of style, yet produces no effect on
his audience, may be a great essayist, a great statesman,
a great master of composition ; but he is not an orator.
If he miss the mark, it makes no difference whether he

have taken aim too high or too low.
The effect of the great freddom of the press in England

has been, in a great measure, to destroy this distinction,
and to leave among us little of what I call Orato_T Proper.
Our legislators, our candidates, on great occasions even
our advocates, address themselves less to the audience

than to the reporters. They think less of the few hearers
than of the innumerable readers. At Athens the case

was different ; there the only object of the speaker was
immediate com-iction and persuasion. He, therefbre, who
would justly appreciate the merit of the Grecian _rators
should place himself, as nearly as possible, in the situation
of d_eir auditors : he should divest himself of his modern

feelings and acquirements, and make the prejudices "rod
interests of the Athelfian citizen his own. tte who stuclies

their works in this spirit will find that many of those
things which, to an English readel, appear to be blemishes,
--the frequent violation of those excellent rules of evi-
dence by which our com'ts of law are regul_ted,--the in-
troduction of extraneous matter,--the retbrence to con-

siderations of political expediency in judicial inve_-tiga-
tions, -- the assertions, without proof, -- the passionate
entreaties,--the fm'ious inveetives,--are really proot; of

K4
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the prudence and address of the speakers. Ite must not
dwell mahciously on argmnents or phrases, but acquiesce
in his first impressions. It requires repeated perusal and
reflection to decide rightly on any other portion of litera-
ture. But with respect to works of which the merit de-
pends on their instantaneous effect the most hasty judg-
ment is likely to be best.

The history of eloquence at Athens is remarkable. From
a very early period great speakers had flourished there.
Pisistratus and Themistocles are said to have owed much

of their influence to their talents for debate. We learn,

with more certainty, that Pericles was distinguished by

extraordinm 3- oratorical powers. The substance of some
of his speeches is transmitted to us by Thucydides ; and
that excellent writer has doubtless faithflflly reported the
general line of his argumehts. But the manner, which
in oratory is of at least as much consequence as the
matter, was of no importance to his narration. It is evi-
dent ttmt he has not attempted to preserve it. Through-
out his work, every speech on every subject, whatever
may have been the character or the dialect of the speaker,
is in exactly the same form. The grave king of Sparta,
the furious demagogue of Athens, the general encoura-
ging his army, the e',.ptive supplicating for his life, all are
represented as speakers in one unvaried style,--a style
moreover wholly unfit for oratorical purposes. His mode
of reasoning is singularly elliptical,--in reality most con-
secutive,--yet in appearance often incoherent. His mean-
ing, in it;elf sufficiently perplexing, is compressed into
the fewest possible words. His great fondness for anti-
thetical expression has not a little conduced to this effect.
Every one must have obsem-ed how nmch more the sense
is condensed in the verses of Pope and his imitators, who
never ventured to continue the same clause from couplet
to couplet, than in those of poets who allow themselves
that license. Every artificial division, which is strongly
marked, and which frequently recurs, has the same ten-
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denev. The natural and perspicuous expression which
spontaneously rises to the mind will often refnse to ac-
commodate itself to such a form. It is necessary eit]_er

to expand it into weakness, or to compress it int_ almost
impenetrable density. The latter is generally the choice
of an able man, and was assuredly the choice of
Thucydides.

It is scarcely necessary to say that such speeches e_nld
never have been delivered. They are perhaps among the
most difficult passages in the Greek language, and would
probably have been scarcely m¢_re intelligible to an
Athenian auditor than to a modern reader. Their ob-

scurity was acknowledged by Cicero, who was as in-
thnate with the literature and lan_lage of Greece as the
most accomplished of its natives, and who seems to have
held a respectable rank among the Greek authors. Their
diffictfltv to a modern reader lies, not in the words, but
in the reasoning. A dictionary is of far less use in study-
ing them than a clear head and a close attention to the
context. They are valuable to the scholar as displaying,
beyond ahnost any other compositions, the powers of the
finest of languages : they are valuable to the philosopher
as illustrating the morals and manners of a most inter-
esting age: they abound in just thought mad energetic
expression. But they do not enable us to form anv ac-
curate opinion on the merits of the early Greek orat,_r_.

Though it cannot be doubted that, before the Persian
wars, Athens had produced eminent speakers, vet the
period dm'ing which eloquence most flourished among
her citizens was by no means that of her greatest power
and glory. It commenced at the close of the Pelopon-
nesian war. In fact, the steps by which Athenian oratory
approached to its finished excellence seem to have been
ahnost contemporaneous with those by which the Athenian
character and the Athenim_ empire sunk to degradation.
At the time when the little commonwealth achieved

those victories wl_ch twenty-five eventful centuries have
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left unequalled, eloquence was in its infancy. The de-
liverers of Greece became its plunderers and oppressors.
Unmeasm_ed exaction, atrocious vengeance, the madness
of the multitude, the tyramly of the great, filled the

_. Cyclades with tears, and blood, and mourning. The
sword unpeopled whole island_ in a day. Tile plough
passed over the ruins of famous cities. The imperial re-

public sent forth her children by thousands to pine in the
quarries of S)l'acuse, or to feed the vultures of 2Egospo-

i tami. She was at leng'_h reduced by famine and slaughter
to humble herself before her enemies, and to purchase

; existence by the sacrifice of her empire and her laws.
.' During these disastrous and gloomy years, oratory was
_ advancing towards its highest excellence. And it was

t when the moral, the political, and the military eha-
I racter of the people was most utterly degraded, it was

when the viceroy of a )_acedol__ian sovereign gave law toj
; Greece, that the courts of 3_thens _dtnessed tile most

i splendid contest of eloquence that the world has ever
kilt )_gll.

The causes of this phenomenon it is not, I think, diffi-
cult to assign, The division of' labom" operates on the
productions of the orator as it does on those of the
mechanic. It was remarked by the ancients that the

: Pentathlete, who divided his attention between several
exerci:es, though he could not vie with a boxer in the
use of the cestus, or wi_h one who had confined his at-

tention to rumfing in the contest of the stadium, yet
enjoyed fla" greater general vigour and health than either.
It is the same with the mind. The superiority in teclnfical
s"ldllis often more than compensated by the inferiority in
general intelligence. And this is peculiarly the case in
politics. States have ahvays been best governed by men
who have taken a wide view of public affah's, and who
have rather a general acquaintance with many sciences
than a perfect maste D" of one. The ration of the political
and military departments in Greece contributed not a
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littletothesplendourof itsearlyhi_tory.Aftertheir
separation more sldlful generals and greater speakers ap-
peared ; but the breed of statesmen dwindled and became
almost extinct. Themistocles or Pericles would have been

no match for Demosthenes in the assembly, or for Iphi-
crates in the field. But sure]y they were incomparably
better fitted than either for the supreme (lirection of
a_firs.

There is indeed a remarkable coincidence between the

progress of the art of war, and that of the art of oratory,
among the Greeks. They both advanced to perfection by
contemporaneous steps, and from similar causes. The
early speakers, like tile early warriors of Greece, were
merely a militia. It was found that in both employment_
practice and discipline gave superiority.* Each pursuit
therefore became first an art, and then a trade. In pro-
portion as the professors of each became more expert in
theh" particular craft, they became le,s respectable in their
general ch-tracter. Their sldll ]lad been obt:tined at too
great expense to be emph_yed Girlyfrom dL-intere_ted views.
Thus, the solcliers forgot that they were citizelzs, and the
orators that they were statesmen. I know not to what

* It has often occurred to me, that to the circumstances mentioned in the

text is t_, be refen'ed one of the most remarkable events in Grecian hi,t,_L_" ;

I mean the silent but rapid downfall of the Laeed_mnonian p_wer. Soon
after the temlination of the Peloponnesian war, the stren__,'th of Laeedwmon

1)egan to decline. Its military dL-cipline, its ,-octal institutions, were the _-ame.
Agesllaus, during whose reign the chan-'e took place, was the ablest of it:
kings. Yet the Spartan amnies were frequentJy defeated in pitched battle_-,--
an occurrence considered impossible in the earlier aces of Greece. They are
allowed to hare fought most bravely ; yet they were no longer attemted by
the success to which they had formerly been aeeu-tomed. Xo _,dntion ef
these circumstances is oflbred, as faras I know, by anyaneient auth,,r. The
real cause, I conceive, was this. The Laeed,'emonians, alone amon_, the
Greeks_ formed a permanent standing army. While the citizens of other
commonwealths were engaged in agriculture and trade, they had no emph_y-
merit whatever but the study of military discipline, tfenee_ dm'ing the

Persian and Peloponnesian wars, they had that advantage over their neiMl-
bout.,, which regmlar troops always p_sse_-s over militia. Thk, advantaR'e they
lost; when other states began, at alater period, to employ mercenary f_rees,

who were probably as superior to them in the art of war as they had hitherto
been to their antagonists.
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Demosthenes and his famous contemporaries can be so
justly compared as to those mercenary troops who, hi
their time, overran Greece ; or those who, from similar
causes, were some centuries ago the scourge of the Italian
republics,--perfectly acquahited with every part of their
profession, hTesistible in the field, powerful to defend or to
destroy, but defending without love, and destroying with-
out hatred. We may despi_e the characters of these poli-
tical Condottieri; but it is impossible to examine the system
of their tactics without being amazed at its perfection.

I had intended to proceed to this examination, and to
consider separately the remains of Lysias, of _3_schines, of
Demosthenes, and of Isocrates, who, though strictly
speaking he was rather a pamphleteer than an orator,
deserves, on many accounts, a place in such a disquisition.
The length of my prolegomena and digressions compels
me to postpone this part of the subject to another oc-
casion. A Magazine is certainly a delightful invention for
a very idle or a ve_T busy man. He is not compelled to
comp'lete his plan or to adhere to his subject, lie may
ramble as far as he is inclined, and stop as soon as he is
tired. No one takes the trouble to recollect his contra-

dictory opinions or his unredeemed pledges. He may be
as superficial, as inconsistent, and as careless as he chooses.
Magazines resemble those little angels, who, according to
the pretty P_abbi_ical tradition, are generated every morn-
ing by the brook which rolls over the flowers of Paradise,
_whose life is a song,--who warble till sunset, and then
sink back without regret into nothhigness. Such spirits
have nothing to do with the detecting spear of Ithuriel or
the victorious sword of Michael. It is enough for them
to please and be forgotten.
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A PROPHETIC ACCOUNT OF A GRAXD NATIONAL
EPIC POEM, TO BE ENTITLED " THE WELLING-
TONIAD," AND TO BE PUBLISHED A.D. 2824.

(NovEm3En, 1824.)

tIow I became a prophet it is not very important to the
reader to know. Nevertheless I feel all the anxiety
which, under similar ch'cumstances, troubled the sensitive

mind of Sidrophel ; and, like him, am eager to _ndicate
myself from the suspicion of having practised forbidden
arts, or held intercourse with beings of another world. I
solemnly declare, therefore, that I never saw a ghost, like
Lord Lvttleton; consulted a gipsy, like Josephine; or
heard my name pronounced by an absent person, like Dr.
Johnson. Though it is now almost as usual for gentlemen
to appear at the moment of their deatlt to theh" friends
as to call on them during their life, none of my acquaint-
ance have been so polite as to pay me that customary
attention. Ihave derived my knowledge nekher from the
dead nor from the living; neither from the lines of a
hand, nor fi'om the grounds of a tea-cup ; neither fi'om
the stars of the firmament, nor from the fiends of the

abyss. I have never, like the Wesley family, heard "that
mighty leading angel," who " drew after him the thh-d

part of heaven's sons," scratching in my cupboard. I
have never been enticed to sign any of fl_ose delusive
bonds which have been the rub1 of so many poor
creatures; and, having always been an indifferent horse-

man, I have been careftLl not to ventm-e myself on a
broomstick.
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_'Iy insight into futm-ity, like that of George Fox the
quaker, and that of our great and philosophic poet, Lord
Byron, is derived from simple presentiment. This is a far
less artificial process than those Milch are employed by
some others. Yet my predictions will, I believe, be found
mc_re correct than their's, or, ttt all events, as Sir :Benjamin
Backbite says in the play, "more ch'cumstantial."

I prophecy, then, that, ill tile year 2S24, according to
our present reckoning, a grand national Epic Poem, worthy
to be c,_mpared with the Iliad, the ___gneid,or the Jerusa-
lem, will be published in London.

_[en natural/y take an interest in the adventm'es of
evela" eminent writer. I will, therefore, gratify the laud-
able curiosity, which, on this occasion, will doubtless be
universal, by prefix_ing to my account of the poem a con-
cise memoix of the poet.

l_ichard Quongti wi/1 be born at Westminster on tile
1st of July, 27S6. He will be the younger son of the
younger branch of one of the most respectable fhmilies
in England. He will be lineally descended from Quongti,
the famous Chinese liberal, who, after the failure of the
heroic attempt of his party to obtain a constitution fl'om
the Emperor Fim Fam, will take refuge in England, in the
twenty-third century. Here his descendants will obtain
considerable note ; and one branch of the family will be
raised to the peerage.

Pdehard, howevel, though destined to exalt his fqmily
to clistinction far nobler than any which wealth or titles
can bestow, will be born to a very seauty fortune. He
will display in his early youth such striking talents as will
attract the notice of Viscount Quongti, his third cousin,
then secretary of state for the Steam Department. At the
expense of this endnent nobleman, he will be sent to pro-
secute his studies at the university of Tombuctoo. To
that illustrious seat of the muses all the ingenuous youth
of eve]T ccmntry will then be attracted by the high scien-
tific character of Professor Quashaboo, and the eminent
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literary attainments of Professor K_issey Kickey. In spite
of this formidable competition, however, Ouongti will
acquire the highest honours in every department of know-
ledge, and will obtain the esteem of his associates I_- his
amiable and unaffected manners. The _lardians of the
young Duke of Carrington, premier peer of England, and
the last remaining scion of the ancient and illustrious
house of Smith, will be desirous to secttre so able an in-

structor for their ward. With the Duke, Quongti will
perform the grand tour, and visit the polished courts of
Sydney and Capetown. After prevailing on his pupil,
with great difficulty, to subdue a violent and imprudent
passion which he had conceived for a Hottentot lady, of
great beauty and accomplishments indeed, but of dubious
character, he will travel with him to the United States of
America. But that tremendous war which will be fatal

to _hnerican liberty will, at that time, be raging through
the whole federation. At New York the travellers will
hear of the final defeat and death of the illustrious cham-

pion of freedom, Jonathan ttig_nbottom, and of the ele-

vation of Ebenezer Hogsflesh to the perpetual Presidency.
They will not choose to proceed in a journey which would
expose them to the insults of that brutal sohlie_, whose
cruelty and rapacity will have devastated _Iexico and
Colombia, and now, at length, enslaved their own
country.

On their return to England, A.D. 2810, the death of the
Duke will compel his preceptor to seek for a subsistence
by literary labours. His fame will be raised by many
small productions of considerable merit ; and he will at
last obtain a permanent place in the l_ghest class of writers
by his great epic poem.

This celebrated work Will become, with unexampled
rapidity, a popular favourite. The sale will be so benefi-
cial to the author that, instead of going about the dh'ty
streets on his velocipede, he will be enabled to set up hi_
balloon.
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The character of this noble poem xx5llbe so finely and
justly given in the Tombuctoo :Review for April, 2825,
that I cannot refrain from translating the passage. The
author will be our poet's old preceptor, Professor Kissey
Rickey.

"In pathos, in splendour of language, in sweetness of
versification, Mr. Quongti has long been considered as
unrivalled. In his exquisite poem on the Ornitlwrl/_whus
Paradoxus all these qualities are displayed in their
greatest perfection. How exquisitely does that work
arrest and embody the undefined and vague shadows
which flit over an imaginative mind. The cold worldling
may not. comprehend it ; but it will find a response in the
bosom of every youthful poet, of every enthusiastic lover,
who has seen an Or_itlw_Nnchus t_aradoxus by moon-
light. But we were yet to learn that he possessed the
comprehension, the judgment, and the fertility of mind
indispensable to the epic poet.

"It is difficult to conceive a plot more perfect than that
of the ' Wellingtoniad.' It is most faithful to the manners
of the age to which it relates. It preserves exactly all
the historical circumstances, and interweaves them most

artfully with all tile si)cciosct miracula of supernatural
agency."

Thus far the learned Professor of Humanity in the
mfiversity of Tombuctoo. I fear that the critics of our
time will form an opinion dimnetrically opposite as to
these very points. Some will, I fear, be disgusted by the
machinery, which is derived from the mytholo_" of ancient
Greece. I can only say that, in tlm twenty-uinth cen-
tury, that machinery will be miiversally in use mnong
poets ; and that Quongti will use it, partly in confornfity
_4th the general practice, and partly from a veneration,
perhaps excessive, for the great remains of classical anti-
quity, which will then, as now, be assiduously read by
every man of education ; though Tom Moore's songs will
be forgotten, and ouly three copies of Lord Byron's works
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will exist: one in the possession of King O,,or,_,',, tile
Nineteenth, one in the Duke of ('arringt,_,n's cc_]lecti,_l,
and one in the library of the :British 3iu._cum. Yimdl),
should any good people be concerned to hear that Pagan
fictions will so long retain their i_dtuence over literaturc.,
let them reflect that, as the Bishop of St. David's s'tys, in
his "Proofs of the hlsph-ation of the Sibylline Verses,"
read at the last meeting of the :Royal Sc,cietv of Literature,
"at all events, a Pagan is not a Papist."

Some readers of the present d_y may. thihk _hat
Quongti is by no me-ms entitled to the compliment- which
his Negro critic pays him on his adherence to tLe Listori-
cal circumstances of the time in which he ha_ chosen hi<

subject; th'tt, where he introduces any trait (_f our
mmmers, it is in the wrong place, and that he COlflbm_d_
the customs of our age with those of much more remou:
periods. I can only say that the charge i- intinitelvm,_re
apl_licable to Homer, Virgil, and Tasso. I_; therefiu'e, the
reader should detect, in the tbllowing abstract of the ph_,t.
any little deviation fi'om strict historical accuracy, let him
reflect, for a moment, whether Agamemnon would n,_,t
have found as much to censure in the Iliad.--Dido in the

_neid. -- or Godfrey in the Jerusalem. Let him n,,t
suffer his opinions to depend on cireum.-tances which cm'_-
not possibly affect the truth or fidsehood of the represen-
tation. If' it be impossible for a single mal_ t_ kill hun-
dreds in battle, the impossibility is no_ dimfifished bv
distance of time. If it be as certain that Ydnaldo never
disenchanted a forest in Palestipe .is it is that the Duke

of _'ellington never disenchanted the forest of $oi_'lfies..
can we, as rational men, tolerate the one story and ridA-
cule the other ? Of this, at least, I am certain, that what-
ever excuse we have for admiring the plots of those

famous poems our children will have for extolling that of
the "Wellingtoniad."

I shall proceed to give a sketch of flw nan-ative. The
subject is " The :Reign of the Hundred Days."

VOL, L L
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BOOK I.

THE pc,era commence_, fil form, with a solemn proposition
c_t' the .-ubject. Then tile nmse is invoked to give the
p_,c.t m'cttrate information as to the causes of so terrible a
ct,mm,,tit;n. The answer to this question, being, it is to be
supp_-ed, the joint production of the poet and the muse,
a-cril_es the event to circumstances which have hithert,_

_.luded all the research of political writers, namely, the,
influem'e _,f the god _[ars, who, we are told, had some
fc,rtv years tJefi)re usurped the conjugal rights of old
L'arlo t3uonaparte, and given birth to Napoleon. By his
incitement it was that the emperor with his devoted com-
pal_iou., wa_, now on the sea, retunfing to his ancient
dcmfi_fion,_. The gods were at present, tbrtunately for the
adventurer, f'em-ting with tlie Ethiopians, whose enter-
taimnent,, according to the ancient custom described by
tL ruler, they annually attended, with the same sort of con-
,[e,cending gluttonywhich now carries the cabinet to Gtfild-
hall on tLe '&li of November. Neptune was, in consequence,
ab.-ent, and ramble to prevent the enemy of his favourite
i_land fl'om crossing his element. Boreas, however, who
had Lis atx,de on the banks of the Russian ocean, and

wh,_, like Thetis in the Iliad, was not of sufficient quality
to have an invitation to Ethiopia, resolves to destroy the
armament which brings war and danger to his beloved
Alexander. He accordingly raises a storm which is most
powerfully de,cribed. Napoleon bewails the inglorious
t'ate for wlfich he seems to be reserved. " OIL! thrice

happy," says he, "those who were frozen to death _t
Krasnoi, or slaughtered at Leipzie. Oh, Kutusoff, br'tve,t
,_t' the t_u.-:sians, wherefore was I not permitted to fall by
thv victorious sword ?" He then oflbrs a prayer to 2Eolus,
and vows to him a sacrifice of a black ram. In conse-

quem.e, the god recalls his turbulent subject; the sea is
calmed ; and the ship anchors in the port of Frejus. Na-
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poleon and Bertrand, who is ahvavs calk-d the faififf'ul
Bertr'md, land to explore the country ; Mar_ nmet-, them
disguised as "t lancer of the guard, wearing the ervss e,f
the legion of honour. He advises them to apply for ne-
cessaries of all kinds to the governor, slow., them the

way, and @appear_ _dth a strong smell of gunpowder.
Napoleon makes a pathetic speech, and ente> the gover-
nor's house, tIere he sees hanging up a fine print of the
battle of Austerlitz, himself in the ibregromM giving hi:
orders. This puts him in high spirit-_ ; he advance, and
salutes the governor, who receives him most loyally, eive-
him an entertainment, "rod, according to the usage of "dl
epic hosts, in,ists after dinner on a ftfll narration _.f "dl
that ha.,_happened to him since the battle of Leipzic.

BOOK II.

N,POLE0X ean'ies his narrative fl'om the battle of Leip-ic
to his abdication. :But. as we shall have a great quantity
of fighting on ore" hands, I think it best to omit d,c
details.

BOOK III,

NAPOLS0Xdescribes his sojourn at Elba. and his return :
how l_e win, driven by stress of weather to Sardinia, and

ibught with the harpies there ; how he was then carried
,outhward to Sicily, where he generou.,ly took on board
an EnglL-h sailor, whom a man of war had unhappily left
there, and who was in imminent danger of being devom'ed
by the Cyclops; how he landed in the bay of Napte.-,
saw the Sibyl, and descended to Tartarus; how he
held a long and pathetic conversation with Poniatow-ki,
whom he found wandering unburied on the bank_ ,ff
St3= ; how he swore to give him a splendid funeral : how
he had also "m affectionate interview with Desaix : hc,w

Noreau and Sir Ralph :kbercrombie fled at the sight of
L2
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hhn. He relates that he then re-embarked, and met with

nothing of importance till the commencement of the
storm with which tile poem opens.

BOOK IV.

TItE scene changes to Paris. Fame, in the garb of an ex-
press, brings intelligence of the landing of Napoleon.
The king performs a sacrifice: but the entrails are unlh-
vourable ; and the victim is without a heart. He prepares
to encounter the invader. A young captain of the guard,
--the son of _[arie Antoinette by Apollo,_in the shape
of a fiddler, rushes in to tell him that Napoleon is ap-
proaching with a vast army. The royal forces are drawn
out for battle. Full catalogues are given of the regiments
on both sides; theh- colonels, lieutenant-colonels, and
mfifonn.

BOOK V.

TIIE king comes forward and defies Napoleon to single
combat. Napoleon accepts it. Sacrifices are offered.
The ground is measured by Ney and Nacdonald. The
combatants advtmce. Loui_ snaps his pistol in vain.
The bullet of Napoleon, on the contrm3- , carries off
the tip of the king's ear. Napoleon then rushes on him
sword in hand. But Louis snatches up a stone, such as
ten men of those degenerate days will be unable to
move, and hurls it at his antago_fist, klars averts it. Na-
poleon then seizes Louis, and is about to strike a fatal
blow, when Bacchus intervenes, like Venus in the third
book of the Iliad, bears off the Mng ia a thick cloud, and
seats him h_ an hotel at Lille, with a bottle of _Iaraschhm

and a basin of soup before him. Both armies instantly
proclaim Napoleon emperor.
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BOOK VI.

NEPTt'XE, returned Kom his Ethiopian revels, sees with
rage tile events which have taken ])lack in Europe. lie
flies to the cave of _Mecto, and drags out the fiend, com-
manding her to excite universal hostility _gain,t Napoleon.
The Fury repairs to Lord Castlereagh ; and, as, when she
visited Turnus, she assumed the form of an old woman,

she here appears in the kindred drape of )ft. Vaushtart,
and in an impassioned "_ddressexhorts lfis ]orddiip to war.
His lordship, like Turnus, treats this unwonted monitor with
great disrespect, tells him that he is an old doting t;_ol,"rod
advises him to look {trier the ways and means, and leave

questions of peace and war to his betters. The Fury tl:en
_splays all her terrors. The neat powdered hair bristles
up into snakes; the 1olack stockings appear clotted with
blood ; and, brandi-hing a torch, she "renounces her name
and mission. Lord Castlereagh, seized with freT, flies in-
stantly to the t'arliament, and recommends war with a
torrent of eloquent invective. All the members instantly
clamour fi,r vengeance, seize their arms which are hang-
ing round the walls of the house, and rush %rth to prep'tre
tbr instant hostilities.

BOOK VII.

I5- this book intelligence arrives :it London of the flight of
the Duchess d'AngoulOme from Fr'mce. It is stated that
this heroine, armed from head to foot, defended Bordeaux

against the adherents of Napoleon, and that she fou@t__•
hand to hand with Clausel, and beat him down with an

enormous stone. Deserted by her followers, she at last,
like Turnus, plunged, armed as she was, into the Oaronne,
and swam to an English ship which lay off the coast.
This intelligence yet more inflames the English to war.

A yet bolder flight than any which has been mentioned
follows. The Duke of Wellington goes to t'tke leave of

L3
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the duchess ; and a scene passes quite equal to the famous
interview of Hector and Andromache. Lord Douro is

frightened at his father's t?ather, but begs for his epaulette.

BOOK VIII.

XEPT'CXE,trembling for the event of tile war, implore_
Venus, who, as the offspring of his element, naturally ve-
_erates him, to procure from Vulcan a dead] 3- sword and
a pair of unerring pistols for the duke. They are accord-
ingly made, and superbly decorated. The sheath of the

sword, like the shield of 3_chilies, is carved, in exquisitely
fine miniature, with scenes from the common life of the

period; a dance at Almack's, a boxing match at the

Fives<ourt, a lord mayor's process-ion, and a man hm,ging.
All these are fiflly and elegantly described. The Duke
thus armed hastens to Brussels.

BOOK IX.

TttE Duke is received at Brussels by the King of the
Netherl-mds with great maglfificence, ite is infbrmed of
the approach of the armies of all the confederate ldngs.
The poet, however, with a laudable zeal for the glory of
his country, completely passes over the exploits of the
Austrians in Italy, and the discussions of the congrc>s.
England and ];rance, Wellington and Napoleon, almost

exclusively occupy Lis attention. Several days are spent
at Brussels in reveh T. The English heroes asto_fish their
allies by exhibiting splendid games, similar to those which
draw the flower of the British aristocracy to Newmarket
and Moulsey tIurst, and wlficli will be considered by ore"
descendants with as much veneration as the Olympian
and Isthmian contests by classical students of the present
time. In the combat of the cestus, Shaw, the life-guards-
man, vanquishes the Prince of Orange, and obtains a bull

as a prize. Jm the horse-race, the Duke of Wellington
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and Lord Uxbridge ride against each other; _h_,Dul-a_ is
victorious, and is rewarded with twelve opcr_-girl_. (h_
the last day of the festivities, a splendid dance mke_-place,
at which all the heroes attend.

BOOK X.

_L_s, seeing the English army thus inactive, h,st_.n: to
rouse Napoleon, who, conducted bv Ni;:ht m_d 5ik,m'c.
tmexpectedly attacks the Prus-iau... TL_ shtu_'Ltcr is im-
mense. Napoleon ldlls many wh,_-c Li-t_,ries mM fimfilie-
are happily particularised. 'He sl_vs Itermam the _'rm_i-
o],_gist, who dwelt by the ]ind_.n-_-had,_,w,,! Elbe. m_d
measured with his eve the skull- _,f all wh,_ walk_'d

through the streeb of Berlin. Alas ! LL- _,wn .-kuli i- n_,',v
cleft by the Corsican sword. Four lmlfi]; t_f the Uni-
versity of Jena advance tc_gethcr to dicounter the _Em-
peror; at four bh,ws he destr,ws them all. Blucher
ru-hes to arrest the devastation : Xap,_le,m _nik_., ]tim t,_
the ground, and is ,m the p¢_int of killing him. t_ut
Gnei:enau, Ziethen, ]3ulow, and all the other heF,._e- ,_f the.

Prussian army, gather r,mnd him. and bear the. vellc.rtdJlc
chief to a distance fl'{nn the fic,ld. Tht, *htughter i.- c,,n-
tinued till night. In the meantime _N_l,tmw Ira- d,_-
spatched Fame t_ bear the intellio'ence u, t!._. Dul:e. wl.,,_
i_ dancing at brussels. The whole army i- ]_ut in m,,ti,,n.
The Duke of Brunswick's horse speaks to adm_ufi-h him
of his danger, but in vain.

BOOK XI.

_PIcTOX, the Duke of Brun_-wick, m_d the _Prmce ,,f

Orange, engage _Xey at Quatre Bras. Nev. trill, the Duke
of Brunswick, "rod strips him, semling Li_- belt t,_ Na-
poleon. The English thll back on Waterloo,. Jupitd'
calls a council of the gods, and commamls that mine shal[

hlterfere on either side. 3[ars and _NCTtmXc.make vdv
4
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eloquent speeches. TLe battle of Waterloo commences.
N_pole,m kills Picton and Delaney. Ney engages Pon-
sonbv and ldlls him. Tile Prince of Orange is wounded
by S_-mlt. Lord Uxbridge flies to check the carnage, tie
is _-cverelv wounded by Napoleon, and only saved by the
a*qstance of La'd Hill. In the mean time the Jguke

make; a tremendous carnage among the French. He
encounters General Duhesme and vanquishes him, but
-pare- lfis ]il). tie ldlls Toubert, who kept the gamilg-
housein the Palais I_oyal, and Maronet, who loved to
-pend wh,_le nights in drinking champagne. Clerval, who
Lad been hooted from the stage, and had then become a
c,ptain in the Imperial Guard, wished that he had still
continued to time the more harmless emnity of the
Parisian pit. :But Larrey, tl_e son of Escul¢@us, whom
Lis fiaher had i:_structed in all the secrets of his art, and

who w_s surge,_n-genera] of the French army, embr.med
the knees of the destroyer, and conjured him not to give
death t_ one whose office it was to give life. The Duke
rai_ed him, and bade him live.

But we must hasten to the close. Napoleon rushes to
encounter Wellington. Both armies stand in mute amaze.
The heroes fire their pistols ; that of Napoleon misses,
l)ut that of Wellington, formed by the hand of Vttlcan,

and primed by the Cyclops, womlds the Emperor in the
thigh. He flies, and takes refuge among his troops. The
flight become, promiscuous. The arrival of the Prussians,
fl'om a motive c,f patriotism, the poet completely passes
over.

BOOK XIL

TIIIN{;Sare now hastening to the catastrophe. Napoleon
fiie, t_ London, and, seating himself on the hearth of the
tlegent, embraces the hou:ehold gods, and conjures him,
bv the vener,ble age of George III., and by the opening
perfections of the Prince_,s Charlotte, to spare him. The
Prince is inclined to do so ; when, looking on his breast_
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he sees there the belt of the Duke of Brunswick. He

instantly draws his sword, and is about to stab the de-
stroyer of his Hnsman. Piety and hospitality, however,
restrain his hand. He takes a midd]e course, snd con-
denms Napoleon to be exposed on a desert island. The
King of France re-enters Paris ; and the poem concludes.



ON 3IITFORD'S HISTORY OF GREECE. (NOVEMBER 1824.)

TH_s is a book which enjoys a _-eat and increasing popu-
]aritv: but, while it has attracted a considerable share

of the public attention, it has been little noticed by the
critics. _[r. Mitlbrd has ahnost succeeded in mounting,
unperceived by those whose office it is to watch such as-
pirants, to a high place among historians. He has taken
a seat on the dais without being challenged by a single
seneschal. To oppose the progress of his ihme is now
almost a hopeless enterprise. Had he been reviewed with
candid severity, when he had published only his first
volume, his work would either have deserved its repu-
tation, or would never have obtained it. " Then," as Indra

says of Kehama, " then was the time to strike." The time
was neglected; and the consequence is that _Ir. _Litford,
like Kehama, has laid his victorious hand on the literaD-
Amreeta, and seems about to taste the precious elLdr of
immortality. I shall ventm-e to emulate the com'age of
the honest Glendoveer --

" "Whennow
He sawtheAmreetain Kehama'shand,
An impulsethat defiedall self-command_

In that extremity,
Stringhim,and he resolvedto seizethe cup,
Anddarethe _ajah's forcein Seeva'ssight.
Forwardhesprungto tempt the unequalfray."

In plain words, I shall offer a few considerations,
which may tend to reduce an overpraised writer to his
proper level.
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The principal characteristic of this historian, the origin
of his excellencies and his defects, is a love of singularity.
He has no notion of going with a multitude to do either

good or evil. .4m exploded opilxion, or an unpopular per-
son, has an irresistible charm for him. The same perverse-
ness may be traced ha his diction. His style would never
have been elegant ; but it might at least have been malflv
and perspicuous ; and nothing but the most elaborate care
could possibly have made it so bad as it is. It is di-tin-
guished by harsh phrases, strange colloc'ttions, occasional
solecisms, frequent obscurity, and, above "dl, by a peculiar
oddity, which can no more be described than it can be
overlooked. Nor is this all. _[r. Mitford piques himself
on sp-qling better than any of his neighbours ; and thi:.
not only in ancient nmnes, which he mangles in defiance
bgth of custom and of reason, but in the most ordinary
words of the English language. It is, in it-elf, a matter
perfectly indifferent whether we call a foreigner by the
name which he bears in his own language, or by that
which corresponds to it in ours ; whether we say Lorenzo
de 5Iedici, or Lawrence de Medici, Jean Chauvin, or John
Calvin. In such cases established usage is considered a*
law by all writers except 3fr. )I_itford. If he were always
consistent with himself; he might be excused for sometimes
disagreeing with his neighbours; but he proceeds on no
principle but that of being unlike the rest of the world.
Every child has heard of Lim_seus ; therefore _Ir. Mittbrd
calls him Linn6: Rousseau is known all over Europe a.-
Jean Jacques ; therefore 3h'. Zfitford bestows on him the
strange appellation of John James.

]dad i_Ir. Mitford undertaken a histol T of any other
eounh T than Oreece_ this propensity would have rendered
his work useless and absurd. His occasional remarks on

the affah's of ancient Rome and of modern Europe are
full of errors: but he writes of times with respect to
which almost eve_T other writer has been in the wrong ;
and, thereff_re, by resolutely deviating from his prede-
cessors, he is oqen in the right.
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Almost all the modern historians of Greece have shown

the grossest ignorance of the most obvious phenomena of
human nature. In their representations the generals and
statesmen of antiquity are absolutely divested of all indi-
viduality. They are personifications; they are passions,
talents, opinions, virtues, vices, but not men. Inconsistency
is a thing of which these writers have no notion. That a
man may have been liberal in his youth and avaricious in
his age, cruel to one enemy and merciful to another, is to
them utterly inconceivable. If the facts be undeniable,
they suppose some strange and deep design, in order to
explain what, as every one who has observed his o_m
mind knows, needs no explanation at all. This is a mode
of writing very acceptable to the multitude who have al-
ways been accustomed to make gods and dsemons out of
men very little better or worse than themselves; but it
appears contemptible to all who have watched the changes
of hmnan character--to all who have observed the in-

fluence of time, of circumstances, and of associates, on
mankind--to all who have seen a hero in the gout, a
democrat in the chm:ch, a pedant in love, or a philosopher
in liquor. This practice of painting in nothing but black
and white is unpardonable even in the drama. It is the
great fault of Alfieri ; and how much it injures the effect
of his compositions will be obvious to every one who will
compare his _osmunda _ith the Lady 3Iacbeth of Shaks-
peare. The one is a wicked woman ; the other is a fiend.
Her only feeling is hatred ; all her words are curses. We
are at once shocked and fatigued by the spectacle of such
raving cruelty, excited by no provocation, repeatedly
changing its object, and constant in nothing but in its in-
extinguishable thirst for blood.

In history this error is far more disgraceful. Indeed,
there is no fault which so completely ruins a narrative in
the Opinion of a judicious reader. We know that the
line of demarcation between good and bad men is so
faintly marked as often to elude the most careful investi-
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gation of those who have the best opportunities for judging.
Public men, above all, are surrounded with so many
temptations and difficulties that some doubt must almost
ahvays hang over their real dispositions and intentions.
The lives of Pyre, Cromwell, _'[onk, Clarendon, l_Iarl-
borough, Burnet, Walpole, are well known to us. We
are acquainted with their actions, their speeches, their
writings ; we have abundance of letters and well-authen-
ticated anecdotes relating to them : yet what candid man
will venture very positively to say which of them were

honest and which of them were dishonest men. It ap-
pears easier to pronounce decidedly upon the great cha-
racters of antiquity, not because we have greater means
of discovering truth, but simply because we have less
means of detecting error. The modern historians of
Greece have forgotten this. Their heroes and villains are

as consistent in all their sayings m_d doings as the cardinal
_h'tues and the deadly sins in an allegory. We should as
soon expect a good action from giant Slay-good in Bunyan
as from Dionysius ; and a crime of Epmninondas would
seem as incongruous as a faux-ivas of the grave and
comely damsel, called Discretion, who answered the bell
at the door of the house Beautiftfl.

This error was partly the cause and partly the effect of
the high estimation in which the later ancient writers have
been held by modern scholars. Those :French and
English authors who have treated of the affairs of Greece

have generally turned with contempt from the simple and
natural narrations of Thucydides and Xenophon to the
extravagant representations of Plutarch, Diodorus, Curtius,
and other romancers of the same class,--men who de-

scribed military operations without ever having handled
a sword, and applied to the seditions of little republics
speculations formed by observation on an empire wlfich
covered half the known world. Of liberty they "knew
nothing. It was to them a great mystery,_a superhuman
enjoyment. They ranted about liberty and patriotism,
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from the same cause which leads monks to talk more
ardently than other men about love and women. __ wise

man values political liberty, because it secures the persons
and the possessious of citizens ; because it tends to prevent
the extravagance of rulers, and the corruption of judges ;
becauseitgivesbirthtousefulsciencesand elegantarts;
because it excites the industry and increases the comforts
of all classes of society. These theorists imagined that it
pos,essed sometlfing eternally aud intrinsically good, dis-
tinct from the blessings which it generally produced. They
considered it not as a means but as an end ; an end to be
attained at any cost. Their favoL_rite heroes are those
who have sacrificed, for the mere name of freedom, the

prosperity--the security--the justice--from which free-
dora derives its value.

There is another remarkable characteristic of these

writers, in which their modern worshippers have carefully
imitated them,_a great fondness for good stories. The
most established facts, dates, and characters are never
suffered to come into competition with a splendid saying,
or a romantic exploit. The early historians have left us
natural and simple descriptions of the _eat events which
they witnessed, and the _'eat men with whom they asso-
ciated. When we read the account which Plutarch and

I{ollin have given of the same period, we scarcely know
our old acquaintance again ; we are utterly confounded
by the melo-dramatic effect of the narration, and the sub-
lime coxcomb17" of the characters.

These are the principal errors into which the pre-
decessors of 1Jr. Mitford have fallen ; and from most of

these he is free. tIis fatflts are of a completely different
description. It is to be hoped that the students of histol T
may now be saved, like Dorax in I)©'den's play, by
swallowing two conflicting poisons, each of which may
serve as an antidote to the other.

The first and most important difference between Sir.
M_itford and those who have preceded him is in his nat-
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ration. Here the advantage lies, for the most part, on his
side. Iris principle is to follow the contemporary his-
torians, to look with doubt on all statements which are

not hi some degree confirmed by them, and absolutely to
reject all which are contradicted by them. While he re-

tains the guidance of some writer in whom he can place
confidence, he goes on excellently. When he loses it, he
falls to the level, or perhaps below the level, of the writers
whom he so much despises : he is as absurd as they, and
very much duller. It is really amusing to observe how
he proceeds with his narration when he has no better
authority than poor Diodorus. He is compelled to relate
somethh_g; yet he believes nothhlg. He accompanies
every fact with a long statement of objections. His ac-
count of the administration of Dionysius is in no sense a
history. It ought to be entitled--" Historic doubts as to
certain events, alleged to have taken place in Sicily."

This scepticism, however, like that of some great legal
characters almost as sceptical as himself, vanishes when-
ever his political partialities interfere. He is a vehement
admh-er of tyranny and oligarchy, and considers no
evidence as feeble which can be brought forward in favour
of those forms of government. Democracy he hates
with a perfect hatred, a hatred which, in the first volume
of his history, appears tufty in his episodes and reflections,
but which, in those parts where he has less reverence for
his guides, and can ventm-e to take his own way, com-
pletely distorts even his nan-ation.

Ial taking up these opinions, I have no doubt that _M_r.
M_itford was influenced by the same love of singularity
which led ldm to spell isla_d without an s, and to place
two dots over the last letter of idea. In truth, preceding
lfistorians have erred so monstrously on the other side
that even the worst parts of Mr. Mitford's book may be
useflfl as a corrective. For a young gentleman who talks
much about his country, tyraunicide, and Epanlinondas,
tiffs work, diluted in a sufficient quantity of Itollin and
Barthelemi, may be a very useful remedy.
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The errors of both parties arise from an ignorance or a
neglect of the fundamental principles of political science.
The writers on one side imagine popular government

to be always a blessing; Mr. MStford omits no oppor-
tunity of assuring us that it is always a curse. The fact
is, that a good government, like a good coat, is that which
fits the body for which it is designed. A man who, upon
abstract principles, pronounces a constitution to be good,
without an exact knowledge of the people who are to
be governed by it, judges as absurdly as a tailor who
should measure the :Belvidere Apollo for the clothes of all
his customers. The demagogues who _dshed to see Por-
tugal a republic, and the wise critics who revile the Vir-
ginians for not having instituted a peerage, appear
equally rhticulous to all men of sense and candour.

That is the best government which desires to make the
people happy, and knows how to make them happy.
_'either the inclination nor the knowledge will suffice
alone ; and it is difficult to find them together.

Ptrre democracy, and pure democracy alone, satisfies the
former condition of this great problem. That the gover-
nors may be solicitous only for the interests of the
governed, it is necessa_" that the interests of the governors
and the governed should be the same. This cannot be
often the case where power is intrusted to one or to a few.
The privileged part of the community will doubtless
derive a certain degree of advantage from the general
prosperity of the state; but they will derive a greater
from oppression and exaction. The "king will desire an
useless war for his glory, or a parc.aux-cerfs for his plea-
sure. The nobles will demand monopolies and lettres-de-
c_)c]tet. In proportion as the number of governors is
increased the evil is diminished. There are fewer to

contribute, and more to receive. The dividend which
each can obtain of the public plunder becomes less and
less tempting. But the interests of the subjects and the
rulers never absolutely coincide till the subjects themselves
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become the rulers,that is,tillthe government be either

immediately or mediately democratical.
But this is not enough. "Will without power," said

the sagacious Casimir to Mi|or Beefington, "is like children
playing at soldiers." The people will always be desirous
to promote their own interests ; but it may Toe doubted,
whether, in any community, they were ever sufficiently
educated to understand them. Even in this island, where

the multitude have long been better informed than in any
other part of Europe, the rights of the many have gene-
rally been asserted against themselves by the patriotism
of the few. Free trade, one of the greatest blessings
which a government can confer on a people, is in almost
every country unpopular. It may be well doubted,
whether a liberal policy with regard to our commercial
relations would find any support from a parliament
elected by universal suffrage. The republicans on the
other side of the Atlantic have recently adopted regula-
tions of which the consequences will, before long, show
llS,

"How nations sink, by darling schemes oppressed,
When vengeance listens to the fool's request."

The people are to be governed for their own good;
and, that they may be governed for their own good, they
must not be governed by their own ignorance. There
are countries in which it would be as absurd to establish

popular government as to abolish all the restraints in a
school, or to untie all the strait-waistcoats in a madhouse.

Hence it may be concluded that the happiest state of
society is that in wlfich supreme power resides in the
whole body of a well-informed people. This is an imagi-
ning, perhaps an unattainable, state of things. Yet, ill
some measure, we may approximate to it; and he alone
deserves the name of a great statesman, whose principle
it is to extend the power of the people in proportion to
the extent of their knowledge, and to give them every

VOL. I. ]_I
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facility for obtaining such a degree of knowledge as may
render it safe to trust them with absolute power. In the
mean thne, it is dangerous to praise or condemn constitu-
tions in the abstract; since, from the despotism of Si.
Petersburg to the democracy of Washin_on, there is
scarcely a form of government which might not, at least

in some hypothetical case, be the best possible.
If, however, there be any form of government which

in all ages and all nations has always been, and must
always be, pernicious, it is certainly that which ]_Ir.
Nitford, on his usual principle of being wiser than all the
rest of the world, has taken under his especial patronage

--pure oligarchy. This is closely, and indeed inseparably,
connected with another of his eccentric tastes, a marked

partiality for Lacedmmon, and a dislike of Athens.
N_r. _itford's book has, I suspect, rendered these senti-
ments in some degree popular; and I shall, therefore,
examine them at some length.

The shades in the Athenian character strike the eye
more rapidly than those in the Lacedmmo;lian : not be-
cause they are darker, but because they are on a brighter
ground. The law of ostracism is an instance of this.
Nothing can be conceived more odious than the practice
of punishing a citizen, simply and professedly, for his emi-
nence ;--and nothing in the institutions of Athens is more
frequently or more justly censured. Lace&emon was
free from this. And why ? Laced_mon did not need it.
Oligarchy is an ostracism of itself,--an ostracism not oc-
casional, but permanent,--not dubious, but certain. Her
laws prevented die development of merit, instead of at-
tacking its maturity. They did not cut down the plant
in its high and palmy state, but cursed the soil with
eternal sterility. In spite of the law of ostracism, Athens
produced, within a hundred and fifty years, the greatest
public men that ever existed. Whom had Sparta to os-
tracise ? She produced, at most, four eminent men,
:Brasidas, @ylippus, Lysander, and Agesilaus. Of these,
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not one rose to distinction within her jurisdiction. It was
only when they escaped from the region _dthin wlfich
the influence of aristocracy withered everything good and
noble, it was only when they ceased to be Lacedmmo-
lfians, that they became great men. Brasidas, among the
cities of Thrace, was strictly a democratical leader, the
favourite miifister and general of the people. The same
may be said of Gylippus, at S_n_acuse. Lysander, in the
tte]lespont, and Agesilaus, in Asia, were liberated for a time
from the hateful restraints imposed by the constitution of
Lycurgus. Both acquired fame abroad; and both returned
to be watched and depressed at home. This is not pe-
culiar to Sparta. Oligarchy, wherever it has existed, has
always stunted the growth of ge_fius. Thus it was at
1Rome, till about a century before the Christian era : we
read of abundance of consuls and dictators who won

battles, and enjoyed triumphs; butwe look in vain for a
single man of the first order of intellect,--for a Pericles,
a Demosthenes, or a Hannibal. The Gracchi formed a

strong democratical party ; Marius revived it ; the found-
ations of the old aristocracy were shaken ; and two gene-
rations fertile in really great men appeared.

Venice is a still more remarkable instance: in her

history we see nothing but the state; aristocracy had
destroyed every seed of gellius and virtue. Her domilfion
was like herself, lofty and ma_o_ficent, but founded on
filth and weeds. God forbid that there should ever again
exist a powerful and civilised state, which, after existing
through thirteen hundred eventful years, shall not bequeath
to man_nd the memory of one great name or one gene-
rous action.

:_iany _n-iters, and Mr..-U_itford among the number,
have admired the stability of the Spartan institutions ; in
fact, there is little to admire, and less to approve. Oli-
garchy is the weakest and the most stable of governments ;
and it is stable because it is weak. It has a sort of vale-

tudinarian longev_ty ; it lives in the balance of S_mctorius ;
_2
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it takes no exercise ; it exposes itself to no accident ; it is
seized with an hypochondriac alarm at every new sen-
sation; it trembles at every breath; it lets blood for every
inflammation: and thus, without ever enjoying a day of
health or pleasure, drags on its existence to a doting and
debilitated old age.

The Spartans purchased for their government a prolon-
gation of its existence by the sacrifice of happiness at
home and dignity abroad. They cringed to the powerful ; i

they trampled on the weak ; they massacred their Helots ;
they betrayed their allies ; they contrived to be a day too
late for the battle of Marathon ; they attempted to avoid
the battle of Salamis; they suffered the Athenians, to
whom they owed their li_es and liberties, to be a second

time driven from their country by the Persians, that they
might finish their own fortifications on the Isthmus ; they
attempted to take advantage of the distress to which ex-
ertions in their cause had reduced their preservers, in
order to make them their slaves ; they strove to prevent
those who had abandoned their walls to defend them, from

rebtfilding them to defend themselves ; they commenced
the Peloponnesian war in violation of their engagements
with Athens ; they abandoned it in violation of their en-
gagements with their allies; they gave up to the sword
whole cities which had placed themselves under their pro-
tection ; they bartered, for advantages confined to them-
selves, the interest, the freedom, and Zhe lives of those
who had served them most faithfully ; they took with equal
complacency, and equal infamy, the stripes of Elis and the
bribes of Persia ; they never showed either resentment or
gratitude ; they abstained from no injury ; and they re-
venged none. Above all, they looked on a citizen who
served them well as their deadliest enemy. These are
the arts which protract the existence of governments.

Nor were the domestic institutions of Lacedmmon less

hateful or less contemptible than her foreign policy. A
perpetual interference with every part of the system of
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human life, a constant struggle against nature and reason,
characterised all her laws. To violate even prejudice_
which have taken deep root in the minds of a people is
scarcely expedient; to thhlk of extirpating natural appe-
tites and passions is frantic : the external symptoms may
be occasionally repressed; but the feeling still exists, mid,
debarred from its natural objects, preys on the disordered
mind and body of its victim. Thus it is in convents
--thus it is among ascetic sects--thus it was among the
Lacedmmonians. Hence arose that madness, or violence

approaching to madness, which, in spite of every external
restraint, often appeared among the most disting_fished
citizens of Sparta. Cleomenes terminated his career of
raving cruelty by cutting himself to pieces. Pausanias
seems to have been absolutely insane : he formed a hope-
less and profligate scheme ; he betrayed it by the ostenta-
tion of his behaviour, and the imprudence of his measures ;
and he alienated, by lfis insolence, all who might have
served or protected him. Xenophon, a warm adndrer of
Lacedmmon, furnishes us with the strongest evidence to
this effect. It is impossible not to observe the brutal and
senseless fury wlfich characterises almost every Spartan
with whom he was connected. Clearchus nearly lost
his life by his cruelty. Chirisophus deprived his army
of the services of a faithful g_ide by his unreasonable
and ferocious severity. ]_ut it is needless to multiply
instances. Lycurgus, Mr. Mitford's favourite legislator,
founded his whole system on a mistaken principle. He
never considered that governments were made for men,

and not men for governments. Instead of adapting the
constitution to the people, he distorted the minds of the
people to suit the constitution, a scheme worthy of the
Laputan Academy of Projectors. And this appears to
Sir. M_itford to constitute his peculiar title to admiration.

Hear himself : "_rhat to modern eyes most strikingly sets
that extraordinary man above all other legislators is, that

in so many circumstances, apparently out of the reach of
_3
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law, he controlled and formed to his own mind the wills

m:d habits of his people." I should suppose that this gen-
tleman had the advantage of receivh:g his education under
the ferula of Dr. Pangloss ; for his metaphysics are clearly
those of the castle of Thunder-ten-tronc_l : "l_emarquez
bien que les nez ont dtd faits pour porter des ]unettes, aussi
avons nous des lunettes. Les jambes sont visib]ement in-
stitudes pour 6tre chaussdes, et nous avons des chausses.
Les cochons 6tant faits pour dtre mangds, nous mangeons
du pore toute l'almde."

At Athens the laws did not constantly interfere with
the tastes of the people. The children were not taken
from their parents by that universal step-mother, the state.
They were not starved into thieves, or tortured into bul-
lies; there was no established table at which ever)-one
must dine, no established style h: which every one nmst
converse. An Athenian might eat whatever he could
afford to buy, and talk as long as he could find people to
listen. The government did not tell the people what opi-
nions they were to hold, or what songs they were to sing.
Freedom produced excellence. Thus philosophy took its
origin. Thus were produced those models of poetry, of
orator3- ' and of the arts, which scarcely fall short of the
standard of ideal excellence, tN'othing is more conducive
to happiness _han the free exercise of the mh_d h: pursnits
congenial to it. This happiness, assuredly, was enjoyed
far more at ._thens than at Sparta. The Athenians are
acknowledged even by their enemies to have been distin-
gnished, in private life, by their courteous and amiable

demeanour. Their levity, at least, was better than Spartan
sullenness, and their impertinence, than Spartan insolence.
Even h: courage it may be questioned whether they were
inferior to the Lacedsemonians. The _'eat Athenian his-
torian has reported a remarkable observation of the _oTeat
Athenian minister. Pericles mah:tained that his country-
men, without submitting to the hardships of a Spartan
education, rivalled all the achievements of Spartan valour,
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and that therefore the pleasures and amusements which
they enjoyed were to be considered as so much clear gain.
The fiffantry of Athens was certainly not equal to that of
Lacedmmon ; but this seems to have been caused merely by
want of practice : the attention of the Athenians was di-
verted from the discipline of the phalanx to that of the
trireme. The Lacedmmonians, in spite of all their boasted
valour, were, from the same cause, timid and disorderly in
navalaction.

But we are told that crimes of great enormity were
perpetrated by the Athenian Govermnent, and the demo-
cracies under its protection. It is true that Athens too
often acteA up to the full extent of the laws of war, in an
age when those laws had not been mitigated by causes
which have operated in later times. This accusation is, hi
fact, common to Athens, to Lacedmmon, to all the states

of Greece, and to all states similarly situated. Where
commmlities are very large, the heavier evils of war are
felt but by few. The plough-boy sings, the spinning-wheel
tin'us round, the wedding-day is fixed, whether the last
battle were 1)st or won. In little states it cam_ot be thus ;

every man feels in his own property and person the effect
of a war. ]avery man is a soldier, and a soldier fighting
for his nearest interests. His own trees have been cut
down--his ovn corn has been burnt_ his own house

has been piUaged_lfis own relations have been-kited.
How can he entertain towards the enemies of his country
the same feeling_,with one who has suffered not]ring from
them, except pe2naps the addition of a small sum to the
taxes which he pays. Men in such circumstances cannot
be generous. 7hey have too much at stake. It is when
they are, if I may so express myself, playing for love, it is
when war is a m_re game at chess, it is when they are con-
tending for a remote colony, a frontier town, the honours
of a flag, a salu_, or a title, that they can make fine
speeches, and do good offices to their enemies. The Black
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Prince waited behind the chair of his captive; Villm_
interchanged repartees with ]_ugene; George II. sent
congratulations to Louis XV., during a war, upon occa-
sion of his escape from the attempt of Damien: and

these things are fine and generous, and very gratifying to
the author of the Broad Stone of Honour, and all the
other wise men who think, like him, that God made

the world only for the use of gentlemen. But they
spring in general from utter heartlessness. No war ought
ever to be undertaken but under circumstances which ten-

der all interchange of courtesy between the combatants
impossible. It is a bad thing that men should hate each
other ; but it is far worse that they should contract the
habit of cutting one another's throats without hatred.
War is never lenient, but where it is wanton ; when men

are compelled to fight in self-defence, they must hate and
avenge : this may be bad; but it is human nature, it is the
clay as it came from the hand of the potter.

It is true that among the dependencies of Athens
seditions assumed a character more ferocious than even in

France, during the reign of terror-- the accursed Satur-
_, nalia of an accursed bondage. It is true that in Athens

itself, where such convulsions were scarce/y known, the
condition of the higher orders was disa_eeable; that
they were compelled to contribute large sums for the
ser_%e or the amusement of the public: and that they
were sometimes harassed by vexatious inibrmers. When-
ever such cases occur, Sir. ]_[itford's scepticism vanishes.
The "if," the '"but," the "it is said," the "ff we may
believe," with which he qualifies every ¢harge against a
tyrant or an aristocracy, are at once abandoned. The
blacker the story, the firmer is his belief; and he never

fails to inveigh with hearty bitterness _ainst democracy
as the source of every species of crime.

The Athenians, I believe, possessed more liberty than
was good for them. Yet I will verture to assert that,
while the splendour, the intelligence, and the energy of
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that great people were peculiar to themselves, the crimes
with which they are charged arose from causes which
were common to them with every other state which then
existed. The violence of faction in that age sprung from
a cause which has always been fertile in every political
and moral evil, domestic _lavery.

The effect of slavery is completely to dissolve the con-
nection which naturally ex_ists between the higher and
lower classes of free citizens. The rich spend their wealth

in purchasing and maintaining slaves. There is no demand
for the labour of the poor ; the fable of Menenins ceases
to be applicable ; the belly communicates no nutriment to
the members; there is an atrophy in the body politic.
The two parties, therefore, proceed to extremities utterly
unkno_m in countries where they have mutually need of
each other. In Rome the oligarchy was too powerful to
be subverted by force ; and neither the tribunes nor the
popular assemblies, though constitutionally omnipotent,
could maintain a successful contest against men who
possessed the whole property of the state. Hence the
necessity for measures tending to unsettle the whole frame
of society, and to take away every motive of industry:
the abolition of debts, and the agrarian laws- proposi-
tions absurdly condemned by men who do not consider the
circumstances from which they sprung. They were the
desperate remedies of a desperate disease. In Greece the
oligarchical interest was not in general so deeply rooted
as at Rome. The multitude, therefore, often redressed by
force grievances which, at Rome, were commonly attacked
under the forms of the constitution. They di'ove out or
massacred the rich, and divided their property. If the
superior union or milital_- skill of the rich rendered them
victorious, they took measures equally violent, disarmed
all in whom they could not confide, often slaughtered
great numbers, and occasionally expelled the whole com-
monalty from the city, and remained, with their slaves, the
sole inhabitants.
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From such calamities Athens mid Lacedaemon alone

were almost completely free. At Athens the purses of
the rich were laid under regular contribution for the sup-

port of the poor; and this, rightly considered, was as
much a favour to the givers as to the receivers, since no
other measure could possibly have saved their houses from
pillage and their persons from violence. It is singnlar
that Mr. )iitford should perpetually reprobate a policy
which was the best that could be pursued in such a state
of things, and which alone saved Athens from the fi'ight-
ful outrages which were perpetrated at Corcyra.

Lacedmmon, cursed with a system of slavery more
odious than has ever e_sted in any other country, avoided
this evil by almost totally annihilating private property.
Lycurgus began by an all'arian law. He abolished all
professions except that of arms; he made the whole of
his community a standing army, every member of which
had a common right to the services of a crowd of raise-
rable bondmen; he secured the state from sedition at

the expense of the Helots. Of all the parts of his
system this is the most creditable to his head, and the
most disgraceful to his heart.

These considerations, and many others of equal im-
portance, hit. _iitford has neglected; but he has yet a
hea_Jer charge to answer. He has made not only illo_cal
inferences, but false statements. While he never states,
without qualifications and objections, the charges which
the earliest and best historians have brought agahlst his
favourite tyrants, Pisistratus, Hippias, and Gelon, he tran-
scribes, without any hesitation, the grossest abuse of the
least authoritative writers against every democracy and
every demagogue. Such an accusation should not be
made without being supported; and I will therefore
select one out of many passages which will fully substan-
tiate the charge, and convict MI'. Mitford of wilful mis-
representation, or of negligence scarcely less culpable.
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Mr. _[itford is speaking of one of the greatest men that
ever hved, Demosthenes, and comparing him with his
rival, /V_schines. Let him speak for himselfi

"In earliest youth Demosthenes earned an opprobrious
nickname by the effeminacy of his dress and manner."
Does Mr. M_itford know that Demosthenes denied this

charge, and explained the nickname in a perfectly diffe-
rent manner ? * And, if he knew it, should he not have

stated it ? He proceeds thus :--" On emerging from mi-
nority, by the Athenian law, at five-and-twenty, he earned
another opprobrious nickname by a prosecution of his
guardians, which was considered as a d£_honom'ab]e at-
tempt to extort money from them." In the fn_st place,
Demosthenes was not five-and-twenty years of age. Mr.

Mitford might have learned, fl'om so common a book as
the Archmologia of Archbishop Potter, that at twenty
Athenian citizens were freed from the control of theft-

guardians, and began to manage their own property. The
very speech of Demosthenes against his guardians proves
most satisfactorily that he was under twenty. In his
speech against l_idias, he says that when he lmdertook
that prosecution he was quite t a boy. His youth might,
therefore, excuse the step, even if it had been considered,
as Mr. _tford says, a dishonourable attempt to extort
money. :But who considered it as such ? h_ot the judges,
who condemned the _mardians. The Athenian courts of
justice were not the purest fll the world; but theft" de-
cisions were at least as likely to be just as the abuse of a

deadly enemy. _. Mitford refers for confirmation of his
statement to zEschines and Plutarch. __Eschines by no
means bears him out; and Plutarch directly contradicts
hhn. "Not long after," says Mr. l_Iitford, "he took blows
publicly in the theater" (I preserve the orthography, if it
can be so called, of this historian) "from a petulant youth

• See the speech of _schiues against Tim,q rebus.

t l_I_Lpa_hktov by _:Ol_l__.
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of rank, named ]_[eidias." Here are two disgraceful mis-
takes. In the first place, it was long after ; eight years
at the very least, probably much more. In the next place,
the petulant youth, of whom Mr. NJtford speaks, was
fifty years old.* Really Mr. Mitford has less reason to
censure the carelessness of his predecessors than to re-
folcu his own. After this monstrous inaccuracy, with
regard to facts, we may be able to judge what degree of
credit ought to be given to the vague abuse of such a
_'iter. "The cowardice of Demosthenes in the field
afterwards became notorious." Demosthenes was a civil
character; war was not his business. In his time the

division between military and political offices was be_n-
lfing to be strongly marked; yet the recollection of the
days when ever)" citizen was a soldier was still recent.
In such states of society a certain degree of disrepute
always attaches to sedentary men ; but that any leader of
the Athenian democracy could have been, as Mr. Mitford
says of Demosthenes, a few lines before, remarkable for
"an extraordinary deficiency of personal courage," is
absolutely impossible. What mercenary warrior of the
time exposed his life to greater or more constant perils ?
Was there a single soldier at Chmronea who had more
cause to tremble for his safety than the orator, who, in
case of defeat, could scarcely hope for mercy from the

people whom he had misled or the prince whom he had
opposed ? Were not the ordinary fluctuations of popular
feeling enough to deter any coward from engaging in
political conflicts ? Isocrates, whom Mr. Mitford extols,
because he constantly employed all the flowers of his
school-boy rhetoric to decorate oligarchy and tyranny,
avoided the judicial and political meetings of Athens from
mere timidity, and seems to have hated democracy ouly
because he durst not look a popular assembly in the face.

* _'hoever will read the speech of Demosthenes against Midias will find
the statements in the text confirmed, and will have_ moreover, the pleasttre
of becoming acquainted with one of the finest compositions in the world.
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Demosthenes was a man of a feeble constitution: his

nerves were weak ; but his spirit was high: and the ener_"
and enthusiasm of his feelings supported him through life
and in death.

So much for Demosthenes. _ow for the orator of

aristocracy. I do not wish to abuse .__schines. He may
have been an honest man. He was certainly a great man ;
and I feel a reverence, of which Mr. ]_itford seems to have

no notion, for great men of every party. But, when Mr.
Mitford says that the private character of _Eschines was
without stain, does he remember what FF_schines has
himseIf cmffessed in his speech agahlst Timarchus ? I
can make allowances, as well as Mr. M_itford, for per-
sons who lived under a different system of laws and
morals; but let them be made impartially. If Demo-
sthenes is to be attacked on accomlt of some childish im-

proprieties, proved only by the assertion of an m_tagonist,
what shall we s'ty of those maturer vices which that
antagonist has himself acknowledged? " Against the
private character of ,=Esc]_nes," says Mr. _itford, "De-
mosthenes seems not to have had an insinuation to

oppose." Has :_[r. _M/tford ever read the speech of De-
mosthenes on the Embassy ? Or can he have forgotten,
what was never forgotten by any one else who ever read
it, the story which Demosthenes relates with such terrible
energy of language concerning the drunken brutality of
his rival ? True or false, here is something more thau an
insinuation ; and nothing can vindicate the historian, who
has overlooked it, fl'om the charge of negligence or of
partiality. But ._Eschines denied the sto1% And did not
Demosthenes also deny the story respecting his childish
nickname, which _fr. Bfitford has nevertheless told with-

out any qualification ? :But the judges, or some part of
them, showed, by their clamour, their disbelief of the re-
lation of Demosthenes. And did not the judges, who tried
the cause between Demosthenes and his guardians, in-
dieate, in a much clearer mariner, theh " approbation of the
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prosecution ? :But Demosthenes was a demagogue, and
is to be slandered. 2Eschines was an aristocrat, and is to

be panegyrised. Is this a history, or a party-pamphlet ?
These passages, all selected from a single page of 'Mr.

_Iitford's work, may give some notion to those readers,
who have not the means of compam_g his statements with
the original authorities, of his extreme partiality and care-
lessness. Indeed, whenever tlfis historian mentions De-
mosthenes, he _fiolates all the laws of candour and even

of decency; he weighs no authorities; he makes no
allowances ; he forgets the best authenticated facts in the
history of the times, and the most generally recognised
principles of human nature. The opposition of the great
orator to the policy of Philip he represents as neither
more nor less than deliberate _Alainy. I hold almost the
same opinion with lKr. 1Kitford respecting the character
and the views of that great and accomplished prince.
:But am I, therefore, to pronounce Demosthenes profli-
gate and insincere ? Surely not. Do we not perpetually
see men of the greatest talents and the purest intentions
misled by national or factious prejudices ? The most re-
spectable people in England were, little more than forty
years ago, in the habit of uttering the bitterest abuse
against Washington and Franklin. It is certainly to be
regretted that men should err so grossly in their estimate
of character. But no person who knows anything of
human nature will impute such errors to depravity.

1_. 5iit/brd is not more consistent with himself than

with reason. Though he is the advocate of all oligarchies,
he is also a wm'm admirer of all kings, and of all citizens
who raised themselves to that species of sovereignty which
the Greeks denominated tyranny. If monarchy, as Mr.
N_itford holds, be in itself a blessing, democracy must be
a better form of government than aristocracy, which is
ahvays opposed to the supremacy, and even to the emi-
nence, of individuals. On the other hand, it is but one

step that separates the demagogue and the sovereign.
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If thisarticlehad not extended itselfto so great a

length,I should offer a few observations on some other

peculiaritiesof thiswrJter,--hisgeneralpreferenceofthe
Barbalians to the Greeks,--his predilection for Persians,
Carthaginians, Thracians, for all nations, in short, except
that great and enlightened nation of which he is the
historian. But I will confine myself to a single topic.

N_r. Mitford has remarked, with truth and sph-it, that
" any history perfectly _written, but especially a Grecian
history perfectly written, should be a political institute for
all nations." It has not occurred to him that a Grecian

history, perfectly written, should also be a complete re-
cord of the rise and progress of poetry, philosophy, and
the arts. Here his work is extremely deficient. Indeed,
though it may seem a strange thing to say of a gentleman
who has published so many quartos, 1_. Mitford seems
to entertain a feeling, bordering on contempt, for litera_-
and speculative pursuits. The talents of action almost
exclusively attract his notice; and he talks with very
complacent disdain of " the idle learned." Homer, in-
deed, he admires; but principally, I am afraid, because he
is convinced that Homer could neither read nor _Mte.

He could not avoid speaking of Socrates; but he h_
been far more solicitous to trace his death to politicM
causes, and to deduce from it consequences unfavourable
to Athens, and to popular govermnents, than to throw
light on the character and doctrines of the wonderful
mail,

c_From whose mouth issued forth
l%Selllituousstreams that watered all the schools
Of Academics, old and new, with thoso
Surnamed Peripatetics, and the sect
Epicm'ean_ and the Stoic severe."

He does not seem to be aware that Demosthenes was a

great orator ; he represents him sometimes as an aspiring
demagogue, sometimes as an adroit negotiator, and ahvavs
as a great rogue. But that in which the Athenian ex-
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celled all men of all ages, that irresistible eloquence, which
at the distance of more than two thousand years stirs our
blood, and brings tears into our eyes, he passes by with a
few phrases of common-place commendation. The origin
of the drama, the doctrines of the sophists, the course of
Athenian education, the state of the arts and sciences, the
whole domestic system of the Greeks, he has almost com-
pletely neglected. Yet these things will appear, to a
reflecting man, scarcely less worthy of attention than the
taking of Sphacteria or the discipline of the targeteers of
Iphicrates.

This, indeed, is a deficiency by no means peculiar to
_[r. Mitford. _[ost people seem to imagine that a detail
of public occurrences -- the operations of sieges -- the
changes of administrations- the treaties- the conspira-
cies- the rebellions- is a complete history. Differences
of definition are lo_cally unimportant; but practically they
sometimes produce the most momentous effects. Thus it
has been in the present case. Historians have, almost
without exception, confined themselves to the public
transactions of states, and have left to the negligent
administration of writers of fiction a province at least
equally extensive and valuable.

All wise statesmen have agreed to consider the pros-
perity or adversity of nations as made up of the happi-
ness or misery of individuals, and to reject as chimerical
all notions of a public interest of the commmfity, distinct
from the interest of the component parts. It is therefore
strange that those whose office it is to supply statesmen
with examples and warnings should omit, as too mean
for the dignity of history, circumstances which exert the
most extensive influence on the state of society. In
general, the under current of human life flows steadily
on, unruffled by the storms wMch agitate the sm'face.
The happiness of the many commonly depends on causes
independent of victo_ies or defeats, of revolutions or

restorations,-- causes which can be regulated by no laws,
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and which are recorded in no archives. These causes are

the things which it is of main importance to us to know,
not how the Laeedmmonian phalanx was broken at
Leuctra--not whether Alexander died of poison or by
disease, tIistory, without these, is a shell without a
kernel ; and such is almost all the history which is extant
in the world. Paltry skirmishes and plots are reported
with absurd and useless minuteness; but improvements
the most essential to the comfort of human liih extend

themselves over the world, and introduce themse]ves into

every cottage, before any annalist can condescend, from the
cligztity of writing about generals and ambassadors, to
take the least notice of them. Thus the progress of the
most salutary inventions and discoveries is buried in
impenetrable mystery; mankind are deprived of a most
useful species of lmowledge, and their benefactors of their
honest fame. In the meantime every child knows by
heart the dates and adventures of a long line of barbarian
kings. The history of nations, in the sense in which
I use the word, is often best studied in works not pro-
fessedly historical. Thucydides, as far as he goes, is an
excellent ,awiter ; yet he affords us far less knowledge of
the most important particulars relating to Athens than
Plato or Aristophanes. The little treatise of Xenophon
on Domestic Economy contains more historical information
than all the seven books of his Itellenies. The same may
be said of the Satires of Horace, of the Letters of Cicero,
of the novels of Le Sage, of the memoirs of Marmontel.
Many others might be mentioned; but these sutficiently
illustrate my meaning.

I would hope that there may yet appear a writer who
may despise the present narrow limits, and assert the
rights of history over every part of her natural domain.
Should such a writer engage in that enterprise, in which
I cannot but consider Mr. N_itford as having failed, he will
record, indeed, all that is interesting and important in
military and political transactions ; but he will not think

YOL. I. N
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anything too trivial for the gravity of history which is not
too triviM to promote or diminish tile happiness of man.
tie will portray in vivid colours the domestic society, the
m:umers, the amusements, the conversation of the Greeks.
tie will not disdain to discuss the state of agriculture, of
the mechanical arts, and of the convmfiences of life. The
progress of painting, of sculpture, and of architecture,
will form an important part of his plan. But, above all,
his attention will be given to the history of that splendid
hterature from which has sprung all the strength, the
wi,dom, the freedom, and the glory, of the western
world.

Of the indifference which }It. _Iitford shows on

this subject I will not speak; for I cannot speak with
ihirness. It is a subject on which I love to forget the
accuracy of a judge, in the veneration of a worshipper
and the gratitude of a child. If we eonsider merely tim
subtlety of disquisition, the foree of imagination, the
perfect energy" and elegance of expression, which charac-
terise the great works of Athel_ian genius, we must pro-
nounce them intrinsically most valuable ; but what shall
we say when we reflect that from hence have sprung,
directly or indirectly, all the noblest creations of tim
human intellect; that from hence were the vast accom-

plishments, and the brilliant fancy of Cicero ; the wither-
ing fire of Juvenal; the plastic ima_nation of Dante;
the hmnour of Cervantes ; the comprehension of Bacon ;
the wit of Butler ; the supreme and universal excellence
of Shakspeare ? All the triumphs of truth and genius
over prejudice and power, in every country and in every
age, have been tim triumphs of Athens. Wherever a few
great minds have made a stand against violence and fraud,
in the cause of liberty and reason, there has been her
spirit in the nfidst of them ; inspiring, eneoura_ng, con-
soling ;--by the lonely lamp of Erasmus ; by the restless
bed of Pascal ; in the tribune of _ftrabeau; in the cell

of Galileo ; on the scaffold of Sidney. But who shall esti-
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mate her influence on private happiness ? Who shall say
how many thousands have been made wiser, happier, and
better, by those pursuits in which she has taught mankind
to engage ; to how many the studies which took their rise
from her have been wealth in poverty,--liberty in bon-

dage, -- health in sic-]zmess,m society in solitude ? Her
power is indeed manifested at the bar, in the senate, in
the field of battle, in the schools of plfilosophy. But
these are not her glory. Wherever literature consoles
sorrow, or assuages pain,--wherever it brings gladness to
eyes which fail with wakefulness and tears, and ache for
the dark house and the long sleep,--there is exhibited,
in its noblest form, the immortal influence of Athens.

The dervise, in the Arabian tale, did not hesitate to
abandon to his comrade the camels with their load of

jewels and gold, while he retained the casket of that mys-
terious juice which enabled him to behold at one glance
all the hidden riches of the universe. Surely it is no ex-
aggeration to say that no external advantage is to be
compared with that purification of the intellectual eye
which _ves us to contemplate the infinite wealth of the
mental world, all the hoarded treasures of its primeval
dynasties, all the shapeless ore of its yet unexplored mines.
This is the gift of Athens to man. Her freedom and her
power have for more than twenty centm_es been anni-
hilated; her people have degenerated into timid slaves;
her language into a barbarous jargon ; her temples have
been given up to the successive depredations of Romans,
Turks, and Scotchmen ; but her intellectual empire is ira-
perishable. And when those who have rivalled her great-
ness shall have shared her fate; when civilisation and
knowledge shall have fixed their abode in distant conti-
nents; when the sceptre shall have passed away from
England; when, perhaps, travellers from distant regions
shall in Yain labour to decipher on some mouldering pe-
destal the name of our proudest chief; shall hear savage
hymns chaunted to some misshaper_ idol over the ruined

_2
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dome of our proudest temple ; and shall see a single naked
fisherman wash his nets in the river of the ten thousand

masts ;--her influence and her glory will still survive,--
fresh in eternal youth, exempt from mutability and dec_y,
immortal as the intellectual principle from which they de
rived their origin, and over which they exercise their
control
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JOHN DRYDEN. (JA,_vAI_Y1828.)

Tl_e.Poetical,"Wor'l_of Jom_ DRYDEX.In 2 volumes.
University Edition. London, 1826.

TuE public voice has assi_m_edto Dryden the first place m
the second rank of our poets,--no mean station in a table
of intellectual precedency so rich in illustrious names.
It is allowed that, even of the few who were his superiors

in genius, none has exercised a more exten,ive or perma-
nent influence on tile national habits of thought and ex-

pression. Tiis life was commensurate with the period
during which a great revolution in the public taste was
etTected; and in that revolution he played the part of
Cromwell. By unscrupulously taking the lead in its
wildest excesses, he obtained the absolute _tidance of it.

]3y trampling on laws, he acquired the authority of a le-
gislator. ]3y signalising himself as the most daring and
irreverent of rebels, he raised himself to the dignity of a

recognised prince. Tie commenced his career by the
most frantic outrages. Tie terminated it in the repose of
established sovereignty, the author of a new code, the
root of a new dynasty.

Of Dryden, however, as of almost every man who has
been distinguished either in th_ literal T or in the political
world, it may be said that the course which he pursued,
and the effect which he produced, depended less on his
personal qualities than on the circumstances in which he
was placed. Those who have read history with discri-
mh_ation know the fallacy of those panegyrics and hlvee-
rives which represent individuals as etTecting great moral
and intellectual revolutions, subverting established system,,
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i "rod imprinting a new character on their age. The dif-
ferencebetween one man and another is by no means so

: gTeat as the superstitious crowd supposes. But the same
i feelings which in ancient t_ome produced the apotheosis
, of a popular emperor, and in modern t{ome the canonisa-
: tion of a devout prelate, lead men to cherish an illusion

which furnishes them with something to adore. By a
law of association, from the operation of which even
mi_ads the most mictly regulated by reason are not wholly
exempt, misery disposes us to hatred, and happiness to
love, although there may be no person to whom our
misery or our happiness can be ascribed. The peevishness
of an invalid vents itself even on those who alleviate his

pain. The good humour of a man elated by success often
displays itself towards enemies. In the same rammer,
the feelings of pleasure and admiration, to which the
contemplation of great events gives bir_h, make an object
where they do not find it. Thus, nations descend to the
absm'dities of Egyptian idolatry, and worship stocks and
reptiles--Sacheverells and Wilkeses. They even fall
prostrate before a deity to which they have themselves
given the form which commands their veneration, and
which, unless fashioned by them, would have remained a
shapeless block. They persuade themselves that they are
the creatures of what they have themselves created. For,
in fi_ct, it is the age that forms the man, hOg the man that
forms the age. Great minds do indeed re-act on the
society which has made them what they are; but they
only pqy with interest what they have received.. We
extol Bacon, and sneer at Aquh:as. But, if their situa-
tions had been changed, Bacon might have been the
Angelical Doctor, the most subtle Aristotelian of the
schools ; the Dominican might have led forth the sciences
fi'om their house of bondage. If Luther had been born
in the tenth century, he would have effected no re-
formation. If he had never been born at all, it is evident

that the sixteenth centre T could not have elapsed without
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a great schism in the church. Voltaire, in the days of
Louis the Fourteenth, would probably have been, like
most of the literary men of that time, a zealous Janserdst,

eminent among the defenders of efficacious grace, a bitter
assailant of the lax morality of the Jesuits and the un-
reasonable decisions of the Sorbonne. If Pascal had

entered on his literary career when intelligence was more
general, and abuses at the same time more flagrant, when
the church was polluted by the Iscariot Dubois, the court
dis_aced by the orgies of Cm_llac, and the nation sacri-
ficed to the juggles of Law, if he had lived to see a
dynasty of harlots, an empty treasury and a crowded
harem, an army formidable only to those whom it should
have protected, a priesthood just religious enough to be
intolerant, he might possibly, like eve_" man of genius in
France, have imbibed extravagant prejudices against
monarchy aud Christiauity. The wit which blasted the
sophisms of Escobar--the impassioned eloquence which
defended the sisters of Port ]_oyal -- the intellectual
hardihood which was not beaten do_m even by Papal
autliority--might have raised him to the Patriarchate of
the Philosophical Church. It was long disputed whether
the honour of inventing the method of Flu:dons belonged
to Newton or to Leibnitz. It is now generally allowed
that these great men made the same discovery at the
same time. 3lathematic_l science, indeed, had then
reached such a point that, if neither of them had ever
existed, the principle must inevitably have occurred to
some person within a few years. So in our o_m time the
doctriue of rent, now universally received by political
economists, was propounded, ahnost at the same moment,
bv two writers unconnected with each other. Preceding
speculators had long been blundering round about it;
and it could not possibly have been missed much longer
by the most heedless inquirer. We are inclined to think
that, with respect to ever3"great addition wtfich has been
made to the stock of human "knowledge, the case has been
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._ similar; that without Copernicus we should have been
Copernicans,--that without Columbus America would

'_ have been discovered,--that without Locke we should

_ have possessed a just theory of the orion of human ideas.
: Society indeed has its great men and its little men, as the

earth has its mountains and its valleys. But the in-!;
equalities of intellect, like the inequalities of the surface
of our globe, bear so small a proportion to the mass, that,
in calculating its great revolutions, they may safely be neg-
lected. The sun illuminates the hNs, while it is still
below the horizon ; and truth is discovered by the highest
minds a little before it becomes manifest to the multitude.

This is the extent of their superiority. They are the
first to catch and reflect a light, which, without their
assistance, must, in a short thne, be visible to those who
lie far beneath them.

The same remark will apply equally to the fine arts.
The laws on which depend the progress and decline of
poetry, painting, and sculpture, operate with little less
certainty than those which regulate the periodical returns
of heat and cold, of fertility and bsrrenness. Those who
seem to lead the public taste are, in general, merely out-
tutoring it in the direction which it is spontaneously pur-
suing. Without a just apprehension of the laws to which
we have alluded, the merits and defects of Dryden can
be but imperfectly understood. We will, thereibre, state
what we conceive them to be.

The ages in which the master-pieces of imag4mation
have been produced have by no means been those in
which taste has been most correct. It seems that the

creative faculty, and the critical faculty, cannot e=_ist
together in their highest perfection. The causes of this
phenomenon it is not difficult to assign.

It is true that the man who _s best able to take a

machine to pieces, and who most clearly comprehends
the manner in which all its wheels and springs conduce
to its general effect, will be the man most competent to
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form another machine of similar power. In all the
branches of physical and moral science which admit of
perfect analysis, he who can resolve will be able to com-
bine. But the analysis which criticism can effect of poetry
is necessarily imperfect. One element must for ever
dude its researches; and that is the very element by
which poetry is poetry. In the description of nature, for
example, a judicious reader will easily detect an in-
congruous image. But he will find it impossible to
explain in what consists the art of a writer who, in a few
words, brings some spot before him so vividly that he
shall know it as if he had lived there from chiklhood ;

while another, employhlg the same materials, the same
verdure, the same water, and the same flowers, committing
no inaccuracy, introducing nothing which can be posi-
tively pronounced superfluous, omitting nothing which
can be positively pronounced necessary, shall produce no
more effect than an advertisement of a capital residence
and a desirable pleasure-ground. To take another ex-
ample : the great features of the character of Hotspur are
obvious to the most superficial reader. We at once per-
ceive that his courage is splendid, his thirst of glow-
intense, his animal spirits high, his temper careless, arbi-
trary, and petulant;that he indulges his own hmnour
without caring whose feelings he may wound, or whose
enmity he may provoke, by his levity. Thus far criticism
will go. But something is still wanting. A man might
have all those qualities, and every other quality which
the most minute examiner can introduce into his

catalogue of the virtues and faa]ts of Hotspur, and yet
he would not be Hotspur. Almost eve_'thing that
we have said of him applies equally to Falcoubridge.
Yet in the mouth of Falconbridge most of his speeches
would seem out of place. In real life this perpetually
occurs. We are sensible of wide differences between

men whom, if we were required to describe them, we
should describe in almost the same terms. If we were
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attempting to draw elaborate characters of them, we
'_ should scarcely be able to point out any strong dis-

tinction ; yet we approach them with feelings altogether
dissimilar. We cannot conceive of them as using the

expressions or the gestures of each other. Let us suppose
that a zoologist should attempt to give an account of
some alfimal, a porcupine for instance, to people who had
never seen it. The porcupine, he might say, is of the
genus mammalia, and the order ghres. There are
whiskers on its fhce ; it is two feet long ; it has four toes
before, five behind, two fore teeth, and eight grinders.
Its body is covered with hair and quills. And, when all
this had been said, would any one of the auditors have
formed a just idea of a porcupine ? Would any two of
them have formed the same idea ? There might exist
innumerable races of animals, possessing all the cha-
racteristics which have been mentioned, yet altogether
unlike to each other. W-hat the description of ore"
naturalist is to a real porcupine, the remarks of criticism
are to the images of poetry. What it so imperfectly de-
composes it cannot perfectly re-construct. It is evidently
as impossible to produce an Othello or a N.aebeth by re-
versing an analytical process so defective, as it would be
for an anatomist to form a living man out of the frag-
ments of his dissecting-room. In both eases the vital
principle eludes the finest instruments, and vanishes in the
very instant in which its seat is touched. Hence those
w]m, trusting to their critical skill, attempt to write
poems give us, not images of things, but catalogues of
quahties. Their characters are allegories ; not good men
and bad men, but cardixml xq_rtues and deadly sins. We
seem to have fallen among the acquaintances of our old
friend Christian: sometimes we meet N_istrust and

Timorous ; sometimes Mr. Hate-good and _[r. Love-lust ;
and then again Prudence, Piety, and Charity.

That critical discernment is not sufficient to make men

poets, is generally allowed. Why it should keep them
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from becoming poets, is not perhaps equally evident:
but the fact is, that poetry requires not an examining
but a believing frame of mind. Those feel it most, and
write it best, who forget that it is a work of art; to
whom its imitations, like the realities from which they

are taken, are subjects, not for connoisseurship, but for
tears and laughter, resentment and affection; who are
too much raider the influence of the illusion to admire

the genius which has produced it; who are too much
frightened for Ulysses in the cave of Polyphemus to
care whether the pun about Outis be good or bad ; who
forget that such a person as Shakspeare ever existed,
while they weep and curse with Lear. It is by giving
faith to the creations of the imagination that a man be-

comes a poet. It is by treating those creations as de-
ceptions, and by resolving them, as nearly as possible,
into their elements, that he becomes a critic. In the
moment in which the skill of the artist is perceived, the
spell of the art is broken.

These considerations account for the absurdities into

which the greatest writers have fallen, when they have
attempted to give general rules for composition, or to
pronounce judgment on the works of others. They are
mmccustomed to analyse what they feel ; they, theref_)re,
perpetually refer their emotions to causes which have not
in the slightest degree tended to produce them. They
feel pleasure in reading a book. They never consider
that this pleasure may be the effect of ideas which some
unmeaning expression, striking on the first link of a
chain of associations, may have called up in their own
minds--that they have themselves furnished to the author
the beauties which they admire.

Cervantes is the delight of all classes of readers. Every
school-boy thumbs to pieces the most wretched transla-
tions of his romance, and knows the lantern jaws of the
Knight Errant, and the broad cheeks of the Squire, as
well as the faces of his own playfellows. The most expe-
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rienced and fastidious judges are amazed at the perfection
of that art which extracts inextinguishable laughter from
the greatest of human calamities without once violating
the reverence due to it; at that discriminating delicacy
of touch which makes a character exquisitely ridiculous,
without impairing its worth, its grace, or its di_fity. In
Don Quixote are several dissertations on the principles of

_- poetic and dramatic writing. No passages in the whole
work exhibit stronger marks of labour and attention ; and
no passages in any work with which we are acquainted
are more worthless and puerile. In our time they
would scarcely obtain admittance into the literary depart-
ment of the l_Iorning Post. Every reader of the Divine
Comedy must be struck by the veneration which Dante
expresses for writers far inferior to himself, tie will not
lift up his eyes from the ground in the presence of Bm-
netto, all whose works are not worth the worst of his own
hundred cantos, tie does not venture to walk in the
same line with the bombastic Statius. His admiration of

¥ir_l is absolute idolatry. If indeed it had been excited
by the elegant, splendid, and harmolfious diction of the
l_oman poet, it would not have been altogether unreason-
able; but it is rather as an authority on all points of
philosophy, than as a work of ima_nation, that he values
the 2Eneid. The most trivial passages he regards as
oracles of the highest authority, and of the most recon-
dite meaning, tie describes his conductor as the sea of
all wisdom --the sun which heals every disordered sight.
As he judged of Virgil, the Italians of the fourteenth cen-
tury judged of him; they were proud of him; they
praised him ; they struck medals bearing his head ; they
quarrelled for the honour of possessing his remains ; they
maintained professors to expound his writings. But what
thev admired was not that mighty imagination which
called a new world into existence, and made all its sights
and sounds familiar to the eye and ear of the mind.
They said little of those awftfl and lovely creations on
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which later critics dehght to dwell-- Farinata lifting iris
haughty and tranquil brow from his couch of everlasting
fire--the lion-like repose of Sordello--or the hght
which shone from the celestial smile of :Beatrice. They
extolled their great poet for ]fis smattering of ancient
literature and history ; for his logic and his divinity ; for
his absurd physics, and his more absurd metaphysics ; for
everythil_ but that in which he preeminently excelled.
Like the fool in the story, who ruined his dwelling by
digging for gold, which, as he had dreamed, was concealed
under its foundations, they laid waste one of the noblest
works of human genius, by seeing in it for buried trea-
sures of wisdom wMch existed only in their own wild
reveries. The finest passages were little valued till they
had been debased into some monstrous allegory. Louder
applause was given to the lecture on fate and _ee-will, or
to the ridiculous astronomical theories, than to those tre-
mendous lines which disclose the secrets of the tower of

hunger, or to that half-told tale of guilty love, so pas-
sionate and so full of tears.

We do not mean to say that the contemporaries of Dante
read with less emotion than their descendants of Ugohno
groping among the wasted corpses of his cMldren, or of
Francesca starting at the tremulous kiss and dropping the
fatal volmne. Far from it. We beheve that they admitted
these things less than ourselves, but that they felt them
more. We should perhaps say that they felt them too
much to admire them. The pr%oTess of a nation from
barbarism to civihsation produces a change sinfilar to that
which takes place during the pr%oTess of an individual
from infancy to mature age. What man does not remem-
ber with re_et the first time that he read I_obinson

Crusoe ? Then, indeed, he was unable to appreciate the
powers of the writer; or, rather, he neither knew nor

cared whether the book had a _Titer at all. He probably
thought it not half so fine as some rant of Macpherson
about dark-browed Foldath, and white-bosomed Strhm-
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dona. lie now va]uesFingal and Temora only as
sho_fingwithhow littleevidencea storymay bebelieved,
and with how little merit a book may be popular. Of
the romance of Defoe he entertains the highest opinion.
He perceives the hand of a master in ten thousand touches

which formerly he passed by without notice. But, though
he understands the merits of the narrative better than for-

merly, he is far less interested by it. Xury, and Friday,
and pretty Poll, the boat with the shoulder-of-mutton
sail, and the canoe which could not be brought down
to the water edge, the tent with its hedge and ladders,
the preserve of kids, and the den where the old goat died,
can never again be to him the realities which they were.
The days when his favourite volume set him upon malting
wheel-barrows and chairs, upon digging caves and fencing
huts in the garden, can never return. Such is the law of
our nature. Our judgment ripens ; our imagination de-
cays. We cannot at once enjoy the flowers of the spring
of life and the fruits of its autumn, the pleasures of close
investigation and those of agreeable error. We cannot
sit at once in the front of the stage and behind the scenes.
We cannot be under the illusion of the spectacle, while
we are watching the movements of the ropes and pulleys
which dispose it.

The chapter in which Fielding describes the behaviour
of Partridge at the theatre affords so complete an illustra-
tion of our proposition, that we cannot refrain from
quoting some parts of it.

"Partridge gave that credit to Mr. Garrick which he had denied
toJones, and fell into soviolent a trembling that his knees knocked
against each other. Jones asked him what was the matter, and
whether he was afraid of the warrior upon the stage ?--' O, la,
sir,' said he, ' I perceive now it is what you told me. I am not
afraid of anything, for I know it is but a play ; and if it was really
a ghost, it could do one no harm at such a distance and in so
much company; and yet, if I was frightened, I am not the only
person.'_'Why, who,' cries Jones, 'dost thou take to be such a
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coward here besides thyself?'--'Nay, you may call me a coward if
you will ; but if that little man there upon the stage is not fright-
ened, I never saw any man frightened in my life.' .... He sat
with his eyes fixed partly on the ghost and partly on Hamlet, and
with his mouth open; the same passions which succeeded each
other in Hamlet, succeeding likewise in him .....

"' Little more worth remembering occurred during the play, at
the end of which Jones asked him which of the players he liked
best. To this he answered, with some appearance of indignation
at the question, ' The King, without doubt.'--'Indeed, Mr.
Partridge,' says Mrs. Miller, ' you are not of the same opinion
with the town ; for they are all a_eed that Hamlet is acted by
the best player who was ever on the stage.' 'He the best playerq. '
cries Partridge, with a contemptuous sneer ; ' why I could act at
well as he myself. I am sure, if I had seen a ghost, I should have
looked in the very same manner, and done just as he did. And
then, to be sure, in that scene, as you called it, between him and
his mother, where you told me he acted so fine, why, any man,
that is, any good man, that had such a mother, would have done
exactly the same. I know you are only joking with me ; but in-
deed, madam, though I never was at a play in London, yet I
have seen acting before in the country, and the King for my
money; he speaks M1 his words distinctly, and half as loud again
as the other. Anybody may see he is an actor.'"

In this excellent passage Partridge is represented as a
very bad theatrical critic. But none of those who laugh

at him possess the tithe of his sensibility to theatrical
excellence. He admires in the wrong place; but he

trembles in the right place. It is indeed because he is
so much excited by the acting of Garrick, that he ranks

]dm below the strutting, mouthing performer, who per-
sonates the h'_ng. So, we have heard it said that, in some

parts of Spain and Portugal, an actor who should repre-

sent a depraved character finely, instead of calling down

the applauses of the audience, is hissed and pelted _dth-
out mercy. It would be the same in England, if we, for

one moment, though_ that Shylock or Iago was standing
before us. While the dramatic art was in its infancy at

Athens, it produced similar effects on the ardent and
¥OL. I. 0
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imaginative spectators. It is said that they blamed 2Es-
chylus for fi'ightelfing them into fits with his Furies.
tterodotus tells us that, when Phrynichus produced his
tragedy on the fall of _Iiletus, they fined him in a penalty
of a thousand drachmas for torturing theh - feelings by so
pathetic an extfibition. They did not regard him as a
great artist, but merely as a man who had given them
pain. When they woke from the distressing illusion,
they treated the author of it as they would have treated
a messenger who should have brought them i_atal and
alarming tidings which turned out to be ]qalse. In the
same maturer, a child screams with terror at the sight of
a person in a ugly mask. He has perhaps seen the mask
put on. But his imagination is too strong for his reason ;
and he intreats that it may be taken off.

We should act in the same manner if the grief and
horror produced in us by works of the imagination
amounted to real torture. ]But in us these emotions are

comparatively lano_id. They rarely affect our appetite
or our sleep. They leave us sufficiently at ease to trace
them to their causes, and to estimate the powers which
produce them. Our attention is speedily diverted from
the images which call forth our tears to the art by which
those images have been selected and combined. We
applaud the geuius of the writer. We applaud our own
sagacity and sensibility; and we are comibrted.

Yet, though we think that in the progress of nations
towards refinement the reasoning powers are improved at
the expense of the imagination, we acknowledge that to
this rule there are many apparent exceptions. We are
not, however, quite satisfied that they are more than ap-
parent. Men reasoned better, for example, in the time of
Elizabeth than in the time of Egbert; and they also
wrote better poetry. ]But we must distinguish between
poetry as a mental act, and poetry as a species of com-
position. If we take it in the latter sense, its excellence
depends, not solely on the vigour of the imagination, but
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partly also on the instrmnents wlfich the imagination em-
ploys. Within certain lhnits, therefore, poetry may be
improving wlfile the poetical faculty is decaying. The
vi_d&_ess of the picture presented to the reader is not
necessarily proportioned to the vividness of the prototype
which exists in the mind of the writer. In the other arts

we see this clearly. Should a man, gifted by natm'e with
all the genius of Canova, attempt to carve a statue with-
out instruction as to the management of his chisel, or at-
tention to the anatomy of the human body, he would
produce something compared with which the Highlander
at the door of a snuff shop would deserve admiration.
If an uninitiated _aphael were to attempt a painting, it
would be a mere daub ; indeed, the connoisseurs say that
the early works of Ihtphael are little better. Yet, who
can attribute this to want of imagination? Who can
doubt that the youth of that great artist was passed
amidst an ideal world of beautiful and majestic forms ?
Or, who will attribute the difference which appears be-
tween lfis first rude essays and his magnificent Trans-
figuration to a change in the constitution of his mind ?
In poetry, as in painting and sculpture, it is necessary
that the infitator should be well acquainted with that
which he undertakes to imitate, and expert in the me-
chanical part of his art. Oenius will not furnish him
with a vocabulary: it will not teach him what word most
exactly corresponds to his idea, and will most fully con-
vey it to others : it will not make him a great descriptive
poet, till he has looked with attention on the face of nature;
or a great ch'amatist, till he has felt and witnessed much
of the influence of the passions, hfformation and ex-
perience are, therefore, necessal T ; not for the purpose of
strengthelzing the imagination, which is never so strong as
in people incapable of reasoning--savages, chikh'en, mad-
men, and dreamers ; but for the purpose of enabling the
artist to communicate Iris conceptions to others.

In a barbarous age the imagination exercises a ,lespotic
o2
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power. So strong is the perception of what is unreal
thai it often overpowers all the passions of the mind and
all the sensations of the body. At first, indeed, the phan-
tasm remains undi_ulged, a hidden treasure, a wordless
poetry, an invisible painting, a silent music, a dream of
which the pains and pleasures exist to the dreamer alone,
a bitterness which the heart only knoweth, a joy with
which a stranger intermeddleth not. The machinery, by
which ideas are to be conveyed from one person to another,
is as yet rude and defective. Between mind and mind
there is a great gulf. The imitative arts do not exist, or
are in their lowest state. But the actions of men amply

prove that the faculty which gives birth to those arts is
morbidly active. It is not yet the inspiration of poets
and sculptors; but it is the amusement of the day, the
terror of the night, the fertile source of wild superstitions.
It turns the clouds into gigantic shapes, and the winds
into doleful voices. The belief which springs from it is
more absolute and undoubting than any which can be de-
rived from evidence. It resembles the faith which we

repose in our own sensations. Thus, thu Arab, when
covered with wounds, saw nothing but the dark eyes and
the green kerchief of a beckoning Houri. The _Northern
warrior laughed in the pangs of death when he thought
of the mead of Valhalla.

The first works of the imagination are, as we have
said, poor and rude, not from the want of genius, but
from the want of materials. Phidias could have done no-

thing with an old tree and a fish-bone, or Homer with
the language of New ttol]and.

Yet the effect of these early performances, imperfect
as they must necessarily be, is immense. All deficiencies
are supplied by the susceptibility of those to whom they
are addressed. Vv_e all know what pleasure a wooden
doll, which may be bought for sixpence, will afford to a
little girl. She will require no other company. She will
nurse it, dress it, and talk to it all day. I_o _own-up
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man takes half so much delight in one of the incompa-
rable babies of Chantrey. In the same manner, savages

are more affected by the rude compositions of their bards
than nations more advanced in civilisation by the coTeatest
master-pieces of poetry.

In process of time, the instruments by which the imam-
nation works are brought to perfection. Men have not
more imagination than their rude ancestors. We strongly
suspect that they have much less. But they produce
better works of imagination. Thus, up to a certain period,
the diminution of the poetical powers is far more than
compensated by the improvement of all the appliances and
means of which those powers stand in need. Then comes
the short period of splendid and eonsmnmate excellence.
And then, from causes against which it is vain to struggle,
poetry beg_insto decline. The pro_ess of language, which
was at first favourable, becomes fatal to it, and, instead of

compensating for the decay of the iron,nation, accelerates
that decay, and renders it more obvious. When the
adventurer in the Arabian tale anointed one of his eyes
with the contents of the ma_cal box, all the riches of the
earth, however widely dispersed, however sacredly con-
cealed, became visible to him. But, when he tried the
experiment on both eyes, he was struck with blindness.

What the enchanted elixir was to the sight of the body,
language is to the sight of the imag-ination. At first it
calls up a world of glorious illusions ; but, when it becomes
too copious, it altogether destroys the visual power.

As the development of the mind proceeds, symbols,
instead of being employed to convey images, are substi-
tuted for them. Civilised men think as they trade, not
in -kind, but by means of a circulating medium. In these
circumstances, the sciences improve rapidly, and criticism
among the rest ; but poetry, in the highest sense of the
word, disappears. Then comes the dotage of the fine
arts, a second childhood, as feeble as the former, and far

more hopeless. This is the age of critical poetry, of
oS
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poetry by courtesy, of poetry to which the memo_5 the
judgment, and the wit contribute far more than the
imagination. We readily allow that many works of tiffs
description are excellent • we will not contend with those
who think them more wduab]e than the great poems of an
earlier period. We only nmmtain that they belong to a
different species of composition, and are produced by a
different faculty.

It is some consolation to reflect that this critical school

of poetry improves as the science of criticism improves ;
and that the science of criticism, like eveL'y other science,
is constantly tending towards perfection. As experiments
are nmltiplied, principles are better understood.

In some countries, in our o_m, for example, there has
been an interval between the downfall of the creative

school and the rise of the critical, a period during which
imagdnation has been in its decrepitude, and taste in its
infancy. Such a revohitionary interregnum as this will
be deformed by every species of extravagance.

The first victory of good taste is over the bombast and
conceits which deform such times as these. :But criticism

is still in a very imperfect state. What is accidental is
tbr a long time confounded with what is essential. General
theories are drawn from detached facts. How many
hours the action of a play may be allowed to occupy,-
how many similes an Epic Poet may introduce into his
first book,_whether a piece, which is acknowledged to
have a beginning and an end, may not be without a
middle, and other questions as puerile as these, formerly
occupied the attention of men of letters in France, and
even in this count_-. Poets, in such circumstances as
the=e, exhibit all the narrowness and feebleness of the
criticism by which their manner has been fashioned.
From outrageous absurdity they are preserved indeed by
their timidity. :But they perpetually sacrifice nature and
reason to arbitrary canons of taste. In their eagerness to
avoid the mala l)rohibita of a foolish code, they are per-
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petua]Jy rushing on the mala in se. Their great prede-
cessors, it is true, were as bad cl_tics as themselve% or

perhaps worse: but those predecessors, as we have at-
tempted to show, were inspired by a faculty indepen-
dent of criticism, and, therefore, wrote well while they

judged ill.
]J1 time men begin to take more rational and compre-

hensive views of literature. The analysis of poetry, which,
as we have remarked, must at best be imperfect, approache_
nearer and nearer to exactness. The merits of the won-

derihl models of former times are justly appreciated. The
frigid productions of a later age are rated at no more tlian
their proper value. Pleasing and ingenious imitations of
the manner of the great masters appear, l_oetry has a
partial revival, a Saint _Iartin's Summer, which, after a
period of dreariness and decay, agreeably reminds us of
the splendour of its June. A second harvest is gathered
in ; though, growing on a spent soil, it has not the heart of'
the former. Thus, in the present age, Monti has suc-
cessfully imitated tlie style of Dante; and something
of the Elizabetlmn inspiration has been caught by several
eminent countrymen of our own. But never will Italy
produce another Inferno, or Enghmd another ttamlet. "
We look on the beauties of the modern imit_tions with

feelings shnilar to those with which we see flowers dis-
posed in vases, to ornament the drawing-rooms of a
capital. We doubtless regard them with pleasure, with
gn'eater pleasure, perhaps, because, in the midst of a place
unge_fial to them, they remind us of the distant spots on
wtfich they flourish in spontaneous exuberance. But we
miss the sap, the freshness and the bloom. Or, if we
may borrow another illustration from Queen Schehere-
zade, we would compare the writers of this school to the
jewellers who were employed to complete the unfiulshed
window of the palace of ,kladdin. Whatever skill or cost
could do was done. Palace and bazaar were ransacked

for precious stones. Yet the artists, with all their dex-
o4
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terity, with all their assiduity, and with all their vast
means, were unable to produce anything comparable to
the wonders which a spirit of a higher order had wrought
in a single night.

The history of every literature with which we are ac-
quainted confirms, we think, the principles which we have
laid down. In Greece we see the imaginative school of
poetry gradually fading into the critical. 2Eschylus and
Pindar were succeeded by Sophocles, Sophocles by Euri-
pides, :Euripides by the Alexandrian versifiers. Of these
last, Theocritus alone has left compositions which deserve
to be read. The splendour and grotesque fairyland of
the Old Comedy, rich with such gorgeous hues, peopled
with such fantastic shapes, and vocal alternately with the
sweetest peals of music and the loudest bursts of dvish
laughter, disappeared for ever. The master-pieces of the
New Comedy are known to us by Latin translations of
extraordinary merit. From these translations, and from
the expressions of the ancient critics, it is clear that the
original compositions were distinguished by grace and
sweetness, that they sparkled with wit, and abounded
with pleasing sentiment ; but that the creative power was
gone. Julius C_esar called Terence a half Nenander,--a
sure proof that _[enander was not a quarter Aristophanes.

The literature of the Romans was merely a continuation
of the literature of the Greeks. The pupils started from
the point at which their masters had, in the course of
many generations, arrived. They thus almost wholly
missed the period of original invention. The only Latin
poets whose writings exhibit much vigour of imagination
are Lucretius and Catullus. The Au_stan age produced
nothing equal to their finer passages.

In France, that licensed jester, whose jingling cap and
motley coat concealed more genius than ever mustered in
the saloon of Ninon or of ]_[adame GSoffrin, was suc-

ceeded by writers as decorous and as tiresome as gentle-
men-ushers.
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The poetry of Italy and of Spain has undergone the
same change. But nowhere has the revolution been more
complete and violent than in England. The same person
who, when a boy, had clapped his thrilling hands at the
first representation of the Tempest might, without attain-
ing to a marvellous longevity, have lived to read the ear-
lier works of Prior and Addison. The change, we believe,
must, sooner or later, have taken place. But its progress
was accelerated, and its character modified, by the poli-
tical occurrences of the times, and particnlarly by two
events, the closing of the theatres under the common-
wealth, and the restoration of the House of Stuart.

We have said that the critical and poetical faculties are
not only distinct, but almost incompatible. The state of
our literature during the reigns of Elizabeth and James
the First is a strong confirmation of this remark. The
greatest works of iron,nation that the world has ever
seen were produced at that period. The national taste,
in the meantime, was to the last degree detestable. Alli-
terations, puns, antithetical forms of expression lavishly
employed where no corresponding opposition existed be-
tween the thoughts expressed, strained allegories, pedantic
allusions, everything, in short, quaint and affected, in
matter and manner, made up what was then considered as
fine writing. The eloquence of the bar, the pulpit, and
the council-board, was deformed by conceits which would
have disgraced the rhyming shepherds of an Italian aca-
demy. The king quibbled on the throne. We might,
indeed, console ourselves by reflecting that his majesty was
a fool. But the chancellor quibbled in concert from the
wool-sack : and the chancellor was Francis Bacon. It is

needless to mention Sidney and the whole tribe of Eu-

phuists; for Shakspeare himself, the greatest poet that
ever lived, falls into the same fault whenever he means to

be particularly fine. While he abandons himself to the

impulse of his imagination, his compositions are not only
the sweetest and the most sublime, but also the most
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faultless, that the world has ever seen. But, as soon as his

critical powers come into play, he sinks to the level of
Cowley; or rather he does ill what Cowley did well.
All that is bad in his works is bad elaborately, and of

malice aforethought. The only thing wanting to make
them perfect was, that he should never have troubled him-
self with thinkiI N whether they were good or not. Like
the angels in _Iilton, he sinks "with compulsion and labo-
rious flight." ttis natural tendency is upwards. That he
may soar, it is only necessary that he should not struggle
to tall. He resembles an American Cacique, who, pos-
sessing in unmeasured abundance the metals which in po-
lished societies are esteemed the most precious, was utterly
mlconscious of their value, and gave up treasures more
valuable than the imperial crowns of other countries, to
secure some gaudy and far-fetched but wortlfless bauble,
a plated button, or a necklace of coloured glass.

We have attempted to show that, as knowledge is ex-
tended and as the reason developes itself, the imitative

arts decay. We should, therefore, expect that the cor-
ruption of poetry would commence in the educated classes
of society. And this, in fact, is almost constantly the
case. The few great works of imagination which appear
in a critical age are, almost without exception, the works
of uneducated men. Thus, a_ a time when persons of
quality translated French romances, and when the uui-
versifies celebrated royal deaths in verses about tritons
and fauns, a preaching tinker produced the Pil_im's
Progress. And thus a ploughman startled a generation
wlfich had thought tIayley and Beattie great poets, with
the adventures of Tam O'Shanter. Even in the latter

part of the reign of Elizabeth the fashionable poetr 3" had
degenerated. It retained few vestiges of the imao'ination
of earlier times. It had not yet been suh.jected to the
rules of good taste. Affectation had completely tainted
mada'igals and sonnets. The grotesque conceits and the
tuneless nmnbers of Dotage were, h_ the time of James,
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the filvourite models of composition at _\Tfitehall "rod at
the Temple. But, though the literature of the Court wa_
in its decay, the literature of the people was in its per-
fection. The 3iuses had taken sanctuary in the theatre_,,
the haunts of a class whose taste was not better than that

of the Right Honourables and singular good Lords who
admired metaphysical love-verses, but whose imagination
retained all its freshness and vigom'; whose censure and
approbation might be erroneously bestowed, but whose
tears and laughter were never in the wrong. The infec-
tion which had tainted lyric and didactic poetry had but
slightly and partially touched the drama. While the
noble and the learned were comparing eyes to burning-
glasses, and tears to terrestial globes, coyness to an enthv-
meme, absence to a pair of compasses, and "m m_requited
passion to the %rtieth remainder-man in an entail, Juliet
leaning from the balcony, and Miranda smiling over the
chess-board, sent home many spect'aors, as -kind and sim-
ple-liearted as the master and mistress of Yletcher's
llalpho, to elT themselves to sleep.

No species of fiction is so delightful to us as the old
English drama. Even its inferior productions possess a
charm not to be found in any other Mud of poetry. It i_
the most lucid mirror tlmt ever was held up to nature.
The creations of the great damnatists of Athens produce
the effect of magnificent sculptures, conceived by a
nfiglity imagination, polished with the utmost delicacy,
embo@ng ideas of ineffable majesty and beauty, but
cold, pale, and ri#d, with no bloom on the cheek, and no
speculation in the eye. In alI the draperies, the figures,
and the faces, in the lovers and the tyrants, the Bat-
ehanals and the Furies, there is the same marble chillness
and deadness. 1Kost of the clmracters of the French

stage resemble the waxen gentlemen and ladies in the
window of a perfumer, rouged, curled, and bedizened, but
fixed in such stiff attitudes, and staring with eves expres-
sive of such utter unmeaningness, that they cmmot pro-
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duce an illusion for a single moment. In the English
plays alone is to be found the warmth, the mellowness,
and the reality of painting. We know the minds of the
men and women, as we know the faces of the men and

women of Vandyke.
The excellence of these works is in a great measure

the result of two peculiarities, which the critics of the
French school consider as defects,- from the mixture of

tragedy and comedy, and from the length and extent of
the action. The former is necessary to render the drama
a just representation of a world in which the laughers
and the weepers are perpetually jostling each othe:;--in
which every event has its serious and ludicrous side.
The latter enables us to form an intimate acquaintance
with characters with which we could not possibly become
familiar during the few hours to which the unities restrict
the poet. In this respect, the works of Shakspeare, in
particular, are miracles of art. In a piece, which may
be read aloud in tkree hours, we see a character gradually
unfold all its recesses to us. We see it change with the
change of circumstances. The petulant youth rises into
the politic and warlike sovereign. The profuse and
courteous philanthropist sours into a hater and scorner
of his kind. The tyrant is altered, by the chastening of
affliction, into a pensive moralist. The veteran general,
distinguished by coolness, sagacity, and self-command,
sinks under a conflict between love strong as death, and
jealousy cruel as the grave. The brave and loyal subject
passes, step by step, to the extremities of human depravity.
We trace his progress, from the first dawnings of unlawful
ambition to the cynical melancholy of his impenitent
remorse. Yet, in these pieces, there are no unnatural
transitions. Nothing is omitted: nothing is crowded.
Great as are the changes, narrow as is the compass
within which they are exhibited, they shock us as
little as the gradual alterations of those familiar faces
which we see every evening and every morning. The
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ma_cal skill of the poet resembles that of the Dervise in
the Spectator, who condensed all the events of seven years
into the single moment during which the king held his
head under the water.

It is deserving of remark, that, at the time of which we
speak, the plays even of men not eminently distinguished
by genius, -- such, for example, as Jonson,--were far
superior to the best works of ima_nation in other depart-
ments. Therefore, though we conceive that, from causes
which we have already investigated, our poetry must
necessarily have declined, we think that, unless its fate
had been accelerated by external attacks, it might have
enjoyed an euthanasia, that gelfius might have been kept
alive by the drama till its place could, in some degree, be
supplied by taste,--that there would have been scarcely
any interval between the age of sublime invention and
that of agreeable imitation. The works of Shakspeare,
which were not appreciated with any degree of justice
before the middle of the eighteenth century, might then
have been the recognised standards of excellence during
the latter part of the seventeenth ; and he and the great
Elizabethan writers might have been almost immediately
succeeded by a generation of poets similar to those who
adorn our o_m times.

But the Puritans drove ima_nation from its last asylum.
They prohibited theatrical representations, and stigma-
tised the whole race of dramatists as enemies of morality
and reli_on. Much that is objectionable may be found
in the writers whom they reprobated ; but whether they
took the best measures for stopping the evil appears to
us very doubtful, and l_ust, we thfi:k, have appeared
doubtful to themselves, when, after the lapse of a few
years, they saw the unclean sp:rit whom they had cast
out return to his old haunts, with seven otllers fouler than
himself.

By the extinction of the ddrama, the fashionable school
of poetry,--a school without truth of sentiment or hat-
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mony of vers_cation,--without the powers of an earlier,
or the correctness of a later age,--was ]eft to enjoy un-
disputed ascendency. 3. vicious ingenuity, a morbid t
quickness to perceive resemblances and analogies between I
things apparently heterogeneous, constituted almost its I
only claim to admiration. Suckling was dead. 1Kilton

w'_s absorbed in political and theological controversy. If
\Va]ler differed from the Cowleian sect of ,_n'iters, he

diflbred for the worse. He had as little poetry as they,
and much less wit ; nor is the languor of his verses less
offensive than the ruggech_ess of theirs. In Denham alone
the fidnt dawn of a better manner was discernible.

But, low as was the state of our poetry during the civil
war and the Protectorate, a still deeper fall was at hand.
Hitherto our literature had been idiomatic. In mind as
in situation we had been islanders. The revolutions in

our taste, like the revolutions in our govermnent, had
been settled without the interference of strangers. Had _-

this state of things continued, the same just principles of i
reasoning which, about _his time, were applied with
tmprecedented success to every part of philosophy would
soon have conducted our ancestors to a sounder code of t

criticism. There were ali'eady strong sills of improve-
ment. Our prose had at length worked itself c/ear from
those quaint conceits which still deformed ahnost eveD-
metrical composition. The parliamentary debates, and
the diplomatic correspondence of that eventful period, had
contributed much to this reform. In such bustling times,
it was absolutely necessary to speak and write to the
purpose. The absurdities of Puritanism had, perhaps,
done more. At the time when that odious style, which
deforms the m'itings of Hall and of Lord Bacon, was
ahnost universal, had appeared that stupendous work, the
English Bible,--a book which, if everything else in our
language should perish, would alone suffice to show the
whole extent of its beauty and power. The respect
which the translators felt for the original prevented them
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from adding any of file hideous decorations then in
fashion. The ground-work of the version, indeed, was of
an earlier age. The familiaxity with which the Puritans,
on almost every occasion, used the Scriptural phrases
was no doubt very ridiculous; but it produced good
effhcts. It was a cant ; but it drove out a cant far more
offensive.

The highest kind of poetry is, in a great measure, in-
dependent of those circmnstances which regulate the style
of composition in prose. J3ut with that inferior species of
poetry which succeeds to it the case is widely different.
In a few years, the good sense and good taste which had
weeded out affectation from moral and political treatises
would, in the natural course of things, have effected a simi-
lar reform in the sonnet and the ode. The rigour of the
victorious sectaries had relaxed. A dominant religion is
never ascetic. The Government com_ived at theatrical re-

presentations. The influence of Shakspeare was once
more felt. But darker clays were approaching. A foreign
yoke w_ to be imposed on our literature. Charles, sur-
rounded by the companions of his long exile, returned to
govern a nation which ought never to have cast him out
or never to have received him back. Every year which
he had passed among strangers had rendered him more
unfit to rule his countrxnnen. In France he had seen the

refractory magistracy hmnbled, and royal prerogative.
though exercised by a foreign priest in the name of a child.
victorious over all opposition. This spectacle naturally
gratified a prince to whose family the opposition of
Parliaments had been so fatal. Politeness was his solitary

good quahty. The insults which he had suffered in
Scotland had taught him to prize it. The effeminacy and
apathy of his disposition fitted him to excel in it. The
elegance and vivacity of the French manners fascinated
him. With the political maxims and the social habits of
his favourite people, he adopted their taste in composition,
and, when seated on the throne, soon rendered it fashiona-
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ble, partly by direct patronage, but still more by that
contemptible policy which, for a time, made England the
last of the nations, and raised Louis the Fourteenth to a

height of power and fame, such as no French sovereign
had ever before attained.

It was to please Charles that rhyme was first intro-
duced into our plays. Thus, a rising blow, which would
st any time have been mortal, was dealt to the English
Drama, then just recovering from its languishing con-
dition. Two detestable manners, the indigenous and the

imported, were now in a state of alternate conflict and
amalgamation. The bombastic meanness of the new
style was blended with the ingenious absurdity of the
old; and the mixture produced something which the
world had never before seen, and which, we hope, it will
never see again,--something, by the side of which the
worst nonsense of all other ages appears to advantage,-
something, which those who have attempted to caricature
it have, against their will, been forced to flatter,-- of
which the tragedy of Bayes is a very favourable speci-
men. What Lord Dorset observed to Edward ttoward

might have been addressed to almost all his contem-
poraries :--

"As skilful divers to the bottom fall

Swifter than those who cannot swim at all;

So, in this way of writing without thinking,
Thou hast a strange alacrity in sinking."

From this reproach some clever men of the world must
be excepted, and among them Dorset himseE Though
by no means great poets, or even good versifiers, they
always wrote with meaning, and sometimes w_th wit.
_othing indeed more strongly shows to what a miserable
state literature had fallen, than the immense superiority
which the occasional rhymes, carelessly thrown on paper
by men of this class, possess over the elaborate pro-
ductions of almost all the professed authors. The reigning
taste was so bad, that the success of a writer was in in-
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verse proportion to his labour, and to his desire of ex-
cellence. An exception must be made for Butler, who
had as much wit and learning as Cowley, and who _lew,
what Cowley never knew, how to use them. A great
command of good homely English distinguishes him still
more from the other writers of the thne. _4_sfor Ooncfi-

bert, those may criticise it who can read it. Ima_nation
was extinct. Taste was depraved. Poetry, driven fi'om
palaces, colleges, and theatres, had found an asylum in
the obscure dwelling where a Great Man, born out of
due season, in disgrace, penury., pain, and blindness, still
kept uncontaminated a character and a genius woYthy of
a better age.

Everything about 3_ilton is wonderful ; but nothing i,
so wonderful as that, in an age so unfavourable to t)oet_ -,
he should have produced the greatest of modern epic
poems. We are not sure that this is not in some degree
to be attributed to his want of sight. The imag__nation
is notoriously most active when the external world is shut
out. In sleep its illusions are perfect. They produce all
the effect of realities. In darkness its visions are always

more distinct than in the fight. Every person who amuses
himself with what is called building castles in the air
must have experienced this. We know artists who,
before they attempt to draw a face from memory,, close
their eyes, that they may recall a more perfect image of
the features and the expression. We are therefore h_-
dined to believe that the genius of Milton may have
been preserved from the influence of times so unfavour-
able to it by his infirmity. Be this as it may, his works
at first enjoyed a very small share of popularity. To be
neglected by his contemporaries was the penalty which
he paid for surpassing them. His great poem was not
generally studied or admired till writers far inferior to
him had, by obsequiously cringing to the public taste,
acquired sufficient favour to reform it.

Of these, Dryden was the most eminent. Amidst the
YOL. I. P
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crowd of authors who, during the earlier years of Charles
the Second, courted notoriety by every species of ab-
surdity and affectation, he speedily became conspicuous.
No man exercised so much influence on the age. The
reason is obvious. On no man did the age exercise so much
influence. He was perhaps the greatest of those whom
we have designated as the critical poets ; and his literary
career exhibited, on a reduced scale, the whole history of
the school to which he belonged,--the rudeness and ex-
travagance of its infancy, -- the propriety, the grace,
the dignified good sense, the temperate splendour of its
maturity. His bnagination was torpid, till it was awakened
by his judgment. He began with quaint parallels and
empty mouthing, tie gradually acquired the energy of
the satirist, the gravity of the moralist, the rapture of the
]3Tic poet. The revolution through which English litera-
ture has been passing, from the time of Cowley to that of
Scott, may be seen in miniature within the compass ofhis
volumes.

His life divides itself into two parts. There is some
debatable ground on the common frontier; but the line
may be di'awn with tolerable accuracy. The year 1678
is that on which we should be inclined to fix as the date

of a great change in his manner. During the preceding
period appeared some of his courtly paneg_Tics, Jhis
Annus M/rabilis, and most of his plays; indeed, all his
rhyming tragedies. To the subsequent period belong his
best dramas,--All for Love, The Spanish Friar, and Sebas-
fian,--his satires, his translations, his didactic poems, his
iables, and his odes.

Of the small pieces which were presented to chancellors
and princes it would scarcely be fair to speak. The
greatest advantage which the Fine Arts derive from the
extension of knowledge is, that the patronage of indi-
x4duals becomes unnecessary. Some writers still affect to
regret the age of patronage. None but bad writers have
reasoD to regret it. It is always an age of general ignor-
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ance. Where ten thousand readers are eager for the
appearance of a book, a small contribution from each
makes up a splendid remuneration for the author. Where
literature is a luxury, confined to few, each of them must
pay high. If the Empress Catherine, for example, wanted
an epic poem, she must have wholly supported the poet ;
--just as, in a remote country village, a nmn who wants a
mutton-chop is sometimes forced to take the whole sheep ;
N a thing which never happens where the demand is
large. But men who pay largely for the gratification of
their taste _511 expect to have it united with some
gratification to their vanity. Flattery is carried to a
shameless extent; and the habit of flattery almost ine-
vitably introduces a false taste into composition. Its
language is made up of hyperbolical common-places,
offensive from their triteness, -- still more offensive from
their extravagance. In no school is the trick of over-
stepping the modesty of nature so speedily acquired.
The writer, accustomed to find exaggeration acceptable
and necessary on one subject, uses it on all. It is not
strange, therefore, that the early pan%_uTical verses of
Dryden should be made up of meanness and bombast.
They abound with the conceits which his immediate pre-
decessors had brought into fashion, t_ut his language
and his versification were already far superior to their's.

The Annus Mirabilis shows gl'eat command of expres-
sion, and a fine ear for heroic rhyme. Here its merits
end. l_ot only has it no claim to be called poetry, but
it seems to be the work of a man who could never, by
any possibility, write poetry. Its affected similes are the
best part of it. Gaudy weeds present a more encouraging
spectacle than utter barrenness. There is scarcely a
single stanza in this long work to which the imagination
seems to have contributed anything. It is produced, not
by creation, but by construction. It is made up, not of
pictures, but of inferences. We will give a single instance,
and certainly a favourable instance, _ a quatrain which

r2
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Johnson has praised. Dryden is describing the sea-fight
with the Dutch.u

" Amidst whole heaps of spices lights a ball ;
And now their odours armed against them fly.
Some preciously by shattered porcelain fall,
And some bv aromatic splinters die."

The poet should place his readers, as nearly as possible,
in the situation of the sufferers or -the spectators. His
narration ought to produce feelings similar to those which
would be excited by the event itself. Is this the case
here ? W_,o, in a sea-fight, ever thought of the price of
the clfina which beats out the brahms of a sailor; or of

the odour of the splinter which shatters his leg? It is
not by an act of the ima_nation, at once calling up the
scene before the interior eye, but by painful meditation,_
by turning the subject round and round,_by tracing out
ihcts into remote consequences,--that these incongruous
topics are introduced into the description, k[omer, it is
true, perpetually uses epithets which are not peculiarly
appropriate. Aclfilles is the swift-footed, when he is
sitting still. Ulysses is the nmch-enduring, when he has
nothing to endure. :Every spear casts a ]ong shadow,
eyed _ox has crooked horns, and every woman a high
bosom, though these particulars may be quite beside the
purpose. Ill our old ballads a similar practice prevails.
The gold is always red, and the ladies always gay, though
nothil_g whatever may depend on the hue of the gold, or
the temper of the ladies. But these adjectives are mere
customa_T additions. They merge in the substantives to
which they are attached. If they at all colom" the idea,
it is with a tinge so slight as in no respect to alter the
general effect. In the passage which we have quoted from
Dl_'den the case is very different. .Preciously and aro-
matic divert our whole attention to themselves, and

dissolve the image of the battle in a moment. The whole
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poem reminds us of Lucan, and of the worst parts of
Lucan, -- the sea-fight in the Bay of Marseilles, for
example. The description of the two fleets during the
lfight is perhaps the oMy passage wlfich ought to be
exempted from this censure. If it was from the Annus
)£irabilis that _Iilton formed lfis opilfion, when he pro-
nounced Dryden a good rhymer but no poet, he certainly
judged correctly. :But Dryden was, as we have said, one
of those writers in whom the period of ima_nation does
not precede, but follow, the period of observation and
reflection.

His plays, his rhyming plays in particular, are admirable
subjects ior those who wish to study the morbid anatomy
of the drama. He was utterly destitute of the power of
exhibiting real human beings. Even in the far inferior
talent of composing characters out of those elements
into which the imperfbet process of ore" reason can resolve
them, he was very deficient. His men are not even good
personifie_ttions ; they are not well-assorted assemblages
of qualities. _ow and then, indeed, he seizes a very
coarse and marked distinction, and gives us, not a like-
ness, but a strong caricature, ill which a single peculiarity
is protruded, and everything else neglected; like the
_arquis of Oranby at an inn-door, whom we know by
nottfing but his baldiless ; or Wilkes, who is Wilkes only
in his squint. These are the best specimens of iris skill.
For most of his pictures seem, like Turkey carpets, to
have been expressly designed not to resemble anything in
the heavens above, in the earth beneath, or in the waters
under the earth.

The latter manner he practises most frequently h_ his
tragedies, the former in his comedies. The comic charac-
ters are, without mLxture, loathsome and despicable. The
men of Etherege and Vanbrugh are bad enough. Those
of Smollett are perhaps worse. :But they do not approach
to the Celadons, the Wildbloods, the Woodalls, and the
:Rhodophils of Dryden. The vices of these last are set

r3
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off by a certain fierce hard impudence, to which we know
nothing comparable. Their love is the appetite of beasts ;
their friendship the confederacy of-knaves. The ladies
seem to have been expressly created to form helps meet
for such gentlemen. In deceiving _uld insulting their old
fiathers they do not perhaps exceed the license which, by
inlmenlorial prescription, has been allowed to heroines.
But they also cheat at cards, rob strong boxes, put up
their favours to auction, betray their friends, abuse their
rivals in the st)qe of Billingsgate, and invite their lovers
in the language of the Piazza. These, it must be remem-
bered, are not the valets and waiting-women, the }Ias-
carilles and 1N'erhles, but the recog_tised heroes and
heroines, who appear as the representatives of good
society, and who, at the end of the fifth act, marry and
live very happily ever after. The sensuality, baseness,
and malice of their natures is unredeemed by any quality
of a different description, _ by any touch of ldndness,_
or even by any honest burst of hearty hatred and revenge.
We are in a world where there is no humanity, no veracity,
no sense of shame,_a world for which any good-
natured man would gladly take hi exchange tile society
of ;Milton's devils. But, as soon as we enter the regions of
Tragedy, we find a great change. There is no lack of
fine sentiment there. Metastasio is surpassed in his own
department. Scuderi is out-scuderied. We are intro-
duced to people whose proceedings we can trace to no
motive,- of whose feelings we can form no more idea
than of a sixth sense. We have left a race of creatures,
whose love is as delicate and affectionate as the passion
which an alderman feels for a turtle. We find ourselves

among beings, whose love is a purely disinterested
emotion, _ a loyalty extending to passive obedience, _ a
religion, like that of the Quietists, unsupported by any
sanction of hope or fear. We see nothing but despotism
without power, and sacrifices without compensation.

We _dXl give a few instances. In Aurengzebe, Aid-
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mant, governor of Agra, falls in love with his prisoner
Indamora. She rejects his suit with scorn ; but assures
him that she shall make great use of her power over
him. He threatens to be ang_. She answers, very
coolly :

" Do not: your anger, like your love, is vain:
Whene'er I please, you must be pleased again.
Knowing what power I have your will to bend,
I'll use it; for I need just such a friend."

This is no idle menace. She soon brings a letter addressed
to his rival,- orders him to read it, --asks him whether
he thinks it sufficiently tender,- and finally commands
him to carry it himself. Such tyranny as this, it may be
thought, would justify resistance. Arimant does indeed
venture to remonstrate : --

" This fatal paper rather let me tear,
Than, like Bellerophon, my sentence bear."

The answer of the lady is filcomparable :

" You may; but 'twill not be your best advice;
'Twill only give me pains of writing twice.
You know you must obey me, soon or late.
Why should you vainly struggle with your fate ?"

Poor Arimant seems to be of the same opinion. He
mutters something about fate and free-will, and walks off
with the billet-doux.

In file Indian Emperor, l_[ontezuma presents Almeria
with a garland as a token of his love, and offers to make

• her his queen. She replies :--

" I take this garland, not as given by you;
But as my merit's and my beauty's due ;
As for the crown which you, my slave, possess,
To share it with you would but make me less."

In return for such proofs of tenderness as these, her
admirer consents to murder his two sons and a benefactor

1,4
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to whom he feels the warmest gratit_ade. Lyndaraxa, in
the Conquest of Granada, assumes the same lofty tone
with Abdelmelech. :Lie compl_dus that she smiles upon
his rival.

" Zynd. And when did I my power so far resigm,
That you should regulate each look of mine ?

Abde[. Then, when you gave your love, you gave that power.
Zy_d. 'Twas during pleasure--'tis revoked this hour.
Abdel. I'll hate you, and this visit is my last.
2Lynd. Do, if you can : you know I hold you fast."

That these passages violate all historical propriety,
that sentiments to which nothing similar was ever even
affected except by the cavaliers of Europe, are transferred
to Mexico and Agra, is a light accusation. We have no
objection to a conventional world, an Illyrian puritan, or

Bohemian sea-port." _3dle the faces are good, we care
little about the back-ground. Sir Joshua :Reynolds says
that the curtains and hangings in a historical painting
ought to be, not velvet or cotton, but merely drapery.
The same principle should be applied to poetry and ro-
mance. The truth of character is the first object; the
truth of place and time is to be considered only in the
second place. Puff himself eonld tell the actor to turn
out his toes, and remind him that Keeper ttatton was a
great dancer. We _ush that, in our own time, a writer
of a very different order from Puff had not too often for-

gotten human nature in the niceties of upholstery, mH]i-
ne .ry, and cookery.

We blame Dryden, not because the persons of his
dramas are not Noors or Americans, but because they
are not men and women ;_ not because love, such as he
represents it, could not exist in a harem or in a wigwam,
but because it could not exist anywhere. As is the love
of his heroes, such are all their other emotions. All their

_lualities, their courage, their generosity, their pride, are
on the same colossal scale. Justice and prudence are vir-
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tues which can exist only in a moderate de_ee, and which
change their nature and their name if pushed to excess.
Of justice and prudence, therefore, Dryden leaves his fa-
vourites destitute. He did not care to give them what he
could not give without measure. The tyrants and ruffians
are merely the heroes altered by a few touches, sindlar to
those which transformed the honest face of Sir l_oger de
Coverley into the Saracen's head. Through the grin and
frown the original features are still perceptible.

It is in the tragi-comedies that these absurdities strike
us most. The two races of men, or rather the angels and
the baboons, are there presented to us together. We
meet in one scene with nothing but gross, selfish, unblush-
ing, 1)Jng libertines of both sexes, who, as a punishment,
we suppose, for their depravity, are condemned to talk
nothing but prose. :But, as soon as we meet with people
who speak in verse, we know that we are in society which
would have enraptured the Cathos and Madelon of Mo-
liere, in society for which Oroondates would have too
little of the lover, and Clelia too much of the coquette.

As Dryden was unable to render his plays interesting
by means of that which is the peculiar and appropriate
excellence of the drama, it was necessary that he should

find some substitute for it. In his comedies he supplied
its place, sometimes by wit, but more frequently by in-
trigue, by disuses, mistakes of persons, dialogues at cross
purposes, hair-breadth escapes, perplexing conceahnents,
and surprising disclosures. He thus succeeded at least in
making these pieces very amusing.

In his tragedies he trusted, and not altogether without
reason, to Iris diction and his versification. It was on this

account, in all probability, that he so eagerly adopted,
and so reluctantly abandoned, the practice of rhyming in
his plays. Vv_nat is unnatural appears less unnatural in
that species of verse than in lines which approach more
nearly to common conversation; and in the management

of the heroic couplet Dryden has never been eciualled:.
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It is unnecessary to urge any arguments against a fashion
now universally condemned. But it is worthy of obser-
vation, that, though Dryden was deficient in that talent
_vtfich blank verse exhibits to the greatest advantage, and
was certainly the best writer of heroic rhyme in our lan-
guage, yet the plays which have, from the time of their
first appearance, been considered as his best, are in blank
verse. No experiment can be more decisive.

It must be allowed that the worst even of the rhym-
ing tragedies contains good description and magnificent
rhetoric. :But, even when we forget that they are plays_
and, passing by their dramatic improprieties, consider
them with reference to the language, we are perpetually
disgusted by passages which it is difficult to conceive how
any author could have written, or any audience have to-
lerated, rants in which the raving violence of the manner
forms a strange eontlast with the abject tameness of the
thought. The author laid the Mmle fault on the audience,
and declared that, when he wrote them, he considered
them bad enough to please. This defence is unworthy of
a man of genius, and, after all, is no defence. Otway
pleased without rant; and so might Dryden have done,
if he had possessed the powers of Otway. The fact is,
that he had a tendency to bombast, which, though subse-
quently corrected by time and thought, was never wholly
removed, and which showed itself in performances not
designed to please the rude mob of the theatre.

Some indulgent critics have represented this failing as
an indication of genius, as the profusion of mdimited
wealth, the wantonness of exuberant vigour. To us it
seems to bear a nearer affinity to the tawdriness of poverty,
or the spasms and convulsions of weakness. Dryden
surely had not more imagination than Homer, Dante, or
Nilton, who never fall into this vice. The swelling dic-
tion of _/Esehylus and Isaiah resembles that of Almanzor
and Maximin no more than the tumidity of a muscle re-
sembles the tumidity of a boil. The former is symptomatic
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of health and strength, the latter of debility and disease.
If ever Shakspeare rants, it is not when his ima_nation is
hurrying him along, but when he is hurrying his imagination
along, -- when his mind is for a moment jaded, -- when,
as was said of Euripides, he resembles a lion, who excites
his own fury by lashing himself with his taft. What hap-
pened to Shakspeare from the occasional suspension of
his powers happened to Dryden from constant impotence.
He, like his confederate Lee, had judgment enough to
appreciate the great poets of the preceding age, but not
judgment enough to shun competition with them. He
felt and admired their wild and daring sublimity. That
it belonged to another age than that in which he lived
and required other talents than those which he possessed,
that, in aspiring to emulate it, he was wasting, in a hope-
less attempt, powers which might render him pre-eminent
in a different career, was a lesson which he did not learn

till late. As those knavish enthusiasts, the French prophets,
courted inspiration by mimicking the writhings, swoon-
ings, and gaspings which they considered as its symptoms,
he attempted, by affected fits of poetical fuw, to bring on
a real paroxysm ; and, like them, he got nothing but his
distortions for his pains.

Horace very happily compares those who, in his time,
imitated Pindar to the youth who attempted to fly to
heaven on waxen wings, and who experienced so fatal
and igmominious a fall. His own admirable good sense
preserved him from this error, and taught him to cultivate
a style in which excellence was within his reach. Dryden
had not the same self-knowledge. He saw that the

greatest poets were never so successful as when they
rushed beyond the ordinary bounds, and that some inex-
plicable good fortune preserved them from tripping even
when they staggered on the brink of nonsense. He did
not perceive that they were guided and sustained by a
power denied to himself. They wrote from the dictation
of the imagination; and they found _ response in the
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ima_nations of others. He, on the contrary, sat down to
work lfimself, by reflection and argument, into a deliberate
wildness, a rational frenzy.

In looking over the admirable designs which accom-
pany the :Faust, we have always been much struck by one
which represents the _@ard and the tempter riding at full
speed. The demon sits on his furious horse as heedlessly
as if he were reposing on a chair. That he should keep
his saddle in such a posture, would seem impossible to
any who (lid not kaow that he was secure in the privileges
of a superhuman nature. The attitude of :Faust, on the

contrary, is the perfection of horsemanship. Poets of the
first order might safely write as desperately as M:ephisto-
philes rode. But Dryden, though admitted to communion
with higher spirits, though armed with a portion of their
power, and intrusted with some of their secrets, _'_s of
another race. What they might securely venture to do,
it was madness in him to attempt. It was necessary that
taste and critical science should supply his deficiencies.

We will give a few examples. Nothing can be finer
than the description of Hector at the Grecian wall :_

3' gp' _'_OoptCai&tto__E_rtop,
Nv_r't 0o_ ardXavro_ bTrd_ma"XdttTr8_ xaX_
_ttsp3aX_o, _'_v e"so'ro wzp't :¥.po"t"8oth _ X_po'_
Ao;jp'_X_v.ob_ ;_v_-[_my tpuKa_ot'' gwr,ZoX_a_,

t • x

AvT_tca 3' 3t tt'ev *dXO_ " 'vTrepl_ao'av, 6t 3_ xa'l2 atrra_

I-Iot_l-rd_ kqkXvv-ro "z'{sXa_" Aavato_ 3' kd?Sl_lOev
NCla_ dvd 7Xctc_vpd_" 6tta3o_ F dA,lao'vo_ kv6XO _.

What daring expressions! Yet how significant ! How
picturesque ! Hector seems to rise up in his strength and
fitry. The gloom of night in his frown, _ the fire burn-
Lug in his eyes, -- the javelins and the blazing armour,
the mighty rush through the gates and down the battle-
ments, _ the trampling and the infinite roar of the multi-
tude,_everything is with us ; everything is real.
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Dryden has described a very similar event in k[aximin,
and has done his best to be sublime, as follows :--

" There with a forest of their darts he strove,
And stood like Capaneus defying Jove;
With his broad sword the boldest beating down,
Till Fate grew pale, lest he should win the town,
And turn'd the iron leaves of its dark book
To make new dooms, or mend what it mistook."

How exquisite is the image D" of the fairy-songs in the
Tempest and the ]_Iidsummer A'ight's dream ; .4_riel rid-
ing through the twilight on the bat, or suc_ng in the
bells of flowers with the bee ; or the little bower-women

of Titania, driving the spiders from the couch of tlie
Queen ! Dryden truly said, that

- Shakspeare's marc could not copied be :
Within that circle none durst walk but he."

It would have been well if he had not lfimself dared to

step within the enchanted line, and drawn on himself a
fate sinfilar to that which, according to the old supersti-

tion, pmfished such presumptuous inte_:ference. The fol-
lowing lines are parts of the song of his fah-ies :--

,, Merry, merry, merry, we sail from the East,
Half-tippled at a rainbow feast.
In the bright moonshine, while winds whistle loud,
Tivy, tivy, tivy, we mount and we fly,
All racking along in a downy white cloud ;
And lest our leap from the sky prove too far,
We slide on the back of a new fa_ing star,
And drop from above
In a jelly of love."

These are very favourable instances. Those who wish
for a bad one may read the dying speeches of Maximin,
and may compare them with the last scenes of Othello
and Lear.

If Dryden had died before the expiratiou of the first
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of the periods into which we have divided his literary
life, he would have left a reputation, at best, little higher
than that of Lee or Davenant. He would have been

known only to men of letters; and by them he would
have been mentioned as a writer who threw away, on sub-.
jects which he was incompetent to treat, powers which,
judiciously employed, might have raised him to eminence;
whose diction and whose numbers had sometimes very
high merit; but all whose works were blemished by a
false taste, and by errors of gross negligence. A few of
his prologues and epilogues might perhaps still have been
remembered and quoted. In these little pieces he early
showed all the powers which afterwards rendered him
the greatest of modern satirists. But, during the latter
part of his life, he gradually abandoned the drama. His
plays appeared at longer intervals. He renounced rhyme
in tragedy. His language became less turgid -- his cha-
racters less exaggerated. He did not indeed produce cor-
rect representations of human nature; but he ceased to
daub such monstrous chimeras as those which abound in

}]is earlier pieces. :Here and there passages occur worthy
of the best ages of the British stage. The style which
the drama requires changes with every change of charac-
ter and situation. :He who can vary his manner to suit
the variation is the great dramatist ; but he who excels
in one manner only will, when that manner happens to be
appropriate, appear to be a great dramatist; as the hands
of a watch which does not go point right once in the
twelve hours. Sometimes there is a scene of solemn debate.

This a mere rhetorician may write as well as the greatest
tragedian that ever lived. We confess that to us the
speech of Sempronius in Cato seems very nearly as good
as Shakspeare could have made it. :But when the senate
breaks up, and we find that the lovers and their mistresses,
the hero, the villain, and the deputy-villain, all continue
to harangue in the same style, we perceive the difference
between a man who can write a play and a man who can
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write a speech. In the same manner, wit, a talent for
description, or a talent for narration, may, for a time, pass
for dramatic genius. Dryden was an incomparable rea-
soner in verse. He was conscious of his power ; he was
proud of it; and the authors of the :Rehearsal justly
charged him with abusing it. His warriors and prin-
cesses are fond of discussing points of amorous casuistry,
such as would have delighted a Parliament of Love.
They frequently go still deeper, and speculate on pb_iloso-
phical necessity and the origin of evil.

There were, however, some occasions which absolutely
required this peculiar talent. Then Dryden was indeed
at home. All his best scenes are of this description.
They are all between men; for the heroes of Dryden,
like many other gentlemen, can never talk sense when
ladies are in company. They are all intended to exhibit
the empire of reason over violent passion. We have two
interlocutors, the one eager and impassioned, the other
high, cool, and judicious. The composed and rational
character gradually acquires the ascendency. His fierce
companion is first inflamed to rage by his reproaches, then
overawed by his equanimity, convinced by his ar_nnents,
and soothed by his persuasions. This is the case in the
scene between Hector and Troilus, in that between An-

tony and Ventidius, and in that between Sebastian and
Dorax. Nothing of the same kind in Shakspeare is equal
to them, except the quarrel between ]3rutus and Cassius,
which is worth them all three.

Some years before his death, Dryden altogether ceased
to write for the stage. He had turned his powers in a
new direction, with success the most splendid and de-
cisive, ttis taste had gradually awakened his creative
faculties. The first rank in poetry was beyond his reach ;
but he challenged and secured the most honourable place
in the second. His imagination resembled the wings of
an ostrich. It enabled him to run, though not to soar.
When he attempted the highest itights, he became ridicu-
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lous ; but, while he remained in a lower re,on, he out-
stripped all competitors.

All his natural and all his acqtth-ed powers fitted him
to found a good critical school of poetry. Indeed he
carried his reforms too far for his age. After his death
our literature retrograded : and a century was necessary
to bring it back to the point at which he left it. The
general soundness and healthfulness of his mental consti-
tution, his information of vast superficies though of small
volume, his _dt scarcely inferior to that of the most dis-
tinguished followers of Donne, his eloquence, grave,
deliberate, and commanding, could not save him from
disgraceful failure as a rival of Shakspeare, but raised
him far above the level of Boileau. His command of

language was immense. With him died the secret of the
old poetical diction of England,--the art of producing
rich effects by fsm_]]ar words. In the following century,
it was as completely lost as the Gothic method of painting
glass, and was but poorly supplied by the laborious and
tesselated imitations of Mason and Gray. On the other
hand, he was the first writer under whose skilful manage-
ment the scientific vocabulary fell into natural and
pleasing verse. In this department, he succeeded as
completely as his contemporary Gibbons succeeded in the
similar enterprise of carving the most delicate flowers
from heart of oak. The toughest and most knotty parts
of language became ductile at his touch. His versifica-
tion in the same mamler, while it gave the first model of
that neatness and precision which the following genera-
tion esteemed so highly, exhibited, at the same time, the
last examples of nobleness, freedom, variety of pause, and
cadence. ]=[is tragedies in rhyme, however worthless in
themselves, had at least served the purpose of nonsense-
verses ; they had taught him all the arts of melody which
the heroic couplet admits. For bombast, his prevailing
vice, his new subjects gave little opportunity ; his better
taste gradually discarded it.
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He possessed, as we have said, in a pre-eminent degree,
the power of reasoning in verse ; and this power was now
peculiarly useful to him. His logic is by no means uni-
formly sound. On points of criticism, he always reasons
ingeniously; and, when he is disposed to be honest,
correctly. :But the theological and political questions
which he undertook to treat in verse were precisely those
which he understood least. His arguments, therefore,
are often worthless. But the manner in which they are
stated is beyond all praise. The style is transparent.
The topics follow each other in the happiest order. The
objections are drawn up in such a manner that the whole
fire of the reply may be brought to bear on them. The
circumlocutions which are substituted for technical

phrases are clear, neat, and exact. The illustrations at
once adorn and elucidate file reasoning. The sparkling
epigrams of Cowley, and the simple garrulity of the
burlesque poets of Italy, are alternately employed, in the
happiest manner, to give effect to what is obvious, or
clearness to what is obscure.

His literary creed was catholic, even to latitudinari-
anism ; not from any want of acuteness, but from a dis-
position to be easily satisfied. He was quick to discern the
smallest glimpse of merit ; he was indulgent even to _oss
improprieties, when accompanied by any redeeming
talent. When he said a severe thing, it was to serve a
temporary purpose,--to support an argument, or to tease
a rival. Never was so able a critic so free from fastidious-

ness. He loved the old poets, especially Shakspeare. He
admired the ingenuity which Donne and Cowley had so
wildly abused. He did justice, amidst the general silence,
to the memory of Milton. He praised to tim skies the
school-boy lines of Addison. Always looking on the fair
side of every object, he admired extravagance on account of
the invention which he supposed it to indicate ; he excused
affectation in favour of wit ; he tolerated even tameness
for the sake of the correctness which was its concomitant.

V0L. I. Q
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It was probably to this turn of mind, rather than to
the more disgraceful causes which Johnson has assigned,
fhat we are to attribute the exaggeration which disfigures
the paneg3Tics of Dryden. No writer, it must be owned,
has carried the ttattery of dedication to a greater length.
But this was not, we suspect, merely interested servility:
it was the overflowing of a mind singularly disposed to
admiration,--of a mind which diminished vices, and mag-
nified virtues and obligations. The most adulatory of his
addresses is that in which he dedicates the State of

Innocence to Mary of Modena. Johnson thinks it strange
that any man should use such language without self-de-
testation. But he has not remarked that to the very
same work is prefixed an eulogium on Milton, which cer-
tainly could not have been acceptable at the court of
Charles the Second. Many years later, when Whig prin-
ciples were in a great measure triumphant, Sprat refused
to admit a monument of John Philips into Westminster
Abbey--because, in the epitaph, the name of Milton in-
cidently occurred. The walls of his church, he declared,
should not be polluted by the name of a republican!
Dryden was attached, both by principle and interest, to
the Court. :But nothing could deaden his sensibility to
excellence. We are unwilling to accuse him severely,
because the same disposition, which prompted him to pay
so generous a tribute to the memory of a poet whom his
patrons detested, hurried him into extravagance when he
described a princess distinguished by the splendour of
her beauty and the graciousness of her manners.

This is an amiable temper ; but it is not the temper of
great men. Where there is elevation of character, there
will be fastidiousness. It is only in novels and on tomb-
stones that we meet with people who are indulgent to
the faults of others, and unmerciful to their own; and
Dryden, at all events, was not one of these paragons.
ttis charity was extended most liberally to others;
but it certainly began at home. In taste he was by no
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means deficient. His'critical works are, beyond all com-
parison, superior to any which had, tilt then, appeared in
England. They were generally intended as apologies for
his own poems, rather than "_s expositions of general
principles; he, therefore, often attempts to deceive the
reader by sophistry which could scarcely have deceived
himself. His dicta are the dicta, not of a judge, but of an
advocate;--often of an advocate in an unsound cause.

Yet, in the very act of misrepresenting the laws of com-
position, he shows how well he understands them. But
he was perpetuaUy acting against his better knowledge.
His sins were sins against light. He trusted that what
was bad would be pardoned for the sake of what was
good. !_That was good, he took no pains to make better.
He was not, like most persons who rise to eminence, dis-
satisfied even with his best productions. He had set up
no unattainable standard of perfection, the contemplation
of which might at once improve and mortify him. His
path was not attended by an unapproachable mirage of
excellence, for ever receding, and tbr ever pro-sued. He
was not disgusted by the negligence of others; and he ex-
tended the same toleration to himself. His mind was of

a slovenly character,--fond of splendour, but indifferent
to neatness. Hence most of Iris writings exhibit the slut.
tish magltificence of a _ussian noble, all vermin and dia-
monds, dirty linen and inestimable sables. Those thults

which spring from affectation, time and thought in a great
measure removed from his poems. But his carelessness
he retained to the last. If towards the close of his life he

less frequently went wrong from negligence, it was only
because long habits of composition rendered it more easy
to go right. In his best pieces we find false rhymes,--
triplets, in which the third line appears to be a mere in-
truder, and, while it breaks the music, adds nothing to the
meaning,--gigantic Alexandrines of fourteen and sixteen
syllables, and truncated verses tbr which he never troubled
himself to find a termination or a partner.

a2
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Such are the beauties and the faults which may
be found in profusion throughout the later works of
Dryden. A more just and complete estimate of his
natural and acquired powers,--of the merits of his
style and of its blemishes,--may be formed from the
Hind and Panther, than from any of his other writings.
As a didactic poem, it is far superior to the Religio Laici.
The satirical parts, particularly the character of ]3urnet,
are scarcely inferior to the best passages in Absalom and
Achitophel. There are, moreover, occasional touches of a
tenderness which affects us more, because it is decent,

rational, and manly, and reminds us of the best scenes in
his. tragedies. His versification sinks and swells in happy
mfison with the subject ; and his wealth of language seems
to be unlimited. Yet, the carelessness with which he has
constructed his plot, and the innumerable inconsistencies
into which he is every moment falling, detract much from
the pleasm'e which such various excellence affords.

In Absalom and Achitophet he lilt upon a new and rich
vein, which he worked with signal success. The ancient
satirists were the subjects of a despotic government.
They were compelled to abstain from political topics, and
to confine their attention to the frailties of private life.
They might, indeed, sometimes venture to take liberties
with public men,

" Quorum Flaminia tegitLtr cinis atque Latina."

Thus Juvenal immortalised the obsequious senators who
met to decide the fate of the memorable tm'bot. His

fourth satire frequently reminds us of the great political
poem of Dryden; but it was not written till Domitian
had fallen : and it wants sometlfing of the peculiar flavour
which belongs to contemporary invective alone. His
anger has stood so long that, though the body is not im-
paired, the effervescence, the first cream, is gone. ]3oileau
lay under similar restraints ; and, if he had been free from
all restraint,would have been no match for our countryman.
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The advantages which Dryden derived from the nature
of his subject he improved to the very utmost, tI_s man-
ner is almost perfect. The style of Horace and Boileau is
fit only for light subjects. The Frenchman did indeed
attempt to turn the theolo_cal reasonings of the Provin-
cial Letters into verse, but with very indifferent success.
The glitter of Pope is cold. The ardour of Persius is
without brilliancy, hiagnificent versification and ingeni-
ous combinations rarely harmonise with the expression of
deep feeling. In Juvenal and Dryden alone we have the
sparkle and the heat together. Those great satirists suc-
ceeded in communicating the fervour of their feelings to
materials the most incombustible, and kindled the whole

mass into a blaze, at once dazzling and destructive. We
cannot, indeed, think, without regTet, of the part which so
eminent a writer as Dryden took in the disputes of that
period. There was, no doubt, madness and wickedness
on both sides. ]3ut there was liberty on the one, and des-
potism on the other. On this point, however, we will not
dwell. _AtTalavera the English and French troops for a
moment suspended their conflict, to drink of a stream

which flowed between them. The shells were passed
across from enemy to enemy without apprehension or
molestation. We, in the same manner, would rather as-

sist our political adversaries to drink with us of that foun-
tain of intellectual pleasure, which should be the common
refreshment of both parties, than disturb and pollute it
with the havock of unseasonable hostilities.

!_acflecnoe is inferior to Absalom and Achitophel, only
in the subject. In the execution it is even superior. But
the greatest work of Dryden was the last, the Ode on
Saint Cecilia's day, It is the master-piece of the second
class of poetry, and ranks but just below the great models
of the first. It reminds us of the Pedasus of Achilles--

By comparing it with the impotent ravings of the heroic
Q3
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tragedies, we may measure the proHess which the mind
of Dryden had made. He had learned to avoid a too
audacious competition with higher natures, to keep at a
distance from the verge of bombast or nonsense, to ven-
ture on no expression which did not convey a distinct
idea to his own mind. There is none of that "darkness

visible" of style which he had formerly affected, and in
which the greatest poets only can succeed. Everything is
definite, significant, and picturesque. His early writings
resembled the gigantic works of those Chinese gardeners
who attempt to rival nature herself, to form cataracts
of terrific height and sound, to raise precipitous ridges
of mountains, and to imitate in artificial plantations the
vastness and the gloom of some primeval forest. This
manner he abandoned ; nor did he ever adopt the Dutch
taste which Pope affected, the trim parterres, and the
rectangular walks. He rather resembled our Kents and
Browns, who, imitating the great features of landscape
without emulating them, consulting the genius of the
place, assisting nature and carefully disguising their art,
produced, not a Chamouni or a Niagara, but a Stowe or
a Hagley.

We are, on the whole, inclined to regret that DlTden
did not accomplish his purpose of writing an epic poem.
It certainly would not have been a work of the highest
rank. It would not have rivalled the Iliad, the Odyssey,
or the Paradise Lost ; but it would have been superior to
the productions of Apollonius, Lucan, or Statius, and not
inferior to the Jerusalem Delivered. It would probably
have been a vigorous narrative, animated with something
of the spMt of the old romances, enriched with much
splendid description, and interspersed with fine declama-
tions and disquisitions. The danger of Dryden would
have been from aiming too high ; from dwelling too much,
for example, on his angels of kingdoms, and attempting
a competition with that great writer who in his own
time had so incomparably succeeded in representing to
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us the sights and sounds of another world. To N.ilton,
and to l_iilton alone, belonged the secrets of the great deep,
the beach of sulphur, the ocean of fire, the palaces of the
fallen dominations, glimmering through the everlasting
shade, the silent wilderness of verdure and fragrance
where armed angels kept watch over the sleep of the first
lovers, the portico of diamond, the sea of jasper, the sap-
phire pavement empurpled with celestial roses, and the
infinite ranks of the Cherubim, blazing with adamant and
gold. The council, the tournament, the procession, the
crowded cathedral, the camp, the guard-room, the chase,
were the proper scenes for Dryden.

But we have not space to pass in review all the works
which Dryden wrote. We, therefore, will not speculate
longer on those which he might possibly have written.
He may, on the whole, be pronounced to have been a
man possessed of splendid talents, which he often
abused, and of a sound judgment, the admonitions of
which he often neglected ; a man who succeeded only in
an inferior department of his art, but who, in that depart-
ment, succeeded pre-eminently ; and who, with a more
independent spMt, a more anxious desire of excellence,
and more respect for himself, would, ill his own walk,
have attained to absolute perfection.

_4
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HISTORY.

The .Romance of History. England. By HENRYNEEI_.
London, 1828. (M_Y 1828.)

To write history respectably wthat is, to abbreviate
despatches, and make extracts from speeches, to inter-
sperse in due proportion epithets bf praise and abhorrence,
to draw up antithetic_ characters of great men, setting
forth how many contradictory _tues and vices they
united, and abounding in withs and withouts--all this is
very easy. ]_ut to be a really great historian is perhaps
the rarest of intellectual distinctions. Many scientific
works are, in their kind, absolutely perfect. There are
poems which we should be inclined to designate as fault-
less, or as disfigured only by blemishes which pass
unnoticed in the general blaze of excellence. There are
speeches, some speeches of Demosthenes particularly, in
which it would be impossible to alter a word without
altering it for the worse. But we are acquainted with no
history which approaches to our notion of what a history
ought to be- with no history which does not widely
depart, either on the right hand or on the left, from the
exact line.

The cause may easily be assigned. This province of
literature is a debatable land. It lies on the confines of
two distinct territories. It is under the jurisdiction of

two hostile powers;and, like other districts similarly
situated, it is ill defined, ill cultivated, and ill regulated.
Instead of beh_g equ,'dly shared between its two rulers,
the Reason and the Imagination, it falls alternately under
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the sole and absolute dominion of each. It is sometimes

fiction. It is sometimes theory.

History, it has been said, is philosophy teaching by
examples. Unhappily, what the philosophy gains in sound-
ness and depth the examples generally lose in vividness.
A perfect historian must possess an imagination sufficiently
powerful to make his narrative affecting and picturesque.
Yet he must control it so absolutely as to content himself
with the materials which he finds, and to refrain from

supplying deficiencies by additions of his own. He must
be a'profound and ingenious reasoner. Yet he must
possess sufficient serf-command to abstain from casting his
facts in the mould of his hypothesis. Those who can
justly esthnate these almost insuperable difficulties will
not think it strange that every writer should have failed,

. either in the narrative or in the speculative department of
history.

It may be laid down as a general rule, though subject
to considerable qualifications and exceptions, that history
beans in novel and ends in essay. Of the romantic
historians Herodotus is the earliest and the best. ttis

animation, his simple-hearted tenderness, his wonderful
talent for description and dialogue, and the pure sweet
flow of his language, place-him at the head of narrators.
He reminds us of a delightful child. There is a grace
beyond the reach of affectation in his awkwardness, a
malice in his innocence, an intelligence in his nonsense,
an insinuating eloquence in his lisp. We. _low of no
writer who makes such interest for himself and his book
in the heart of the reader. At the distance of three-and-

twenty centuries, we feel for him the same sort of pitying
fondness which Fontaine and Gay are said to have insph'ed
in society. He has written an incomparable book. He
has written something better perhaps than the best history;
but he has not written a good history ; he is, from the
first to the last chapter, an inventor. We do not here
refer merely to those gross fictions with which he has
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been reproached by the critics of later times. We speak
of that colouring which is equally diffused over lfis whole
narrative, and which perpetually-leaves the most sagacious
reader in doubt what to reject and what to receive. The
most authentic parts of his work bear the same relation
to his wildest legends which Henry the Fifth bears to the
Tempest. There was an expedition undertaken by Xerxes
against Greece; and there was an invasion of France.
There was a battle at l_lataza ; and there was a battle at

Agincourt. Cambridge and _]xeter, the Constable and
the Dauphin, were persons as real as Demaratus and
Pausanias. The harangue of the Archbishop on the
Salic Law and the Book of l\'umbers differs much less

from the orations wlfich have in all ages proceeded from
the right reverend bench than the speeches of Mardo-
nins and Artabanus from those which were delL_ered at

the council-board of Susa. Shakspeare gives us enume-
rations of armies, and returns of killed and wounded,
which are not, we suspect, much less accurate than those
of Herodotus. There are passages in Herodotus nearly
as long as acts of Shakspeare, in which everything is told
dramatically, and in which the narrative serves only the
purpose of stage-directions. It is possible, no doubt, that
the substance of some real conversations may have been
reported to the historian. But events, which, if they ever
happened, happened in ages and nations so remote that
the particulars could never have been known to him, are
related with the greatest minuteness of detail. We ]lave
all that Candaules said to Gyges, and all that passed
between Astyages and Harpagus. We are, therefore,
unable to judge whether, in the account which he gives
of transactions respecting which he might possibly have
been well informed, we can trust to anything beyond the
naked outline; whether, for example, the answer of
Gelon to the ambassadors of the Grecian confederacy, or
the expressions which passed between Aristides and
Themistocles at their famous interview, have been cor-
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rectly transmitted to us. The great events are, no doubt,
faithfully related. So, probably, are many of the slighter
circumstances; but which of them it is impossible to
ascertain. The fictions are so much like the facts, and

the facts so much like the fictions, that, with respect to
many most interesting particulars, our belief is neither
given nor withheld, but remains in an uneasy and inter-
ruinable state of abeyance. We know that there is truth ;
but we cannot exactly decide where it lies.

The faults of Herodotus are the faults of a simple and
imaginative mind. Children and servants are remarkably
Herodotean in their style of narration. They tell every-
thing dramatically. Their says ]_es and says s]_es are
proverbial. Every person who has had to settle their
disputes knows that, even when they have no intention to
deceive, their reports of conversation always reqtth'e to
be carefully sifted. If an educated man were gi_-ing an
account of the late change of administration, he would
say--" Lord Ooderich resigned ; and the King, in con-
sequence, sent for the Duke of Wellington." A porter
tells the story as if he had been hid behind the curtains of
the royal bed at Windsor : "So Lord Ooderich says, ' I
cannot manage this business ; I must go out.' So the
King says,- says he, 'Well, then, I must send for the
Duke of Wellington -- that's all.' " This is in the very
manner of the father of history.

Herodotus wrote as it was natural that he should write.

He wrote for a nation susceptible, curious, lively, insatia-
bly desirous of novelty and excitement ; for a nation in
which the fine arts had attained their highest excellence,
but in which philosophy was still in its infancy, ttis
countrymen had but recently begun to cultivate prose
composition. Public transactions had generally been re-
corded in verse. The first historians might, therefore,
indulge without, fear of censure in the license allowed to
their predecessors the bards. Books were few. The
events of former times were learned from tradition and
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from popular ballads ; the manners of foreign countries
from the reports of travellers. It is well known that the
mystery which overhangs what is distant, either in space
or time, frequently prevents us from censuring as un-
natural what we perceive to be impossible. We stare at
a dragoon who has killed three French cuirassiers, as a
prodigy; yet we read, without the least disgust, how
Godfrey slew his thousands, and Rinaldo his ten thousands.
_Vithin the last hundred years, stories about China and
Bantam, which ought not to have imposed on an old
nurse, were gravely laid down as foundations of political
theories by eminent philosophers. What the time of the
Crusades is to us, the generation of Croesus and Solon was
to the Greeks of the time of Herodotus. Babylon was
to them what 1)ekin was to the French academicians of

the last century.
For such a people was the book of Herodotus composed;

and, if we may trust to a report, not sanctioned indeed
by writers of high authority, but in itself not improbable,
it was composed, not to be read, but to be heard. It was
not to the slow circulation of a few copies, which the rich
only could possess, that the aspiring author looked for his
reward. The great Olympian festival,- the solemnity
which collected multitudes, proud of the Grecian name,
from the wildest mountains of Doris, and the remotest

colonies of Italy and Libya,_was to witness his triumph.
The intercst of the narrative, and the beauty of the style,
were aided by the imposing effect of recitation,--by the
splendour of the spectacle,_ by the powerful influence of
sympathy. A critic who could have asked for authori-
ties in the midst of such a scene must have been of a

cold and sceptical nature ; and few such critics were there.
As was the historian, such were the auditors,--inquisitive,
credulous, easily moved by religious awe or patriotic en-
thusiasm. They were the very men to hear with delight
of strange beasts, and birds, and trees,- of dwarfs, and
giants, and cannibals- of gods, whose very names it
was impiety to utter,--of ancient dynasties, which had left
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behind them monuments surpassing all the works of later
times,w of towns like provinces,- of rivers like seas,--
of stupendous walls, and temples, and pyramids,-- of the
rites which the _agi performed at daybreak on the tops
of the mountains,--of the secrets inscribed on the eter-

nal obelisks of _emphis. With equal delight they would
have listened to the graceful romances of their own coun-
try. They now heard of the exact accomplishment of
obscure predictions, of the punishment of crimes over
wlfich the justice of heaven had seemed to slumber,--of
dreams, omens, warnings from the dead,--of princesses,
for whom noble suitors contended in every generous
exercise of strength and skill,- of infants, strangely
preserved from the dagger of the assassin, to fulfil high
destinies.

As the narrative approached their own times, the in-
terest became still more absorbing. The chronicler had
now to tell the story of that great conflict from which
Europe dates its intellectual and political supremacy,--
a story which, even at this distance of time, is the most
marvellous and the most touching in the annals of the

hmnan race,--a story abounding with all that is wild and
wonderful, with all that is pathetic and animating ; with
the gigantic caprices of infinite wealth and despotic power
-- with the mightier miracles of wisdom, of _'tue, and of
courage. He told them of rivers dried up in a day,--of
provinces famished tbr a meal,-- of a passage for ships
hewn through the mountains,w of a road for armies
spread upon the waves,--of monarchies and common-
wealths swept away,--of anxiety, of terror, of confusion,
of despah'!--and then of proud and stubborn hearts
tried hi that extremity of evil, and not found wanting,-
of resistance long maintained against desperate odds,-- of
lives dearly sold, when resistance could be maintahmd no
more,--of signal deliverance, and of unsparing revenge.
Whatever gave a stronger air of reality to a narrative so
well calculated to fi_ame the passions, and to flatter

national pride, was certain to be favourably received.
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:Between the time at which Herodotus is said to have

composed his history, and the close of the Peloponnesian
war, about forty years elapsed,--forty years, crowded with
great military and pohtical events. The circumstances of
that period produced a great effect on the Grecian cha-
racter ; and nowhere was this effect so remarkable as in
the illustrious democracy of Athens. An Athenian, in-
deed, even in the time of Herodotus, would scarcely
have written a book so romantic and garrulous as that
of Herodotus. As civilisation advanced, the citizens of

that famous republic became still less visionary, and
still less simple-hearted. They aspired to know where
their ancestors had been content to doubt; they began
to doubt where their ancestors had thought it their
duty to believe. _ristophanes is fond of alluding to this
change in the temper of his countrymen. The father
and son, in the Clouds, are evidently representatives
of the generations to which they respectively belonged.
Nothing more clearly illustrates the nature of this moral
revolutmn than the change which passed upon tragedy.
The wild subhmity of .cl_schylus became the scoff of
every young Phidippides. Lectures on abstruse points of
philosophy, the fine (hstinctions of casuistry, and the
dazzling thnce of rhetoric, were substituted for poetry,
The language lost something of that infantine sweetness
which had characterised it. It became less like the ancient
Tuscan, and more like the modern French.

The fashionable logic of the Greeks was, indeed, far
from strict. Logic never can be strict where boo_ are
scarce, and where information is conveyed orally. We
are all aware how frequently fallacies, which, when set
down on paper, are at once detected, pass for unanswer-
able arguments when dexterously and volubly urged in
Parliament, at the bar, or in private conversation. The
reason is evident. We cannot inspect them closely enough
to perceive their inaccuracy. We cannot readily compare
them with each other. _'e lose sight of one part of the
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subject before another, which ought to be received in
connection with it, comes before us ; and, as there is no
immutable record of what has been admitted and of what

has been denied, direct contradictions pass muster with
little difficulty. Almost all the education of a Greek
consisted in talking and listening, ttis opinions on go-
vernment were picked up in the debates of the assembly.
If he wished to study metaphysics, instead of shutting
himself up with a book, lie walked down to the market-
place to look for a sophist. So completely were men
formed to these habits, that even writing acquired a con-
versational air. The philosophers adopted the form of
dialogue, as the most natural mode of communicating
knowledge. Their reasonings have the merits and the de-
fects which belong to that species of composition, and are
characterised rather by quickness and subtilty than by
depth and precision. Truth is exhibited in parts, and by
glimpses. Innumerable clever hints are given; but no
sound and durable system is erected. The arjument_m
ad hominem, a -kind of argument most efficacious in debate,
but utterly useless for the investigation of general prin.
ciples, is among their favourite resources. Hence. though
nothing can be more admirable than the skill which
Socrates displays in the conversations which Plato has re-
ported or invented, his victories, for the most part, seem
to us unprofitable. A trophy is set up ; but no new pro-
vince is added to the dominions of the human mind.

Still, where thousands of keen and ready intellects were
constantly employed in speculating on the qualities of
actions and on the principles of government, it was lm-
possible that history should retain its old character. It
became less gossiping and less picturesque; but much
more accurate, and somewhat more scientific.

The history of Thucydides differs from that of Hero-
dotus as a portrait differs from the representation of an
imaginary scene ; as the Burke or Fox of l%ynolds differs
from his Ugohno or his Beaufort. In the former case,
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the archetype is given : in the latter, it is created. The
faculties which are required for the latter purpose are of
a higher and rarer order than those which suffice for the
former, and indeed necessarily comprise them. He who is
able to paint what he sees with the eye of the mind will
surely be able to paint what he sees with the eye of the
body. He who can invent a story, and tell it well, will also
be able to tell, in an interesting manner, a story which he
has not invented. If, in practice, some of the best writers
of fiction have been among the worst writers of history,
it has been because one of their talents had merged in
another so completely that it could not be severed ; be-
cause, having long been habituated to invent and narrate
at the same time, they found it impossible to narrate
without inventing.

Some capricious and discontented artists have affected
to consider portrait-painting as unworthy of a man of
genius. Some critics have spoken in the same con-
temptuous manner of history. Johnson puts the case
thus: The historian tells either what is false or what is
true: in the former case he is no historian: in the

latter he has no opportunity for displaying his abilities :
for truth is one: and all who tell the truth must tell it
alike.

It is not difficult to elude both the horns of this

dilemma. We will recur to the analogous art of portrait-
painting. Any man with eyes and hands may be taught
to take a likeness. The process, up to a certain point, is
merely mechanical. If this were all, a man of talents
might justly despise the occupation. But we could men-
tion portraits which are resemblances,- but not mere re-
semblances; faithful,- but much more than faithful;
portraits which condense into one point of time, and
exhibit, at a single glance, the whole history of turbid
and eventful lives --in which the eye seems to scrutinise
us, and the mouth to command us- in which the brow

menaces, and the lip almost quivers with scorn -- in which
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every wrinkle is a comment on some important trans-
action. The account which Thucydides has given of the
retreat from Syracuse is, among narratives, what Vandyk's
Lord Stratford is among paintings.

Diversity, it is said, implies error: truth is one, and
admits of no degrees. We answer, that this principle
holds good only in abstract reasonings. When we talk
of the truth of imitation in the fine arts, we mean an

imperfect and a graduated truth. No picture is exactly like
the original ; nor is a picture good in proportion as it is like
the original. When Sir Thomas Lawrence paints a hand-
some peeress, he does not contemplate her through a
powerful microscope, and transfer to the canvass the pores
of the skin, the blood-vessels of the eye, and all the other
beauties which Gulliver discovered in the Brobdignag_an
maids of honour. If he were to do this, the effect would

not merely be unpleasant, but, unless the scale of the
picture were proportionably enlarged, would be absolutely
false. And, after all, a microscope of _eater power than
that which he had employed would convict him of imm-
merable omissions. The same may be said of history. Per-
fectly and absolutely true it cannot be : for, to be perfectly
and absolutely true, it ought to record all the slightest
particulars of the slightest transactions--all the things
done and all the words uttered during the time of which
it treats. The omission of any circumstance, however in-
significant, would be a defect. If history were written
thus, the Bodleian library would not contain the occur-
rences of a week. What is told in the fullest and most

accurate annals bears an infinitely small proportion to
what is suppressed. The difference between the copious
work of Clarendon and the account of the civil wars in

the abridgment of Goldsmith vanishes when compared
with the immense mass of facts respecting which both
are equally silent.

No picture, then, and no histo_; can present us with
the whole truth : but those are the best pictures mid the

VOL. I. 1_
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best histories which exhibit such parts of the truth as
most nearly produce the effect of the whole. He who is
deficient in the art of selection may, by showing nothing
but the truth, produce all the effect of the grossest false-
hood. It perpetually happens that one writer tells less
truth than another, merely because he tells more truths.
In the imitative arts we constantly see this. There are
lines in the human face, and objects in landscape, which
stand in such relations to each other, that they ought either
to be all introduced into a painting together or all omitted
together. A sketch into wtfich none of them enters may
be excellent ; but, if some are given and others left out,
though there are more points of likeness, there is less like-
ness. An outline scrawled with a pen, which seizes the
marked features of a countenance, will give a much
stronger idea of it than a bad painting in oils. Yet the
worst painting in otis that ever hung at Somerset House
resembles the original in many more particulars. A bust
of white marble may give an excellent idea of a blooming
£me. Colour the lips and cheeks of the bust, leaving the
hair and eyes unaltered, and the similarity, instead of being
more striking, will be less so.

ttisto_- has its fore_otmd and its back_ound : and it
is principally in the management of its perspective that
one artist differs from another. Some events must be

r_)resented on a large scale, others diminished ; the great
majority will be lost in the dinmess of the horizon ; and a
general idea of their joint effect will be given by a few
slight touches.

Ill this respect no writer has ever equalled Thucydides.
He was a perfect master of the art of gradual diminution.
His history is sometimes as concise as a chronological
chart; yet it is always perspicuous. It is sometimes as
minute as one of Lovelace's letters ; yet it is never prolix.
He never fails to contract and to expand it in the right
place.

Thucydides borrowed from Herodotus the practice of
putting speeches of his own into the mouths of his cha-
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racters. In tterodotus this usage is scarcely censurable,.
It is of a piece with his whole manner. But it is alto-
gether incongruous in the work of his successor, and vi()-
lates, not only the accuracy of history, but the decencies
of fiction. When once we enter into the spirit of Hero-
dotus, we find no inconsistency. The conventional pro-
babihty of his drama is preserved from the beginning to
the end. The deliberate orations, and the familiar dia-

logues, are in strict keeping with each other. But the
speeches of Thucydides are neither preceded nor followed
by anything with which they harmonise. They give to
the whole book something of the grotesque character of
those Chinese pleasure-grounds in which perpendicular
rocks of granite start up in the midst of a soft green
plain. Invention is shocking where truth is in such close
ju._ta-position with it.

Thucydides honestly tells us that some of these dis-
courses are purely fictitious. He may have reported the
substance of others correctly. But it is, clear from the
internal evidence that he has preserved no more tlmn the
substance. His own peculiar habits of thought and ex-
pression are everywhere discernible. IndividuJ and
national peculiarities are seldom to be traced in the senti-
ments_ and never in the diction. The oratory of the
Corinthians and Thebans is not less attic, either in matter

or in manner, than that of the Athenians. The style of
Cleon is as pure, as austere, as terse, and as significant, as
that of Pericles.

In spite of this great fault, it must be allowed that
Thucydides has surpassed all his rivals in the art of his-
torical narration, in the art of producing an effect on the
ima_nation, by skilful selection and disposition, without
indulging in the licence of invention. But narration,
though an important part of the business of a historian,
is not the whole. To append a moral to a work of fiction
is either useless or superfluous. A fiction may give a
more impressive effect to what is already known ; but it

R2
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can teach nothing new. If it presents to us characters
and trains of events to which our experience furnishes us
with nothing similar, instead of deriving instruction from
it, we pronounce it unnatural. We do not form our
opinions from it; but we try it by our preconceived
opinions. Fiction, therefore, is essentially imitative. Its
merit consists in its resemblance to a model with which

we are already ihmiliar, or to which at least we can fi_-
stantly refer. Hence it is that the anecdotes which in-
terest us most strongly in authentic narrative are offensive
when introduced into novels; that what is called the

romantic part of history is in fact the least romantic. It
is delightful as history, because it contradicts our previous
notions of human nature, and of the connection of causes

and effects. It is, on that very account, shocking and in-
congruous in fiction. In fiction, the principles are given,
to find the facts : in history, the facts are given, to find
the principles; and the writer who does not explMn the
phenomena as we]] as state them performs only one half
of his office. Facts are the mere dross of history. It is
from the abstract truth which interpenetrates them, and
lies latent among them like gold in the ore, that the mass
derives its whole value: and the precious particles are
generally combined with the baser in such a manner that
the separation is a task of the utmost difct_ty.

Here Thucydides is deficient: _he deficiency, indeed,
is not discreditable to him. It was the inequitable effect

of circumstances. It was in the nature of things neces-
sary that, in some part of its progress through political
science, the human mind should reach that point which it
attained in his time. Knowledge advances by steps, and
not by leaps. The axioms of an English debating club
would have been startling and mysterious paradoxes to
the most enlightened statesmen of Athens. :But it would
be as absurd to speak contemptuously of the Athenian on
this account as to ridicule Strabo for not having given us
an account of Chili, or to talk of Ptolemy as we talk of
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Sir Richard Phillips. Still, when we wish for solid geo-
graphical information, we must prefer the solemn cox-
combry of l_inkerton to the noble work of Strabo. If
we wanted instruction respecting the solar system, we
should consult the silliest girl from a boarding school,
rather than Ptolemy.

Thucydides was undoubtedly a sagacious and reflecting
man. This clearly appears from the ability wi_h which
he discusses practical questions. :But the talent of de-
ciding on the circumstances of a particular case is often
possessed in the highest perfection by persons destitute of
the power of generalisation. ]_:[enskilled in the military
tactics of civilised nations have been amazed at the far-

sightedness and penetration which a Mohawk displays in
concerting his stratagems, or in discerning those of his
enemies. :hi England, no class possesses so much of that
peculiar ability which is required for constructing inge-
nious schemes, and for obviating remote di_culties, as the
thieves and the thief-takers. Women have more of this

dexterity than men. Lawyers have more of it than
statesmen : statesmen have more of it than philosophers.
Monk had more of it than Harrington and all his club.
Walpole had more of it than Adam Smith or :Beccaria.
Indeed, the species of discipline by which this dexterity
is acquired tends to contract the mind, and to render it
incapable of abstract reasoning.

The Grecian statesmen of the age of Thucydides were
distinguished by their practical sagacity, their insight into
motives, their skill in devising means for the attainment
of their ends. A state of society in which the rich were
constantly planning the oppression of the poor, and the
poor the spoliation of the rich, in which the ties of party
had superseded those of country, in which revolutions and
counter revolutions were events of daily occurrence, was
naturally prolific in desperate and crafty political adventu-
rers. This was the very. school in which men were likely
to acquire the dissimulation of Mazarin, the judicious

_3
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temerity of Richelieu, the penetration, the exquisite tact,
the almost instinctive presenthnent of approaching events
which gave so much authority to the counsel of Shaftes-
bury that "it was as if a man had inquired of the oracle
of God." In this school Thucydides studied; and his
wisdom is that which such a school would naturally
afford. He judges better of circumstances than of prin-
ciples. The more a question is narrowed, the better he
reasons upon it. tIis work suggests many most important
considerations respecting the first principles of govern-
ment and morals, the growth of factions, the orgmfisation
of armies, and the mutual relations of commmfities. Yet

all his general observations on these subjects are very
superficial. His most judicious remarks differ from the
remarks of a really philosophical lfistorian, as a sum cor-
rectly east up by a book-keeper from a general expression
discovered by an algebraist. The former is useful olfly in
a single transaction ; the latter may be applied to an infi-
nite number of cases.

This opitfion will, we fear, be considered as heterodox.
t_or, not to speak of the illusion which the sight of a
Greek type, or the sound of a Greek diphthong, often pro-
duces, there are some peculiarities in the manner of Thu-
cydides which in no small degree have tended to secure
to him the reputation of profundity. His book is evidently
the book of a man and a statesman ; and in this respect
presents a remarkable contrast to the delightful childish-
ness of tterodotus. Throughout it there is an air of ma-
tured power, of grave and melancholy reflection, of impar-
tiality and habitual self-command. His feelhlgs are rarely
indulged, and speedily repressed. Vulgar prejudices of
every kind, and particularly vulgar superstitions, he treats
with a cold and sober disdain peculiar to himself. His
style is weighty, condensed, antithetical, and not unfre-
quently obscure. :But, when we look at his political
philosophy, without regard to these circumstances, we
find him to have been, what indeed it would have been
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a miracle if he had not been, simply an __then_ian of the
fifth century before Christ.

Xenophon is commonly placed, but we think without
much reason, in the same rank whh Herodotus and Thu-

cydides. He resembles them, indeed, in the purity and
sweetness of his style ; but, in spirit, he rather resembles
that later school of historians, whose works seem to be

fables composed for a moral, and who, in their eagerness
to give us warnings and examples, forget to give us men
and women: The Life of Cyrus, whether we look upon it
as a history or as a romance, seems to us a very wretched
performance. The expedition of the Ten Thousand,
and the ttistory of Grecian Affairs, are certainly pleasant
reading ; but they indicate no great power of mind. _:
truth, Xenophon, though his taste was elegant, his dispo-
sition amiable, and his intercourse with the world exten-

sive, had, we suspect, rather a weak head. Such was
evidently the opinion of that extraordina_" man to whom
he e_r]y attached himself, and for whose memory he
entertained an idolatrous veneration. He came in only
for the milk with which Socrates nourished his babes in

philosophy. A few saws of morality, and a few of the
simplest doctrines of natural reli_on, were enough for the
good young man, The strong meat, the bold speculations
on physical and metaphysic'fl science, were reserved for
auditors of a different description. Even the lawless habits
of a captain of mercenary troops could not change the
tendency which the character of Xenophon early acquired.
To the last, he seems to have retained a sort of heathen
I_uritanism. The sentiments of piety and virtue which
abound in his works are those of a well-memfing man,
somewhat timid and narrow-minded, devout from consti-
tution rather than from rational conviction. He was as

superstitious as Herodotus, but in a way far more offensive.
The very peculiarities which charm us in an infant, the
toothless mumbling, the stalmnering, the tottering, the help-
lessness, the causeless tears and laughter, are disgusting

_4
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in old age. In the same manner, the absurdity which
precedes a period of general intelligence is often
pleasing; that which follows it is contemptible. The
nonsense of Herodotus is that of a baby. The nonsense
of Xenophon is that of a dotard. His stories about

dreams, omens, and prophecies, present a strange contrast
to the passages in which the shrewd and incredulous
Thucydides mentions the popular superstitions. It is not
qtfite clear that Xenophon was honest in his credulity ;
his fanaticism was in some degree politic. He would
have made an excellent member of the Apostolic Camarilla.
An alarmist by nature, an aristocrat by party, he carried
to an unreasonable excess his horror of popular turbu-
lence. The quiet atrocity of Sparta did not shock him in
the same manner ; for he hated tumult more than crimes.

He was desirous to find restraints which might curb the
passions of the multitude ; and he absurdly fancied that
he lind found them in a religion without evidences or
sanction, precepts or example, in a frigid system of
Theophilanthropy, supported by nursery t_les.

l_olybius and Arrian have given us authentic accounts
of facts ; and here their merit ends. They were not men
of comprehensive minds ; they had not the art of telling
a story in an interesting manner. They have in conse-
quence been thro_na into the shade by writers who,
though less studious of truth than themselves, understood

far better the art of producing effect,--byLivy and Quintus
Curtius.

Yet Polybius and Arrian deserve high praise when
compared with the writers of that school of which l_lu-
tarch may be considered as the head. t_or the historians

of this class we must confess that we entertain a peculiar
aversion. They seem to have been pedants, who, though
destitute of those valuable qualities which are frequently
found in conjunction with pedantry., thought themselves
great philosophers and great politicians. They not only
mislead their readers in every page, as to particular facts,
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but they appear to have altogether misconceived the whole
character of the times of which they write. They were
inhabitants of an empire bounded by the Atlantic Ocean
and the Euphrates, by the ice of Scythia and the sands
of _'[auritania; composed of nations whose manners,
whose languages, whose religion, whose countenances and
complexions, were widely different; governed by one
mighty despotism, which had risen on the ruins of a
thousand commonwealths and kingdoms. Of liberty, such
as it is in small democracies, of patriotism, such as it is
in small independent communities of any kind, they had,
and they could have, no experimental knowledge. But
they had read of men who exerted themselves in the
cause of their country with an energy unknown in later
times, who had _fiolated the dearest of domestic charities,

or voluntarily devoted themselves to death, for the public
good ; and they wondered at the degeneracy of their con-
temporaries. It never occmTed to them that the feelings
which they so greatly admired sprung from local and
occasional causes; that they will always grow up spon-
taneously in small societies; and that, in large empires,
though they may be forced into existence for a short
time by pecuEar circumstances, they cannot be general or
permanent. It is impossible that any man should feel for
a fortress on a remote frontier as he feels for his own

house ; that he should grieve for a defeat in which ten
thousand people whom he never saw have fallen as he
grieves for a defeat which has half unpeopled the street
in which he lives; that he should leave his home tbr a

military expedition in order to preserve the balance of
power, as cheerfully as he would leave it to repel in-
vaders who had begun to burn all the corn fields in his
neighbourhood.

The writers of whom we speak should have considered
this. They should have considered that in patriotism,
such as it existed amongst the Greeks, there was nothing
essentially and eternally good; that an exclusive attach-
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ment to a particular society, though a natural, and, under
certain restrictions, a most useflfl sentiment, implies no
extraordinary attainments in wisdom or virtue; that,
where it has existed in an intense degree, it has turned
states into gangs of robbers whom theh" mutual fidelity
has rendered more dangerous, has given a character of
peculiar atrocity to war, and has generated that worst of
all political evils, the tyramly of nations over nations.

Enthusiastically attached to the name of liberty, these
historians troubled themselves little about its definition.

The Spartans, tormented by ten thousand absurd re-
straints, unable to please themselves in the choice of their
wives, their suppers, or their coral)any, compelled to
assume a peculiar rammer, and to talk in a peculiar st)q,,,,
gloried in their liberty. The aristocracy of l_ome re-
pe'_tedly ma,te liberty a plea for cutting oi_ the favourites
of the people. In almost all the little commonwealths of
antiquity, liberty was used as a pretext for measm-es
directed against everything which makes liberty valimb]e,
for measures which stifled discussion, corrupted the
administration of justice, and discouraged the accmnu-
lation of property. The writers, whose works we are
considering, confounded the sound with the substance,
and the means with the end. Their imaginations were in-
flamed by mystery. They conceived of liberty as monks
conceive of love, as cockneys conceive of the happiness
trod imlocence of rural lifh, as novel-reading sempstresses
conceive of Almack's and Grosve'lor Squm'e, accomplished
l_Iarque_ses and handsome Colonels of the Guards. In
the relation of events, and the delineation of characters,
they have paid little attention to f'tcts, to the costmne of
the times of which they pretend to treat, or to the general
principles of human nature. They have been ihithful
only to their own puerile and extravagant doctrines.
Generals and statesmen are metmnorphosed into mag-
nanimous coxcombs, from whose fulsome virtues we turn
away with disgust. The fine sayings and exploits of their
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heroes remind us of the insufferable perfections of Sh-
Charles Grandison, and affect us with a nausea similar to
that which we feel when an actor, in one of Morton's or

:Kotzebue's plays, lays iris hand on his heart, advances to
the ground-lights, and mouths a moral sentence for the
edification of the gods.

These writers, men who knew not what it was to have
a country, men who had never enjoyed political rights,
brought into fashion an offensive cant about patriotism
and zeal for freedom. What the English Puritans did for
the language of Christianity, what Scuderi did for the
language of love, they did for the language of public
spirit. By habitual exaggeration they made it mean.
By monotonous emphasis they made it feeble. They
abused it till it became scarcely possible to use it with
effect.

Their ordinary rules of morality are deduced from ex-
treme cases. The common regimen which they prescribe
for society is made up of those desperate remedies which
only its most desperate distempers require. They look
with peculiar complacency on actions which even those
who approve them consider as exceptions to laws of
almost mfiversal application--which bear so close an
affinity to the most atrocious crimes that, even where it
may be unjust to censure them, it is unsafe to praise them.
It is not strange, therefore, that some flagitious instances
of perfidy and cruelty should have been passed unchal-
lenged in such company, that grave moralists, with no
personal interest at stake, should have extolled, in the
highest terms, deeds of which the atrocity appalled even
the fiffm-iated factions in whose cause they were perpe-
trated. The part which Timoleon took in the assassina-
tion of his brother shocked many of his own partisans.
The recollection of it preyed long on his own mind.
:But it was reserved for historians who lived some cen-

turies later to discover that his conduct was a glorious
display of ",q_rtue,and to lament that, fi'om the fi-ailty of
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human nature, a man who could perform so great an
exploit could repent of it.

The writings of these men, and of their modern imi-
tators, have produced effects which deserve some notice.
The English have been so long accustomed to political
speculation, and have enjoyed so large a measure of prac-
tical liberty, that such works have produced little effect
on their minds. We have classical associations and great
names of our own which we can confidently oppose to
the most splendid of ancient times. Senate has not to
our ears a sound so venerable as Parliament. We re-

spect the Great Charter more than the laws of Solon.
The Capitol and the Forum impress us with less awe than
our own Westminster Hall and Westminster Abbey, the
place where the great men of twenty generations have
contended, the place where they sleep together! The
list of warriors and statesmen by whom our constitution
was founded or preserved, from De Montfort down to
Fox, may well stand a comparison with the :Fasti of Rome.
The dying thanksgiving of Sidney is as noble as the
libation which Thrasea poured to Liberating Jove: and
we think with far less pleasure of Cato tearing out his
entrails than of Russell saying, as he turned away from
his wife, that the bitterness of death was past. Even
those parts of our history over which, on some accounts,
we would gladly throw a veil may be proudly opposed to
those on which the moralists of antiquity loved most to
dwell. The enemy of English libertywas not murdered
by men whom he had pardoned and loaded with benefits.
He was not stabbed in the back by those who smiled and
cringed before his face. :He was vanquished on fields of
stricken battle ; he was arraigned, sentenced, and executed
in the face of heaven and earth. Our liberty is neither
Greek nor Roman; but essentially English. It has a
character of its own,- a character which has taken a
tinge from the sentiments of the chivalrous ages, and
which accords with the peculial_ties of our mam:ers and
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of our insular situation. It has a language, too, of its
own, and a language singularly idiomatic, full of meaning
to ourselves, scarcely intelligible to strangers.

Here, therefore, the effect of books such as those which

we have been considering has been harmless. They
]lave, indeed, given currency to many very erroneous
opinions with respect to ancient history. They have
heated the imaginations of boys. They have misled the
judgment and corrupted the taste of some men of letters,
such as Akenside and Sir William Jones. But on persons
engaged in public affairs they have had very little influ-
ence. The foundations of our constitution were laid by
men who knew nothing of the Greeks but that they
denied the orthodox procession and cheated the Crusa-
ders ; and nothing of l_ome, but that the Pope lived there.
Those who followed, contented themselves with .improving
on the original plan. They found models at home ; and
therefore they did not look for them abroad. But, when
enlightened men on the Continent began to think about
political reformation, having no patterns before their eyes
in their domestic history, they naturally had recourse to
those remains of antiquity, the study of which is consi-
dered throughout Europe as an important part of educa-
tion. The historians of whom we have been speaking
had been members of large communities, and subjects of
absolute sovereigns. Hence it is, as we have already
said, that they commit such gross errors in spea-ldng of
the little repubhcs of antiquity. Their works were now
read in the spirit in wlfich they had been written. They
were read by men placed in circumstances closely resem-
bling their own, unacquainted with the real nature of

liberty, but inclined to betieve everything good which
could be told respecting it. How powerfully these books
impressed these speculative reformers, is well known to
all who have paid any attention to the French literature
of the last century. But, perhaps, the writer on whom
they produced the greatest effect was ¥ittorio Alfieri.
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In some of his plays,particularlyin Virginia,Timoleon,

and Brutus the Younger, he has even caricaturedthe

extravaganceof]_ismasters.

It was not strange that the blind,thus led by the

blind,should stumble. The transactionsof the French

l_evolution,in some measure,took theircharacterfrom

these works. H_ithout the assistanceof these works,

indeed,a revolutionwould have taken p]ace,--arevolu-

tionproductiveofmuch good and much evil,tremendous

but shortlived,evildearlypurchased,but durable good.

But itwould not have been exactlysuch a revolution.

The style,the accessories,would have been in many

respectsdifferent.There would have been lessof bom-

bast in language,lessof affectationin manner, lessof

solemn triflingand ostentatioussimplicity.The acts

of ]egis]ativeassemblies,and the correspondence of

diplomatists,would not have been disgraced by rants

worthy only of a collegedeclamation. The government

of a great and polishednationwould not have rendered

itselfridiculousby attemptingto revivethe usagesof a

woHd which had longpassedaway, or ratherof a world

which had never existedexcept in the descriptionof a
fantasticschoolofwriters. These second-handimitations

resembled the originalsabout as much as the classical

feastwith which the Doctor in _eregrine_ickleturned

the stomachs of allhis guestsresembled one of the

suppersofLucullusin the Hall ofApollo.

These were mere follies.]3ut the spiritexcitedby

thesewritersproduced more seriouseffects.The greater

partof the erhneswhich disgracedthe revolutionsprmlg

indeed from the relaxationof law, from popular igno-

rance,from the remembrance of past oppression,from

the fearof foreignconquest,from rapacity,from ambi-

tion,from party-spirit.But many atrociousproceedings

must, doubtless,be ascribedto heated imagination,to

perverted prh,ciple, to a distaste for what was vulgar in
morals, and a passion for what was startling and dubious.
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5it. :Burke has touched on this subject with great felicity
of expression: " The gradation of their republic," says
he, "is laid in moral paradoxes. All those instances to
be found in history, whether real or fabulous, of a doubt-
ful public spirit, at which morality is pel_lexed, rea,-on is
staggered, and from which affrighted nature recoils, are
their chosen and almost sole examples for the instruction
of their youth." This evil, we believe, is to be directly
ascribed to the influence of the historians whom we have

mentioned, and theft• modern imitators.
Livy had some faults in common with these writers.

But on the whole he must be considered as forming
a class by himself: no historian with whom we are
acquainted has shown so complete an indifference to
truth. He seems to have cared only about the pic-
turesque effect of his book, and the honour of his coun-
try. On the other hand, we do not know, in the whole
range of literature, an instance of a bad thing so well
done. The painting of the narrative is beyond description
vivid and graceful. The abundance of interesting senti-
ments and splendid image13" in the speeches is ahnost
miraculous. His mind is a soil which is never over-

teemed, a fountain which never seems to trickle. It

pours forth profusely; yet it gives no sign of exhaustion.
It was probably to tiffs exuberance of thought and
]angusge, always fresh, always sweet, always pure, no
sooner yielded than repaired, that the critics applied
that expression which has been so much discussed, lactea
ubertas.

All the merits and all the defects of :Livy take a colour-
ing from the character of' his nation. He was a _u-iter
pecuharly l_oman ; the proud citizen of a commonweahh
which had indeed lost the reality of hberty, but which
_till sacredly preserved its forms--in fact the subject of
an arbitrary prince, but in his own estimation one of the
masters of the world, with a hundred kings below him,
and only the gods above him. He, therefore, looked
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back on former times with feelings far different from
those which were naturally entertained by his Greek
contemporaries, and which at a later period became
generM among men of letters throughout the Roman
Empire. He contemplated the past with interest and
delight, not because it furnished a contrast to the present,
but because it had led to the present. He recurred to
it, not to lose in proud recollections the sense of national
de_'adation, but to trace the ,pro_'ess of national glory.
It is true that lfis veneration for antiquity produced on
him some of the effects which it produced on those who
arrived at it by a very different road. He has something
of their exaggeration, something of their cant, something
of their fondness for anomalies and lusus naturce in

morality. Yet even here we perceive a difference. They
talk rapturously of patriotism and liberty in the abstract.
He does not seem to think any country but :Rome
deserving of love: nor is it for liberty as hberty, but
for liberty as a part of the :Roman institutions, that he
is zealous.

Of the concise and elegant accounts of the campaigns
of C_esar little can be said. They are incomparable
models for military despatches. But histories they are
not, and do not pretend to be.

The ancient critics placed Sallust in the same rank with
Lixy ; and unquestionably the small portion of his works
which has come down to us is calculated to give a high
opinion of his talents. But his style is not very pleasant:
and his most powerful work, the account of the Conspi-
racy of Catiline, has rather the air of a clever party
pamphlet than that of a history. It abounds with strange
inconsistencies, which, unexplained as they are, necessarily
excite doubts as to the fairness of the narrative. It is

true, that many circumstances now forgotten may have
been familiar to his contemporaries, and may have ren-
dered passages clear to them which to us appear dubious
and perplexing. But a great historian should remember
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that he writes for distant generations, for men who _ill
perceive the apparent contradictions, and will possess no
means of reconciling them. We can only vindicate the
fidelity of Sallust at the expense of his skill. But in fact
all the information which we have fl'om contemporaries
respecting this famous plot is liable to the same objection,
and is read by discerning men ss_th the same incredulity.
It is all on one side. 1_o answer has reached our times.

Yet, on the showing of the accusers, the accused seem
entitled to acquittal. Catiline, we are told, intrigued with
a Vesta] virgin, and murdered his own son. His house
was a den of gamblers and debauchees. I_o young man
could cro_s his threshold without danger to his fortune
and reputation. Yet tlfis is the man with whom Cicero
was willing to coalesce in a contest for the first magistracy
of the republic ; and whom he described, long after the
fatal termination of the conspiracy, as an accomplished
hypocrite, by whom he had himself been deceived, and
who had acted _fith consummate ski]] the character of a

good citizen and a good friend. We are told that the
plot was the most wicked and desperate ever "lmown, and,
almost in the same breath, that the great body of the
people, and many of the nobles, favoured it; that the
richest citizens of l_ome were eager for the spoliation of
all property, and its highest functionaries for the destruc-
tion of all order ; that Crassus, Cmsar, the Prmtor Len-

tulus, one of the consuls of the year, one of the consuls
elect, were proved or suspected to be engaged in a scheme
for subverting institutions to which they owed the highesg
honours, and introducing universal anarchy. _e are told
that a government, which knew all this, suffered the con-
spirator, whose rank, talents, and courage, rendered trim
most dangerous, to quit :Rome without molestation. _e
are told that bondmen and gladiators were to be armed

against the citizens. Yet we find that Catiline rejected
the slaves who crowded to enlist in his army, lest, as Sal-
lust himself expresses it, "he should seem to identify theh"

YOL. I. S
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cause _ith that of the citizens." Finally, we are told
that the ma_strate, who was universally allowed to have
saved all classes of his countrymen from conflagration
and massacre, rendered himself so unpopular by his
conduct that a marked insult was offered to him at the

expiration of his office, and a severe punishment inflicted
on him shortly after.

Sallust tells us, what, indeed, the letters and speeches of
Cicero sufficiently prove, that some persons considered the
shocking and atrocious parts of the plot as mere inven-
tions of the government, desigzmd to excuse its unconstitu-
tional measures. We must confess ourselves to be of that

opinion. There was, undoubtedly, a strong party desirous
to change the administration. While Pompey held the
command of an army, they could not effect theh" purpose
without preparing means for repelling force, if necessary,
by force. In all this there is nothing different from the
ordinary practice of l_oman factions. The other charges
brought against the conspirators are so inconsistent and
improbable, that we give no credit whatever to them. If
our readers think this scepticism unreasonable, let them
tnrn to the contemporary accounts of the Popish plot.
Let them look over the votes of Parliament, and the
speeches of the king; the charges of Scroggs, and the
harangues of the managers employed against Stratford.
A person who should form his judgment from these pieces
alone would believe that London was set on fire by the
Papists, and that Sir Edinondbtg T Godfrey was murdered
for his religion. Yet these stories are now altogether ex-
ploded. They have been abandoned by statesmen to
aldermen, by aldermen to clergymen, by clergymen to old
women, and by old women to Sir Harcourt Lees.

Of the Latin historians, Tacitus was certainly the
_'eatest. His style, indeed, is not only faulty in itself, but
is, in some respects, peculiarly unfit for historical composi-
tion. He carries his love of effect far beyond the limits
of moderation, lie tells a fine story finely : but he can-
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not tell a plain story plainly. He stimulates till stimulants
lose their power. Thucydides, as we have already observed,
relates ordinary transactions with the unpretending clear-
ness and succinctness of a gazette. His great powers of
painting he reserves for events of which the slightest
details are interesting. The simplicity of the setting gives
additional lustre to the brilliants. There are passages in
the narrative of Tacitus superior to the best which can
be quoted from Thucydides. But they are not enchased
and relieved _qth the same skill. They are far more
striking when extracted from the body of the work to
w]fich they belong than when they occur in their place,
and are read in connection with what precedes and
follows.

In the delineation of character, Tacitus is unrivalled

among historians, and has very few superiors among dra-
matists and novelists. By the delineation of character,
we do not mean the practice of drawing up epigram-
marie catalogues of good and bad qualities, and appending
them to the names of eminent men. No writer, indeed,

has done this more skilfully than Tacitus ; but this is not
his peculiar glory. All the persons who occupy a large
space in his works have an individuality of character
which seems to pervade all their words and actions.
We know them as if we had lived with them. Clau-

dius, Nero, Otho, both the .4_grippinas, are master-

pieces. But Tiberius is a still higher miracle of art.
The historian undertook to make us intimately ac-

quainted with a man singularly dark and inscrutable,--
with a man whose real disposition long remained swathed

up in intricate folds of factitious virtues, and over whose
actions the hypocrisy of his youth, and the seclusion
of his old age, threw a singular mystery. He was to
exhibit the specious qualities of the tyrant in a light
which might render them transparent, and enable us
at once to perceive the covering and the vices which
it concealed. He was to trace the gradations by

82
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which the first magistrate of a republic, a senator
mingling freely in debate, a noble associating with his
brother nobles, was transformed into an Asiatic sul-
tan; he was to exhibit a character, distinguished by
courage, self-command, and profound policy, yet de-
filed by all

".th' extravagancy
And crazy ribald_ry of fancy."

He was to mark the gradual effect of advancing age and
approaching death on this strange compound of strength
and weakness ; to exhibit the old sovereign of the world
sinking into a dotage which, though it rendered his ap-
petites eccentric, and Ms temper savage, never impairer4
the powers of his stern and penetrating nfind -- con-
scious of riffling strength, raging with capricious sensuality,
yet to the last the keenest of observers, the most artful of
dissemblers, and the most terrible of ,masters. The task was
one of extreme difficulty. The execution is almost perfect.

The talent which is required to write history thus bears
a considerably affinity to the talent of a grea_ dramatist.
There is one obvious distinction. The drmnatist creates; the

historian olfly disposes. The difference is not in the mode
of execution, but in the mode of conception. Shakspeare
is guided by a model which exists in his imagination;
Tacitus, by a model furuished fl'om without. Hamlet
is to Tiberius what the Laocoon is to the Newton of ltou-
billiac.

In this part of his art Tacit,as certain])" lind neither equal
nor second among the ancient historians. Herodotus,
though he wrote in a dramatic form, had little of dramatic
genius. The frequent dialo_es which he introduces give
vivacity and movement to the narrative, but are not strik-
ingly characteristic. Xenophon is fond of telling his
readers, at considerable length, what he thought of the
persons whose adventm'es he relates. But he does not
show them the men, and enable them to judge for them-
selves. The heroes of Livy are the most insipid of all
beings, real or imaginary, the heroes of Plutarch always ex-
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cepted. Indeed, the manner of Plutarch in this respect
reminds us of the cookery of those continental inns, the
horror of English travellers, in which a certain non-
descript broth is kept constantly boiling, and copiously
poured, without distinction, over every dish as it comes up
to table. Thucydides, though at a wide interval, comes
next to Tacitus. His Pericles, his Nicias, his Cleon,
his Brasidas, are happily discriminated. The lines are
few, the colouring faint; but the general air and expres-
siGn is caught.

We begin, like the priest in Don Quixote's library, to be
tired with taking down books one after another for sepa-
rate judgment, and feel inclined to pass sentence on them
in masses. We shall therefore, instead of pointing out
the defects and merits of the different modern historians,

state generally in what particulars they have surpassed their
predecessors, and in what we conceive them to have failed.

They have certainly been, in one sense, far more strict
in theh" adherence to truth than most of the Greek and

Roman writers. They do not think themselves entitled to
render their narrative interesting by introducing descrip-
tions, conversations, and harangues which have no existence
but in their own imagination. This improvement was
gradually introduced. History commenced among the
modern nations of Europe, as it had commenced
among the Greeks, in romance. Froissart was our Hero-
dotus. Italy was to Europe what Athens was to Greece.
In Italy, therefore, a more accurate and manly mode of
narration was early introduced. Machiavelli and Guicci-
ardini, in imitation of Li_w and Thucydides, composed
speeches for their historical personages. :But, as the clas-
sical enthusiasm which distinguished the age of Lorenzo
and Leo gradually subsided, this absurd practice was aban-
doned. In France, we fear, it still, in some degree, keeps
its ground. In our own country, a writer who should ven-
ture on it would be laughed to scorn. Whether the his-
torians of the last two centuries tell more truth than those

s3
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of antiquity, may perhaps be doubted. But it is quite cer-
tain that they tell fewer falsehoods.

In the ptfilosophy of history, the moderns have very
far surpassed the ancients. It is not, indeed, strange that
the Greeks and ttomans should not have carried the

science of government, or any other experimental science,
so far as it has been carried in our time ; for the experi-
mental sciences are generally in a state of progression.
They were better understood in the seventeenth century
than in the sixteenth, and b_ the eighteenth century than
in the seventeenth. But this constant improvement, this
natural growth of knowledge, will not altogether account
for the immense superiority of the modern writers. The
difference is a difference not in de_ee but of kind. It is
not merely that new principles have been discovered, but
that new faculties seem to be exerted. It is not that at
one time the human intellect should have made but small

progress, and at another time have advanced far; but
that at one time it should have been stationary., and at
another time constantly proceeding. In taste and imagi-
nation, in the graces of style, in the arts of persuasion, in
the magnificence of public works, the ancients were at
least our equals. The)" reasoned as justly as ourseNes
on subjects which required pure demonstration. :But in
the moral sciences they made scarcely any advance. Dm-ing
the long period which elapsed between the fifth century
before the Christian era and the fifth centm'y after it
little perceptible progress was made. All the metaphy-
sical discoveries of all the philosophers, from the time of
Socrates to the northern invasion, m'e not to be com-

pared ill importance with those which have been made
in England ever?" fifty years since the time of Elizabeth.
There is not the least reason to believe that the principles
of government, legislation, and political economy, were
better understood in the time of Augustus Cmsar than
in the time of Pericles. In our own country, the sound
doctrines of trade and jurisprudence have been, within
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the lifetime of a single generation, dimly hinted, boldly
propounded, defended, systematised, adopted by all re-
flecting men of all parties, quoted in legislative _ssemblies,
incorporated into laws and treaties.

To what is this change to be attributed ? Partly, no
doubt, to the discovery of printing, a discovery which has
not only diffused knowledge widely, but, as we have
already observed, has also introduced into reasol_ing a
precision unknown in those ancient communities, in which
information was, for the most part, conveyed orally.
There was, we suspect, another cause, less obvious, but
still more powerful

The spirit of the two most famous nations of antiquity
was remarkably exclusive. In the time of Homer the
Greeks had not begun to consider themselves as a distinct
race. They still looked with sometliing of clfildish won-
der and awe on the riches and wisdom of Sidon and

E_'pt. From what causes, and by what _'adations, theh-
feelings underwent a change, it is not easy to determine.
Their history, from the Trojan to the l°ersiau war, is
covered with an obscurity broken only by dim and scat-
tered gleams of truth. But it is certain that a great
,alteration took place. They regarded themselves as a
separate people. The): had common religious rites, and

common principles of public law, in which foreigners had
no part. In all their political systems, monarchical,
aristocratical, and democratical, there was a strong family
likeness. After the retreat of Xerxes and the fall of

lk[ardonius, national pride rendered the separation between
the Greeks and the barbarians complete. The conquerors
considered themselves men of a superior breed, men who,
in their intercourse _ith neighbouring nations, were to
teach, and not to learn. They looked for notliing out of
themselves. They borrowed nothing. They translated
nothing. We cannot call to mind a single expression of
any Greek writer earlier than the age of Augustus, indi-
cating an opinion that anything worth reading could be

s4
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written in any language except his own. The feehngs
which sprung from national glory were not altogether
extinguished by national degradation. They were fondly
cherished through ages of slavery and shame. The litera-
ture of :Rome herself was regarded with contempt by
those who had fled before her arms, and who bowed

beneath her fasces. Voltaire says, in one of his six
thousand pamphlets, that he was the first person who
told the French that England had produced eminent men
besides the Duke of Marlborough. Down to a very late
period, the Greeks seem to have stood in need of similar
information with respect to their masters. With Paulus
_Emilius, Sylla, and C_esar they were well acquainted.
:But the notions which they entertained respecting Cicero
and Yirgil were, probably, not unlike those which :Boileau
may have formed about Shakspeare. Dionysius hved in
the most splendid age of Latin poetry and eloquence.
He was a critic, and. after the manner of his age, an able
critic. He s_udied the language of :Rome, associated with
its learned men, and compiled its history. Yet he seems
to have thought its literature valuable only for the purpose
of illustrating its antiquities. His reading appears to have
been confined to its public records, and to a few old
annahsts. Once, and but once, if we remember rightly,
he quotes Ennius, to solve a question of etymology. He
has written much on the art of oratory: yet he has not
mentioned the name of Cicero.

The :Romans submitted to the pretensions of a race
which they despised. Their epic poet, while he claimed
for them pre-eminence in the arts of government and war,
acknowledged their inferiority in taste, eloquence, and
science. :Men of letters affected to understand the Greek

language better than their own. Pomponius preferred
the honour of becoming an Athenian, by intellectual
naturalisation, to all the distinctions which were to be

acquired in the pohtical contests of Rome. His great
friend composed Greek poems and memoirs. It is well

known that t'etrarch considered that beautiful language
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in which his sonnets are written, as a barbarous jargon,
and intrusted his fame to those wretched Latin hexame-

ters which, during the last four centuries, have scarcely
found four readers. Many eminent Romans appear to
have felt the same contempt for their native tongue as
compared with the Greek. The prejudice continued to a
very late period. Julian was as partial to the Greek
language as Frederic" the Great to the French: and it
seems that he could not express himself _Jth elegance in
the dialect of the state which he ruled.

Even those Latin writers who did not carry this affecta-
tion so far looked on Greece as the only fount of know-
]edge. From Greece they derived the measures of their
poetry, and, indeed, all of poetry that can be imported.
From Greece they borrowed the principles and the voca-
bnlary of their philosophy. To the literature of other
nations they do not seem to have paid the slightest
attention. The sacred books of the Hebrews, for example,
books which, considered merely as human compositions,
are invahable to the critic, the antiquarian, and the
philosopher, seem to have been utterly unnoticed by
them. The peculiarities of Judaism, and the rapid growth
of Christianity, attracted their notice. They made war
against the Jews. They made laws against the Christians.
But they never opened the books of Moses. Juvenal
quotes the Pentateuch with censure. The author of the
treatise on" the Sublime" quotes it with praise : but both
of them quote it erroneously. When we consider what
sublime poetry, what curious history, what striking and
peculiar views of the Divine nature and of the social
duties of men, are to be found in the Jewish scriptures,
when we consider that two sects on which the attention of

the government was constantly fixed appealed to those
scriptures as the rule of their faith and practice, this
indifference is astonishing. The fact seems to be, that
the Greeks admired only themselves, and that the Romans

admired only themselves and the Greeks. Literary men
turned away with disgust from modes of thought and
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expression so widely different from all that they had been
accustomed to a_nire. The effect was narrom}ess and

sameness of thought. Their minds, if we may so express
ourselves, bred in and in, and were accordingly cursed
with barrenness and degeneracy. No extraneous beauty
or vigour was engrafted on the decaying stock. By an
exclusive attention to one class of phenomena, by an
exclusive taste for one species of excellence, the human
intellect was stunted. Occasional coincidences were

turned into general rules. Prejudices were confounded
with instincts. On man, as he was found in a particular
state of society-- on government, as it had existed in a

particular corner of the world, many just observations
were made; but of man as man, or government as
government, little was known. Philosophy remained
stationary. Slight changes, sometimes for the worse and
sometimes for the better, were made in the super-
structure. :But nobody thought of examining the
foundations.

The vast despotism of the C_esars, gradually effacing all
national peculiarities, and assimilating the remotest pro-
vinees of the empire to each other, augmented the evil.
At the close of the third century after Christ, the
prospects of mankind were fearfully dreary. A system
of etiquette, as pompously frivolous as that of the

Escm_ial, had been established. A sovereign almost
invisible; a crowd of dignitaries minutely distinguished
by badges and titles ; rhetoricians who said nothing but
what had been said ten thousand times ; schools in which

nothing was ta@_t but what had been known for ages :
such was the machinery provided for the government and
instruction of the most enlightened part of the human
race. That great community was then in danger of
experiencing a calamity far more terrible than any of the
quick, inflammatory, destroying maladies, to which nations

are liable, _ a tottering, drivelling, paralytic longevity,
the immortality of the Struldbrugs, a Chinese civilisation.
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It would be easy to indicate many points of resemblance
between the subjects of Diocletian and the people of
that Celestial Empire, where, during many centuries,
nothing has been learned or unlearned; where govern-
ment, where education, where the whole system of life. is
a ceremony; where knowledge forgets to increase and
multiply, and, like the talent buried in the earth, or the
pound wrapped up in the napkin, experiences neither
waste nor augmentation.

The torpor was broken by two great revolutions, the
one moral, the other political, the one fi'om within, the
other from without. The victory of Christianity over
Paganism, considered with relation to this subject only,
was of great importance. It overthrew the old system of
morals; and with it much of tlic old system of meta-

physics. It furnished the orator with new topics of
declamation, and the logician with new points of contro-
versy. Above all, it introduced a new principle, of which
the operation was constantly felt in every part of society.
It stirred the stagnant mass fi'om the imnost depths. It
excited all the passions of a stormy democracy in the
qniet and listless population of an overgrown emph'e.
The fear of heresy did what the sense of oppl_ession could
not do; it changed men, accustomed to be turned over

like sheep fi'om tyrant to tyrant, into devoted partisans
and obstinate rebels. The tones of an eloquence which
had been silent for ages resounded from the pulpit of
Gregory. A spMt wlfieli had been extingmished on the
plains of Philippi revived in Athanasius and Ambrose.

Yet even this remedy was not sufficiently violent for
the disease. It did not prevent the empire of Constanti-
nople from relapsing, after a short paroxysm of excitement,
into a state of stupefaction, to which histol T furnishes
scarcely may parallel. We there find that a polished
society, a society in which a most intricate and elaborate
system of jurisprudence was established, in which the arts
of luxury were well understood, in which the works of "
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the great ancient writers were preserved and studied, ex-
isted for nearly a thousand years without making one
great discovery in science, or producing one book which
is read by any but curious inquirers. There were tumults,
too, and controversies, and wars in abundance : and these

things, bad as they are in themselves, have generally been
favourable to the progress of the intellect. :But here
they tormented without stimulating. The waters were
troubled ; but no healing influence descended. The agita-
tions resembled the grinnings and writhings of a galvanised
corpse, not the struggles of an athletic man.

From this miserable state the Western Empire was
saved bv the fiercest and most destroying visitation with
which 6od has ever chastened his creatures--the invasion

of the Northern nations. Such a cure was required for
such a distemper. The fire of London, it has been
_bserved, was a blessing. It burned down the city ; but
it burned out the plague. The same may be said of the
tremendous devastation of the :Roman dominions. It
annihilated the noisome recesses in which lurked the seeds

of great moral maladies; it cleared an atmosphere fatal
to the health and _gour of the human mind. It cost
Europe a thousand years of barbarism to escape the tate
of China.

At length the terrible purification was accomplished ;
and the second civilisation of mankind commenced, under

circumstances which afforded a strong security that it would
never retrograde and never pause. Europe was now a
great federal commmfitv. Her numerous states were
united by the easy ties of international law and a common
religion. Their institutions, their languages, their man-
nets, their tastes in literature, their modes of education,

were widely different. Their connection was close enough
to allow of mutual observation and improvement, yet not
so close as to destroy the idioms of national opinion and
feeling.

The balance of moral and intellectual fiNuence thus
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_ established between the nations of Europe is far more

important than the balance of political power. Indeed,

we are inclined to think that the latter is valuable princi-
pally because it tends to maintain the former. The civilised

world has thus been preserved from an uniformity of
character fatal to all improvement. Every part of it has
been illuminated with light reflected from every other.
Competition has produced acti_ity where monopoly would
have produced sluggishness. The number of experiments
in moral science which the speculator has an opportunity
of witnessing has been increased beyond all calculation.
Society and human nature, instead of being seen in a
single point of view, are presented to him under ten
thousand different aspects. By observing the manners

of surrounding nations, by studying their literatm'e, by
comparing it with that of his own country and of the
ancient republics, he is enabled to correct those errors
into which the most acute men must i_allwhen they reason
from a single species to a genus. He learns to distinguish
what is local fi'om what is universal; what is transitory
from what is eternal ; to discriminate between exceptions
and rules; to trace the operation of disturbing causes;
to separate those general principles wlfich are ahvays truc
and everywhere applicable from the accidental circum-
stances with which, in every community, they are blend_d,
and with which, in an isolated community, they are con-
founded by the most philosophical mind.

Hence it is tliat, in generalisation, the writers of modern
times have far surpassed those of antiquity. The histor-
inns of our own country are unequalled in depth and
precision of reason ; and, even in the works of our mere
compilers, we often meet with speculations beyond the
reach of Thucydides or Tacitus.

But it must, at the same time, be admitted that they
have characteristic faults, so closely connected with tlieir

characteristic merits, and of such magnitude, that it may
well be doubted whether, on the whole, this department
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of literature has gained or lost during the last two-and-
twenty centuries.

The best historians of later times have been seduced

from truth, not by their imagination, but by their reason.
They far excel their predecessors in the art of deducing
general principles from facts. :But unhappily they have
thllen into the error of distorting facts to suit general
principles. They arrive at a theory fi'om looking at some
of the phenomena; and the remaining phenomena they
strain or era'tail to suit the theory. For this purpose it is
not necessary that they should assert what is absolutely
false ; for all questions in morals and politics are questions
of comparison and degree. Any proposition which does
not involve a contradiction in terms may by possibility
be true ; and, if all the circumstances which raise a proba-
bility in its favour be stated and enforced, and those which
lead to an opposite conclusion be omitted or lightly passed
over. it may appear to be demonstrated. In every human
character and transaction there is a mixture of good and
evil : a little exaggeration, a little suppression, a judicious
use of epithets, a watchful and searching scepticism with
respect to the evidence on one side, a convenient credulity
with respect to ever?, report or tradition on the other,
may easily make a saint of Laud, or a tyrant of Hem'y
the Fourth.

This species of misrepresentation abounds in the most
valuable works of modern historians. Herodotus tells his

sto_T l_e a slovenly witness, who, heated by partialities
and prejudices, unacquainted with the established rules of
evidence, and uninstructed as to the obligations of his oath,
confounds what he imagines with what he has seen and
heard, and brings out facts, reports, conjectures, and
thncies, in one mass. Hume is an accomplished advocate.
Without positively asserting much more than he can
prove, he gives prominence to all the circumstances which
support his case ; he glides lightly over those which are
unfavourable to it ; his own witnesses are applauded and
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encouraged; the statements whieli seem to throw discredit
on them are controverted ; the contradictions into which

they fall are explained away; a clear and connected
abstract of their evidence is given. Everything that is
offered on the other side is scrutinised with the utm,,st

severity; every suspicious circumstance is a ground for
comment and invective ; what cannot be denied is exten-

uated, or passed by without notice ; concessions even are
sometimes made: but this insidious candour only in-
creases the effect of the vast mass of sophistry.

We have mentioned ttume as the ablest and most

popular writer of his class; but the charge which we
have brought against him is one to which all our most
distinguished historians are in some degree obnoxious.
Gibbon, in particular, deserves very severe censure. Of
all the numerous etflprits, however, none is more deeply
guilty than Mr. _Iitford. We willingly acknowledge the
obligations which are due to his talents and industry.
The modern historians of Greece had been in the hal_it

of writing as if the world had learned nothing new dur-
ing the last sLxteen hundred years. Instead of illustrating
the events which they narrated by the philosophy of a
more enlightened age, they judged of antiquity by itself"
alone. They seemed to think that notions, long driven
from every other corner of literature, had a prescriptive
right to occupy this last fastness. They considered all
the ancient historians as equally authentic. They scarcely
made any distinction between him who related events at
which he had himself been present and him who five
hundred years after composed a philosophic romance for
a society which had in the interval undergone a complete
change. It was all Greek, and all true ! The centuries
which separated Plutarch from Thucydides seemed as
nothing to men who lived in an age so remote. The
distance of time produced an error similar to that which
is sometimes produced by distance of place. There are
many good ladies who think that all the people in Ialdia
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live together, and who charge a friend setting out for
Calcutta with kind messages to Bombay. To Rollin and
Barthelemi, in the same manner, all the classics were

contemporaries.
Mr. Mitford certainly introduced great improvements ;

he showed us that men who wrote in Greek and Latin

sometimes told lies; he showed us that ancient history
might be related in such a manner as to furnish not only
allusions to school boys, but important lessons to states-
men. From that love of theatrical effect and high-flown
sentiment which had poisoned almost every other work on
the same subject his book is perfectly free. But his passion
for a theory as false, and far more ungenerous, led him
substantially to _iolate truth in every page. Statements
unfavourable to democracy are made with unhesitating
confidence, and with the utmost bitterness of language.
Every charge brought against a monarch or an aristocracy
is sifted with the utmost care. If it cannot be denied,
some palliating supposition is suggested ; or we are at least

reminded that some circumstances now unknown may
have justified what at present appears unjustifiable. Two
events are reported by the same author in the same sen-
tence ; their truth rests on the same testimony; but the
one supports the darling hypothesis, and the other seems
inconsistent with it. The one is taken and the other is
left.

The practice of distorting narrative into a conformity
with theory is a vice not so unfavourable as at first

sight it may appear to the interests of political science.
We have compared the writers who indulge in it to
advocates ; and we may add, that their conflicting fallacies,
like those of advocates, correct each other. It has always
been held, in the most enlightened nations, that a tribunal
will decide a judicial question most fairly when it has
heard two able men argue, as unfairly as possible, on the
two opposite sides of it; and we are inclined to think
that this opinion is just. Sometimes, it is true, superior
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eloquenceand dexteri_-willmake theworse appearthe
better reason ; but it is at least certain that the judge will

be compelled to contemplate the case under two different
aspects. It is certain that no important consideration will
altogether escape notice.

This is at present the state of history. The poet
laureate appears" for the Church of England, Lingard
for the Church of :Rome. ]3rodie has moved to set aside

the verdicts obtained by tIume; and the cause in which
Mitford succeeded is, we understand, about to be reheard.
In the midst of these disputes, however, history, proper,
if we may use the term, is disappearing. The high, grave,
impartial summing up of Thucydides is nowhere to be
found.

While our historians are practising all the arts of con-
troversy, they miserably neglect the art of narration, the
art of interesting the affections and presenting pictures to
the imagination. That a writer may produce these effect_
without violating truth is sufficiently proved by many
excellent biographical works. The immense popularity
which well-written books of this kind have acquired
deserves the serious consideration of historians. Yohaire's

Charles the Twelfth, Marmontel's Memoirs, Boswell's Life
of Johnson, Southey's account of Nelson, are perused with
delight by tile most frivolous and indolent. Whenever any
tolerable book of the same description makes its appear-
ante, the circulating libraries are mobbed; the book
societies are in commotion; the new novel lies uncut;

the magazines and newspapers fill their columns with
extracts. In tile meantime histories of great empires,
written by men of eminent ability, lie unread on the
shelves of ostentatious libraries.

The writers ofhistor3 _seem to entertain an aristocratical

contempt for the writers of memoh's. They tlfink it
beneath the dignity of men who describe the revohmons
of nations to dwell on the details which constitute the

charm of biography. They have imposed on themselve_
VOL. I. T
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a code of conventional decencies as absurd as that which
has been the bane of the French drama. The most

characteristic and interesting circumstances are omitted
or softened down, because, as we are told, they are too
trivial for the majesty of history. The majesty of history
seems to resemble the majesty of the poor King of Spain,
who died a martyr to ceremony because the proper
di_mitaries were not at hand to render him assistance.

That history would be more amusing if this etiquette
were relaxed will, we suppose, be acknowledged. But
would it be less dignified or less useful ? What do we
mean when we say that one past event is important and
another insignificant ? No past event has any intrinsic
importance. The knowledge of it is valuable only as it
leads us to form just calculations with respect to the future.
A history which does not serve this purpose, though it
may be filled with battles, treaties, and commotions, is as
useless as the series of turnpike tickets collected by
Sir Matthew Mite.

Let us suppose that Lord Clarendon, instead of filling
hundreds of folio pages with copies of state papers, in
wlfich the same assertions and contradictions are repeated
till the reader is overpowered with weariness, had con-
descended to be the Boswell of the Long I_arliament.
Let us suppose that he had exhibited to us the wise and
lofty self-government of Hampden, leading while he
seemed to follow, and propounding unanswerable argu-
ments in the strongest forms with the modest air of an
inquirer anxious for information; the delusions which
misled the noble spirit of Vane; the coarse fanaticism
which concealed the yet loftier genius of Cromwell,
destined to control a mutinous army and a factious people,
to abase the flag of Holland, to arrest the victorious arms
of Sweden, and to hold the balance firm between the

rival monarchies of France and Spain. Let us suppose
that he had made his Cavaliers and Roundheads talk in

their own style; that he had reported some of the
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ribaldryof Rupert'spages,and some of the cantof
Harrison and Yleetwood. Would not his work in that

case have been more interesting ? Would it not have
been more accurate ?

A history in which every particular incident may be
true may on the whole be false. The circumstances
which have most influence on the happiness of mankind,
the changes of manners and morals, the transition of
communities from poverty to wealth, from knowledge to
ignorance, from ferocity to humanitynthese are, for the
most part, noiseless revolutions. Their pro_ess is rarely
indicated by what historians are pleased to call important
events. They are not achieved by armies, or enacted by
senates. They are sanctioned by no treaties, and recorded
in no archives. They are carried on in every school, in
every church, behind ten thousand counters, at ten thou-
sand firesides. The upper current of society presents no
certain criterion by which we can judge of the direction
in which the under current flows. We read of defeats

and victories. But we know that nations may be miser-
able amidst victories and prosperous amidst defeats. We
read of the fall of wise ministers and of the rise of pro-
fligate favourites. But we must remember how small a
proportion the good or evil effeeted by a single statesman
can bear to the good or evil of a great social system.

Bishop Watson compares a geologist to a gnat mounted
on an elephant, and laying down theories as to the whole
internal structure of the vast animal, from the phenomena
of the hide. The comparison is unjust to the geologists ;
but it is very applicable to those historians who write as
if the body politic were homogeneous, who look only on
the surface of afi_airs,and never think of the mighty and
various organisation which lies deep below.

In the works of such writers as these, England, at the
close of the Seven Years' War, is in the highest state of
prosperity : at the close of the American war she is in a
miserable and degraded condition; as if the people were

v2
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not on the whole as rich, as well governed, and as well
educated at the latter period as at file former. We have
read books called ]:Iistories of England, under the reign
of George the Second, in which the rise of Methodism is
not even mentioned. A hundred years hence this breed
of authors will, we holm, be extinct. If it should still
exist, the late ministerial interregnum will be described in
terms which will seem to imply that all government was
at an end ; that the social contract was annulled ; and that
the hand of eveI3" man was against his neighbour, until
the wisdom and _'tue of the new cabinet educed order

out of the chaos of anarchy. We are quite certain that
misconceptions as gross prevail at this moment respecting
many important parts of our annals.

The effect of historical reading is analogous, in many
respects, to that produced by foreign travel. The student,
like the tourist, is transported into a new state of society.
tie sees new fashions. He hears new modes of expres-
sion. His mind is enlarged by conteml)lating the wide
diversities of laws, of morals, and of manners. But men

may travel far, and return with minds as contracted as if
they had never sth'red from their own market-town. In
the stone manner, men may know the dates of .many
battles and the genealogies of many royal houses, and
vet be no wiser. Nost people look at past times as
]mnces look at foreign countries. :_Iore than one illustri-
ous stranger has landed on our island amidst the shouts
of a mob, has dined with the -king. has hunted with the
master of the stag-hounds, has seen the guards reviewed,
m_d a knight of the garter installed, has cantered along
l_egent Street, has visited St. Paul's, and noted doom its
dimensions ; and has then departed, thinking that he has
seen England. He has, in fact, seen a few public build-
ings, public men, and pubtie ceremonies. But of the vast
and complex system of society, of _he fine shades of
national character, of _he practical operation of govern-
ment and laws, he knows nothing. Ite who would under-
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stand these things rightly must not confine, his observations
to palaces and solemn days. He must see ordina_ 3- men
as they appear in their ordinary business and in their or-
dinary pleasures. He must mingle in the crowds of the
exchange and the coffee-house. He must obtain admit-
tanee to the convivial table and the domestic hearth. He

must bear with vulgar expressions. He must not shrink
from exploring even the retreats of misery.. He who
wishes to understand the condition of manMnd in former

ages must proceed on the same principle. If he attends
only to publi'c transactions, to wars, congresses, and de-
bates, his studies will be as unprofitable as the travels of
those imperial, royal, and serene sovereigns who form
theh" judgment of our island from having gone in state to
a few fine sights, and from having held formal conferences
with a few great officers.

The perfect historian is he in whose work the chm'aeter
and sph'it of an age is exhibited in miniature. He relates
no fact, he attributes no expression to his characters,
which is not authenticated by sufficient testimony. But,
by judicious selection, rejection, and arrangement, he
gives to truth those attractions which have been usurped
by fiction. In his narrative a due subordination is ob-
served : some transactions are prominent ; others reth'e.
But the scale on which he represents them is increased or
diminished, not according to the dignity of the persons
concerned in them, but according to the degree in which
they elucidate the condition of society and the nature of
man. He shows us the court, the camp, and the senate.
But he shows us also the nation. He considers no anec-

dote, no peculiarity of manner, no familiar saying, as too
insignificant for his notice M_ieh is not too insignificant
to illustrate the operation of laws, of religion, and of
education, and to mark the progress of the human mind.
]gen will not merely be described, but will be made inti-
mately known to us. The changes of manners will be
indicated, not merely by a few general phrases or a few

T3
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extracts from statistical documents, but by appropriate
images presented in every line.

If a man, such as we are supposing, should write the
history of England, he would assuredly not omit the
battles, the sieges, the negotiations, the seditions, the min-
isterial changes. But with these be would intersperse the
details which are the charm of historical romances. At

Lincoln Cathedral there is a beautiful painted window,
which was made by an apprentice out of the pieces of
glass which had been rejected by his master. It is so far
superior to every other in the church, that, according to
the tradition, the vanquished artist "killed himself fronl
mortification. Sir Walter Scott, in the same manner, has
used those fra_nnents of truth which historians have scorn-
fully thrown behind them in a manner which may well
excite their en_y. He has constructed out of their glean-
ings works which, even considered as histories, are scarcely
less valuable than their's, t_ut a truly great historian would
reclaim those materials which the novelist has appropriated.
The history of the government, and the history of the
people, would be exhibited in that mode in which alone
they can be exhibited justly, in inseparable conjunction and
intermixture. We should not then have to look for the

wars and votes of the Puritans in Clarendon, and for their

phraseolo_ in Old )_ortality; for one half of King
James in Hume, and for the other half in the Fortunes of
Nigel.

The early part of our imaginary history would be rich
with colouring from romance, ballad, and chronicle. We
should find ourselves in the company of knights such as
those of Froissart, and of pilgrims such as those who rode
with Chaucer from the Tabard. Society would be shown
from the highest to the lowest,- from the royal cloth of
state to the den of the outlaw; from the throne of the

legate, to the chimney-corner where the beg_ng friar re-
galed himself. Palmers, minstrels, crusaders, -- the stately
monastery, with the good cheer in its refectory and the
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high-mass in its chapel, -- the manor-house, with its hunt-
ing and hawking,-- the tournament, with the heralds and
ladies, the trumpets and the cloth of gold,--would give
truth and life to the representation. We should perceive,
in a thousand slight touches, the importance of the privi-
leged burgher, and the fierce and haughty spirit which
swelled under the collar of the degraded villain. The
revival of letters would not merely be described in a few
magnificent periods. We should discern, in innumerable
particulars, the fermentation of mind, the eager appetite
for knowledge, which distinguished the sixteenth from the
fifteenth century. In the Reformation we should see, not
merely a schism wMch changed the ecclesiastical constitu-
tion of England and the mutual relations of the European
powers, but a moral war which raged in every family,
which set the father against the son, and the son against
the father, the mother against the daughter, and the
daughter against the mother. Henry would be painted
with the skdll of Tacitus. We should have the change of
his character from his profuse and joyous youth to his
savage and imperious old age. We should perceive the
gradual progress of selfish and tyrannical passions in a
mind not naturally insensible or ungenerous ; and to the
last we should detect some remains of that open and
noble temper which endeared him to a people whom he
oppressed, struggling with the hardness of despotism and
the irritabi_ty of disease. We should see Elizabeth in
all her weakness and in all her strength, surrounded by
the handsome favourites whom she never trusted, and the
wise old statesmen whom she never dismissed, mfiting in
herself the most contradictory qualities of both her
parents,- the coquetry, the caprice, the petty malice of
Anne,--the haughty and resolute spirit of tIem'y. We
have no hesitation in sa_ng that a great artist might
produce a portrait of this remarkable woman at least as
striking as that in the novel of Kenihvorth, without employ-
ing a single trait not authenticated by ample testimony. In

T4
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file meantime, we should see arts cultivated, wealth accu-
mulated, the conveniences of lii_ improved. We should
see the keeps, where nobles, insecure themselves, spread
insecurity around them, gradually giving place to the
halls of peaceful opulence, to the oriels of Longleat, and
the stately pinnacles of Bm'leigh. We should see towns
extended, deserts cultivated, the hamlets of fishermen
turned into wealthy havens, the meal of the peasant im-
proved, and his hut, more commodiously furnislied. We
should see those opilfions and feelings which produced the
great struggle against the house of Stuart slowly growing
up in the bosom of private families, before they manifested
themselves in parliamentary debates. Then would come
the civil war. Those skiz'mishes on which Clarendon

dwells so minutely would be told, as Thucydides would
have told them, with perspicuous conciseness. They are
merely connecting links. But the great characteristics of
the age, the loyal enthusiasm of the brave English gentry,
the fierce licentiousness of the swearing, dicing, drunken
reprobates, whose excesses disgraced the royal cause,-
the austerity of the Presbyterian Sabbaths in the city, the
extravagance of the independent preachers in the camp,
the precise garb, the severe countenance, the petty scru-
ples, the affected accent, the absurd names and phrases
which marked the Puritans,- the valour, the policy, tlie
public spirit, which lurked beneath these ungraceful dis-
gnises,--the dreams of the raving Fifth-monarchy-man,
_he dreams, scarcely less wild, of the philosophic republi-
can,- all these would enter into the representation, and
render it at once more exact and more striking.

The instruction derived from history thus written
would be of a vivid and practical character. It would
be received by the imagination as well as by the reason.
It would be not merely traced on the mind, but branded
into it. Many truths, too, would be learned, which can
be learned in no other manner. As the history of states
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is generally written, tlle greatest and most momentous
revolutions seem to come upon them like supernatural
inflictions, without warning or cause. But the f'tct is,
that such revolutions are ahnost always the consequences
of moral changes, which have gradually passed on the
mass of tile commmfity, and which ordinarily proceed
tar before their progress is indicated by any public mea-
sure. An intimate knowledge of the domestic history of
nations is therefore absolutely necessm3, to the prognosis
of political events. A narrative, defective in this respect,
is as useless as a medical treatise which should pass by
all the s)qnptoms attendant on the early stage of a disease
and mention only what occttrs when the patient is beyond
the reach of remedies.

A historian, such as we llave been attempting to
describe, would indeed be an intellectual prodi_o;y. In
his mind, powers scarcely compatible with each other
must be tempered into an exquisite harmony. We shall
sooner see another Shakspeare or another tIomer. The
highest excellence to which any single t;aculty can be
brought would be less surprising than such a happy and
delicate combination of qualities. Yet tile contempla-
tion of imaginary models is not an unpleasant or useless
employment of the mind. It cannot indeed produce
perfection; but it produces improvement, and noLtrishes
that generous and liberal fastidiousness which is not
inconsistent with the strongest sensibility to merit, and
which, while it exalts our conceptions of the art, does
not render us unjust to the artist.
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MILL ON GOVERNSIENT. (Mx_cH 1829.)

Essays on Government, Jurisp_denee, the Liberty of the Press,
PNsons a_d Prison DiscipIi_e, Colonies, tl_eLaw of 5"atio_s,
and Echwation. By JA_Es MILL,Esq. author of the History
of British India. Reprinted by permission from the Supple-
ment to the Encyclopmdia Britannica. (Not for sale.) Lon-
don, 1828.

O_ those philosophers who call themselves Utilitarians,
and whom others generally call Benthamites, Mr. hi_illis,
with the exception of the illustrious founder of the sect,
by far the most distinguished. The little work now before
us contains a summary of the opinions held by this gen-
tleman and his brethren on several subjects most impor-
taut to society. All the seven essays of which it consists
abound in cm'ious matter. But at present we intend to
confine our remarks to the Treatise on Government, which
stands first in the volmne. On some future occasion, we
may perhaps attempt to do justice to the rest.

It must be owned that to do justice to any composition
of Ivlr. Mill is not, in the opinion of his admirers, a very
easy task. They do not, indeed, place lfim in the same
rank wi_h hlr. Bentham; but the terms in which they
extol the disciple, though feeble when compared with the
h_)erboles of adoration employed by them in speaking of
the master, are as strong as any sober man would allow
himself to use concerning Locke or Bacon. The essay
before us is perhaps the most remarkable of the works to

which l_r. Mill owes his fame. By_ the members of his
sect, it is considered as perfect and unanswerable. Every
part of it is an article of their faith ; and the damnatory
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clauses, in which their creed abounds far beyond any theo-
logical symbol with which we are acquainted, are strong
and full against all who reject any portion of what is so
irrefragably established. No man, they maintain, who
has understanding sufficient to carry him through the first
proposition of Euclid, can read this master-piece of demon-
stration and honestly declare that he remains unconvinced.

We have formed a very different opinion of this work.
We think that the theory of Mr. Mill rests altogether on
false principles, and that even on those false principles he
does not reason logically. Nevertheless, we do not think
it strange that his speculations should have filled the
Utilitarians with admiration. We have been for some time

past inclined to suspect that these people, whom some
regard as the lights of the world and others as incarnate
demons, are in general ordinary men, with narrow under-
standings and little ilfformation. The contempt which
they express for elegant literature is evidently the con-
tempt of ignorance. We apprehend tha_ many of them
are persons who, having read little or nottfing, are delighted
to be rescued from the sense of their own inferiority by
some teacher who assures them that the studies which

they have neglected are of no value, puts five or six
phrases into their mouths, lends them an odd number of
the Westminster Review, and in a month transforms them
into philosophers. Ningled with these smatterers, whose
attainments just suffice to elevate them from the insigni-
ficance of dunces to the dignity of bores, and to spread
dismay among their pious aunts and grandmothers, there
are, we well know, many well-meaning men who have
really read and thought much; but whose reading
and meditation have been almost exclusively confined to
one class of subjects; and who, consequently, though
they possess much valuable knowledge respecting those
subjects, are by no means so well qualified to judge of a
great system as if they had taken a more enlarged view
of literature and society.
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Nothing is more amusing or instructive than to observe
the manner in which people who think themselves wiser
than all the rest of the world fall into snares which the

simple good sense of their neighbours detects and avoids.
It is one of the principal tenets of the Utilitarians that sen-
timent and eloquence serve only to impede the pursuit of
truth. They therefore affect a quakerly plainness, or
rather a cynical negligence and impurity, of style. The
strongest arguments, when clothed in brilliant language,
seem to them so much wordy nonsense. In the mean
time the)- surrender their understandings, with a facility
found in no other party, to the meanest and most abject
sophisms, provided those sophisms come before them dis-
guised _qth the externals of demonstration. They do not
seem to know that lo_c has its illusions as well as rhe-
toric,--that a fallacy may lurk in a syllo_sm as well as in
a metaphor.

3Ir. 1_[iltis exactly the writer to please people of tlfis
description, t:l_is arguments are stated with the utmost
affectation of precision ; his divisions are awfully formal ;
and his style is generally as dry as that of Euclid's Ele-
ments. Whether this be a merit, we must be permitted
to doubt. Thus much is certain : that the ages in which
the true principles of philosophy were least understood
were those in which the ceremouial of logic was most
strictly observed, and that the time from which we date
the rapid progress of the experimental sciences was also

the time at which a less exact and formal way of writing
came into use.

The style which the Utilitarians admire suits only those
subjects on which it is possible to reason a l)rior£ It
_ew up _dth the verbal sophistry which flourished during
the dark ages. With that sophistry it fell before the
Baconian philosophy in the day of the great deliverance
of the human mind. The inductive method not only
endured but required greater freedom of diction. It
was impossible to reason from phenomena up to principles,
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to mark slight shades of difference in quality, or to
estimate the comparative effect of two opposite con-
siderations between which there was no common measure,

by means of the naked and meagre jargon of the school-
men. Of those schoohnen lg_r. Mill has inherited both

the spirit and the style. He is an Aristotelian of the
fifteenth century, born out of due season. We have here
an elaborate treatise on Government, from which, but
for two or three passing allusions, it would not appear
that the author was aware that any governments actually
existed among men. Certain propensities of human
nature are assumed ; and from these premises the whole
science of politics is synthetically deduced! We can
scarcely persuade ourselves that we are not reading a book
written before the time of Bacon and Galileo,--a book
written in those days in which physicians reasoned from
the nature of heat to the treatment of fever, and astro-

nomers proved syllogistically that the planets could have
no independent motion,--beeause the heavens were in-
corruptible, and nature abhorred a vacuum!

The reason, too, which l_I__.5Iill has assi_ed for taMng
this course strikes us as most extraordina_-.

"Experience," says he, "if we look only at the outside
of the thcts, appears to be divided on this subject. Ab-
solute monarchy, under Neros and Cali_flas, under such
men as the Emperors of l_Iorocco and Sultm_s of Tin'key,
is the scourge of human nature. On the other side, the
people of Denmark, tired out with the oppression of an
aristocracy, resolved that their king should be absolute ;
and, under their absolute monarch, are as well governed
as any people in Europe."

This M_r.Mill actually gives as a reason for pursuing
the a _priori method. But, in our judgment, the very
circumstances which he mentions irresistibly prove that

the a -priori method is altogether unfit for investigations
of this ldnd, and that the only way to arrive at the truth

is by induction. Ezl)erie_w,e can never be divided, or
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even appear to be divided, except with reference to some
hypothesis. When we say that one fact is inconsistent
with another fact, we mean only that it is inconsistent
with the theory which we have founded on that other fact.
But, if the fact be certain, the unavoidable conclusion is
that our theory is false ; and, in order to correct it, we
must reason back from an enlarged collection of facts to
principles.

l_ow here we have two governments which, by Mr.
]k[ill's own account, come under the same head in his
t]leoretical classification. It is e_dent, therefore, that, by
reasoning on that theoretical classification, we shall be
brought to the conclusion that these two forms of govern-
ment must produce the same effects. But l_Ir. Mill him-
self tells us that they do not produce the same effects,
Hence he infers that the only way to get at truth is to
place implicit confidence in that chain of proof a priori
from which it appears that they must produce the same
effects! To believe at once in a theory and in a fact
which contradicts it is an exercise of faith sufficiently
hard : but to believe in a theory because a fact contradicts
it is what neither philosopher nor pope ever before
required. This, however, is what Mr. _ demands of
us. He seems to think that, ff all despots, without excep-
tion, governed ill, it would be unnecessary to prove, by a
synthetical argument, what would then be sufficiently
clear fl'om experience. But, as some despots will be so
perverse as to govern well, he finds himself compelled to
prove the impossibility of their governing well by that
synthetical argument which would have been superfluous
had not the facts contradicted it. He reasons a priori,
because the phenomena are not what, by reasoning a priori,
he will prove them to be. In other words, he reasons a
priori, because, by so reasoning, he is certain to arrive at a
false conclusion !

In the course of the examination to which we propose
to subject the speculations of Mr. Mill we shall have to
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notice many other curious instances of that turn of mhld
which the passage above quoted indicates.

The first chapter of his Essay relates to the ends of
government. The conception on this subject, he tells us,
which exists in the minds of most men is vague and un-
distinguishing. He first assumes, justly enough, that the
end of government is "to increase to the utmost the
pleasures, and diminish to the utmost the pains, which
men derive from each other." Ite then proceeds to show,
with great form, that "the greatest possible happiness of
society is attained by insuring to every man the greatest
possible quantity of the produce of his labour." To
effect this is, in his opinion, the end of government. It
is remarkable that Mr. Mill, with all his affected display
of precision, has here given a description of the ends of
government far less precise than that which is in the
mouths of the vlflgar. The first man with whom 3E.
Mill may travel in a stage coach will tell him that go-
vernment exists for the protection of the persons and
property of men. :But Mr. Mill seems to thfl_k that the
preservation of property is the first and oMy object. It
is true, doubtless, that many of the injuries which are
offered to the persons of men proceed fl'om a desire to
possess their property. :But the practice of vindictive
assassination as it has existed in some parts of Europe-
the practice of fighting wanton and san_o_inary duels,
like those of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, in
which bands of seconds risked their lives as well as the

principals ;--these practices, and many others which
might be named, are evidently injurious to society ; and
we do not see how a government which tolerated them
could be said "to diminish to the utmost the pains wlfich
men derive from each other." Therefore, according to
l_r. Mill's very correct assumption, such a government
would not perfectly accomplish the end of its institution.
Yet such a government might, as far as we can perceive,
"insure to every man the greatest possible quantity of
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the produce of his labour." Therefore such a govern-
ment might, according to :_[r. N,ill's subsequent doctrine,
perfectly accomplish the end of its h_stitutiou. The
matter is not of much consequence, except as an instance
of that slovenliness of thinking which is often concealed
beneath a peculiar ostentation of logical neatness.

ttaving determined the ends, ]_Ir. _'Iill proceeds to
consider the means. :For the preservation of property
some portion of the community must be intrusted with
power. This is Govermnent; and the question is, how
are those to whom the necessary power is intrusted to be
prevented from abush_g it ?

_ir. Mill first passes in review the simple forms of go-
vermnent. He allows that it would be inconvenient, if not
physically impossible, that the whole communiD, should
meet in a mass ; it follows, therefore_ that the powers of
government cannot be directly exercised by the people.
But he sees no objection to pure and direct Democracy,
except the difllcu]ty which we hate mentioned.

"The comnmnity," says he, "cannot have an interest
opposite to its interests. To affirm this wotfld be a con-
tradiction in terms. The comnmnity within itself, and
with respect to itself, can have no sinister interest. One
commm_ity may intend the evil of another ; never its own.
This is ml indubitable proposition, and one of great
importance."

Mr. 3Iill then proceeds to demonstrate that a purely
-a'istocratical form of government is necessarily bad.

"The reason for which government exists is, that one man, if
stronger than another, will take from him whatever that other
possesses and he desires. But if one man will do this, so will
several. And if powers are put into the hands of a comparatively
small nmnbel; called an aristoeraey,--powers which make them
stronger than the rest of the community, they will take from
the rest of the community as much as they please of the objects
of desire. They will thus defeat the very end for which govern-
merit was instituted. The unfitness, therefore, of an aristocracy
to be intrusted with the powers of government, rests on de-
m onstration."
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In exactly the same manner Mr. _[ill proves absolute
monarchy to be a bad form of government.

"If government is founded upon this as a law of human
natnre, that a man, if able, will take from others any thing

which they have and he desires, it is sufficiently evident, that
when a man is called a king he does not change his nature; so
that when he has got power to enable him to take from every
man what he pleases, he will take whatever he pleases. To
suppose that he will not, is to affirm that government is unne-
cessary, and that human beings will abstain from injuring one
another of their own accord.

"It is very evident that this reasoning extends to every
modification of the smaller number. Whenever the powers

of government are placed in any hands other than those of the
community, whether those of one man, of a few, or of several,
those principles of human nature which imply that government
is at all necessary, imply that those persons will make use of
them to defeat the very end for which government exists."

But is it not possible that a -king or an aristocracy may
soon be saturated with the objects of their desires, and
may then protect the community in the enjoyment of the
rest ? 'Mr. _/.ill answers in the negative. He proves,
with great pomp, that every man desires to have the
actions of every other correspondent to Iris will. Others
can be induced to conform to our will only by motives
derived from pleasure or from pain. The infliction of
pain is of course direct injury; and, even if it take the
milder course, in order to produce obedience by motives
derived from pleasure, the government must confer favours.
But, as there is no limit to its desire of obedience, there
will be no limit to its disposition to confer favours ; and,
as it can confer favours only by plundering the people,
there will be no limit to its disposition to plunder the

people. "It is therefore not true that there is in the mind
of a king, or in the minds of an aristocracy, any point of
saturation with the objects of desire."

:Mr. Mill then proceeds to show that, as monarchical
and oligarchical governments can influence men by motives

VOL. I. U
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drawn fi'om pain, as well as by motives drawn from
pleasure, they will carry their cruelty, as well as their
rapacity, to a frightful extent. _As he seems greatly to
admfi-e his own reasonings on this subject, we th]nl_ it but
fair to let him speak for himself.

" The chain of inference in this case is close and strong to a
most unusual degTee. A man desires that the actions of other

men shall be instantly and accurately correspondent to his will.
He desires that the actions of the greatest possible number shah
be so. Terror is the grand instrument. Terror can work only

through assurance that evil will follow any failure of con-
formity between the will and the actions willed. Every failure
must therefore be punished. As there are no bounds to the
mind's desire of its pleasure, there are, of course, no bounds to
its desire of perfection in the instruments of that pleasure.
There are, therefore, no bounds to its desire of exactness in the
conformity between its will and the actions willed; and by

consequence to the strength of that terror which is its pro-
curing cause. Every the most minute failure must be visited
with the heaviest infliction; and as failure in extreme exactness

must frequently happen, the occasions of cruelty must be in-
cessant.

"We have thus an-ived at several conclusions of the highest

possible importance. We have seen that the principle of human
nature, upon which the necessity of government is founded, the
propensity of one man to possess himself of the objects of
desire at the cost of another, leads on, by infallible sequence,
where power over a community is attained, and nothing checks,
not only to that degree of plunder which leaves the members

(excepting always the recipients and instruments of the plunder)
the bare means of subsistence, but to that degree of cruelty
which is necessary to keep in existence the most intense
terrors."

Now, no man who has the least knowledge of the real
state of the world, either in former ages or at the present
moment, can possibly be convinced, though he may
perhaps be bewildered, by arguments like these. During
the last two centuries, some hundreds of absolute princes
have reigned in ]_urope. Is it true, that their cruelty has
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kept in existence the most intense degree of terror ; that
their rapacity has left no more than the bare means of
subsistence to any of their subjects, their ministers and
soldiers excepted ? Is tlfis true of all of them ? Of one
half of them ? Of one tenth part of them ? Of a single
one ? Is it true, in the full extent, even of Pl_ip the
Second, of' Louis the Fifteenth, or of the Emperor Paul ?
But it is scarcely necessary to quote history. No man
of common sense, however ignorant he may be of books,
can be imposed on by Mr. Mill's argument ; because no
man of common sense can live among his fellow-creatures
for a day without seeing innumerable facts which con-
tradict it. It is our business, however, to point out its
fallacy ; and happily the fallacy is not very recondite.

We grant that rulers will take as much as they can of
the objects of their desires ; and that, when the agency of
other men is necessary to that end, they will attempt by
all means in their power to enforce the prompt obedience
of such men. But what are the objects of human desire?
Physical pleasure, no doubt, in part. ]gut the mere
appetites which we have in common with the animMs
would be gratified almost as cheaply and easily as those
of the animals are gratified, if nothing were given to
taste, to ostentation, or to the affections. How small a

portion of the income of a gentleman in easy circum-
stances is laid out merely in gi_ing pleasurable sensations
to the body of the possessor ! The greater part even of
what is spent on his _tchen and his cellar goes, not to
titillate his palate, but to keep up his character for hospi-
tality, to save ]tim from the reproach of meanness in
housekeeping, and to cement the ties of good neighbour-
hood. It is clear that a Mng or an aristocracy may be
supphed to satiety with mere corporal pleasures, at an
expense which the rudest and poorest community would
scarcely feel.

Those tastes and propensities which belong to us as
reasoning and imaginative beings are not indeed so easily

v2
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gratified. There is, we admit, no point of saturation with
objects of desire which come under this head. And
therefore the argument of Mr. ]_,fill will be just, unless
there be something in the nature of the objects of desire
themselves wlfich is inconsistent with it. now, of these

objects there is none which men in genera] seem to desire
more than the good opinion of others. The hatred and
contempt of the public are generally felt to be intolerable.
It is probable that our regard for the sentiments of our
fellow-creatures springs, by association, from a sense of
their ability to hurt or to serve us. But, be this as it
may, it is notorious that, when the habit of mind of which
we speak has once been formed, men fee] extremely
solicitous about the opilfions of those by whom it is most
improbable, nay, absolutely impossible, that they should
ever be in the slightest degree injured or benefited. The
desire of posthumous fame and the dread of posthumous
reproach and execration are feelings from the influence
of which scarcely any man is perfectly free, and which in
many men are powerful and constant motives of action.
As we are afraid that, ff we handle this part of the argu-
ment after our own manner, we shall incur the reproach
of sentimentality, a word which, in the sacred language of
the Benthamites, is synonymous with idiocy, we will quote
what l_[r. Mill himself says on the subject, in lfis Treatise
on Jurisprudence.

"Pains from the moral source are the pains deTived from the
unfavourable sentiments of mankind ..... These pains are
capable of rising to a height with which hardly any other pains
incident to our nature can be compared. There is a certain
degree of unfavourableness in the sentiments of his fellow-
creatures, under which hardly any man, not below the standard
of humanity, can endure to live.

"The importance of this powerful agency, for the prevention
of injurious acts, is too obvious to need to be illustrated. If
sufficiently at command, it would almost supersede the use of
other means .....

"To know how to direct the unfavourable sentiments of
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mankind, it is necessary to know in as complete, that is, in as
comprehensive, a way as possible, what it is which gives them
birth. Without entering into the metaphysics of the question,
it is a sufficient practical answer, for the present purpose, to _y
that the unfavourable sentiments of man are excited by every
thing which hurts them."

It is strange that a _¢iter who considers the pain de-
rived from the unfavourable sentiments of others as so

acute that, if sufficiently at command, it would supersede
the use of the gallows and the tread-mill, should take no
notice of this most important restraint when discussing the
question of government. We will attempt to deduce a
theory of politics in the mathematical form, in which Mr.
Milldelights, from the premises with which he has him-
self furnished us.

t_ROPOSITION I'. THEOREM.

No rulers will do anything which may hurt the people.
This is the thesis to be maintained; and the ibllow-

ing we humbly offer to Mr. 'Mill, as its syllogistic demon-
stration.

No rulers will do that which produces pain to them-
selves.

:But the unfavourable sentiments of the people will give
pain to them.

Therefore no rulers will do anything which may excite
the unfavourable sentiments of the people.

But the unfavourable sentiments of the people are ex-
cited by every thing which hurts them.

Therefore no rulers will do anytlfing which may hurt
the people. _hich was the thing to be proved.

I_laving thus, as we think, not unsuccessfnl]y imitated
Mr. _ill's logic, we do not see why we should not imitate,
what is at least equally perfect in its kind, l_is self-com-
placency, and proclaim our_E_xa in his own words:
"The chain of inference, in this case, is close and strong
to a most unusual de_'ee."

_3
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The tinct is, that, when men, in treating of things which
cannot be circumscribed by precise definitions, adopt this
mode of reasoning, when once they be_n to talk of
power, happiness, misery., pain, pleasure, motives, objects
of desire, as they talk of lines and numbers, there is no end
to the contradictions and absurdities into which they fall.
There is no proposition so monstrously untrue in morals
or politics that we will not undertake to prove it, by some-
thing which shall sound like a logical demonstration, from
admitted principles.

_. Mill argues that, if men are not inclined to plunder
each other, govermnent is unnecessary ; and that, if they
are so inclined, the powers of government, when entrusted
to a small number of them, will necessarily be abused.
Surely it is not by propounding dilemmas of this sort that
we are likely to arrive at sound conclusions in any moral
science. The whole question is a question of degree. If
all men preferred the moderate approbation of their
neighbours to any d%oTee of wealth or grandeur, or sen-
sual pleasure, government would be unnecessary. If all
men desired wealth so intensely as to be willing to brave
the hatred of their fellow-creatures for sixpence, Mr. Mill's
argument against monarchies and aristocracies would be
true to the full extent. But the fact is, that all men have
some desires which impel them to injure their neighbours,
and some desires which impel them to benefit their neigh-
bours. Now, if thcre were a community consisting of two
classes of men, one of which should be principally influ-
enced by the one set of motives and the other by the
other, government would dearly be necessary to restrain
the class which was eager for plunder and careless of re-
putation- and yet the powers of government might be
safely intrusted to the class which was chiefly actuated by
the love of approbation. Now, it might with no small
plausibility be maintained that, in many countries, t]tere
arc two classes which, in some degree, answer to this de-
scription ; that the poor compose the class which govern-
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ment is established to restrain, and the people of some

property the class to which the powers of govermnent
may without danger be confided. It might be said that
a man who can barely earn a livelihood by severe labour
is under stronger temptations to pillage others than a man
who enjoys many luxuries. It might be said that a mall
who is lost in the crowd is less likely to have the fear of
public opinion before his eyes than a man whose station
and mode of living render him conspicuous. We do not
assert all this. We only say that it was hfr. hIili's busi-
ness to prove the contrary ; and that, not having proved
the contrary, he is not entitled to say, "that those prin-
ciples wLich imply that government is at all necessa_-,
imply that an aristocracy will make use of its power to de-
feat the end for which govermnents exist." Tlfis is not
true, unless it be tree that a rich man is as likely to covet
the goods of his neighbours as a poor man, and that a
poor man is as likely to be solicitous about the opil_ions of
his neighbours as a rich man.

But we do not see that, by reasoning a priori on such
subjects as these, it is possible to advance one single step.
We know that every man has some desires which he can
gratify only by ht_rting his neighbours, and some which
he can gratify only by pleasing them. M_r. N_ill has
chosen to look only at one-half of human nature, and to
reason on the motives which impel men to oppress and
despoil others, as if they were the only motives by which
men could possibly be influenced. We have already
shown that, by taking the other half of the human cha-
racter, and reasoning on it as if it were the whole, we
can bring out a result diametrically opposite to that at
which Mr. 5Iill has arrived. We can, by such a process,
easily prove that any form of govermnent is good, or that
all government is superfluous.

We must now accompany 3_'. Nil] on the next stage
of his argument. Does any combination of the three
simple forms of government afford the requisite securities

v4
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against the abuse of power ? Mr. Mill complains that

those who maintain the affirmative generally beg the

question; and proceeds to settle the point by pro_dng,
after his fashion, that no combination of the three simple
forms, or of an 3" two of them, can possibly exist.

"From the principles which we have already laid down it
follows that, of the objects of human desire, and, speaking
more definitely, of the means to the ends of human desire,
namely, wealth and power, each party will endeavour to obtain
as much as possible.

"If any expedient presents itself to any of the supposed
parties effectual to this end, and not opposed to any preferred
object of pursuit, we may infer with certainty that it will be
adopted. One effectual expedient is not more effectual than
obvious. Any two of the parties, by combining, may swallow
up the third. That such combination will take place appears
to be as certain as any thing which depends upon human will ;
because there are strong motives in favour of it, and none that
ctm be conceived in opposition to it ..... The mixture of
three of the kinds of government, it is thus evident, cannot
possibly exist ...... It may be proper to inquire whether
an union may not be possible of two of them ....

"Let us first suppose, that monarchy is united with aristocracy.
Their power is equal or not equal. ]f it is not equal, it follows,
as a necessary consequence, from the principles which we have
already established, that the stronger "_ill take from the weaker
till it engrosses the whole. The only question therefore is,
What will happen when the power is equal ?

"In the first place, it seems impossible that such equality
should ever exist. How is it to be established ? or, by what
criterion is it to be ascertained ? If there is no such criterion,
it must, in all cases, be the result of chance. If so, the chances
against it are as infinity to one. The idea, therefore, is wholly
chimerical and absurd .....

"In this doctrine of the mixture of the simple forms of
government is included the celebrated theory of the balance
among the component parts of a government. By this it is
supposed that, when a government is composed of monarchy,
aristocracy, and democracy, they balance one another, and by
mutual checks produce good government. A few words will
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suffice to show that, if any theory deserves the epithets of
' wild, visionary, and chimerical,' it is that of the balance. If
there are three powers, how is it possible to prevent two of
them from combining to swallow up the third ?

"The analysis which we have already performed will enable
us to trace rapidly the concatenation of causes and effects in
this imagined case.

'" We have already seen that the interest of the community,
considered in the aggregate, or in the democratical point of view,
is, that each individual should receive protection ; and that the
powers which are constituted for that purpose should be em-
ployed exclusively for that purpose ..... We have also seen
that the interest of the king and of the governing aristocracy
is directly the reverse. It is to have unlimited power over the
rest of the community, and to use it for their o_vn advantage.
In the supposed case of the balance of the monarchical, aristo-
cratical, and democratical powers, it cannot be for the interest
of either the monarchy or the aristocracy to combine with the
democracy ; because it is the interest of the democracy, or com-
munity at large, that neither the king nor the aristocracy should
have one particle of power, or one particle of the wealth of the
community, for their own advantage.

"The democracy or community have all possible motives to
endeavour to prevent the monarchy and aristocracy from exer-
cising power, or obtaining the wealth of the community for their
own advantage. The monarchy and aristocracy have all possible
motives for endeavouring to obtain unlimited power over the
persons and property of the community. The consequence is
inevitable: they have all possible motives for combining to
obtain that power."

If any part of this passage be more eminently absurd
than another, it is, we think, the argument by which
_ir. M_i]]proves that there cannot be an union of monarchy

and aristocracy. Their power, he says, must be equal or
not equal. But of equality there is no criterion. There-

fore the chances against its existence are as infinity to
one. If the power be not equa], then it follows, fl'om the

principles of human nature, that the stronger will take
from the weaker, till it has en_-ossed the whole.

Now, if there be no criterion of equality between two
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portions of power there can be no common measure of
portions of power. Therefore it is utterly impossible to
compare them together. But where two portions of
power are of the same kind, there is no difficulty in
ascertaining, sufficiently for all practical purposes, whe-
ther they are equal or unequal. It is easy to judge
whether two men run equally fast, or can lift equal
weights. Two arbitrators, whose joint decision is to be
final, and neither of whom can do any thing without tile
assent of the other, possess equal power. Two electors,
each of whom has a vote for a borough, possess, in that
respect, equal power. If not, all _M_r.Mill's political
theories fall to the ground at once. For, if it be impos-
sible to ascertain whether two portions of power are
equal, he never can show that, even under a system of
universal suffrage, a minority might not carry ever)- thing
their o_n way, against the wishes and interests of the
majority.

Where there are two portions of power differing in
kind, there is, we admit, no criterion of equality. But
then, in such a case, it is absurd to talk, as Mr. :_iill does,
about the stronger and the weaker. Popularly, indeed,
and with reference to some particular objects, these
words may very fairly be used. But to use them mathe-
matically is altogether improper. If we are speaking of
a boxing-match, we may say that some famous bruiser
has greater bodily power than any man in England.
If we are speaking of a pantomime, we may say the
same of some very agile harlequin. But it would be
talking nonsense to say, in general, that the power of
Harlequin either exceeded that of the pugilist, or fell
short of it.

If ]_ir. Mill's argument be good as between different
branches of a legislature, it is equally good as between
sovereign powers. Every government, it may be said,
will, if it can, take the objects of its desires from every
other. If the French government can subdue England
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it will do so. If the English government can subdue
France it will do so. But the power of England and
France is either equal or not equal. The chance that it
is not exactly equal is as infinity to one, and may safely
be left out of the account ; and then the stronger will
infallibly take from the weaker till the weaker is aho-
gether enslaved.

Surely the answer to all this hubbub of unmealfing
words is the plainest possible. For some pro'poses
France is stronger than England. For some purposes
England is stronger than France. For some, neither has
any power at all. France has the greater population,
England the greater capital;France has the greater
army, England the _m_eaterfleet. For an expedition to
Rio aaneiro or the Philippines, England has the greater
power. For a war on the Po or the Danube, France has
the greater power. But neither has power sufficient to
keep the other in quiet subjection for a month. Invasion
would be very perilous; the idea of complete conquest
on either side utterly ridiculous. This is the manly and
sensible way of discussing such questions. The ergo, or
rather the arffal, of 1Kr. l_fill cannot impose on a child.
Yet we ought scarcely to say this ; for we remember to
have heard a child ask whether Bonaparte was stronger
than an elephant!

1Kr. Mill reminds us of those philosophers of the sLx-
teenth century who, having satisfied themselves a priori
that the rapidity with which bodies descended to the earth
varied exactly as their weights, refused to believe the
contrary on the evidence of their own eyes and ears. The
British constitution, according to Mr. ]Xfill'sclassification,
is a mLxture of monarchy and aristocracy; one House of
Parliament being composed of hereditary nobles, and the
other almost entirely chosen by a privileged class who

possess the elective franchise on account of their property,
or their connection with certain corporations. 'X[r. M_ill's

m'g'ument proves that, from the time that these two powers
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were mingled in our government, that is, from the very
first dawn of oar history, one or the other must have been
constantly encroaching. According to him, moreover, all
the encroachments must have been on one side. For the

first encroachment could only have been made by the
: stronger;and that first encroachment would have made

the stronger stronger still. It is, therefore, matter of ab-
solute demonstration, that either the Parliament was
stronger than the Crown in the reign of Hem T VIII., or
that the Crown was stronger than the Parliament in 1641.
"Hippocrate dira ee que lui plaira," says the gM in
Moliere; "mais le coeher est mort." N_r. 'Mill may say
what he pleases ; but the English constitution is still alive.
That since the :Revolution the Parliament has possessed
great power in the state, is what nobody will dispute.
The King, on the other hand, can create new peers, and
can dissolve Parliaments. William sustained severe mor-

tifitions from the House of Commons, and was, indeed,

unjustifiably oppressed. Anne was desirous to change
a ministry which had a majority in both Houses. She
watched her moment for a dissolution, created twelve
To_- peers, and succeeded. Thirty years later, the House
of Commons drove Walpole from his seat. In 1784,
George III. was able to keep _r. Pitt in office in the face
of a majority of the House of Commons. In 1804, the
apprehension of a defeat in Parliament compelled the same
King to part from lfis most favoured minister. :But, in
1807, he was able to do exactly what Anne had done
nearly a hundred years before. Now, had the power of
the King increased during the intervening century, or had
it remained stationary ? Is it possible that the one lot
among the infinite number should have fallen to us ? If
not, Mr. 5iill has proved that one of the two parties must
have been constantly taking from the other. Many of the
ablest men in England think that the influence of the

Crown has, on the whole, increased since the reign of
Anne. Others think that the Parliament has been grow-
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ing in strength. :But of this there is no doubt, that both
sides possessed great power then, and possess great
power now. Surely, if there were the least truth in the
argument of Mr. ]_I_ill,it could not possibly be a matter of
doubt, at the end of a hundred and twenty years, whether
the one side or the other had been the gainer.

But we ask pardon. We forgot that a fact, irre-
concilable with 1LEt.Mill's theo_3-, furnishes, in his opinion,
the strongest reason for adhering to the theory. To take
up the question in another manner, is it not plain that
there may be two bodies, each possessing a perfect and
entire power, which cannot be taken from it without its
own concurrence ? _at is the meaning of the words
stronger and weaker, when applied to such bodies
as these ? The one may, indeed, by physical force,
altogether destroy the other. But this is not the question.
A third party, a general of their own, for example, may,
by physical force, subjugate them both. Nor is there any
form of government, Mr. lYiill's utopian democracy not ex-
cepted, secure from such an occurrence. We are speak-
ing of the powers with which the constitution invests the
two branches of the legislature; and we ask Sir. 5[ill
how, on his own principles, he can maintain that one of
them will be able to encroach on the other, if the consent
of the other be necessary to such encroachment ?

_ir. ]_ill tells us that, if a government be composed of
the three simple forms, which he will not admit the
British constitution to be, two of the component parts
will inevitably join against the third. Now, if two of
them combine and act as one, this case evidently resolves
itself into the last; and all the observations which we

have just made will fully apply to it. _[r. Mill says, that
"any two of the parties, by combining, may swallow up
the third ;" and afterwards asks, "IIow it is possible to
prevent two of them from combining to swallow up the
third ?" Surely _[r. _[ill must be aware that in politics
two is not always the double of one. If the coneun-ence
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of all the three branches of the legislature be necessary
to every law, each branch will possess constitutional
power sufficient to protect it against any thing but that
physical force from which no form of government is

: secure. _£r. Mill reminds us of the Irishman, who could

not be brought to understand how one juryman could
possibly starve out eleven others.

But is it certain that two of the branches of the legis-
lature will combine against the third ? "It appears to be
as certain," says Mr. Mill, "as any thing which depends
upon human will; because there are strong motives in
favour of it, and none that can be conceived in opposition
to it." He subsequently sets forth what these motives
are. The interest of the democracy is that each indivi-
dual should receive protection. The interest of the King
and the aristocracy is to have all the power that they
can obtain, and to use it for their own ends. Therefore

the King and the aristocracy have all possible motives
for combining against the people. If our readers will
look back to the passage quoted above, they will see that
we represent Mr. M:ill's argument quite fairly.

:Now we should have thought that, without the help of
either history or experience, Mr. Mill would have dis-
covered, by the light of his own logic, the fallacy which
lurks, and indeed scarcely lurks, under this pretended
demonstration. The interest of the King may be opposed
to that of the people. But is it identical with that of the
aristocracy ? In the very page which contains this argu-
ment, intended to prove that the King and the aristocracy
will coalesce against the people, Mr. Mill attempts to show
that there is so strong an opposition of interest between
the King and the aristocracy that if the powers of go-
vernment are divided between them the one will in-

evitably usurp the power of the other. If so, he is not
entitled to conclude that they will combine to destroy the
power of the people merely because their interests may be
at variance with those of the people. He is bound to
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show, not merely that in all communities the interest of a
king must be opposed to that of the people, but also that,
in all communities, it must be more directly opposed to
the interest of the people than to the interest of the aris-
tocracy. But he has not shown this. Therefore he has
not proved his proposition on his own principles. To
quote history would be a mere waste of time. Every
schoolboy, whose studies have gone so far as the Abridg-
ments of Goldsmith, can mention instances in which

sovereigns have allied themselves with the people against
the aristrocracy, and in which the nobles have allied
themselves with the people against the sovereign. In
general, when there are three parties, every one of which
has much to fear from the others, it is not found that two

of them combine to plunder the third. If such a com-
bination be formed, it scarcely ever effects its purpose.
It soon becomes evident wtfich member of the coalition

is likely to be the greater gainer by the transaction, lie
becomes an object of jealousy to his alJy, who, in all pro-
bability, changes sides, and compels him to restore what
he has taken. Everybody knows how lienry VIII.
trimmed tween Francis and the Emperor Charles. But it
is idle to cite examples of the operation of a principle
which is illustrated in almost evew page of history,
ancient or modern, and to which almost every state in
Europe has, at one time or another, been indebted for its
independence.

Mr. Mill has now, as he conceives, demonstrated that
the simple forms of government are bad, and that the
mixed forms cannot possibly exist. There is still, how-
ever, it seems, a hope for mankind.

"In the grand discovery of modern times, the _,stem of
representation, the solution of all the difficulties, both speculative
and practical, will perhaps be found. If it cannot, we seem to
be forced upon the extraordinary conclusion, that good govern-
merit is impossible. For, as there is no individual or combination
of individuals, except the community itself, who would not have
an interest in bad government if intrusted with its powers, and
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as the community itself is incapable of exercising those powers,
and must intrust them to certain individuals, the conclusion is

obvious: the community itself must check those individuals;

else they will follow their interest, and produce bad government.
But how is it the community can check ? The community can
act only when assembled; and when assembled, it is incapable
of acting. The community, however, can choose repre-
sentatives."

The next question is- }tow must the representative
body be constituted ? Mr. )iill lays down two principles,
about which, he says, "it is u_]ike]y that there will be
any dispute."

"First, The checking body must have a de_ee of
power sufficient for the business of chec_ng."

" Secondly, It must have an identity of interest with
the community. Otherwise, it will make a misclfievous
use of its power."

The first of these propositions certainly admits of no
dispute. As to the second, we shall hereafter take
occasion to make some remarks on the sense in which
_Ir. _Iill understands the words "interest of the com-

munity."
It does not appear very easy, on Mr. ]_i]]'s principles,

to find out any mode of making the interest of the repre-
sentative body identical with that of the constituent body.
The plan proposed by Mr. Mill is simply that of very
frequent election. "As it appears," says he, "that
limiting the duration of their power is a security against
the sinister interest of the people's representatives, so it
appears that it is the only security of which the nature
of the case admits." t_ut all the arguments by wtdch
_ir. Mill has proved monarchy and aristocracy to be
pernicious will, as it appears to us, equally prove this
security to be no security at all. Is it not clear that the
representatives, as soon as they are elected, are an aristo-
cracy, with an interest opposed to the interest of the
community? Why should they not pass a law for
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extending the term of their power from one year to ten
years, or declare themselves senators for life ? If the
whole legislative power is given to them, they will be
constitutionally competent to do this. If part of the
legislative power is withheld from them, to whom is that
part given ? Is the people to retain it, and to express its
assent or dissent in primary assemblies ? Mr. Mill himself
tells us that the community can only act when assembled,
and that, when assembled, it is incapable of acting. Or
is it to be provided, as in some of the American repubhcs,
that no change in the fundamental laws shall be made
without the consent of a convention, specially elected for
the purpose ? Still the difficulty recurs : _71y may not
the members of the convention betray their trust, as well
as the members of the ordinary legislature? When
private men, they may have been zealous for the interests
of the community. When candidates, they may have
pledged themselves to the cause of the constitution. But,
as soon as they are a convention, as soon as they are
separated from the people, as soon as the supreme power
is put into their hands, commences that interest opposite
to the interest of the community which must, according
to _h-. _Ii]], produce measures opposite to the interests of
the community. We must find some other means, there-
fore, of checking this check upon a check ; some other
prop to carry the tortoise, that carries the elephant, that
carries the world.

We know well that there is no real danger in such a
case. :But there is no danger only because there is no
truth in Mr. ]gill's principles. If men were what he re-
presents them to be, the letter of the very constitution
which he recommends would afford no safeguard against
bad government. The real security is this, that legislators
,_q_llbe deterred by the fear of resistance and of infamy
from" acting in the manner which we have described. :But
restraints, exactly the same in "kind, and differing only in
degree, exist in all forms of government. That broad line

VOL. I. X
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of distinction which :_Ir. Nil] tries to point out between
monarchies and aristocracies on the one side, and demo-

cracies on the other, has in fact no existence. In no form

of government is there an absolute identity of interest
between the people and their rulers. In every form of
government, the rulers stand in some awe of the people.
The fear of resistance and the sense of shame operate, in
a certain degree, on the most absolute Mugs and the most
illiberal oligarchies. And nothing but the fear of resist-
ance and the sense of shame preserves the freedom of the
most democratic communities from the encroachments of

their annual and biennial delegates.
We have seen how M_r.Mill proposes to render tt_e in-

terest of the representative body identical with that of the
constituent body. The next question is, in what manner
the interest of the constituent body is to be rendered
identicN with that of the community. N_r. Mill shows
th'tt a minority of the community, consisting even of many
thousands, would be a bad constituent body, and, indeed,
merely a numerous aristocracy.

"The benefits of the representative system," says he,
"are lost, in all cases in which the interests of the choosing

body are not the same with those of the eommumty. It
is ve_" evident, that if the community itself were the
choosing body, the interest of the community and that of
the choosing body would be the same."

On these grounds Mr. N_ill recommends that all males
of mature age, rich and poor, educated and ignorant, shall
have votes. But why not the women too ? This question
has often been asked in parliamentary debate, and has
never, to our knowledge, received a plausible answer.
3[r. Mill escapes from it as fast as he can. But we shall
take the liberty to dwell a little on the words of the
oracle. "One thing," says he, "is pretty clear, that all
those individuals whose interests are involved in those of

other individuals, may be struck off without inconveni-
ence. In this light women may be regarded, the
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interest of almost all of whom is involved either in that of

their fathers, or in that of their husbands."
If we were to content ourselves with saying, in answer

to all the arguments in 1_. 5Jill's essay, that the interest
of a king is involved in that of the community, we should
be accused, and justly, of talking nonsense. Yet such an
assertion would not, as far as we can perceive, be more
unreasonable than that which _g_r.Mill has here ventnred

to make. Without adducing one fact, without taking the
trouble to perplex the question by one sophism, he placidly
dogmatises away the interest of one half of the human
race. If there be a word of truth in history, women
have always been, and still are, over the greater part of
the globe, humble companions, playthings, captives,
menials, beasts of burden. Except in a few happy and
highly civilised communities, they are strictly in a state of
personal slavery. Even in those countries where they are
best treated, the laws are generally unfavourable to them,
with respect to alinost all the points in which they are
most deeply interested.

_{r. Nill is not legislating for England or the United
States ; but for mankind. Is then the interest of a Turk

the same _x_iththat of the girls who compose his harem ?
Is the interest of a Chinese the same with that of the

woman whom he harnesses to his plough ? Isthe in-
terest of an Italian the same with that of the daughter
whom he devotes to God ? The interest of a respectable
Englishman may be said, without any impropriety, to be
identical with that of his wife. But why is it so?
:Because human nature is _ot what Mr. Mill conceives it to

be; because civilised men, pursuing their own happiness
in a social state, are not Yahoos fighting for carrion ; be-
cause there is a pleasure in being loved and esteemed, as
well as in being feared and servilely obeyed. Why does
not a gentleman restrict his wife to the bare main-
tenance which the law would compel him to allow her,
that he may have more to spend on his personal pleasures ?

x2
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Because, if he loves her, he has pleasure in seeing her
pleased ; and because, even if he dishkes her, he is un-
willing that the whole neighbourhood should cry shame
on his meanness and ill-nature. Why does not the legis-
lature, altogether composed of males, pass a law to de-
prive women of all civil privileges whatever, and reduce
them to the state of slaves ? By passing such a law, they
would gratify what Mr. Mill tells us is an inseparable part
of human nature_ the desire to possess unlimited power
of inflicting pain upon others. That they do not pass
such a law, though they have the power to pass it, and
that no man in England wishes to see such a law passed,
proves that the desire to possess unlimited power of in-
ilicting pain is not inseparable from human nature.

If there be in this country an identi_- of interest be-
tween the two sexes, it cannot possibly arise from any
thing but the pleasure of being loved, and of communi-
cating happiness. For, that it does not spring from the
mere instinct of sex, the treatment which women expe-
rience over the greater part of the world abundantly
proves. And_ if i¢ be said that our laws of marriage have
produced it, this only removes the argument a step fur-
ther ; for those laws have been made by males_ :Now, if
the kind feelings of one half of the species be a sufficient
security for the happiness of the other, why may not the
kind feelings of a monarch or an aristocracy be sufficient
at least to prevent them from grinding the people to the
very utmost of their power ?

If Mr. )Jill will examine why it is that women are

better treated in England than in Persia, he may perhaps
find out, in the course of his inquiries, why it is that the
Danes are better governed than the subjects of Caligula.

We now come to the most important practical question
in the whole essay. Is it desirable that all males arrived
at years of discretion should vote for representatives, or
should a pecuniary qualification be required ? Mr. Mill's
opinion is, that the lower the qualification the better ; and
that the best system is that in which there is none at all.
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"The qualification," says he, "must either be such as to
embrace the majority of the population, or something less than
the majority. Suppose, in the first place, that it embraces the

majority, the question is, whether the majority would have an
interest in oppressing those who, upon this supposition, would be
deprived of political power ? If we reduce the calculation to
its elements, we shall see that the interest which they would
have of this deplorable kind, though it would be something, would

not be very great. Each man of the majority, if the majority
were constituted tile governing body, would have something less
than the benefit of oppressing a single man. If the majority were
twice as great as the minority, each man of the majority would

only have one half the benefit of oppressing a single man ....
Suppose, in the second place, that the qualification did not
admit a body of electors so large as the majority, in that case
taking again the calculation in its elements, we shall see that
each man would have a benefit equal to that derived from the

oppression of more than one man ; and that, in proportion as
the elective body constituted a smaller and smaller minority, the
benefit of misrule to the elective body would be increased, and
bad government would be insured."

The first remark which we have to make on this argu-
ment is, that, by Mr. Mill's own account, even a govern-
ment in which every human being should vote wotfld
still be defective. For, under a system of universal

suffrage, the majority of the electors return the repre-
sentative, and the majority of the representatives make
the law. The whole people may vote, therefore ; but only
the majority govern. So that, by Mr. Mill's own con-
fession, the most perfect system of government conceiv-
able is one in which the interest of the ruling body to

oppress, though not great, is something.
But is Mr. Mill in the right when he says that such an

interest could not be very great ? We think not. If,

indeed, every man in the community possessed an equal
share of what Mr. Mill calls the objects of desire, the

majority would probably abstain from plundering the
minority. A large minority would offer a vigorous

x3
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resistance ; and the property of a small minority would
not repay the other members of the community for the
trouble of dividing it. But it happens that in all civilised
communities there is a small minority of rich men, and a
great majority of poor men. If there were a thousand
men with ten pounds apiece, it would not be worth while
for nine hundi'ed and ninety of them to rob ten, and it
would be a bold attempt for six hundred of them to rob
ibur hundred. But, if ten of them had a hundred

thousand pounds apiece, the case would be very different.
There would then be much to be got, and nothing to be
feared.

"That one human being _dll des]re to render the
person and property of another subservient to his pleasures,
notwithstanding the pain or loss of pleasure which it may
occasion to that other individuM, is," according to Mr.
Mill, "the foundation of government." That the property
of the rich minority can be made subservient to the
pleasures of the poor majority will scarcely be denied.
But Mr. Mill proposes to give the poor majority power
over the rich minority. Is it possible to doubt to w]mt,
on his own principles, such an arrangement must lead ?

It may perhaps be said that, in the long run, it is for
the interest of the people that property should be secure,
and that therefore they will respect it. We answer thus :-
It cannot be pretended that it is not for the immediate
interest of the people to plunder the rich. Therefore,
even if it were quite certain that, in the long run, the
people would, as a body, lose by doing so, it would not
necessarily follow that the fear of remote ill consequences
would overcome the desire of immediate acquisitions.
Every individual might flatter himself that the puuishment
would not fall on him. l_[r. l_Iill himself tells us, in his
Essay on Jurisprudence, that no quantity of evil which
is reraote and uncertain will suffice to prevent crime.

But we are rather inclined to think that it would, on

the whole, be for the interest of the majority to plunder
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the rich. If so, the Utilitarians will say, that the rich

ought to be plundered. We deny the inference. For, ill
the first place, if the object of govermnent be the greatest
happiness of the greatest number, the intensity of the
suffering which a measm'e i_flicts must be taken into con-
sideration, as well as the number of the sufferers. In the

next place, we have to notice one most important distinc-
tion which M_-.M_ll has altogether overlooked. Through-
out his essay, he confounds the community with the species.
He talks of the greatest happiness of the greatest number:
but, when we examine his reasonings, we find that he

thinks only of the greatest number of a single generation.
Therefore, even if we were to concede that all those

arguments of which we have exposed the fallacy are un-
answerable, we might still deny the conclusion at which
the essayist arrives. Even if we were to grant that he
had found out the form of government which is best for

the majority of the people now living on the face of the
earth, we might still without inconsistency maintain that
form of government to be perlficious to mankind. It
would still be incumbent on Mr. 3_il] to prove that the

interest of every generation is identical with the interest
of all succeeding generations. And how on lfis own prin-
ciples he could do this we are at a loss to conceive.

The case, indeed, is strictly analogous to that of an
aristocratic government. In an aristocracy, says M_r.l_Iill.
the few, being invested with the powers of govermnent.
can take the objects of their desires from the people In
the same manner, every generation in turn can gratify
itself at the expense of posterity,-- priority of time, in th(,
latter case, giving an advantage exactly corresponding to
that which superiority of station gives in the former.
That an aristocracy will abuse its advantage, is. according
to Mr. _[ill, matter of demonstration. Is it not equally
certain that the whole people will do the same ; that, it'
they have the power, they will commit waste of evelu-

x4
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sort on the estate of mankind, and transmit it to posterity
impoverished and desolated ?

tIow is it possible for any person who holds the doc-
trines of 5lir. ]_Iill to doubt that the rich, in a democracy
such as that which he recommends, would be pillaged as
unmercifully as under a Turkish Pacha ? It is no doubt
for the ii_terest of the next generation, and it may be for
the remote interest of the present generation, that pro-
perty should be held sacred. And so no doubt it will be
ibr the interest of the next Pacha, and even for that of

the present Pacha, if he should hold office long, that the
inhabitants of his Pachalik should be encouraged to
accumulate wealth. Scarcely any despotic sovereign has
plundered his subjects to a large extent without having
reason before the end of his reign to regret it. Every
body knows how bitterly Louis the Fourteenth, towards
the close of his life, lamented his former extravagance.
If that magnificent prince had not expended millions on
5Iarli and Versailles, an't tens of millions on the aggTan-
disement of his grandson, he would not have been com-
pelled at last to pay servile court to low-born money-
lenders, to humble himself before men on whom, in the

days of his pride, he would not have vouchsafed to look,
for the means of supporting even his own household.
Examples to the same effect might easily be multiplied.
But despots, we see, do plunder their subjects, though
history and experience tell them that, by prematnrely
exacting the means of profusion, they are in fact devour-
ing the seed-corn from which the future harvest of revenue
is to spring. Why then should we suppose that the peo-
1)le will be deterred from procuring immediate relief and
enjoyment by the fear of distant calmnities, of ealamitie_
Milch perhaps may not be fully felt till the times of their
grand-children ?

These conclusions are strictly drawn from 5I_r. Mill's
own principles : and, unlike most of the conclusions which
he has himself drawn from those principles, they are not,
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as far as we know, contradicted by facts. The case of the
Ulfited States is not in point. In a country where the
necessaries of life are cheap and the wages of labour high,
where a man who has no capital but his legs and arms
may expect to become rich by industry and frugality, it is
not very decidedly even for the immediate advantage of the
poor to plunder the rich ; and the purhshment of doing so
would very speedily follow the offence. But in countries in
which the great majority live from hand to mouth, and in
wlfich vast masses of wealth have been accumulated by a
comparatively small number, the case is widely different.
The immediate want is, at particular seasons, craving,
imperious, irresistible. In our own time it has steeled
men to the fear of the gallows, and m'ged them on the
point of the bayonet. And, if these men had at their
command that gallows and those bayonets which now
scarcely restrain them, what is to be expected ? Nor is
this state of things one which can exist only under a bad
government. If there be the least truth in the doctrines
of the school to which Mr. _Iill belongs, the increase of
population will necessarily produce it evel-vwhere. The
increase of population is accelerated by good and cheap
government. Therefore, the better the government, the
greater is the inequality of conditions: and the greater
the inequality of conditions, the stronger are the motives
which impel the populace to spoliation. As for America,
we appeal to the twentieth century.

It is scarcely necessary to discuss the effects which a
general spoliation of the rich would produce. It may
indeed happen that, where a legal and political system full
of abuses is inseparably bound up with the institution of
property, a nation may gain by a single convulsion, in
which both perish together. The price is fearful. But,
if, when the shock is over, a new order of things should
arise under which property may enjoy security, the in-
dustry of individuals will soon repair the devastation.
Thus we entertain no doubt that the l:[evolution was, on
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the whole, a most salutary event for France. But would
France have gained if, ever since the year 1793, she had
been governed by a democratic convention ? If Mr.
_Iill's principles be sound, we say that almost her whole
capital would by this time have been _nnihilated. As
soon as the first explosion was beginning to be forgotten,
as soon as wealth again began to germinate, as soon as
the poor again began to compare their cottages and salads
with the hotels and banquets of the rich, there would
have been another scramble for property, another maxi-
mmn, another general confiscation, another reign of terror.
]?our or five such convulsions following each other, at
intervals of ten or twelve years, would reduce the most
flourishing countries of Europe to the state of Barbary
or tlie Morea.

The civilised part of the world has now nothing to
fear from the hostility of savage nations. Once the
deluge of barbarism has passed over it, to destroy and to
fertilise ; and in the present state of mankind we enjoy a
full security against that calanfity. That flood will no
more return to cover the earth. But is it possible that
in the bosom of ci_Slisation itself may be engendered the
malady which shall destroy it ? Is it possible that insti-
tutions may be established which, without the help of
earthquake, of famine, of pestilence, or of the foreign
sword, may undo the work of so many ages of wisdom
and glory, and gradually sweep away taste, literature,
science, commerce, manufactures, everything but the rude
arts neces_ry to the support of animal life ? Is it possible
that, in two or three hundred years, a few lean and half-
naked fishermen may divide with owls and foxes the ruins
of the greatest European cities--may wash their nets
amidst the relics of her gigantic docks, and build their
huts out of the capitals of her stately cathedrals ? If the
principles of Mr. Mill be sound, we say, without hesitation,
that the form of government which he recommends will
assuredly produce all this. But, if these principles be un-
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solmd, ff the reasonings by which we have opposed them
be just, the higher and middling orders are the natural

representatives of the human race. Their interest may
be opposed in some things to that of their poorer con-

temporaries ; but it is identical with that of the izmumer-
able generations which are to follow.

Mr. _{ill concludes his essay, by answering an objection

often made to the project of urfiversal suffrage -- that the

people do not understand their own interests. We shall
not go through his arguments on this subject, because, till

he has proved that it is for the interest of the people to
respect property, he olfly makes matters worse by prov-

ing that they understand their interests. But we cannot
refrain from treating our readers with a delicious

boTme bouche of wisdom, which he has kept for the
last moment.

"The opinions of that class of the people who are below the
middle rank are formed, and their minds are directed, by that
intelligent, that virtuous rank, who come the most immediately
in contact with them, who are in the constant habit of intimate
communication with them, to whom they fly for advice and
assistance in all their numerous difficulties, upon whom they
feel an immediate and daily dependence in health and in sick-
ness, in infancy and in old age, to whom their children look up
as models fbr their imitation, whose opinions they hear daily
repeated, and account it their honour to adopt. There can be
no doubt that the middle rank, which gives to science, to art,
and to legislation itself their most distinguished ornaments, and
is the chief source of all that has exalted and refined human

nature, is that portion of the community, of which, if the basis
of representation were ever so far extended, the opinion would
ultimately decide. Of the people beneath them, a vast majority
would be sure to be guided by their advice and example."

This single paragraph is sufficient to upset Mr. 1Mill's

theory. Will the people act against their own interest ?
Or will the middle rank act against its own interest ? Or is
the interest of the middle rank identical with the interest of

the people ? If the people act according to the directions
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of the middle rank, as :_Ir. Mill says that they assuredly
will, one of these throe questions must be answered in the
affirmative. But, if any one of the three be answered
in the affirmative, his whole system falls to the ground.
If the interest of the middle rank be identical with that

of the people, why should not the powers of government
be intruswd to that rank ? If the powers of government
were intrusted to that rauk, there would evidently be an
aristocracy of wealth ; and "to constitute an aristocracy
of wealth, though it were a very numerous one, would,"
according to Mr. Mill, "leave the community without
protection, and exposed to all the evils of unbridled
power." Will not the same motives which induce the
middle classes to abuse one kind of power induce them
to abuse another ? If their i_terest be the same with

that of the people they will govern the people well. If
it be opposite to that of the people they will advise the
people ill. The system of mfiversal suffrage, therefore,
according to Mr. ]_ll's own account, is ouly a device for
doing circuitously what a representative system, with a
pretty high qualification, would do directly.

So ends this celebrated Essay. And such is this phi-
losophy for which the experience of three thousand years
is to be discarded; this philosophy, the professors of
which speak as if it had guided the world to the know-
ledge of navigation and alphabetic,d writing ; as if, before
its dawn, the inhabitants of Europe had lived in caverns
and eaten each other ! We are sick, it seems, like the
childi'en of Israel, of the objects of our old and legitimate
worslfip. We pine for a new idolatry. All that is
costly and all that is ornamental in our intellectual trea-

sures must be delivered up, and cast into the furnace_
and tliere comes out this Calf!

Oar readers can scarcely mistake our object in writing
this article. They will not suspect us of any disposition
to advocate the cause of absolute monarchy, or of any
narrow form of oligarchy, or to exaggerate the evils of
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popular government. Our object at present is, not so
much to attack or defend any particular system of polity,
as to expose the vices of a ldnd of reasoning utterly unfit
for moral and political discussions ; of a kind of reasoning
which may so readily be turned to purposes of falsehood
that it ought to receive no quarter, even when by accident
it may be employed on the side of truth.

Our objection to the essay of :_Ir. _Iill is fundamental.
We believe that it is utterly hnpossible to deduce the sci-
ence of government from the principles of human nature.

_71at proposition is there respecting human nature
which is absolutely and universally true ? We know of
only one : and that is not only true, but identical ; that
men always act from self-interest. This truism the Utilita-
rians proclaim with as much pride as if it were new, and
as much zeal as if it were important. But in fact, when
explained, it means only that men, if they can, will do as
they choose. When we see the actions of a man we
know with certainty what he thinks his interest to be.
But it is impossible to reason with certainty from what
we take to be his interest to his actions. One man goes
without a dinner that he may add a shilling to a hundred
thousand pounds: another runs in debt to give balls and
masquerades. One man cuts his father's throat to get
possession of his old clothes : another hazards his own life
to save that of an enemy. One man volunteers on a
forlorn hope: another is drummed out of a regiment for
cowardice. Each of these men has, no doubt, acted from

self-interest. But we gain nothing by knowing this,
except the pleasure, if it be one, of multiplying useless
words. In fact, this principle is just as recondite and
just as important as the great truth that whatever is, is.
If a philosopher were always to state facts in the follow-
ing form--" There is a shower: but whatever is, is;
therefore, there is a shower,"--his reasoning would be
perfectly sound; but we do not apprehend that it would
materially enlarge the circle of human knowledge. And
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it is equally idle to attribute any importance to a proposi-
tion which, when interpreted, means only that a man had
rather do what he had rather do.

If the doctrine, that men always act from self-interest,
be laid down in any other sense than this--if the mean-
ing of the word self-interest be narrowed so as to exclude
any one of the motives which may by possibility act on
any hmnan being,--the proposition ceases to be identical ;
but at the same time it ceases to be true.

What we have said of the word "self-interest" applies
to all the synon?maes and circumlocutions which are em-
ployed to convey the same meaning ; pain and pleasure,
happiness and misery, objects of desire, and so forth.

The wi_ole art of M_r.Mill's essay consists in one simple
trick of legerdemain. It consists in using words of the
sort which we have been describing first in one sense and
then in another. Men will take the objects of their desire
if they can. Unquestionably :--but this is an identical
proposition : for an object of desire means merely a firing
which a man will procure if he can. Nothing can possi-
bly be inferred from a maxim of this -kind. When we see
a man take something we shall know that it was an object
of his desire. But till then we have no means of judging
_-ith certainty what he desires or what he will take.
The general proposition, however, having been admitted,
Mr. _ proceeds to reason as if men had no desh'es but
those which can be gratified only by spoliation and
oppression. It then becomes easy to deduce doctrines of
vast importance from the original axiom. The only mis-
fortune is, that by thus narrowing the meaning of the
word desire the axiom becomes false, and all the doc-

trines consequent upon it are false likewise.
When we pass beyond those maxims which it is im-

possible to deny without a contradiction in terms, and
which, therefore, do not enable us to advance a si@e
step in practical knowledge, we do not believe that it is
possible to lay down a single general rule respecting the
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motives which influence human actions. There is nothing
wlfich may not, by association or by comparison, become
an object either of desire or of aversion. The fear of death
is generally considered as one of the strongest of our feel-
ings. It is the most formidable sanction which legislators
have been able to de_ise. Yet it is notorious that, as

Lord Bacon has observed, there is no passion by which
that fear has not been often overcome. Physical pain is
indisputably an evil ; yet it has been often endm'ed, and
even welcomed. Innumerable martyrs have exulted in
torments which made the spectators shudder ; and, to use
a more homely illustration, there are few wives who do
not long to be mothers.

Is the love of approbation a stronger motive than the
love of wealth ? It is impossible to answer this ques-
tion generally even in the case of an individual with
whom we are very intimate. We often say, hldeed, that
a man loves fame more than money or mol_ev more than
fame. But this is said in a loose and popular sense ; for
there is scarcely a man who would not endure a few sneers
for a great sum of money, if he were in pecmfiary distress;
and scarcely a man, on the other hand, who, if he were
in flourishing circumstances, would expose himself to the
hatred and contempt of the public for a trifle. In order,
therefore, to return a precise answer even about a single
human being, we must know what is the amount of the
sacrifice of reputation demanded and of the pecuniary
advantage offered, and in what situation the person to
whom the temptation is proposed stands at the time.
But, when the question is propounded generally about
the whole species, the impossibility of answering is still
more evident. Man differs from man; generation from
generation ; nation from nation. Education, station, sex,
age, accidental associations, produce iIflinite shades of
variety.

Now, the only mode in which we can conceive it pos-
sible to deduce a theory of government from the prin-
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ciples of human nature is this. We must find out what
are the motives which, in a particular form of government,
impel rulers to bad measures, and what are those which
impel them to good measures. We must then compare
the effect of the two classes of motives ; and, according as
we find the one or the other to prevail, we must pronounce
the form of government in question good or bad.

_ow let it be supposed that, in aristocratical and monar-
chical states, the desire of wealth and other desires of the

same class ahvays tend to produce misgovernment, and
that the love of approbation and other kindred feelings
always tend to produce good government. Then, if it
be impossible, as we have shown that it is, to pronounce
generally which of the two classes of motives is the more
influential, it is impossible to find out, a priori, whether
a monarchical or aristocratical form of government be good
or bad.

Mr. _ has avoided the difficulty of making the com-
parison, by very coolly putting all the weights into one of
the scales,---by reasoning as if no human being had ever
sympathised _dth the feelings, been gratified by the
thanks, or been galled by the execrations, of another.

The case, as we have put it, is decisive against Mr.
; and yet we have put it in a manner far too favour-

able to him. _'or, in fact, it is impossible to lay it down
as a general rule that the love of wealth in a sovereign
always produces misgovernment, or the love of appro-
bation good government. A patient and far-sighted ruler,
for example, who is less desirous of raising a great sum
immediately than of securing an unencumbered and pro-
gressive revenue, _qll, by taking off restraints from trade
and giving perfect security to property, encourage ac-
cumulation and entice capital from foreign countries. The
commercial policy of Prussia, which is perhaps superior
to that of any country in the world, and which puts to
shame the absurdities of our republican brethren on the
other side of the Atlantic, has probably sprm_g from the
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desire of an absolute ruler to ellrich himself. On the

other hand, when the popular estimate of virtues and
vices is erroneous, which is too often the case, the love
of approbation leads sovereigns to spend the wealth of
the nation on useless shows, or to en(_nc_oin wanton and
destructive wars. If then we can neither compare the
strength of two motives, nor determine with certainty to
what description of actions either motive will lead, how
can we possibly deduce a theory of govermnent fl'om the
nature of man ?

ttow, then, are we to arrive at just conclusions on a

subject so important to the happiness of mankind ? Surely
by that method which, in every experimental science to
which it has been applied, has signally h_ereased the power
and knowledge of our speeies,_by that method for which
our new philosophers would substitute qnibbles scarcely
worthy of the barbarous respondents and opponents of the
nfiddle ages,--by the method of Induction ;--by observing
the present state of the world,--by assiduously studying
the history of past ages,--by sifting the evidence of facts,-
by carethlly combining and contrasting those which are
authentic,--by generalising with judgment and diffidence,
---by perpetually bringing the theolW Milch we have con-
structed to the test of new facts,--by correcting, or alto-
gether abandoning it, according as those new frets prove
it to be partially or fundamentally unsound. Proceeding
thus,_patiently,--dLlJgently,--candidly,--we may hope
to form a system as thr inferior hi pretension to that which
we have been examining and as far superior to i_ hi real
utility as the prescriptions of a great physician, val3_Mg
with every stage of every malady and with the consti-
tution of every patient, to the pill of the advertising
quack which is to cure all hmnan beings, in all climates,
of all diseases.

This is that noble Science of Polities, which is equally
removed from the barren theories of the Utilitarim_

sophists, and from the petty craft, so often mistaken for
VOL. I. Y
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statesmanship by minds grown narrow in habits of in-
trigue, jobbing, and official etiquette ;--which of all sciences
is the most important to the welfhre of nations,--which of
all sciences most tends to expand and invigorate the mind,
--which draws nutriment and ornament from every part of

philosophy and literature, and dispenses in return nutri-
ment and ornament to all. We are sorry and surprised
when we see men of good intentions and good natural
aMlities abandon this healthful and generous study to pore
over speculations like those which we have been examining.
And we should heartily rejoice to find that our remarks
had induced any person of this description to employ,
in researches of real utility, the talents and industry
which are now wasted on verbal sophisms, wretched of
their wretched kind.

As to the greater part of the sect, it is, we apprehend,
of little consequence what they study or under whom.
It would be more amusing, to be sure, and more repu-
table, if they would take up the old republican cant and
declaim about Brutus and Timo]eon, the duty of killing
tyrants and the blessedness of (lying for liberty. But,
on the whole, they might have chosen worse. They may
as well be Utilitarians as jockeys or dandies. And, though
quibbling about self-interest and motives, and objects of
desire, and the greatest happiness of the greatest number,
is but a poor employment for a grown man, it certainly
hurts the health less than hard drinking and the fortune
less than high play ; it is not much more laughable than

phrenolo_, and is immeasurably more humane than cock-
fighting.
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WESTMINSTER ItEVEWER'S DEFENCE OF NII,L.

(Jt-xE 1829.)

The Westrninstor Review. No. XXL Article XVI. Edin-
burgh Reciew. -h_o.XCYIL Arti, cle on Mill's Essays o_,
Gove_nw_t, &c.

WE have had great reason, wc think, to be gratified by
the success of our late attack on the Utilitat-ians. We

could publish a long list of the cures which it has wrought
in cases previously considered as hopeless. Delicacy
forbids us to divulge natnes ; but we cannot refrain from
alluding to two remarkable instances. A respectable lady
writes to inform us that her son, who was plucked at
Cambridge last January, has not been heard to call Sir
James 3[ackintosh a poor ignorant fool more than tx_ice
since the appearance of our article. A distinguished
political writer in the Westminster and Pat'liamentarv
_eviews has borrowed Hume's History. and has actually
got as fat-as tim battle of Agincourt. He assures us _hat
he takes great pleasure in his new stud)', and that he is
very impatient to learn how Scotland and England be-
catne one "kingdom. But the greatest compliment that we
have received is that Mr. Beutham himself should have
condescended to take the field in defence of Mr. Nill.

We have not been in the habit of reviewing red-Jews;
but, as N_r. :Bentham is a truly _'eat man, and as his
party have thought fit to announce in puffs and placards
that this article is written by him, and contains not only
an answer to our attacks, but a development of the
': greatest happiness principle," with the latest improve-
mcnts of the author, we shall for once depart from our

r2
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general rule. I{owever the conflict may telnminate, we
shall at least not have been vanquished by an ignoble
hand.

Of Nr. Bentham himself we shall endeavour, even

while defending ourselves against his reproaches, to speak
with the respect to which his venerable age, his genius,
and his public services entitle him. If any harsh ex-
pression should escape us, we trust that he will attribute
it to inadvertence, to the momentary warmth of contro-
versy,--to anything, in short, rather than to a design of
affronting him. Though we have nothing in common
with the crew of t{urds and ]3oswells, who, either from
interested motives, or from the habit of intellectual ser-

vility and dependence, pamper and vitiate his appetite
with the noxious sweetness of their undiscerning praise,
we are not perhaps less competent than they to appreciate
his merit, or less sincerely disposed to acknowledge it.
Though we may sometimes think his reasonings on moral
and political questions feeble and sophistical though we
may sometimes smile at his extraordin'u'y language we
can never be weary of admiring the amplitude of his
comprehension, the keenness of his penetration, the
exuberant fertility with which his mind pours forth argu-
ments and illustrations. However sharply he may speak
of us, we can never cease to revere in him the father of

the philos@y of Jurisprudence. tie has a full right to
all the privi]eges of a great inventor ; and, in our court

of criticism, those prixq_legeswill never be pleaded in vain.
!lut they are limited in the same manner in which,
fortunately for the ends of justice, the privileges of the
peerage are now limited. The advantage is personal and
incommunicable. A_nobleman can now no longer cover
with his protection evew lackey who follows his heels,
or every bully who ch'aws in his quarrel : and, highly as
we respect the exalted rank which _Ir. Bentham holds
among the _xR'iters of our time, yet Mmn, for the due

maintenance of literary police, we shall think it necessary
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to confute sophists, or to bring pretenders to shame, _ e

shall not depart from the ordinary course of eta _ pro-
ceedings because the offenders call themselves Ben-
thamites.

"Whether X_[r.Mill has much reason to thank M_r.]3entham

for undertaking his defence, our readers, when they have
finished this article, will perhaps be inclined to doubt.
Great as N_r. Bentham's talents are, he has, we think,
shown an undue confidence in them. He should have

considered ]low dangerous it is for any man, however
eloquent and ingenious he may be, to attack or defend a
book without reading it: and we feel quite convinced
that ]Xfr.]3entham would never have written the article

before us if he had, before he began, perused our review
with attention, and compared it with Mr.._fill's Essay.

He has utterly mistaken our object and meaning. He
seems to think that we have undertaken to set up some
theory of govermnent in opposition to that of Mr. l_[ill.
But we distinctly disclaimed any such design, l_rom the
be_mfing to the end of our article, there is not, as far as

we remember, a single sentence which, when fairly con-
strued, can be considered as indicating any such design.
If such an expression can be fotmd, it has been di'opped
by inadvertence. Our object was to prove, not that
monarchy and aristocracy are good, but that M_'. ]_Iill lind

not proved them to be bad ; not that democracy is bad,
but that Sir. Mill had not proved it to be good. The
points in issue are these: whether the thmous Essay on
Government be, as it has been called, a perfect solution
of the gTeat political problem, or a series of sopl,isms and
blunders; and whether the sect which, while it glories
in the precision of its logic, extols this Essay as a master-
piece of demonstration be a sect deserving of the respe,.'t
or of the derision of mankind. These, we say, are the
issues; and on these we with full confidence put, our-
selves on the country.

It is not necessai?*, for the purposes of this investig_'-
iv3
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tion, that we should state what our political creed is, or
whether we have any political creed at all. A man who
camlot act the most trivial part in a farce has a right to
hi_s l_omeo Coates : a man who does not know a vein

from an artery may caution a simple neighbour agmnst
the advertisements of Dr. Eady. A complete theory of
government would indeed be a noble present to mankind ;
but it is a present which we do not hope and do not pre-
tend that we can offer. If, however, we cannot lay the
foundation, it is something to clear away the rubbish ; if
we cannot set up truth, it is something to pull down en-or.
Even if the subjects of which the Utilitarians treat were
subjects of less fearful importance, we should think it no
small service to the cause of good sense and good taste
to point out the contrast between their magnificent pre-
tensions and their miserable performances. Some of
them have, however, thought fit to display their ingennity
on questions of the most momentous kind, and on
questions concerning which men cannot reason ill with
impunity. We think it, under these circumstances, an
absolute duty to expose the fitllacy of their arguments.
It is no matter of pride or of pleasure. To read their
works is the most soporific emplo_unent that we know ;
and a man ought no more to be proud of refuting them
than of having two legs. We must now come to close
quarters with Mr. Bentham, whom, we need not say, we
do not mean to include in this observation. He ch_ges
us with maintaining,-

"First, ' That it is not true that all despots govern ill ;'-
whereon the world is in a mistake, and the Whigs have the true
light. And for proof, prineipally,--that the King of Denmark
is not Caligula. To which the answer is, that the King of Den-
mark is not a despot. He was put in his present situation by
the people turning the scale in his favour in a balanced contest
between himself and the nobility. And it is quite clear that
the same power would turn the scale the other way the moment
a King of Denmark should take into his head to be Caligula.
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It is of little consequence by what congeries of letters the
Majesty of Denmark is typified in the royal press of Copenhagen,
while the real fact is that the sword of the people is suspended
over his head, in case of ill:behaviour, as effectually as in other

countries where more noise is made upon the subject. Every
body believes the sovereig-n of Denmark to be a good and
virtuous gentleman; but there is no more superhuman merit in
his being so than in the case of a rural squire who does not

shoot his land-steward or quarter his wife with his yeomam'y
sabre.

"It is true that there are partial exceptions to the rule, that
all men use power as badly as they dare. There may have been
such things as amiable negro-drivers and sentimental masters of
press-gangs; and here and there, among the odd freaks of
human nature, there may have been specimens of men who
were ' No tyrants, though bred up to tyranny.' But it would be

as wise to recommend wolves for nurses at the Foundling on
the credit of Romulus and Remus as to substitute the exception
for the general fact, and advise mankind to take to trusting to
arbitrary power on the credit of these specimens."

INow, in the first place, we never cited the case of

Denmark to prove that all despots do not govern ill. We
cited it to prove that )Ir. Mill did not know how to

reason. _Ir. _iill gave it as a reason for deducing the

theo W of government fl'om the generM laws of htmmn

nature that the Kflg of Demnark was not Caligula. This
we said, and we still say, was absurd.

In the second place, it was not we, but _:h-. _Mill,who
said that the King of Denmark was a despot. His words
are these :--" The people of Denmark, th'ed out with the
oppression of an aristocracy, resolved that their 1ring
should be absolute; and under _heir absolute monarch

are as well governed as any people in Europe." We
leave Mr. Bentham to settle with _h-. Mill the distinction

between a despot and an absolute king.
In the third place, )J_-. ]Sentliam says that there was

in Denmark a balanced contest between the king and the
nobility. We find some difficulty in believing that l_h'.
Bentham seriously means to say this, when we consider

Y4
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that Mr. Mill has demonstrated the chance to be as

infinity to one against the existence of such a balanced
contest.

Fourthly, Mr. Bentham says that in this balanced con-
test the people turned the scale in favour of the king
against the aristocracy. But _fr. Mill has demonstrated
that it cannot possibly be for the interest of the monarchy
and democracy to join against the aristocracy ; and that,
wherever the three parties exist, the king and the aris-
tocracy will combine against the people. This, Mr. Mill
assures us, is as certain as anything which depends upon
human will.

Fifthly, ]_{r.Bentham says that, if the King of Denmark
were to oppress his people, the people and nobles would
combine sgainst the king. But _[r. Mill has proved that
it can never be for the interest of the aristocracy to com-
bine _fith the democracy against the "king. It is evidently
_[r. Bentham's opinion, that "monarchy, aristocracy, and
democracy may balance each other, and by mutual checks
produce good government." But this is the very theory
which Mr. Mill pronounces to be the wildest, the most
visional', the most chimerical ever broached on the subject
of government.

We have no dispute on these heads with 1_-. Benthmn.
On the contrary, we think his explanation true _ or, at
]east, true in part ; and we heartily thank him for lending
u_ his assistance to demolish the essay of his follower.
ttis wit and his sarcasm are sport to us; but they are
death to his unhappy disciple.

Mr. Bentham seems to imagine that we have said some-
thing implying an opinion favourable to despotism. We
can scarcely suppose that, as he has not condescended to
read that portion of our work which he undertook to
answer, he can have bestowed much attention on its

general character. Had he done so he would, we think,
scarcely have entertained such a suspicion. -5It. Mill as-
serts, and pretends to prove, flint m'.der no despotic
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government does any human being, except the tools of
the sovereign, possess more than the necessaries of life, and
that the most intense deg'ree of terror is kept up by con-
stant cruelty. This, we say, is untrue. It is not merely
a rule to which there are exceptions : but it is not the rule.
Despotism is bad ; but it is scarcely anywhere so bad as
Nx. Ni]] says that it is everywhere. This we are sure
i_. ]3entham will allow. If a man were to say that five
hundred thousand people die every year in London of
dram-drinking, he would not assert a proposition more
monstrously false than N_r. 3fill's. Would it be just to
charge us with defending into:dcation because we mig)lt
say that such a man was grossly in the wrong ?

We say with N_r. Bentham that despotism is a bad
thing. We say ,_ith 3Lr. Bentham that the exceptions do
not destroy the authority of the rule. But tiffs we say--
that a single exception overthrows an argument which
either does not prove the rule at all, or else proves the rule
to be true without except_'ons; and such an argument is
_-. ]_Iill's argument against despotism. Ill tiffs respect
there is a great difference between rtfles drawn from ex-
perience and rules deduced a priori. We might believe
that there had been a fall of snow last August, and yet not
think it likely that there would be snow next August. A
single occurrence opposed to our general experience would
tell for very little in our calculation of the chances. But,
if we could once satisfy ourselves that in a_j/single right-
angled triangle the square of the hypothenuse might be
less than the squares of the sides, we must reject the forty-
seventh proposition of Euclid altogether. We wi_llingly
adopt ]_Ir. Benthmn's lively illustration about the wolf;
and we will say in passing that it gives us real pleasure
to see how little old age has dimi_fished the gaiety of this
eminent man. We can assure him that his merrhnent

gives us far more pleasure on his account than pain on
our own. We say with ]tim, Keep the wolf ou_ of the

nursery, in spite of the story of P_omu!us and _emus.
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But, if the shepherd who saw the wolf licl_ing and suckling
those famous twins were, after telling this story to his
companions, to assert that it was an infallible rule that no
wolf ever had spared, or ever would spare, any living thing
which might fall in its way--that its nature was carnivo-
rous-and that it could not possibly disobey its natm'e,
we think that the hearers might have been excused for
staring. It may be strange, but is not inconsistent, that a
wolf which has eaten ninety-nine children should spare the
hundredth. But the fact that a wolf has once spared a
child is sufficient to show that there must be some flaw in

the chain of reasoning purporting to prove that wolves
cannot possibly spare children.

N_r.J3entham proceeds to attack another position Milch
he conceives us to maintahl :--

"Secondly, That a government not under the control of the
community (for there is no question upon any other) ' may soou
be saturated.' Tell it not in Bow-street, whisper it not in
tIatton-garden--that there is a plan for preventing injustice by
'saturation.' With what peals of unearthly merriment would
l_Iinos, 2Eacus, and Rhadamanthus be aroused upon their
benches, if the ' light wings of saffron and of blue' should bear
tiffs theory into their grim domains ! Why do not the owners
of pocket-handkerchiefs try to 'saturate?' Why does not the
cheated publican beg leave to cheek the gulosity of his defrauder
with a _epetatur hc_ustus, and the pummelled plMntiff neu-
tralise the malice of his adversary, by requesting to have the
rest of the beating in presence of the court,--if it is not that
such conduct would run counter to all the conclusions of expe-
rience, and be the procreation of the mischief it affected to
destroy? Woful is the man whose wealth depends on his
having more than somebody else can be persuaded to take
from him ; and woful also is the people that is in such a case !"

Now this is certainly very pleasant writing : but there
is no great difficulty in answerkng the argument. The
real reason Milch makes it absm-d to think of preventing
theft by pensiolilng off thieves is this, that there is no limit
to the number of thieves. If there were only a hundred
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thieves in a place, and we were quite sure that no person
not already addicted to theft would take to it, it might
become a question whether to keep the thieves from dis-
honesty by raising them above distress would not be a
better course than to employ officers against them. But
the actual cases are not parallel. Eve1T man who chooses
can become a thief; but a man cannot become a ldng or
a member of the aristocracy whenever he chooses. The
number of the depredators is limited; and therefore the
amount of depredation, so far as physical pleasures arc
concerned, must be limited also. Now, we made the re-

mark which l_lr. Bentham censures with reference to phy-
sical pleasures only. The pleasures of ostentation, of taste,
of revenge, and other pleasures of the same description,
have, we distinctly allowed, no limit. Olu- words are
these :_" A king or an aristocracy may be supplied to
satiety with co_Toralpleasures, at an expense which the
rudest and poorest community would scarcely feel." Does
lit. ]3el. tham deny this ? If he does, we leave ]tim to 3Ir.
l_'Iill. "What," says that philosopher, in his E_say on
Education, "what are the ordinary pursuits of wealth and
power, which ldndle to such a height the ardour of man-
kind ? Not the mere love of eating and of drinking, or all
the physical objects together which wealth can purchase
or power command. V_ith these every man is in the long
run speedily satisfied." What the difference is between
being speedily satisfied and being soon saturated, we leave
_ir. Bentham and l_Ir. 3Iill to settle together.

The word 'saturation,' however, seems to provoke
_Ir. ]3entham's mirth. It certainly did not strike us as
very pure English ; but, as 1Kr. _Iill used it, we supposed
it to be good Benthamese. With the latter language we
are not critically acquainted, though, as it has many roots
in common with our mother tongue, we can contrive, by
the help of a converted Utilitarian, who attends us in
the capacity of Moonshee, to make out a little. :But
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M_r. :Bentham's authority is of course decisive; and we
bow to it.

lVlr. Bentham next represents us as maintaining :--
"Thirdly, That 'though there may be some tastes and pro-

pensities that have no point of saturation, there exists a sufficient
check in the desire of the good opinion of others.' The mis-
fortune of this argument is, that no man cares for the good
opinion of those he has been accustomed to wrong. If oysters
have opinions, it is probable they think very ill of those who
eat them in August; but small is the effect upon the autumnal
glutton that engLflfs their gentle substances within his own.
The planter and the slave-driver care just as much about nero
opinion, as the epicure about the sentiments of oysters. M.
Ude thro_dng live eels into the fire as a kindly method of di-
vesting them of the unsavoury oil that lodges beneath their skins,
is not more convinced of the immense aggregate of good which
arises to the lordlier parts of the creation, than is the gentle
peer who strips his fellow man of country and of family for a
wild-fowl slain. The goodly land-owner, who lives by morsels
squeezed indiscriminately from the waxy hands of the cobbler and
the polluted ones of the nightman, is in no small degree the
object of both hatred and contempt; but it is to be feared that
he is a long way from feeling them to be intolerable. The
principle of ' At _ihl pla_do ipse dotal, simul ac nummos con-
_e_plo¢" in arcS; is sufficient to make a wide interval between
the opinions of the plaintiff and defendant in such cases. In
short, to banish law and leave all plaintiffs to trust to the desire
of reputation on the opposite side, would only be transporting
the theory of the Whigs from the House of Commons to West-
minster Hall."

_%w, in the first place, we never maintained the prol)o-

sition which Mr. ]_entham puts into our mouths. We
said, and say, that there is a certain check to the rapacity
and cruelty of men, in their desire of the good opinion
of others. We never said that it was sufficient. Let

Z_[r. 5[ill show it to be insufficient. It is enough for us to

prove that there is a set-off against the principle from
which 5It. Mill deduces the whole theory of government.

The balance may be, and, we believe, will be, against des-

potism and the narrower forms of aristocracy. But what
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is this to the correctness or incorrectness of _ir. Mill's

accounts ? The question is not, whether the motives
whmh lead rulers to behave ill are stronger than those
which lead them to behave well; u but, whether we
ought to form a theory of government by looking onlU at
the motives which lead rulers to behave ill and never no-

ticing those which lead them to behave well.
Absolute rulers, says Mx. Bentham, do not care for the

good opinion of their subjects ; for no man cares for the
good opinion of those whom he has been accustomed to
wrong. By 3£r. Bentham's leave, this is a plain begging
of the question. The point at issue is this : uWill -kings
and nobles wrong the people ? The ar_nnent in favour
of kings and nobles is this :--they will not wrong the
people, because they care for the good opinion of the
people. But this argument 1Vh'._Bentham meets thus :_
they will not care for the good opinion of the people, be-
cause they are accustomed to wrong the people.

Here Mr. _i]l differs, as usual, from _ir. Bentham.

"The greatest princes," says he, in his Essay on Education,
"the most despotieal masters of human destiny, when
asked what they aim at by their wars and conquests,
would answer, if sincere, as Frederick of Prussia answered,

po_r faire parler de soi;--to occupy a large space in
the admiration of mankind." Putting Sir. 5Iill's and
5It. Bentham's principles together, we might make out
very easily that "the greatest princes, the most despotical
masters of human destiny," would never abuse their

power.
A man who has been long accustomed to injure people

must also have been long accustomed to do without their
love, and to endure their aversion. Such a man may not
miss the pleasure of popularity; for men seldom miss a
pleasure which they have long denied themselves. An
old tyrant does without popularity just as an old water-
drinker does without wine. :But, though it is perfectly
true that men who for the good of their health have
long abstained from wine feel the want of it very
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little, it would be absurd to infer that men will always
abstain from _dne when their health requires that they

should do so. And it would be equally absurd to say,
because men who have been accustomed to oppress care

little for popularity, that men _ill therefore necessarily

prefer the pleasures of oppression to those of popu]arityo
Then, again, a man may be accustomed to wrong people

in one point and not in another. He may care for their
good opinion with regard to one point and not with regard

to another. The I_egent Orleans laughed at charges
of impiety, libertinism, extravagance, idleness, disgraceful

promotions. But the slightest allusion to the charge of
poisoning threw him into convulsions. Louis the Fifteenth

braved the hatred and contempt of his subjects during

many years of the most odious and imbecile misgovern-
mont. But, when a report was spread that he used human

blood for his baths, he was almost driven mad by it. Surely
_[r. Bentham's position "that no man cares for the good

opinion of those whom he has been accustomed to wrong"
would be objectionable, as far too sweeping and indiscri-

minate, even if it did not involve, as in the present ease

we have shown that it does, a direct begging of the ques-
titre at issue.

_Ir. Bentham proceeds :-

"Fourthly, The Edinburgh Reviewers are of opinion, that
' it might, with no small plausibility, be maintained, that in
many countries, there are two classes which, in some degree,
auswer to this description ;' [viz.] 'that the poor compose the
cla_s which government is established to restrain ; and the peo-
ple of some property the class to which the powers of govern-
ment may without danger be confided,'

" They take great pains, it is true, to say this and not to s%v
it. The3/shuffle and creep about, to secure a hole to escape at,
if ' what they do not assert' should be found in any degree
inconvenient. A man might waste his life in trying to find out
whether the Misses of the .Edi_btu'gh mean to say Yes or No in
their political coquetry. But whichever way the lovely spinsters
may decide, it is diametrieMly opposed to history and the
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evidence of facts, that the poor are the class whom there is any
difficulty in restraining. It is not the poor but the rich that

have a propensity to take the property of other people. There
is no instance upon earth of the poor having combined to take
away the property of the rich ; and all the instances habitually
brought.forward in support of it are gross misrepresentations,

founded upon the most necessary acts of self-defence on the
part of the most numerous classes. Such a misrepresentation
is the common one of the Agrarian law ; which was nothing but
an attempt on the part of the Roman people to get back some
part of what had been taken from them by undisguised robbery.
Such another is the st_)ck example of the French Revolution,

appealed to by the Edinburgh _Review in the actual case. It is
utterly untrue that the French Revolution took place because
'the poor began to compare their cottages and salads with the
hotels and banquets of the rich;' it took place because they

were robbed of their cottages and salads to support the hotels
and banquets of their oppressors. It is utterly untrue that
there was either a scramble for property or a general confisca-
tion; the classes who took part with the foreign invaders lost
their property, as they would have done here, and ought to do
everywhere. All these are the vulgar errors of the man on the
lion's back,-- which the lion will set to rights when he can tell
his o_m story. History is nothing but the relation of the suffer-
ings of the poor from the rich ; except precisely so far as the

numerous classes of the community have contrived to keep the
virtual power in their hands, or in other words, to establish free
governments. If a poor man injures the rich, the law is

instantly at his heels ; the injuries of the rich towards the poor
are always inflicted by the law. And to enable the rich to do
this to any extent that may be practicable or prudent, there is
clearly one postulate required, which is, that the rich shall make
the law."

This passage is alone sufficient to prove that _Ir. Bentham
has not taken the trouble to read our article from be_n-
ning to end. We are quite sure that he would not stoop
to misrepresent it. And, if he had read it with any at-
tention, he would have perceived that all this coquets-,
tlfis hesitation, this Yes and No, this saying and not say-
ing, is simply an exercise of the undeniable right which in
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controversy belongs to the defensive side--to the side
which proposes to establish nothing. The affmnative of
the issue and the burden of the proof are with ]_Ir. Mill,
not with us. We are not bound, perhaps we are not able,
to show that the form of government which he recom-
mends is bad. It is quite enough if we can short that he
does not prove it to be good. In his proof, among many
other flaws, is this--tie says, that if men are not inclined
to plunder each other, government is unnecessary, and
that, if men are so inclined, kings and aristocracies will

plunder the people. Now tlfis, we say, is a fallacy. That
some men will plunder their neighbours if they can, is a
sufficient reason for the existence of governments. But it
is not demonstrated that -kings and aristocracies will
plunder the people, unless it be true that all men will
plunder theh" neighbours if they can. Nen are placed ia
very different situations. Some have all the bodily
plettsures that they desire, and many other pleasures
besides, without plundering anybody. Others can scarcely
obtain their daily bread without plundering. It may be
true, but surely it is not self-evident, that the former class
is under as strong temptations to plunder as the latter.
_Ir. _iill was therefore bound to prove it. That he has
not proved it is one of thirty or forty fatal errors in his
argument. It is not necessary that we should express an
opinion or even have an opinion on the subject. Perhaps
we ftre in a state of perfect scepticism : but what then ?
Are we the theory-makers ? When we bring before the
world a theory of government, it will be thne to call
upon us to offer proof at eve13" step. At present we
stand on our undoubted logical right. We concede
nothing ; and we deny nothing. We say to the Utilitarian
theorists : -- When you prove your doctrine, we will
believe it ; and, till you prove it, we will not believe it.

Mx-.]3entham has quite misunderstood what we said
about the French Revolution. We never alluded to that

event for the purpose of proving that the poor were
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inclined to rob the rich. Mr. l_Iill's principles of human"
nature furnished us with that part of our argam_ent ready-
made. We alluded to the French Revolution fbr the

purpose of illustrating the effects which general spoliation
produces on society, not for the purpose of showing that
general spoliation will take place under a democracy.
We allowed distinctly that, in the peculiar ch'cumstances
of the French monarchy, the Revolution, though aecom-
pmfied by a great shock to the institution of property,
was a blessing. Surely Nr. Bentham will not maintain
that tile injury produced by the deluge of assignats and
by the maximum fell only on the emigrants, _ or that
there were not many emigrants who would have staid and
lived peaceably under any govermnent if theft" persons
and property had been secure.

We never said that the French Revolution took plaee
because the poor began to compare their cottages and
salads with the hotels and banquets of the rich. We
were not speaking about the causes of the Revolution, or
thinking about them. This we said, and say, that, if a
democratic government had been established in France,
the poor, when they began to compare their eott-_ges and
salads with the hotels and banquets of the rich, would,
on the supposition that Mr. l'Kill's principles are sound,
have plundered the ri&, and repeated without provoca-
tion all the severities and confiscations which, at tile time

of the Revolution, were committed with provocation.
We say that ]_Ir. l_Iill's favourite form of government
would, if his own views of human nature be just, make
those violent convulsions and transfers of property which
now rarely happen, except, as in the case of the :French
Revolution, when the people are maddened by oppression,
events of annual or biennial occurrence. We gave no
opilfion of our own. We give none now. We say that
this proposition may be proved from l_Ir. Mill's own
premises, by steps strictly analogous to those by which
he proves monarchy and aristocracy to be bad forms of

VOL. I. g
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government. To say this, is not to say that the propo-
:ition is true. For we hold both Mr. _fill's premises and
his deduction to be unsound throughout.

Mr. Bentham challenges us to prove fl'om history that
the people will plunder the rich. What does history say
to Mr. _Iill's doctrflm, that absolute kings will always
l_hmder their subjects so unmercifully as to leave nothing
lint a bare subsistence to any except their own creatures ?
I_' experience is to be the test, Mr. Mill's theory is un-
._ound. If _ir. :_fill's reasolfing a priori be sound, the
people in a democracy will plunder the rich. Let us use
_,ue weight and one measure. :Let us not throw history
u-ide when we are pro_4ng a theory_ and take it up again
when we have to refute an objection founded on the
principles of that theory.

We have not done, however, with Mr. Benthaln's
charges against us.

"Among other specimens of their ingenuity, they think they
embarrass the subject by asking why, on the principles in
question, women should not have votes as well as men. And

•Gentle shepherd, teI1me why._'

If the mode of election was what it ought to be, there would be
m_ more difficulty in women voting for a representative in Par-
liament thau for a director at the India House. The world will

find "out at some time that the readiest way to secure justice on
some points is to he just on all'-- that the whole is easier to
accomplish than the part; and that, whenever the camel is
driven through the eye of the needle, it would be simple folly
and debility that would leave a hoof behind."

Why, says or sings l_Ir. ]3entham, should not women
vote? It may seem uncivil in us to turn a deaf ear to
his Arcadian warb]ings. :But we submit, with great
deference, that it is not our business to tell him why.
We fully agree with him that the principle of female
surlY'ageis not so palpably absurd that a chain of reasoning
ought to be pronounced unsound merely because it leads
to female sufS"age. We say that every argument which
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tells in favour of the universal suffrage of the males tells

equally in favour of female suffrage. 55= Mill, however,
wishes to see all men vote, but says that it is unnecessary
that women should vote ; and for malting tlds distinction

he gives as a reason an assertion which, in the first place, is
not true, and which, in the next place, would, if true, overset

his whole theo_" of hmnan natm'e ; namely, that the in-
terest of the women is identical with that of the men. We

side with Mr. Bentham, so far at least as this : that, when

we join to drive the cmnel through the needle, he shall go

through hoof and all. We at present desh'e to be excused
from driving the cmnel. It is Mr. Mill who leaves the
hoof behind. But we should think it uncourteous to

reproach him in the language which _Ir. ]3entham, in the
exercise of his paternal authority over the sect, ttfinks

himself entitled to employ.
"Another of their perverted ingenuities is, that 'they are

rather inclined to think,' that it would, on the whole, be for the
interest of the majority to plunder the rich ; and if so, the Utili-
tarians will say that the rich ou_jht to be plundered. On which
it is sufl3cient to reply, that for the majority to plunder the rich
would amount to a declaration that nobody should be rich;
which, as all men wish to be rich, would involve a suicide of
hope. And as nobody has sho_-n a fragment of reason why such
a proceeding should be for the general happiness, it does not
follow that the ' Utilitarians' would recommend it. The Edin-

burgh :Reviewers have a waiting gentlewoman's ideas of ' Utili-
t:Lrianism? It is unsupported by anything but the pitiable 'We
are rather inclined to think'--and is utterly contradicted by
the whole course of history and human experience besides,-
that there is either danger or possibility of such a consummation
as the ma}ority agreeing on the plunder of the rich. There have
been instances in human memory, of their agreeing to plunder
rich oppressors, rich traitors, rich enemies, --- but the rich sb_-
pllciteJ" never. It is as true now as in the days of Harrington,
that 'a people never will, nor ever can, never did, nor ever
shall, take up arms for levelling.' All the commotions in tt,e
world have been for something else; and 'levelling' is brought
forward as the blind to conceal what the other was."

We say, again and again, that we are on the defensive.
z2
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We do not think it necessary to prove that a quack
medicine is poison. Let the vendor prove it to be
sanative. We do not pretend to show that universal
suffrage is an e_ql. Let its advocates show it to be a
good. _r. l_iill tells us that, if power be Wen for short
terms to representatives elected by all the males of mature
age, it will then be for the interest of those representatives
to promote the greatest happiness of the greatest number.
To prove this, it is necessary that he should prove three
propositions: first, that the interest of such a represen-
tative body will be identical with the interest of the
constituent body ; secondly, that the interest of the con-
stituent body will be identical with that of the community ;
thirdly, that the interest of one generation of a community
is identical with that of all succeeding generations. The
two first propositions l_£r. l_Iill attempts to prove, and
fails. The last he does not even attempt to prove. We
therefore refuse our assent to his conclusions. Is this
unreasonable ?

We never even dreamed, what l_Ir. Bentham conceives

us to have maintained, that it could be for the greatest
happiness of a_ana','_zd to plunder the rich. But we are
" rather inclined to think," though doubtingly and with
a disposition to yield to conviction, that it may be for the
pecuniary interest of the majority of a single generation
in a thickly-peopled country to plunder the rich. Why
we are inclined to think so we will explain, whenever we
send a theory of government to an Encyclopaedia. At
present we are bound to say only that we think so, and
shall think so till somebody shows us a reason for think-
hlg otherwise.

Mr. Bentham's answer to us is simple assertion. He

must not think that we mean any discourtesy by meeting
it with a simple denial. The fact is, that almost all the
governments that have ever existed in the civilised world
have been, in part at least, monarchical and aristocratical.
The first government constituted on principles approach-
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ing to those which the Utilitarians hold was, we think,
that of the United States. That the poor have never
combined to plunder the rich in the governments of the
old world, no more proves that they might not combine
to plunder the rich under a system of universal suffrage,
than the fact that the English "kings of the House of
Brunswick have not been Neros and Domitians proves
that sovereigns may safely be intrusted with absolute
power. Of what the people would do in a state of
perfect sovereignty we can judge only by indications,
which, though rarely of much moment in themselves,
and though ahvays suppressed with little difficulty, are
yet of great significance, and resemble those by which
our domestic animals sometimes remind us that they are
of -kin with the fiercest monsters of the forest. It would

not be wise to reason from the behaviour of a dog
crouching under the ]ash, which is the case of the Italian
people, or from the behaviour of a dog pampered with
the best morsels of a plentiful kitchen, which is the case
of the people of America, to the behaviour of a wolff
which is nothing but a dog run wild, after a week's f',st
among the snows of the Pyrenees. No commotion, says
Sir. Bentham, was ever really produced by the wish of
levelling : the wish has been put forward as a blind ; but
something else has been the real object. Grant all this.
Bu_, why has levelling been put forward as a blind in
times of commotion to conceal the real objects of the
a_tators? Is it with declarations which involve "a
suicide of hope" that men attempt to allure others ?
Was famine, pestilence, slavery, ever held out to attract
the people ? If levelling has been made a pretence for
disturbances, the ar_ment against _[r. Bentham's doctrine
is as strong as if it had been the real object of di_
turbances.

But the great objection which l_'_r.Bentham makes to
our review, still remains to be noticed :--

"' The pith of the charge against the author of the Essays is,
z3
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that he has written ' an elaborate Treatise on Government,' and
' deduced the whole science from the assumption of certain pro-
pensities of human nature.' Now, in the name of Sir Richard
Birnie and all saints, from what else should it be deduced ?
What did ever anybody imagine to be the end, object, and
design of government as it o_ght to be but the same operation,
on an extended scale, which that meritorious chief magistrate
conducts on a limited one at Bow-street; to wit, the preventing
one man from injuring another? Ima_ne, then, that the
Whiggery of Bow-street were to rise up against the proposition
that their science was to be deduced from ' certain propensities
of human nature,' and thereon were to ratiocinate as follows :--

" ' How then are we to arrive at just conclusions on a suhject
so important to the happiness of mankind ? Surely by that
method, which, in every experimental science to which it has
been applied, has signally increased the power and knowledge
of our species,--by that method for which our new philoso-
phers would substitute quibbles scarcely worthy of the barbarous
respondents and opponents of the middle ages, -- by the method
of induction, --by observing the present state of the world,-
by assiduously studying the history of past ages,- by sifting
the evidence of facts,- by carefully combining and contrasting
those which are authentic,- by generalising with judgment
and diffidence,- by perpetually bringing the theory which we
have constructed to the test of new facts,--by correcting, or
altogether abandoning it, according as those new facts prove it
to be partially or fundamentally unsound. Proceeding thus,-
patiently, diligently, candidly, we may hope to form a system as
far inferior in pretension to that which we have been examining,
and as far superior to it in real utility, as the prescriptions of a
great physician, varying with every stage of every malady, and
with the constitution of every patient, to the pill of the adver-
tising quack, which is to cure all human beings, in all climates,
of all diseases.'"

" Fancy now,- only fancy,-- the delivery of these wise
words at Bow street; and think how speedily the practical
catchpolls would reply, that all this might be very fine, but as
ikr as they had studied history, the naked story was, after all,
that numbers of men had a propensity to thieving, and their
business was to catch them ; that they, too, had been sifters of
facts ; and, to say the truth, their simple opinion was, that their
brethren of the red waistcoat- though they shotfld be sorry to
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think ill of any man--had somehow contracted a leaning t,,
the other side, and were more bent on puzzling the ease for the
benefit of the defendants, than on doing the duty of good
officers and true. Such would, beyond all doubt, be the ._en-

tence passed on such trimmers in the microcosm of Bow-street.
It might not absolutely follow that they were in a plot to rob
the goldsmiths' shops, or to set fire to the House of Common_ :
but it would be quite clear that they had got _ feel_in[I, -- that
they were in process of siding with the thieves,--and that it
was not to them that any man must look who was anxious that
pantries should be safe."

This is all re1T _dtty; but it does not touch us. On
tlie present occasion, we cannot but flatter ourselves that
we bear a much greater resemblance to a practical
catchpoll than either Na-. Nill or Mr. Bentham. It
would, to be sure, be vel3" absurd in a magistrate, dis-
cussing the arrangements of a police-office, to spout in
the style either of our article or Mr. Bentham's ; but. in
substance_ he would proceed, if he were a man of sense,
exactly as we recommend, tie would, on being appointed
to provide for the security of property in a town. study
attentively the state of the town. He would learn at
what places, at what times, and under what circumstances,
theft and outrage were most frequent. Are the streets.
he would ask, most infested with thieves at sunset or at

midnight ? Are there any public places of resort which
give peculiar facilities to pickpockets ? Are there any
districts completely inhabited by a lawless population ?
Which are the flash-houses, and which the shops of
receivers ? tIaving made himself master of the thets he
would act accordingly. A strong detachment of officers
might be necessary for Petticoat Lane; another for the
pit entrance of Covent Garden Theatre. Grosvenor
Square and Hamilton Place would require little or no
protection. Exactly thus should we reason about govern-
ment. Lombardy is oppressed by tyrants ; and constitu-
tional checks, such as may produce security to the people,
are required. It is, so to speak, one of the resorts of

z4
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thieves ; and there is great need of police-officers. Den-
mark resembles one of those respectable streets in which
it is scarcely necessary to station a catchpoll, because the
inhabitants would at once join to seize a thief. Yet, even
in such a street, we should wish to see an officer appear
now and then, as his occasional superintendence would
render the security more complete. And even Denmark,
we think, would be better off under a constitutional form

of government.
_Ir. Mill proceeds like a director of police, who, without

asking a single question about the state of his district,
should give his orders thus :--"My maxim is, that every
man will take what he can. Every man in London would
be a thief, but for the thief-takers. This is an undeniable

principle of human nature. Some of my predecessors
have wasted their time in inquiring about particular
pawnbrokers, and particular alehouses. Experience is
altogether divided. Of people placed in exactly the
same situation, I see that one steals, and that another
would sooner burn his hand off. Therefore I trust to the
laws of human nature alone, and pronounce all men
thieves alike. Let every body, high and low, be watched.
Let Townsend take particular care that the Duke of
Wellington does not steal the silk handkerchief of the
lord in waiting at the levee. A person has lost a watch.
Go to Lord Fitzwilliam and search him for it ; he is as
great a receiver of stolen goods as Ikey Solomons himself.
Don't tell me about his rank, and character, and fortune.
He is a man; and a man does not change his nature when
he is called a lord." Either men will steal or they will
not steal. If they will not, why do I sit here ? If they

" "If Government is founded upon this, as a law of human nature, that a
man, if able, will take from others an_hing which they have and he desires,
it is sufficiently evident that when a man is called a king, he does not change
his nature. • so that, when he has power to take what he pleases, he will

take what he pleases. To suppose that he will not, is to affirm that
government is mmecessary, and that human beings will abstain from injuring
one another of theh" own accord."_]_Irr,l, on Government.
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will,hislordshipmust be a thie£"'The W]_igger7 of
Bow Streetwould perhapsriseup againstthiswisdom.
Would Mr. Bentham think that the Whiggery of Bow
Street was in the wrong ?

We blamed Mr. _[ill for deducing his theory of govern-
ment from the principles of human nature. "In the
name of Sir Richard Birnie and all saints," cries Mr.
Bentham, "from what else should it be deduced ?" In
spite of this solemn adjuration, we shall venture to answer
Mr. Bentham's question by another. How does he arrive
at those principles of human nature from which he
proposes to deduce the science of government ? We
think that we may venture to put an answer into his
mouth; for in truth there is but one possible answer.
He will say--By experience. But what is the extent
of this experience ? Is it an experience which includes
experience of the conduct of men intrusted with the
powers of government ; or is it exclusive of that experi-
ence ? If it includes experience of the manner in which
men act when intrusted with the powers of government,
then those principles of human nature from which the
science of government is to be deduced can only be
known after going through that inductive process by
which we propose to arrive at the science of government.
Our knowledge of human nature, instead of being prior
in order to our knowledge of the science of government,
will be posterior to it. And it would be correct to say,
that by means of the science of government, and of other
kindred sciences- the science of education, for example,
which falls under exactly the same principle -- we arrive
at the science of human nature.

If, on the other hand, we are to deduce the theory of
government from principles of human nature, in arriving
at wlnch principles we have not taken into the account
the manner in which men act when invested with the

powers of government, then those principles must be
defective. They have not been formed by a sufficiently
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copious induction. We are reasoning, from what a man
does in one situation, to what he will do in another.
Sometimes we may be quite justified in reasoning thus.
When we have no means of acquiring hlformation about
the particular case before us, we are compelled to resort
to cases which bear some resemblance to it. But the

most satisfactory course is to obtain information about
the particular case ; and, whenever this can be obtained,
it ought to be obtained. When first the yellow fever
broke out, a physician might be justified in treating it as
he had been accustomed to treat those complaints which,
on the whole, had the most symptoms in common with
it. But what shotfld we think of a physician who should
now tell us that he deduced his treatment of yellow fever
from the general theory of pathology ? Surely we should
ask him, Whether, in constructing his theol 3- of pathology,
he had or had not taken into the account the facts which

had been ascertained respecting the yellow fever ? If he
had, then it would be more correct to say that he had
arrived at the principles of pathol%m/ partly by his
experience of cases of yellow fever than that he had

deduced his treatment of yellow fever from the principles
of pathology. If he had not, he should not prescribe for
us. If we had the yellow fever, we should prefer a man
who had never treated any cases but cases of yellow fever
to a man who had walked the hospitals of London and
Paris for years, but who knew nothing of our particular
disease.

Let Lord Bacon speak for us : "Induetionem censemus
cam esse demonstrandi formam, qum sensum tuetur, et
naturam premit, et operibus imminet, ac fere immiscetur.
Itaque ordo quoque demonstrandi plane invertitur.
Adhuc enim res ita geri eonsuevit, ut a sensu et partieu-
lafibus primo loco ad maxime generalJa advoletur,
tanqumn ad polos fixos, circa quos disputationes vertan-
tur; ab illis coetera, per media, deriventur; vi.£ eerte
compendiari£, sed prmcipiti, et ad naturam impervia, ad
disputationes proelivi et aceommodatfi. At, seeundum
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nos, axiomata continenter et gradatim excitantur, ut non,
nisi postremo loco, ad maxime generalia veniatur." Can
any words more exactly describe the political reasonings
of Mr. Mill than those in wtfich Lord Bacon thus de-

scribes the logomachies of the schoolmen ? Mr. Mill
springs at once to a general principle of the widest
extent, and from that general principle deduces syllogisti-
cally eve_ thing which is included in it. We say with
Bacon--" non, nisi postremo loco, ad maxime generalia
veniatur." In the present inquiry, the science of human
nature is the "maxime generale." To this the Utilitarian
rushes at once, and from this he deduces a hundred

sciences. But the true philosopher, the inductive reasoner,
travels up to it slowly, through those hundred sciences,
of which the science of government is one.

As we have lying before us that incomparable volume,
the noblest and most useful of all the works of the human

reason, the Novum Organum, we will transcribe a few lines,
in which the Utilitarian philosophy is portrayed to the
life.

"Syllogismus ad .p*'b_cilAa scientiarum non adhlbetur, ad
media axiomata frustra adhibetur, eum sit subtilitati naturse
longe impar. Assensum itaque eonstringit, non res. Syllogis-
mus ex propositionibus eonstat, propositiones ex verbis, verba
notionum tesserm sunt. Itaque si notiones ipsm, id quod basis
rei est, eonfusm sint, et temerg a rebus abstraetm, nihil in iis
qum superstruuntur est firmitudinis. Itaque spesest una in In-
duetione vera. In notionibus nil sani est, nee in Logicis nee
in physieis. Non substantia, non qualitas, agere, pati, ipsum
esse, bons? notiones sunt; muIto minus grave, leve, densum,
tenue, humidum, sieeum, generatio, eorruptio, attrahere,
fugare, elementum, materia, forma, et id genus, sed omnes
phantastiem et male terminate"

Substitute for the "substantia,"the "generatio," the "cor-

ruptio," the" elementum," the "materia" of the old school-
men, Mr. Mill's pain, pleasure, interest, power, objects of
desire, _ and the words of Bacon will seem to suit the
current year as well as the be_mxh_g of the seventeenth
century.
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We have now gone through the objections that Mr.
:Bentham makes to our article: and we submit our-

_ selves on all the charges to the judgment of the
public.

The rest of i_Ir. Bentham's article consists of an ex-

position of the Utilitarian principle, or, as he decrees that
it shall be called, the " greatest happiness principle." He
seems to think that we have been assailing it. We
never said a syllable against it. We spoke slightingly
of the Utilitarian sect, as we thought of them, and
think of them; but it was not for holding this doc-
trine that we blamed them. In attacking them we no
more meant to attack the "greatest happiness principle"
than when we say that _fahometanism is a false religion
we mean to deny the rarity of God, which is the first
article of the Mahometan creed;--no more than l_Ir.

Bentham, when he sneers at the Whigs, means to blame
them for denying the divine right of kings. We reasoned
throughout our article on the supposition that the end of
govermnent was to produce the greatest happiness to
mankind.

Mr. Bentham gives an account of the manner in
which he arrived at the discovery of the "greatest happi-
ness principle." He then proceeds to describe the
effects which, as he conceives, that discovery is pro-
ducing in ]angnage so rhetorical and ardent that, ff
Jt had been written by any other person, a genuine
Utilitarian would certainly have thrown down the book
indisgust.

"The only rivals of any note to the new principle which were
brought forward, were those known by the names of the ' moral
sense,' and the ' original contract.' The new principle super-
seded the first of these, by presenting it with a guide for its
decisions ; and the other, by making it unnecessary to resort to
a remote and imaginary contract for what was clearly the busi-
ness of every man and every hour. Throughout the whole
horizon of morals and of politics, the consequences were glorious
and vast. It might be said without danger of exaggeration,
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that they who _t in darkness had seen a great light. The
mists in which mankind had jousted against each other were
swept away, as when the sun of astronomical science arose in
the full development of the principle of gravitation. If the
object of legislation was the greatest happiness, _wrallty was
the promotion of the same end by the conduct of the individual ;
and by analogy, the happiness of the world was the morality of
nations.

". .... All the sublime obscurities, which had haunted the
mind of man from the first formation of society, -- the phantoms
whose steps had been on earth, and their heads among the
clouds, -- marshalled themselves at the sound of this new prin-
ciple of connection and of union, and stood a regulated band,
where all was order, symmetry, and force. What men had
struggled for and bled, while they saw it but as through a glass
darkly, was made the object of substantial knowledge and lively
apprehension. The bones of sages and of patriots stirred within
their tombs, that what they dimly saw and followed had become
the world's common heritage. And the great result was wrought
by no supernatural means, nor produced by any unparallelable
concatenation of events. It was foretold by no oracles, and
ushered by no portents ; but was brought about by the quiet and
reiterated exercise of God's first gift of common sense."

Mr. Bentham's discover)" does not, as we think we shall

be able to show, approach in importance to that of gravi-
ration, to which he compares it. At all events, _h'. Bentham
seems to us to act much as Sir Isaac Newton would have

done if he had gone about boasting that he was the first
person who taught bricklayers not to jump off scaffolds and

break their legs.
Does ]Kr. Bentham profess to hold out any new motive

which may induce men to promote the happiness of the

species to which they belong ? 5_ot at all. He distinctly

admits that, if he is asked why government should attempt
to produce the greatest possible happiness, he can give no
answer.

"The real answer," says he, "appeared to be, that men at
large o_ght not to allow a government to afflict them with more
evil or less good than they can help. %%_nata gover_ment ought
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to do is a mysterious and searching question, which those may
answer who know what it means ; but what other men ought to
do is a question of no mystery at all. The word ought, if it
means anything, must have reference to some kind of interest
or motives; and what interest a government has in doing right,
when it happens to be interested in doing wrong, is a question
for the school-men. The fact appears to be, that oi_ffhtis not
predicable of governments. The question is not why govern-
ments are bound not to do this or that, but why other _,_e_
should let them if they can help it. The point is not to deter-
mine wily the lion should not eat sheep, but why men should
not eat their own mutton if they can."

The principle of _Ir. ]3ent]mm, if we understm_d it, is
this, that mmfldnd ought to act so as to produce their
greatest happiness. The word ought, he tells us, h_ no
meaning, unless it he used with reference to some in-
terest. But the interest of a man is synon_nnous with
his greatest hal_iness :--and therefore to say that a man
ought to do a tiring, is to say that it is for his greatest
happiness to do it. And to say that nmnkind ouyl_t to
act so as to produce their greatest happiness, is to say
that the greatest happiness is the greatest happiness-
and this is all !

Does 3fr. Benthmn's principle tend to make any man
wish tbr anythh_g for which he would not have wished,
or do any thing which he would not have done, if the
ptSnciple had never been heard of? If not, it is an
utterly useless principle. Now, every man pursues his
own happiness or interest- call it which you will. If his
happiness coincides with the happiness of the species, then,
whether he ever heard of the "greatest happiness prin-
ciple" or not, he will, to the best of his knowledge and
ability, attempt to produce the greatest happiness of the
species. But, if what he thinks his happiness be h_con-
sistent with the greatest happhless of mankind, will this
new principle convert hhn to another fi°ame of mind ?
N_r. ]3entham himself allows, as we have seen, that he
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can give no reason why a man should promote the
greatest happiness of others if theh" greatest happiness
be inconsistent with what he thinks his own. We
should very much like to know how the Utilitari'm
principle would run when reduced to one plain impe-
rative proposition ? Will it nm thus-- pursue your own
happiness ? This is superfluous. Every man pursues
it, according to his light, and ahvays has pro-sued it,
and ahvays must pursue it. To say that a man has done
any thing, is to say that he thought it for his happiness to
do it. Will the principle run thus--pursue the greatest
happiness of mankind, whether it be your own greatest
happiness or not ? This is absurd and impossible ; and
Bentham himself allows it to be so. :But, if the principle
be not stated in one of these two ways, we cannot imagine
how it is to be stated at all. Stated in one of these ways,
it is an identical proposition,--true, but utterly barren of
consequences. Stated in the other way, it is a contradic-
tion in terms. _Ir. Bentham has distinctly declined the ab-
surdity. Are we then to suppose that he adopts the truism?

There are thus, it seems, two great truths which the
Utilitarian philosophy is to communicate to mankind--
two truths which are to produce a revolution in morals,
in laws, in governments, in literature, in the whole system
of life. The first of these is speculative ; the second is
practical. The speculative truth is, that the greatest hap-
piness is the greatest happiness. The practical rule is very
simple; for it imports merely that men should never
omit, when they wish for any thing, to wish for it, or
when they do anything, to do it ! It is a great comfort
to us to think that we readily assented to the former of
these great doctrines as soon as it was stated to us ; and
that we have long endeavoured, as far as hmnan frailty
would permit, to conform to the latter in our prac-
tice. We are, however, inclined to suspect that the
calamities of the human race have been owing, less
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to their not knowing that happiness was happiness, than
to their not knowing how to obtain it- less to their
neglecting to do what they did, than to their not being
able to do what they wished, or not wishing to do what
they ought.

Thus frivolous, thus useless is this philosophy,--
" controversiarum ferax, operum effceta, ad garriendum
prompta, ad generandum invalida." * The humble me-
chanic who discovers some slight improvement in the
construction of safety lamps or steam-vessels does more
for the happiness of mankind than the "magnificent
principle," as Mr. Bentham calls it, will do in ten thou-
sand years. The mechanic teaches us how we may
in a small degree be better off than we were. The Uti-
litarian advises us with great pomp to be as well off as
we Call.

The doctrine of a moral sense may be very unphiloso-
phical ; but we do not think that it can be proved to be
pernicious. !_en did not entertain certain desires a.nd
aversions because they believed in a moral sense, but they
gave the name of moral sense to a feeling which they
found in their minds, however it came there. If they had
given it no name at all it would still have influenced their
actions ; and it will not be very easy to demonstrate that
it has influenced their actions the more because they have
called it the moral sense. The theory of the original
contract is a fiction, and a very absurd fiction; but in
practice it meant, what the "greatest happiness principle,"
if ever it becomes a watchword of political warfare, will
mean- that is to say, whatever served the turn of those
who used it. Both the one expression and the other
sound very well in debating clubs ; but in the real con-
flicts of life our passions and interests bid them stand
aside and know their place. The "greatest happiness
principle " has always been latent under the words, social

• Bacon_ .'_'ovum Grganum.
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contract, justice, benevolence, patriotism, liberty, and so
forth, just as far as it was for the happiness, real or ima-
gined, of those who used these words to promote the
greatest happiness of mankind. And of tiffs we may be
sure, that the words "greatest happiness " will never, in
any man's mouth, mean more than the greatest happiness
of others which is consistent with what he thinks his own.

The project of mending a bad world by teaching people
to give new names to old things reminds us of Walter
Shandy's scheme for compensating the loss of lfis son's
nose by christening him Trismegistus. What society
wants is a new motive w not a new cant. If Air. :Ben-

tham can find out any argument yet undiscovered which
may induce men to pursue the general happiness, he will
indeed be a great benefactor to our species. But those
whose happiness is identical with the genera] happiness
are even now promoting the general happiness to the very
best of their power and knowledge; and Mr. Bentham
himself confesses that he has no means of persuading those
whose happiness is not identical with the general happi-
ness to act upon lfis principle. Is not this, then, darken-
ing counsel by words without knowledge ? If the only
fnlit of the "magnificent principle " is to be, that the
oppressors and pilferers of the next generation are to talk
of seeking the greatest happiness of the greatest number,
just as the same class of men have talked in our time of
seeking to uphold the l_rotestant constitution--just as
they talked under Anne of seeking the good of the Church,
and under Cromwell of seeking the Lord- where is the
gain ? Is not every great question already enveloped in
a sufficiently dark cloud of unmeaning words ? Is it so
difficult for a man to cant some one or more of the good
old English cants which his father and grandfather canted
before him, that he must learn, in the schools of the

Utilitarians, a new sleight of tongue, to make fools clap
and wise men sneer ? Let our countrymen keep their
eyes on the neophytes of this sect, and see whether we

VOL. I. A A
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turn out to be mistaken in the prediction which we now
hazard. It will before long be found, we prophesy, that,
as the corruption of a dunce is the generation of an Uti-
litarian, so is the corruption of an Utilitarian the genera-
tion of a jobber.

The most elevated station that the "greatest happiness
principle " is ever likely to attain is this, that it may be a
fashionable phrase among newspaper writers and members
of parliament -- that it may succeed to the dignity which
has been enjoyed by the " original contract," by the
" constitution of ]688," and other expressions of the same
kind. We do not apprehend that k is a less flexible cant
than those which have preceded it, or that it will less
easily funfish a pretext for any design for which a pretext
may be required. The "ori_na] contract " meant in the
Convention Parliament the co-ordinate authority of the
Three Estates. If there were to be a radical insurrection

to-morrow, the "original contract" would stand just as
well for annual parliaments and universal suffrage. The
"Glorious Constitution," again, has meant everything in
turn : the Habeas Corpus Act, the Suspension of the Ha-
beas Corpus Act, the Test Act, the Repeal of the Test
Act. There has not been for many years a single impor-
tant measure which has not been unconstitutional with its

opponents, and which its supporters have not maintained
to be agreeable to the true spirit of the constitution. Is
it easier to ascertain what is for the greatest happiness of
the human race than what is the constitution of England ?
If not, the "greatest happiness principle " will be what
the "principles of the constitution " are, a thing to be
appealed to by everybody, and understood by everybody
in the sense which suits him best. It will mean cheap
bread, dear bread, free trade, protecting duties, annual
parliaments, septennial parliaments, universal suffrage, 01d
Sarum, trial by jury., martial law--everything, in short,
good, bad, or indifferent, of which any person, from ra-
pacity or from benevolence, chooses to undertake the de-

tt
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fence. It will mean six-and-eiglitpence with the attorney,
tithes at the rectory, and game-laws at the manor-house.
The Statute of Uses, in appearance the most sweeping
legislative reform in our history, was said to have pro-
duced no other effect than that of adding three words to
a conveyance. The universal admission of Mr. Bentham's
great principle would, as far as we can see, produce no
other effect than that those orators who, while waiting for
a meaning, gain time (like bankers paying in sixpences
dm_ing a run) by uttering words that mean nothing would
substitute "the greatest happiness," or rather, as the
longer phrase, " the greatest happiness of the greatest
number," for "under existing circumstances,"--" now that
I am on my legs,"--and "Mr. Speaker, I, for one, am
fl'ee to say." In fact, principles of this sort resemble those
forms which are sold by law-stationers, with blanks for
the names of parties, and for the special circumstances of
every case--mere customary headings and conclusions,
which are equally at the command of the most honest
and of the most m_righteous claimant. It is on the filling
up that everything depends.

The "greatest happiness principle " of Mx. :Bentham
is included in the Christian morality ; and, to our think-
ing, it is there exhibited in an infinitely more sound and
philosophical form than in the Utilitarian speculations.
For in the New Testament it is neither an identical pro-
position, nor a contradiction in terms ; and, as ]aid down
by Mr. Bentham, it must be either the one or the other.
"Do as you would be done by: Love your neighbour
as yourself'" these are the precepts of Jesus Christ.
Understood in an enlarged sense, these precepts are, in
_act, a direction to every man to promote the greatest
happiness of the greatest number. :But this direction would
be utterly unmeaning, as it actually is in Mr. t_entham's
philosophy, unless it were accompanied by a sanction.
In the Christian scheme, accordingly, it is accompanied
by a sanction of immense force. To a man whose

An2
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greatest happiness in tiffs world is inconsistent with the
greatest happiness of the greatest number is held out
the prospect of an infinite happiness hereafter, from which
he excludes himself by wron_ng his fellow-creatures

here.

This is practical philosophy, as practical as that on which
penal le_slation is founded. A man is told to do something
which otherwise he would not do, and is furnished with

a new motive for doing it. Mr. Bentham has no new motive
to furnish his disciples with. He has talents sufficient
to effect any thing that can be effected. But to induce
men to act without an inducement is too much, even for
him. He should reflect that the whole vast world of
morals cannot be moved unless the mover can obtain

some stand for his engines beyond it. He acts as
Archimedes would have done, if he had attempted to
move the earth by a lever fixed on the earth. The
action and reaction neutralise each other. The artist

labours, and the world remains at rest_ Mr. Bentham

can only tell us to do something which we have always
been doing, and should still have continued to do, if we
had never heard of the "greatest happiness principle "-
or else to do something which we have no conceivable
motive for doing, and therefore shall not do. Mr. Ben-
tham's principle is at best no more than the golden rule
of the Gospel without its sanction. Whatever evils, there-
fore, have existed in societies in which the authority of the
Gospel is recognised may, afortiori, as it appears to us,
exist in societies in which the Utilitarian principle is
recognised. We do not apprehend that it is more
difficult for a tyrant or a persecutor to persuade himself
and others that in putting to death those who oppose his
power or differ fl'om his opinions he is pursuing "the
greatest happiness," than that he is doing as he would be
done by. But religion gives him a motive for doing as
he would be done by : and Mr. Bentham furnishes lfim no
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motive to induce him to promote the general happiness.
If, on the other hand, Mr. Bentham's principle mean only
that every man should pursue lfis own greatest happiness,
he merely asserts what everybody knows, and recommends
what everybody does.

It is not upon this "greatest happiness principle " that
the fame of Mr. Bentham will rest. He has not taught
people to pursue their own happiness; for that they
always did. He has not taught them to promote the
happiness of others, at the expense of their own; for
that they will not and cannot do. But he has taught
them how, in some most important points, to promote
their own happiness ; and, ff his school had emulated him
as successfully in this respect as in the trick of passing
off truisms for discoveries, the name of Benthamite would
have been no word for the scoffer. But few of those

who consider themselves as in a more especial manner his
followers have anything in common with him but his
faults. The whole science of Jurisprudence is his. He
has done much for political economy; but we are not
aware that in either department any improvement has
been made by members of his sect. He discovered truths ;
all that t]_eyhave done has been to make those truths
unpopular. He investigated the philosophy of law ; he
could teach them only to snarl at lawyers.

We entertain no apprehensions of danger to the in-
stitutions of tlfis country, from the Utilitarians. Our fears
are of a different -kind. We dread the odium and dis-
credit of their alliance. We wish to see a broad and

clear line drawn between the judicious friends of practical
reform and a sect which, having derived all its influence
from the countenance which they have imprudently
bestowed upon it, hates them with the deadly hatred of

ingratitude. There is not, and we firmly believe that
there never was, in this country a party so unpopular.

They have already made the science of political economy
AA3
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--a science of vast importance to the welfare of nations
man object of disgust to the majority of the community.
The question of parliamentary reform will share the same
fate if once an association be formed in the public mind
between Eeform and Utilitarianism.

We bear no enmity to any member of the sect; and
for l_h-. ]3entham we entertain very high admiration.
We know that among his followers there are some well-
intentioned men, and some men of talents : but we cannot

say that we think the logic on which they pride them-
selves likely to improve their heads, or the scheme of
morality which they have adopted likely to improve their
hearts. Their theory of morMs, however, well deserves
an article to itself ; and perhaps, on some future occasion,
we may discuss it more fully than time and space at
present allow.

The preceding article was written, and was actually in
types, when a letter from Mr. Bentham appeared in the
newspapers, importing that, "though he had furnished
the Westminster Review with some memoranda respecting
' the greatest happiness principle,' he had nothing to do
with the remarks on our former article." We are truly
happy to find that this illustrious man had so small a

i share in a performance which, for his sake, we have

treated with far greater lenity than it deserved. The
mistake, however, does not in the least affect any part of
our arguments; and we have therefore thought it un-

I necessary to cancel or cast anew any of the foregoing

j pages. Indeed, we are not sorry that the world should
, see how respectfully we were disposed to treat a great
' man, even when we considered him as the author of a

very weak and very unfair attack on ourselves. We
l _dsh, however, to intimate to the actual writer of that

attack that our civilities were intended for the author of

{
l
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the "Preuves Judiciaires," and the "Defence of Usury "
--and not for him. We cannot conclude, indeed, without
expressing a wish--though we fear it has but little
chance of reaching Mr. Bentham--that he would en-
deavour to find better editors for his compositions. If
l_. Dumont had not been _ r_dacteur of a different

description from some of his successors, ]_Lr. Bentham

would never have attained the distinction of even giving
his name to a sect.
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UTILITARIAN THEORY OF GOVERNMENT.

(OctoBeR 1829.)

Westminster Review, (XXII. Art. 16,) on the Strictures of the
Edinburgh -Review (XCVIII. Art. 1) on the Utilitarian
Theory of Gove_mment, and the "Greatest Happiness
Principle."

WE have long been of opi_fion that the Utilitarians have
owed all their influence to a mere delusion -- that, while

professing to have submitted their minds to an intellectual
discipline of peculiar severity, to have discarded all senti-
mentality, and to have acquired consummate skill in the
art of reasoning, they are decidedly inferior to the mass
of educated men in the very qualities in which they con-
ceive themselves to excel. They have undoubtedly freed
themselves from the dominion of some absurd notions.

But their struggle for intellectual emancipation has ended,
as injudicious and violent struggles for political emancipa-
tion too often end, in a mere change of tyrants. Indeed,
we are not sure that we do not prefer the venerable non-
sense which holds prescriptive sway over the ultra-Tory
to the upstart dynasty of prejudices and sophisms by
which the revolutiol_ists of the moral world have suffered
themselves to be enslaved.

The Utilitarians have sometimes been abused as in-

tolerant, arrogant, irreligious,-- as enemies of literatm-e,
of the fine arts, and of the domestic charities. They
have been reviled for some things of which they were
guilty, and for some of which they were innocent. :But
scarcely anybody seems to have perceived that almost all
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their peculiar faults arise from the utter want both of
comprehensiveness and of precision in their mode of
reasoning. We have, for some time past, been convinced
that this was really the case; and that_ whenever their

philosophy should be boldly and unsparingly scrutinised,
the world would see that it had been under a mistake re-

specting them.
We have made the experiment; and it has succeeded

far beyond our most sangmine expectations. A chosen
champion of the School has come forth against us. A
specimen of his logical abilities now lies before us; and
we pledge ourselves to show that no prebendary at an
anti-Catholic meeting, no true-blue baronet after the
third bottle at a Pitt Club, ever displayed such utter in-
capacity of comprehending or answering an argument as
appears in the speculations of this Utilitarian apostle;
that he does not understand our meaning, or Mr. Mill's
meaning, or _[r. Bentham's meaning, or his own meaning ;
and that the various parts of his system- ff the name of
system can be so misapplied--directly contradict each
other.

Having shown this, we intend to leave him in undis-
puted possession of whatever advantage he may derive
from the last word. We propose only to convince the
public that there is nothing in the far-famed logic of the
Utilitarians of which any plain man has reason to be
afraid ; that this logic will impose on no man who dares
to look it in the face.

The Westminster Reviewer begins by charging us with
having misrepresented an important part of MI'. Mill's
argument.

"The first extract given by the Edinburgh Reviewers from
the essay was an insulated passage, purposely despoiled of what
had preceded and what followed. The author had been ob-
serving, that 'some profound and benevolent investigators of
human affairs had adopted the conclusion that, of all the
possible forms of government, absolute monarchy is the best.'
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This is what the reviewers have omitted at the beginning. He
then adds, as in the extract, that ' Experience, 4f we look only

at the outside of the facts, appears to be divided on this sub-
ject;' there are Caligulas in one place, and kings of Denmark
in another. ' As the surface of history affords, therefore, no
certain principle of decision, we _n_st go beyond the surface,
and penetrate to the springs within.' This is what the reviewers
have omitted at the end."

It is perfect]y true that our quotation from ]_. Mill's
essay was, like most other quotations, preceded and fol-
lowed by something which we did not quote. But, if the
Westminster l_eviewer means to say that either what
preceded or what followed would, if quoted, have shown
that we put a wrong interpretation on the passage which
was extracted, he does not understand Mr./%fill rightly.

lIr. Mill undoubtedly says that, "as the surface of
lfistory affords no certain principle of decision, we must
go beyond the surface, and penetrate to the springs
within." But these expressions will admit of several
interpretations. In what sense, then, does Mr. Mill use
them ? If he means that we ought to inspect the facts
with close attention, he means what is rational. But, if he
means that we ought to leave the facts, with all their
apparent inconsistencies, unexplained--to lay down a
general principle of the widest extent, and to deduce
doctlines from that principle by syllogistic argument,
without pausing to consider whether those doctrines be
or be not consistent with the facts,--then he means what

is irrationM ; and this is clearly what he does mean : for
he immediately begins, without offering the least ex-
planation of the contradictory appearances which he has
himself described, to go beyond the surface in the follow-
ing manner :--" That one human being will desire to
render the person and property of another subservient to
his pleasures, notwithstanding the pain or loss of pleasure
which it may occasion to that other individual, is the
foundation of government. The desire of the object ira-
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plies the desire of dm power necessary to accomplish the
object." And thus he proceeds to deduce consequences
directly inconsistent with what he has himself stated re-
specting the situation of the Danish people.

If we assume that the object of govermnent is the pre-
servation of the persons and property of men, then we
must hold that, wherever that object is attained, there
the principle of good govermnent exists. If that object
be attained both in Denmark and in the United States of

America, then that w]fich makes government good must
exist, under whatever disguise of title or name, both in
Denmark and in the U_fited States. If men lived in fear

for their lives and their possessions under Nero and under
the National Convention, it follows that the causes from
which misgovernment proceeds existed both in the
despotism of l_ome and in the democracy of France.
What, then, is that which, being found in Denmark and
in the United States, and not being found in the Roman
Empire or under the administration of :Robespierre,
renders governments, widely differing in their external
form, practically good ? Be it what it may, it certainly
is not that which Mr. _ proves a priori that it must
be,--a democratic representative assembly. For the
Danes have no such assembly.

The latent principle of good government ought to be
tracked, as it appears to us, in the same manner in which
Lord Bacon proposed to track the principle of Heat.
_[ake as large a list as possible, said that great man, of
those bodies in which, however widely they differ from
each other in appearance, we perceive heat; and as large
a list as possible of those which, wtfile they bear a general
resemblance to hot bodies, are nevertheless not hot. Ob-
serve the different degrees of heat in different hot bodies ;
and then, if there be something which is found in all hot

bodies, and of which the increase or diminution is always
accompanied by an increase or diminution of heat, we
may hope that we have really discovered the object of
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our search. In the same manner we ought to examine
the constitution of all those communities in which, under
whatever form, the blessings of good government are en-
joyed ; and to discover, if possible, in what they resemble
each other, and in what they all differ from those societies
in which the object of govermnent is not attained. By
proceeding thus we shall arrive, not indeed at a perfect
theory of government, but at a theory which will be of
great practical use, and which the experience of every
successive generation will probably bring nearer and
nearer to perfection.

The inconsistencies into which Mr. Mill has been be-

trayed by taking a different course ought to serve as a
warning to all speculators. Because Demnark is well
governed by a monarch who, in appearance at least, is
absolute, Mr. Mill thinks that the only mode of arriving
at the true principles of government is to deduce them
a priori from the laws of human nature. And what con-
clusion does he bring out by this deduction ? We will
give it in his own words :--" In the grand discovery of
modern times, the system of representation, the solution
of all the difficulties, both speculative and practical, will

perhaps be found. If it cannot, we seem to be forced upon
the extraordinary conclusion that good government is im-

possible." That the Danes are well governed without a re-
presentation is a reason for deducing the theory of govern-
ment from a general principle from which it necessarily
follows that good government is impossible without a
representation! We have done our best to put this
question plainly ; and we think that, if the Westminster
]_e_ewer will read over what we have written twice or

thrice with patience and attention, some glimpse of our
meaning will break in even on his mind.

Some objections follow, so frivolous and unfair, that we
are almost ashamed to notice them.

"When it was said that there was in Denmark a balanced
contest between the king and the nobility, what was said was,
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that there was a balanced contest, but it did not last. It was

balanced till something put an end to the balance; and so is
everything else. That such a balance will not last, is precisely
what Mr. Mill had demonstrated."

Mr. ]_Iill, we positively affirm, pretends to demonstrate,

not merely that a balanced contest between the king and

the aristocracy will not last, but that the chances are as

infinity to one against the existence of such a balanced

contest. This is a mere question of fact. We quote the

words of the essay, and defy the Westminster Reviewer

to impeach our accuracy :--

"It seems impossible that such equMity should ever exist.
How is it to be established ? Or by what criterion is it to be ascer-
tained ? If there is no such criterion, it must, in all cases, be

the result of chance. If so, the chances against it are as infinity
to one."

The Reviewer has confounded the division of power

•_dth the balance or equal division of power. ]_Ir. _T_ll

says that the division of power can never exist long, be-

cause it is next to impossible that the equal division of

power should ever exist at all.

"When Mr. Mill asserted that it cannot be for the interest of

either the monarchy or the aristocracy to combine with the
democracy, it is plain he did not assert that if the monarchy
and aristocracy were in doubtful contest with each other, they
would not, either of them, accept of the assistance of the demo-

cracy. He spoke of their taking the side of the democracy;
not of their allowing the democracy to take side with them-
selves."

If M_r. Mill meant any thing, he must have meant this

_that the monarchy and the aristocracy will never for-

get their emnity to the democracy in theh" enmity to each
other.

,' The monarchy and aristocracy," says he, "have all possible
motives for endeavouring to obtain unlimited power over the

persons and property of the community. The consequence is
inevitable. They have all possible motives for combining to
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obtain that power, and unless the people have power enough to
be a match for both they have no protection. The balance,
therefore, is a thing the existence of which upon the best pos-
sible evidence is to be regarded as impossible."

If Mr. _ meant only what the Westminster Reviewer

conceives him to have meant, his argument would leave
the popular theory of the balance quite untouched. For
it is the very theory of the balance that the help of the

people will be solicited by the nobles when hard pressed

by the king, and by the king when hard pressed by the
nobles ; and that, as the price of giving alternate support

to the crown and the aristocracy, they will obtain some-
thing for themselves, as the Reviewer admits that they
have done in Denmark. If ]_{r. mill admits this, he ad-

mits the only theory of the balance of which we ever heard
--that very theory which he has declared to be wild and
chimerical. If he denies it, he is at issue with the West-

minster Reviewer as to the phenomena of the Danish

government.
_Te now come to a more important passage. Our op-

ponent has discovered, as he conceives, a radical error
which runs through our whole argument, and vitiates

every part of it. We suspect that we shall spoil his
triumph.

i' "Mr. Mill never asserted ' that under no despotic gover_-
_nent does any human being, except the tools of the sovereign,
l_ossess _nore titan the _ecessaries of life, a_d that the _ost
intense degree of terror is kept up by constant cruelty.' He
said that absolute power leads to such results, 'by infallible
sequence, where power over a community is attained, and
nothing cheeks.' The critic on the Mount never made a more
palpable misquotation.

"The spirit of this misquotation runs through every part of
the reply of the Edinburgh Review that relates to the Essay on
Government ; and is repeated in as many shapes as the Roman
pork. The whole description of ' Mr. Mill's argument against
despotism,'--including the illustration from right-angled triangles
and the square of the hypothenuse,--is founded on this inven-
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tion of saying what an author h_ not said, and leaving unsaid
what he has."

We thought, and still think, for reasons which our
readers will soon understand, that we represented Mr.
_511's principle quite fairly, and according to the rule of
law and common sense, ut res magis valeat q_lam pereat.
Let us, however, give him all the advantage of the expla-
nation tendered by his advocate, and see what he will gain
by it.

The Utilitarian doctrine then is, not that despots and
aristocracies will always plunder and oppress the people
to the last point, but that they will do so if nothing checks
them.

In the first place, it is quite clear that the doctrine thus
stated is of no use at all, unless the force of the checks be
estimated. The first law of motion is, that a ball once
projected will fly on to all eternity whh undimilfished
velocity, unless something checks. The fact is, that a ball
stops in a few seconds after proceeding a few yards with
very variable motion. Every man would wring his child's
neck and pick his friend's pocket if nothing checked
him. In fact, the principle thus stated means only that
governments will oppress unless they abstain from op-
pressing. This is quite true, we own. But we might
with equal propriety turn the maxim round, and lay it
down, as the fundamental principle of government, that all
rulers will govern well, unless some motive interferes to
keep them from doing so.

If there be, as the Westminster l_e_lewer acknowledges,
certain checks which, under pohtical institutions the most
arbitrary in seeming, sometimes produce good govern-
ment, and almost always place some restraint on the ra-
pacity and cruelty of the powerfuk surely the knowledge
of those checks, of their nature, and of their effect, must

be a most important part of the science of government.

Does Mr. l_fill say anything upon this part of the subject?
Not one word.
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The line of defence now taken by the Utilitarians evi-
dently degrades Mr. Mill's theory of government from the
rank which, till within the last few months, was claimed
for it by the whole sect. It is no longer a practical system,
fit to guide statesmen, but merely a barren exercise of the

intellect, like those propositions in mechanics in which the
effect of friction and of the resistance of the air is left out

of the question ; and which, therefore, though correctly
deduced from the premises, are in practice utterly false.
For, if Mr. _ professes to prove only that absolute mo-
narchy and aristocracy are pernicious without checks,-
if he allows that there are checks which produce good
government even under absolute monarchs and aristo-
cracies,- and if he omits to tell us what those checks are,
and what effects they produce under different circum-
stances,--he surely gives us no information which can be
of real utility.

:But the fact is,--and it is most extraordinary that the
Westminster Reviewer should not have perceived it,-
that, if once the existence of checks on the abuse of power
in monarchies and aristocracies be admitted, the whole of

:Mr. Mill's theory falls to the ground at once. This is so
palpable, that, in spite of the opinion of the Westminster
l_eviewer, we must acquit Mr. Mill of having intended to
make such an admission. We still think that the words,
"where power over a community is attained, and nothing
checks," must not be understood to mean that under a

monarchical or aristoeratical form of government there
can really be any check which can in any degree mitigate
the wretchedness of the people.

For all possible checks may be classed under two
general heads,_want of will, and want of power, l_ow,
if a king or an aristocracy, having the power to plunder
and oppress the people, can want the will, all Mr. Mill's
principles of human nature must be pronounced unsound.
He tells us, "that the desire to possess unlimited power of
inflicting pain upon others, is an inseparable part of human
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nature;" and that "a chain of inference, close and
strong to a most unusual de_ree, leads to the conclusion
that those who possess this power will ahvays desire to
use it. It is plain, therefore, that, if _I_r.N/ll's principles
be sound, the check on a monarctfieal or an afistocratieal

govermnent will not be the want of will to oppress.
If a -king or an aristocracy, having, as Mr. ]_Iill tells us

that they always must have, the will to oppress the people
with the utmost severity, wm,.t the power, then the go-
vernment, by whatever name it m_y be called, must be
virtually a mixed government or a pure democracy : for
it is quite clear that the people possess some power in the
state--some means of influencing the nominal rulers. But
Nr. ?,fill has demonstrated that no mixed government can
possibly exist, or at least that such a government must
come to a ve_:g speedy end; therefore, every country
in which people not hi the service of the govermnent
have, for any length of time, been permitted to accumu-
late more thau the bare means of subsistence must be a

pure democracy. That is to say, France before the revo-
lution, and Ireland during the last century, were pure de-
mocracies. Prussia, Austria, Russia, all the governments
of the civilised world, are pure democracies. If this be
not a reductio ad absurd_tm, we do not know what is.

The errors of Mr. _iill proceed principally fi'om that
radical vice in his reasouing which, in our last number,
we described in the words of Lord Bacon. The West-

minster l_eviewer is unable to discover the meaning of
our extracts from the _h'ocum Orf/amtm, and expresses
himself as follows :

" The quotations from Lord Bacon are misN)plications, such
as anybo@ may make to any thing he dislikes. There is no more
resemblance between IoMn,ple_ure, motives, &c, and substa_t-
tia, ye-J_erat;o,corr_q)tio, elemc_h_ro, )_ate_'ia,_than between
lines, angles, magnitudes, &c., and the same."

Ir would perhaps be uureasonable to expect that a
writer who cannot mlderstand Ms o_vn English should

VOL. I. B B
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understand Lord Bacon's Latin. We will tlierefore at-

tempt to make our meaning clearer.
What Lord Bacon blames in the schoohnen of his time

is this,--that they reasoned s)dlogistically on words
which had not been defined with precision ; such as moist,
dry, generation, corruption, and so forth. Mr. Mill's error
is exactly of the same kind. He reasons syllogistically
about power, pleasure, and pain, without attaching any de-
finite notion to any one of those words. There is no more

resemblance, says the Westminster Reviewer, between p,_in
and substantia than between pain and a line or an angle.
By his pemfission, in the re1T point to which Lord Bacon's
observation applies, _{r. Mill's subjects do resemble the
substantia and elementum of the schoolmen and differ from

the lines and maglqitudes of Euclid. We can reason a
priori on mathematics, becanse we can define with an
exactitude which precludes all possibility of confusion.
If a mathematician were to admit the ]east laxity into his
notions, if he were to allow himself to be deluded by the
vague sense which words bear in popular use, or by the
a_pect of are ill-drawn diagram, if he were to forget in his
reasonings that a point was indivisible, or that the definition
of a line excluded breadth, there would be no end to his

blunders. The schoohnen tried to reason mathematically
about things which had not been, and perhaps could not
be, defined with mathematical accuracy. We know the

result. _'. BEll has in our time attempted to do the
same. He talks of power, for example, as if the meaning
of the word power were as detemainate as the meaning
of the word circle. But, when we analyse his speculations,
we find that lfis notion of power is, in the words of Bacon,
"phantastica et male terminata."

There are two senses in which we may use the word
power, and those words which denote the various distri-
butions of power, as, for example, _wnarchy ;-- the one
sense popular and superficial,- the other more scientific

and accurate. Mr. Nill_ since he chose to reason a priori,
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ought to have clearly pointed out in wlfich sense he in-
tended to use words of this lind, and to have adhered

inflexibly to the sense on wlfich he fixed. Instead of
doing this, he flies backwards and forwards fl'om the one
sense to the other, and brings out conclusions at last wlfich
suit neither.

The state of those two eommm_ities to which he has

himself referred--the kingdonl of Denmark and the em-
ph'e of :Rome--may serve to illustrate our meaning.
Looking merely at the surface of t]fings, we sholfld call
Demnark a despotic monarchy, and the Roman world, in
the first centre 7 after Cln_ist, an aristocratical republic.
Caligula was, in theory, nothing more than a magistrate
elected bv the senate, and subject to the senate. That
irresponsible dignity which, in the most limited mon-
archies of our time, is ascribed to the person of the sove-
reign never belonged to the earlier Cwsars. The sentence
of death which the great council of the commonwealth
passed on Nero was strictly according to the them 3- of the
constitution. ]'et, in fact, the power of the P_oman em-
perors approached nearer to absolute dominion than that
of any prince in modern Em'ope. On the other hand, the
King of Denmark, in theory the most despotic of princes,
would in practice find it most perilous to indulge in
cruelty and licentiousness. Nor is there, we believe, at
the present moment a single sovereign in our part of the
world who has so much real power over the lives of his
subjects as Robespierre, while he lodged at a chandler's
and dined at a restaurateur's, exercised over the lives of
those whom he called his fellow-citizens.

Mr. _11 and the 15"estminster Reviewer seem to agree
that there cannot long exist in any society a division of
power between a monarch, an aristocracy, and the people,
or between any two of them. However the power be
distributed, one of the three parties will, according to
them, inevitably monopolise the whole. Now, what is
here meant by power ? If Nr. Mill speaks of the external

BB 2
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semblance of power,--of power recog_ed by the theory
of the constitution,--he is palpably wrong. In England,

for example, we have had for ages the name and form of
a mLxed government, if nothing more. Indeed, M_r. l_£itl
himself owns that there are appearances which have
given colour to the theory of the balance, though he
maintains that these appearances are delusive. But, if he
uses the word power in a deeper and philosophical sense,
he is, if possible, still more in the wrong than on the for-
mer supposition. For, if he had considered in what the
power of one human being over other hmnan beings must
ultimately consist, he would ]lave perceived, not only that
there are mixed govermnents in the world, but that all
the govermnents in the world, and all the govermnents
which can even be conceived as e:dsting in the world, are
virtually mixed.

If a king possessed the lamp of Aladdin, -- if he
governed by the help of a genius who ean'ied away the
daughters and wives of his subjects through the air to the
royal Y'arc-aux-cerfs, and turned into stone every man
who wa_oged a fin-er a_ainst his majesty's government,
there would indeed be an unmixed despotism. But, fo>
tmmte]y, a ruler can be _atified only by means of Iris
subjects, l:l_ispower depends on their obedience; and, as
any three or four of them are more than a match for him
by himself, he can only enforce the unwilling obedience
of some by means of the willing obedience of others.

Take any of those who are popularly called absolute
princes -- Napoleon for example. Could Napoleon have
walked through Paris, cutting off the head of one person in
every house which he passed ? Certainly not without the
assistance of an army. If not, why not ? Because the peo-
ple had sufficient physical power to resist him, and would
have put forth that power in defence of their lives and of the
lives of their children. In other words, there was a portion
of power in the democracy under Napoleon. Napoleon
might probably have indulged himself in such an atrocious
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freak of power if his army would }lave seconded hilt.
:But, if his army had taken part with the people, he would
have found himself utterly helpless ; and, even if they had
obeyed his orders against the people, they would not have
suffered him to decimate their own body. In other words,
there was a portion of power in the ]lands of a minority
of the people, that is to say, in the hands of an aristo-
cracy, raider the reign of Napoleon.

To come nearer home ,-- _Ir..M_ill tells us that it _s a

mistake to imagine that the English government is mixed.
He holds, we suppose, with all the politicians of the Utili-
tarian school, that it is purely aristocratical. There cer-
tainly is an aristocracy in England ; and we are afraid that
their power is greater than it ought to be. They have
power enough to keep up the game-laws and corn-laws;
but they have not power enough to subject the bodies of
men of the lowest class to wanton outrage at their plea-
sure. Suppose that they were to make a law that any
gentleman of two thousand a-year might have a day-
labourer or a pauper flogged with a cat-of-nine-tails when-
ever the whim might take him. It is qnite clear that
the first day on wlfich such flagellation should be admilfis-
tered would be the last day of the English aristocracy.
In this point, and in many other points which might be
named, the commonalty in our island enjoy a _ecurity
qnite as complete as if they exercised the right of universal
suffrage. We say, therefore, that the English people have
in their own hands a sufficient guarantee that h_ some
points the aristocracy will conform to their wishes ;-- in
other words, they have a certain portion of power over
the aristocracy. Therefore the English government is
ndxed.

Wherever a _ng or an oligarchy refrains from the last
extremity of rapacity and tyranny through fear of the
resistance of the people, there the constitution, whatever
it may be called, is in some measure democratical. The

admixture of democratic power may be slight. It may
B,_ 3
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be much slighter than it ouglit to be ; but some admixture
there is. Wherever a numerical minority, by means of
superior wealth or intelligence, of political concert, or of
militm'y discipline, exercises a greater influence on the
society than any other equal nmnber of persons,--there,
whatever the ibrm of government may be called, a
mixture of aristocracy does in tkct exist. And, wherever
a single man, from whatever cause, is so necessary to the
community, or to any portion of it, that he possesses
more power than any other man, there is a mixture of
monarchy. This is the philosophical classification of
governments: and if we use this classification we shall
find, not only that there are mixed governments, but that
all governments are, and nmst always be, mixed. But we
may safely challenge Mr. Mill to give any definition of
power, or to make any classification of governments,
which shall bear him out in his assertion that a lasting
division of authority is impracticable.

It is evidently on the real distribution of power, and
not on nmnes and badges, that the happiness of nations
must depend. The representative system, though doubt-
less a great and precious discovery in politics, is only one
of the many modes in which the democratic part of the
community can efficiently check the governing few.
That certain men have been eho_n as deputies of the
people,--that there is a piece of paper stating such
deputies to possess certain powers,--these ch'cumstances
in themselves constitute no security for good government.
Such a constitution nominally existed in France ; wliile,
in fact, an oligarchy of committees and clubs trampled
at once on the electors and the elected, l_epresentation
is a very happy contrivance for enabling large bodies of
men to exert their power with less risk of disorder than
there would otherwise be. :But, assuredly, it does not
of itself give power. Unless a representative assembly
is sure of being supported in the last resort by the
physical strength of large masses who have spirit to
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defend the constitution and sense to defend it in concert,

the mob of the town in which it meets may overawe it ;
--the howls of tile listeners in its gallery may silence its
deliberations ;--an able and daring individual may dissolve
it. And, if that sense and that spirit of which we speak
be diffused through a society, then, even without a repre-
sentative assembly, that society will enjoy many of the
blessings of good government.

_hich is the better able to defend himself ;---a strong
man with nothing but his fists, or a paralytic cripple
encumbered with a sword which he cannot lift ? Such,

we believe, is the difference between Denmark and some
new republics h_ which the constitutional forms of the
United States have been most sedulously imitated.

Look at tlie Long Parliament on the day on which
Charles came to seize the five members:and look at it

again on the day when Cromwell stamped with his foot
on its floor. On which day was its apparent power the

greater ? On which day was its real power the less ?
_ominally subject, it was able to defy the sovereign.
h'ominally sovereign, it was turned out of doors by its
servant.

Constitutions are in polities wliat paper money is in
commerce. They afford great facilities and conveniences.
But we must not attribute to them that value which really
belongs to what they represent. They are not power,
but symbols of power, and will, in an emeI_eney, prove
altogether useless unless the power fbr which they stand
be forthcoming. The real power by which the commmfity
is governed is made up of all the means whicli all its
members possess of giving pleasure or pain to each other.

Great light may be thrown on the nature of a circu-
lating medium by the phenomena of a state of barter.
And in the same mamler it may be useful to those who

wish to comprehend the nature and operation of tlie out-
ward signs of power to look at communities in which no
such signs exist; for example, at the great commmfity of

13B 4
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nations. There we find nothing analogous to a con-
stitution : but do we not find a government ? We do in
fact find government in its purest, and simplest, and most
intelligible form. We see one portion of power acting
directly on another portion of power. We see a certmn
police kept up ; the weak to a certain degree protected ;
the strong to a certain degree restrained. We see the
principle of the balance in constant operation. We see
the whole system sometimes undisturbed by any attempt
at encroachment for twenty or thirty years at a time;
and all tliis is produced _ithout a legislative assembly, or
an executive magistracy--without tribunals--without
any code which deserves the name ; solely by the mutual
hopes and fears of the various members of the federation.
In the community of nations, the first appeal is to
physical force. In communities of men, forms of govern-
ment serve to put off that appeal, and often render it
unnecessary. ]3ut it is still open to the oppressed or the
ambitious.

Of course, we do not mean to deny that a form of go-
vernment will, after it has existed for a long time, ma-
terially affect the real distribution of power throughout
the community. This is because those who administer a
government, with their dependents, form a compact and
disciplined body, which, acting methodically and in con-
cert, is more powerful than any other equally numerous
body which is inferior in organisation. The power of
rulers is not, as superficial observers sometimes seem to
think, a thing sui .qeneris. It is exactly similar in -kind,
tliough generally superior in amount, to that of any set
of conspirators who plot to overthrow it. We have seen
in ore: time the most extensive and the best organised con-
spiracy that ever existed- a conspiracy which possessed
all the elements of real power in so great a degree that
it was able to cope with a strong government, and to
triumph over it _ the Catholic Association. An Uti]i-
tarian would tell us, we suppose, that the Irish Catholics
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had no portion of political power whatever on the first
day of the late Session of Parliament.

Let us really go beyond the surface of facts : let us,
in the sound sense of tile words, penetrate to the springs
within ; and the deeper we go the more reason shall we
find to smile at those theorists who hold that the so]e

hope of the human race is in a rule-of-three sum and a
ballot-box.

We must now return to the Westminster _eviewer.

The following para_'aph is an exeelleltt specimen of his
peculiar mode of understanding and answering argu-
ments.

"The reply to the argument against ' saturation,' supplies its
own answer. The reason why it is of no use to try to ' saturate ' is
pIeeisely what the Edinburgh Reviewers have suggested,---' float
t]_ere,is_o limit to t]_e_umber of thleves.' There are the thieves,
and the thieves' eousins,--with their men-servants, their maid-
servants, and their little ones, to the fortieth generation. It is
true, that 'a man cannot become a king or a member of the
aristocracy whenever he chooses;' but if there is to be no limit
to the depredators except their own inclination to increase and
multiply, the situation of those who are to suffer is as wretched
as it needs be. It is impossible to define what are ' corporal
pleasures.' A Duchess of Cleveland was a ' corporal pleasure.'
The most disgraceful period in the history of any nation--that
of the Restoration--presents an instance of the len_h to which
it is possible to go in an attempt to ' saturate' with pleasures of
this kind."

To reason with such a writer is like talking to a deaf
man who catches at a stray word, makes answer beside
the mark, and is led further and further into error by
every attempt to explain. Yet, that om- readers may
fully appreciate the abilities of the new philosophers,
we shall take the trouble to go over some of our ground
again.

Nr. Nill attempts to prove that there is no point of
saturation with the objects of human desire. He then
takes it fbr granted that men have no objects of desire
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but those which can be obtained only at the expense of
the happiness of others. Hence he infers that absolute
monarchs and aristocracies will necessarily oppress and
pillage the people to a fl'ightful extent.

We answered in substance thus. There are two kinds

of objects of desire; those which give mere bodily
pleasure, and those which please through the medium ot
associations. Objects of the former class, it is true, a man
cannot obtain without depriving somebody else of a
share. But then with these every man is soon satisfied.
Aldng or an aristocracy camot spend any very large por-
tion of the national wealth on the mere pleasures of sense.
_Vith the pleasures w]fich belong to us as reasoning
and imaginative beings we are never satiated, it is true :
but then, on the other hand, many of those pleasures can
be obtained without injury to any person, and some of
them can be obtained only by doing good to others.

The Westminster lteviewer, in his former attack on us,
laughed at us ibr saying that a -king or an aristocracy
could not be easily satiated with the pleasures of sense,
and asked why the same course was not tried with thieves.
We were not a little surprised at so silly an objection from
the pen, as we imagined, of 1Kr. Bentham. We returned,
however, a very simple answer. There is no limit to the
number of thieves. Any man who chooses can steal : but a
man cannot become a member of the aristocracy or a -king
whenever he chooses. To satiate one thief, is to tempt
twenty other people to steal. But by satiating one
king or five hunch'ed nobles with bodily pleasures we
_o not produce more -kings or more nobles. The answer
of the Westminster Re_iewer we have quoted above;
and it _d]l amply repay our readers for the trouble of ex-
amining it. We never read any passage which indicated
notions so vag'ue and confused. The number of the
thieves, says our Utilitarian, is not limited. :For there are
the dependents and friends of the king and of the nobles.
Is it possible that he should not perceive that th!s comes
under a different head ? The bodily pleasures which a man
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in power dispenses among his creatures are bodily pleasures
as respects his creatures, no doubt. But the pleasure

which he derives from bestowing them is not a bodily
pleasure. It is one of those pleasures which belong to
him as a reasoning and imaginative being. No man of
common understanding can have failed to perceive that,
when we said that a "king or an aristocracy might easily
be supplied to satiety with sensual pleasures, we were
speaking of sensual pleasures directly enjoyed by them-
selves. But "it is impossible," says the P_eviewer, "to
define what are corporal pleasures." Our brother would
indeed, we suspect, find it a difficult task ; nor, if we are
to judge of his genius for classification from the specimen
which immediately follows, would we advise him to make
the attempt. "A Duchess of Cleveland was a corporal
pleasure." And to this wise remark is appended a note,
setting forth that Charles the Second gave to the Duchess
of Cleveland the money which he ought to have spent on
the war with Holland. We scarcely know how to answer
a man who unites so much pretension to so much
ignorance. There are, among the many Utilitarians who
talk about ttume, Condillac, and Hartley, a few who have
read those writers. Let the l_e_%wer ask one of these

what he thinks on the subject. We shall not undertake
to whip a pupil of so little promise through his first course
of metaphysics. We shall, therefore, only say _ leaving
him to guess and wonder what we can mean-- that, in
our opinion, the Duchess of Cleveland was not a merely
corporal pleasure,- that the feeling which leads a prhlce
to prefer one woman to all others, and to lavish the wealth
of-kingdoms on her, is a feeling which can only be ex-
plained by the law of association.

But we are tired, and even more ashamed than tired,
of exposing these blunders. The whole article is of a
piece. One passage, however, we must select, because it
contains a very gross misrepresentation.

"'They never alluded to tl_eFrench Revolution for the put-
:pose of l_rovi_g that the :poor were 4mclined to rob the rich.'
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They only said, ' as soon as the poor a,ga[_ began to compare
their cottages and s_lads with the hotels and banquets of the
rich, there would have been another scramble for property,

another general confiscation,' &c."

We said that, if Jlr. z)Iill's t'rrineiples of human nature
were correct, there would have been another scramble for

property, and another confiscation. We particularly
pointed this out in our last article. We showed the
Westminster :Reviewer that he had misunderstood us. We

dwelt particularly on the condition which was introduced
into our statement. We said that we had not given, and
did not mean to give, any opinion of our own. And,
after this, the Westminster Reviewer thinks proper to
repeat his former misrepresentation, without taking the
least notice of that qualification to which we, in the most
marked manner, called lfis attention.

We hasten on to the most cm'ious part of the article
under our consideration- the defence of the "greatest
happiness principle." The Reviewer charges us with
having quite mistaken its nature.

"All that they have established is, that they do not understand
it. Instead of the truism of the Whigs, ' that the greatest hap-
piness is the greatest happiness,' what Mr. Bentham had demon-
strated, or at all events had laid such foundations that there was
no trouble in demonstrating, was, that the greatest happiness of

the individual was in the long run to be obtained by pursuing
the greatest happiness of the ag_egate."

It was distinctly admitted by the Westminster Re-
viewer, as we remarked in our last article, that lie could
give no answer to the questiou, -- why governments
should attempt to produce the greatest possible happiness ?
The Reviewer replies thus: _

"Nothing of the kind will be admitted at all. In the passage
thus selected to be tacked to the other, the question started was,
concerning 'the object of government ;' in which government
wa_ spoken of as an operation, not as anything that is capable of
feelin_ pleasure or pain. In this sense it is true enough_ that
ouy]_t is not predicable of governments."
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We will quote, once again, the passage which we
quoted in our last Number ; and we really hope that our
brother critic will feel something like shame while he
peruses it.

"' The real answer appeared to be, that men at large o_g]d
not to allow a government to afflict them with more evil or less
good, than they can help. What a gover_z_ent ought to do is
a mysterious and searching question which those may answer
who know what it means ; but what other men ought to do is a
question of no mystery at all. The word ow/]d, if it means any
thing, must have reference to some kind of interest or motives ;
and what interest a government has in doing right, when it hap-
pens to be interested in doing wrong, is a question for the
schoolmen. The fact appears to be that o_g]_t is not predica-
ble of governments. The question is not, why governments are
bound not to do this or that, but why other men should let them
if they can help it. The point is not to determine why the lion
should not eat sheep, but why men should not eat their o_m
mutton if they can."

We defy the Westminster l_eviewer to reconcile this
passage with the "general happiness prhaciple " as he
now states it. He tells us that he meant by government,
not the people invested with the powers of government,
but a mere operation incapable of feeling pleasure or
pain. We say, that he meant the people invested with
the powers of government, and nothing else. It is true
that owfl_t is not predicable of an operation. :But who
would ever dream of rinsing any question about the duties
of an operation ? What did the _eviewer mean by
saying, that a govermnent could not be interested in doing
right because it was interested in doing wrong ? Can an
operation be interested in either ? And what did he
mean by his comparison about the ]ion? Is a lion an
operation incapable of pain or pleasm'e ? And what did
he mean by the expression, "other men," so obviously
opposed to the word "government ? " But let the public
judge between us. It is superfluous to argue a point so
clear.
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The Reviewer does indeed seem to feel that his ex-

pressions cannot be explained away, and attempts to
shuffle out of the difilclflty by owning, that "the double
me.ruing of the word government was not got clear of
without confusion." He has now, at all events, he assures

us, made himself master of Mr. Bentham's philosophy.
The real and genuine "greatest happiness principle " is,
that the greatest happiness of every individual is identical
with the greatest happiness of society; and all other
'" greatest happiness principles" whatever are counterfeits.
"This," says he, "is the spirit of Sir. :Bentham's princi-
ple ; and if there is anything opposed to it in any former
statement it may be corrected by the present."

Assuredly, if a t_air and honourable opponent had, in
discussing a question so abstruse as that concerning the
origin of moral obligation, made some unguarded admis-
sion inconsistent with the spirit of his doctrines, we should
not be inclined to triumph over him. But no tenderness
is due to a writer who, in the very act of confessing his
bhmders, insults those by whom his blunders have been
detected, and accuses them of misunderstanding what, ill
fact. he has tfimself mis-stated.

The whole of this transaction illustrates excellently the
real character of this sect. A paper comes forth, pro-
fessing to contain a full developement of the "greatest
happiness principle," with the latest improvements of M_r.
]3entham. The writer boasts that his article has the

honour of being the announcement and the organ of this
wonderfifl discovery, wlfich is to make "the bones of
sages and patriots stir within their tombs." This "mag-
nilicent principle " is then stated thus : Mankind ought to
pursue their greatest happiness. But there are persons
whose interest is opposed to the greatest happiuess of
mankind. O_#ht is not predicable of such persons. For
the word o_t#ht has no meaning unless it be used with
reibrence to some interest.

We answered, with mu& more lenity than we should
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have shown to such nonsense, had it not proceeded, as
we supposed, from Mr. Bentham, that interest was
synonymous witli greatest happiness; and that, therefore,
if the word ouffht has no memfing, unless used with
reference to interest, then, to say that mankind ought to
pursue their greatest happiness, is simply to say, that the
greatest happiness is the greatest happiness; that every
individual pursues his own happiness; that either what
he thinks his happiness must coincide with the greatest
happiness of society or not; that, if what he thinks his
happiness coincides with the greatest happiness of society,
he will attempt to promote the greatest happiness of
society whether he ever heard of the "greatest happi-
ness principle " or not ; and that, by the admission uf the
Westminster l_eviewer, if his happiness is inconsistent
with the greatest happiness of society, there is m, reason
why he should promote the greatest happiness of society.
Now, that there are individuals who think that for theh"

happiness which is not for the greatest happiness of
society is evident. The Westminster Iteviewer allowed

that some of these individuals were in the right; and
did not pretend to give any reason which could induce
any one of them to think himself in the wrong. So that
the "mag_fificent principle" turned out to be, either a
truism or a contradiction in terms ; either this maxim

'"Do what you do ;" or this maxim, "Do what you
cannot do."

The Westminster Ileviewer had the wit to see that he

could not defend this palpable nonsense ; but, instead of
manflflly owning that he had misunderstood the whole
nature of the "greatest happiness principle" in the
summer, and had obtained new light dm'ing the autumn,
he attempts to withdraw the former principle unob-
served, and to substitute another, directly opposed to
it, in its place; clamouring all the time against our
unfairness, like one who, while changing the cards,
diverts the attention of the table from his sleight of
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hand by vociferating charges of foul play against other
people.

The "greatest happiness principle " for the present
quarter is then this,--that every individual will best
promote his own happiness in this world, religious con-
siderations being let_ out of the question, by promoting
the greatest happiness of the whole species. And tlfis
principle, we are told, holds good with respect to kings
and aristocracies as well as with other people.

"It is certain that the individual operators in any govern-

ment, if they were thoroughly intelligent and entered into a
perfect calculation of all existing chances, would seek for their
own happiness in the promotion of the general; which brings
them, if they knew it, under 3Ir. Bentham's rule. The mistake
of supposing the contrary, lies in confounding criminals who
have had the luck to escape punishment with those who have
the risk still before them. Suppose, for instance, a member of
the House of Commons were at this moment to debate within

himself, whether it would be for his ultimate happiness to begin,
according to his ability, to misgovern. If he could be sure of
being as lucky as some that are dead and gone, there might be
difficulty in finding him an answer. But he is ,_ot sure; and
never cau be, till he is dead. tie does not know that he is not

close upon the moment when misgovernment such as he is
tempted to contemplate, will be made a terrible example of. It
is not fair to pick out the instance of the thief that has died un-
hanged. The question is, whether thieving is at this moment
an advisable trade to begin with all the possibilities of harging
not got over ? This is the spirit of Mr. Bentham's principle;

and if there is any thing opposed to it in any former statement,
it may be corrected by the present."

We hope that we have now at last got to the real
" magnillcent principle,"_to the principle which is really
to make '" the bones of the sages and patriots stir."
What effect it ma?%produce on the bones of the dead we
shall not pretend to decide ; but we arc sure that it will
do very little fbr the happiness of the living.

In the first place, nothing is more certain than this,
that the Utilitarian theory of government, as developed
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ill }]_r. _Iill's Essay and in all the other works on tile

subject wlfich have been put forth by tile sect, rests on
these two prhlciples,--that men follow their interest, and
that the interest, of individuals may be, and in ihct per-
petually is, opposed to the interest of society. Unh,-s
these two principles be granted, ]_h'. ]_Iill's Essay does not
contain one sound sentence. All his "trguments agahlst

monarchy and aristocrat, y, all his arguments in favour of
democracy, nay, the very argument by which he shows
that there is any necessity ibr having govermnent at all,
must be rejected as utterly worthless.

This is so palpable that even the Westnfinster l_c-
viewer, though not the most clear-sighted of men, could
not help seeing it. Accordingly, he attempts to gmlrd
himself against the objection, after the manner of such
reasoners, by committing two blunders instead of onc.
"All this," says he, " only shows that the members of a
govermnent would do well if they were all-wise ;" and
he proceeds to tell us that, as rulers are not all-wk-e, they
will invariably act against this princit)le wherever they
can, so thit the democratical checks will still be nece_,ary

to produce good government.
No form which hmnan folly takes is so richly and ex-

quisitely laughable as the spectacle of an Utilitarian in a
dilemma. _hat earthly good can there be in a principle
upon which no man will act until he is all-wise? A
certahl most important doctrine, we are told, has been
demonstrated so clearly that it ought to be the foundation
of the science of government. And yet the whole fl'ame
of government is to be constituted exactly as if this
fundamental doetrinc were fitlse, and on the supposition
that no human being will ever act as if he believed it to
be true !

The whole argument of the Utilitarians in favour of
universal suffrage proceeds on the supposition that even
the rudest and most uneducated men cannot, for any

length of time, be deluded into aeth_g against their own
VOL. I. C C
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true interest. Yet now they tell us that, in all aristo-
cratical communities, the higher and more educated class
will, not occasionally, but invariably, act against its own
interest. Now, the only use of pro_ing anything, as far
as we can see, is that people may believe it. To say that
a man does what he believes to be against his happiness
is a contradiction in terms. If, therefore, government
and laws are to be constituted on the supposition on
which 3It. Mill's Essay is founded, that all individuals

will, whenever they have power over others put. into
tl_eir hands, act in opposition to the general happiness,
the_ govermnent and laws must be constituted on the
supposition that no indMdual believes, or ever will
believe, his own happiness to be identical with the
happiness of society. That is to say, government and
laws are to be constituted on the supposition that no
human being will ever be satisfied by M_r. Bentham's
proof of his "greatest happiness prineiple,"_a sup-
position which may be true enough, but which says little,
we think, for the principle in question.

But Mmre has this principle been demonstrated ? We
are curious, we confess, to see this demonstration which

is to change the fiaee of the world and yet is to convince
nobody. The most amusing circumstance is that the
Westminster l%eviewer himself does not seem to know

whether the principle has been demonstrated or not.
"Mr. Bentham," he says, "has demonstrated it., or at all
events has laid such foundations that there is no trouble

in demonstrating it." Surely it is rather strange that
such a matter shoMd be left in doubt, The :Reviewer

proposed, in 1_ former article, a _'Jight verbal emendation
in the statement of the pAuciple; he then announced
that the principle had received its last improvement;
and gloried in the circumstance that the Westminster

l_eview had been selected as the organ of that im-
provement. Did it never occur to him that one slight
improvement to a doctrine is to prove it ?
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Mr. Bentham has not demonstrated the "greatest hap-
piness principle," as now stated, tie is far too wise a man

to think of demonstrating any such thing. Ill those scc-
tions of his Introduction to the Princ_les of _]Iorals and
Legislation, to which the Reviewer refers us in hi_snote,
there is not a word of the kind. Mr. Bentham says, most
truly, that there are no occasions in which a man'has not

some motives for consulting the happiness of other men ;
and he proceeds to set forth what those motives are--

sympathy on all occasions, and the love of reputation on
most occasions. Tiffs is the very doctrine which we have
been maintainhlg against Mr. _ and the Westminster

Reviewer. Tile principal charge which we brougLt
against Mr. Mill was, that those motives to which Mr.

Bentham ascribes so much influence were quite left out
of consideration in his theory. The Westminster l_e-
viewer, in the very article now before us, abuses us for
saying, in the spirit, and almost in the words of 5h'.

Bentham, that "there is a certain check to the rapacity
and cruelty of men in their desire of the good opinion of
others." But does this principle, in which we fully agree
with _r. Bentham. go the length of the new "greatest
happiness principle ? " The question is, not whether men
have some motives ibr promoting the greatest happiness,
but whether the stronger motives be those which imps4
them to promote the greatest happiness. That this would

ahvays be the case if men knew theh" own worldly in-
terests is the assertion of the Reviewer. As he expresses
some doubt whether Mr. Bentham has demonstrated this

or not, we would ad_4se him to set the point at rest by
Wing his own demonstration.

The Reviewer has not attempted to give .a general con-
firmation of the" greatest happiness principle ; " but he has
tried to prove that it holds good in one or two particular
cases. And even in those particular cases he has utterly
failed. A man, says he, who calculated the chances

fairly would perceive that it would be ibr his greatest
cc '2
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happiness to abstain from stealing; for a thief runs a
greater risk of being hanged than an honest man.

It would have been wise, we think, in the Westminster
Reviewer, beibrc he entered on a discussion of this sort,
to settle in what hmnan happiness consists. Each of the
ancient sects of philosophy held some tenet on this sub-
jeer which served for a distinguishing badge. The sum-
mum bonum of the Utilitarians, as far as we can judge
h'om the passage which we are now considering, is the
not being hanged.

That it is an unpleasant thing to be hanged, we most
willingly concede to our brother. But that the whole
question of happiness or misery resolves itself into this
single point, we emmet so easily admit. We must look
at the thing purchased as well as the price paid for it.
A thief, assuredly, runs a greater risk of being hanged than
a labourer ; and so an officer in the army runs a greater
risk of being shot than a banker's clerk ; and a governor
of Imtia runs a greater risk of dying of cholera than a
]c_rd of the bedchamber. But does it therefore follow

that every man, whatever his habits or feelings may be,
would, if he knew his own happiness, become a clerk
rather than a cornet, or goldstick in waiting rather than
governor of India ?

Nothing can be more absurd than to suppose, like the
Westminster I_eviewer, that thieves stem only because they
do not calculate the chances of being hanged as correctly
as honest men. It never seems to have occurred to him

as possible that a man may so greatly prefer the life of a
thief to the life of a labourer that he may determine to
brave the risk of detection and punishment, though he
may even think that risk greater than it really is. And
how, on Utilitarian principles, is sudl a man to be con-
vinced that he i_ in the wrong ? " You will be found
,rot."--" Undoubtedly."-- " You will be hanged within
tw,, years.'_" I expect to be hanged within one year."--
" Then why do you pro'sue this lawless mode of life ?"--
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"Because I would rather live for one year with plenty of
money, dressed like a gentleman, eating and drhlking of
the best, frequenting public places, and visiting a dashing
mistress, than break stones on the road, or sit down to

the loom, with the certainty of attaining a good old age.
It is my humour. Are you answered ? "

Aldng, says the Reviewer again, wotfld govern well, if
he were wise, for fear of provoking his subjects to insur-
reetion. Therefore, the true happiness of a king is
identical with the greatest happiness of society. Tell
Charles II. that, if he will be constant to his queen, sober
at table, regular at prayers, frugal in his expenses, active
in the transaction of business, if he will drive the herd-
of sl'tves, buffoons, and procurers from Vv_hitehall, and
make the happiness of his people the rule of his conduct,
he will have a much greater chrome of reigning in com-
fort to an advanced age; tlia_ his profusion and tyranny
have exasperated his subjects, and may, perhaps, bring him
to an end as terrible as his father's, tie might answer,
that he saw the danger, but that life was not worth
having without ease and vicious pleasures. And what
has our philosopher to say ? Does he not see that it i,
no more possible to reason a man out of liking a short
life and a merry one more than a long life and a dull one
than to reason a Greenlander out of his train oil ? We

may say that the tastes of the thief and the tyrant differ
from ours; but what right have we to say, looking at
this world alone, that they do not pursue their greatest
happiness very judiciously ? "

It is the grossest ignorance of human nature to suppose
that another man calculates the chances differently fl'om
us, merely because he does what, in his place, we should
not do. Eve1T man has tastes and propensities, which
he is disposed to gratify at a risk and expense which
people of different temperaments and hal)its think ex-
travagant. " Why," says ttoraee, "does one brother
like to lounge in the forum, to play hi the Campus, and
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to anoint himself in the baths, so well, that he would

not put himself out of lfis way for all the wealth of the
richest plantations of the ]_ast; w]file the other toils
fl-om sunrise to sunset for the purpose of increasing his
fortune ?" Horace attributes the diversity to the influence
of the Genius and the natal star : and eighteen hundred
years have taught us only to disgnise om• ignorance
beneath a more philosophical language.

We tlfink, therefore, that the Westminster Reviewer,
even if' we admit his calculation of the chances to be

right, does not make out his case. :But he appears to us
to miscalculate chances more grossly than any person

' who ever acted or speculated in this world. "It is for the
happiness," says he, "of a member of the House of Com-
mon_ to govern well ; for he never can tell that he is not
dose on the moment when misgovernment will be terribly
punished : if he was sure that he should be as lucky as
his predecessors, it might betbr his happiness to misgovern;
but he is not sure." Certainly a member of Parliament
i_ not sure that he shah not be torn in pieces by a mob,
or guillotined by a revolutionm T tribunal ibr his opposition
to refbrm. Nor is the Westminster Beviewer sure that he

,shall not be hanged for writing in favour of universal
sufli'age. We may have demoeratical massacres. We may
also have aristoeratical proscriptions. It is not very likely,
thank God, that we should see either. :But the radical, we

think, runs as much danger as the aristocrat. As to our
friend _he Westminster Reviewer, he, it must be owned, has

" t_sgood aright "tsany man on his side, "Anton_ tlladios co_-
tem_te_'e." :But take the man whose votes, ever since he has

sate in Parliament, have been the most uniformly bad,
and oppose him to the man whose votes have been the
most nnitbrmly good. The Westminster Reviewer would
1)robab]y select Mr. 8adler and _41".IIume. Now, does
any rational man think,_will the Westminster :Reviewer
himself say,_that Na'. 8adler runs more risk of coming
to a miserable end on "recount of his public conduct
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than Mr. Hume ? Mr. Sadler does not know that he is
not dose on the moment when he _vill be made an

example of; for _¢[r.Sadler knows, if possible, less about
the future than about the past. But he has no more
reason to expect that he shall be made an example of
than to expect that London will be swallowed up by an
earthquake next spring; and it would be as foolish in
him to act on file former supposition as on the latter.
There is a risk ; for there is a risk of every thing which
does not involve a contradiction; but it is a risk fl'om

which no man in his wits would give a shilling to be
insured. Yet our Westminster Reviewer tells us that

this risk alone, apart from all considerations of religion,
honom', or benevolence, would, as a matter of mere c_tlcu-
lation, induce a wise member of the House of Commons
to refuse any emoluments which might be offered him ss
the price of his support to pernicious measures.

We have hitherto been examining cases proposed by
our opponent. It is now our turn to propose one ; and
we beg that he will spare no wisdom in solving it.

A thief is condemned to be hanged. On the eve of
the day fixed for the execution a tm'nkey enters his cell
and tells him that all is safe, that he hss only to slip out,
that his friends are waiting in the neighbourhood with
disguises, and that a passage is taken for l_m in an
American packet. I_Tow, it is dearly for the greatest
happiness of society that the thief should be hanged and
the c,_rrupt turnkey exposed and punished. Will the
Westminster l%eviewer tell us that it is for the greatest
happiness of the thief to summon the head jailer and
tell the whole story P Now, either it is for the greatest
happiness of a thief to be hanged or it is not. If it is,
then the argument, by which the Westminster lIeviewer
attempts to prove that men do not promote their own
happiness by thieving, falls to the ground. If it is not,
then there are men whose greatest happiness is at variance
with the greatest happiness of the community.
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To sum up our arguments shortly, we say that tile
"greatest happiness principle," as now stated, is di_-
metrically opposed to the prhlciple stated in the West-
minster Review three months ago.

We say that, if the "greatest happiness principle," as
n_)w stated, be sound, Nr. ]_'Iill's Essay, and all other
works concerning Government which, like that Essa3%
proceed on the supposition that individuals may have an
interest opposed to the greatest happiness of society, -trc
fundamentally erroneous.

We say that those who hold this principle to be sound
must be prepared to maintain, eitLer that monarchs and
•n'i_tocracies may be trusted to govern the eommmfit3; or
else that men cannot be trusted to follow their own
interest when that interest is demonstrated to them.

We say that, if men cannot be trusted to follow their
own interest when that interest has been demonstrated to

them, then the Utilitarian argmnents in fitvour of universal
_utti'age are good for nothhlg.

We say that the "greatest happiness principle" has
not been proved; that it cannot be generally proved;
that even in the particular cases selected by the _eviewer
it i_ not clear that the principle is true; and that many
cases might be stated in which the common sense of man-
kind wotfld at once pronomme it to be false.

We now leave the Westminster ;Reviewer to alter and

amend his "magnificent principle" as he thfl_ks best.
Unlimited, it is fiflse. Properly limited, it will be barren.
The '"greatest happiness principle" of the 1st of July,
as far as we could discern its meaning through a cloud of
rodomontade, was an idle truism. The "greatest happi-
ness principle" of the 1st of October is, in the phrase of
the American newspapers, "important if true." But
unhappily it is not true. It is not our business to con-
jeetm'e what new maxim is to make the bones of sages
and patriots stir on the 1st of December. We can only
say that, unless it be something hffinitely more ingenious
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than its two predecessors, we shall leave it umnolested.
The Westminster Reviewer may, if he pleases, indulge
lihnself like Sultan Schahriar with espousing a rapid
succession of virgin theories. But we must beg to be
excused fi'om playing the part of the vizier who regularly
attended on the day ,tfter the wedding to strangle the new
Sultana.

The Wesmfinster I_eviewer charges us with m'ging it
as an objection to the "greatest happiness principle " that
"it is included in the Christian morality." This is a mere
fiction of his o_n_, We never attacked the morality of
the Gospel. We blamed the Utilitarians for claiming the
credit of a discovery, when they had merely stolen that
morality, and spoiled it in the stealing. They have taken
the precept of Christ and left the motive; and they
demand tlie prai:e of a most wonderful and beneficial
invention, when all that they have done has been to make
a most useful maxim useless by separating it fl'om its
sanction. On religious principles it is true that every
individual v,qll best promote his own happiness by pro-
meting the happiness of others. But if religious con-
siderations be left out of the question it is not true. If
we do not reason on the supposition of a future state,
where is the motive ? It" we do reason on that supposi-
tion, where is the discovel3- ?

The Westminster tleviewer tells us that "we wish to
see the science of Government unsettled because we see

no prospect of a settlement which accords with our
interests." His angry, eagemes_ to have questions settled
resembles that of a judge in one of Dryden's plays -- the
Amphitryon, we think_who wi_hes to decide a cause
after hearing only one party, and, when he has been at
last compelled to listen to the statement of the dethndan_,
flies into a passion, and exclaims, " There now, sir! See
what you have done. The case was quite clear a minute
"lgo; and you must come and puzzle it!" He is the
zealot of a sect. We are searchers "after truth. He

¥0L. I. D D
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wishes to have the question settled. We wish to have it
sifted first. The quemtlous manner in which we have
been blamed for attacking Mr. Mill's system, and pro-
pounding no system of our own, reminds us of the horror
with which that shallow d%oanatist, Epicurus, the worst
parts of whose nonsense the Utilitarians have attempted
to revive, shrank from the keen and searching scepticism
of the second Academy.

It is not our fault that an experimental science of vast
extent does not admit of being settled by a short demon-
.-tration ;--that the subtilty of nature, in the moral as in
the physical world, trimnphs over the subtilty of syllo_sm.
The quack, who declares on affidavit that, by using his
pills and attending to his printed directions, hundreds
who had been dismissed incurable from the hospitals
have renewed their youth like the eagles, may, perhaps,
think that Sir Henry Halford, when he feels the pulses of
patients, inquires about their symptoms, m:d prescribes a
different remedy to each, is unsettling the science of
medicine for the sake of a fee.

If, in the course of rids controversy, we have refrained
from expressing any opinion respecting the political insti-
tutions of England, it is not because we have not an
opinion or because we shrink from avowing it. The
Utilitarians, indeed, conscious that their boasted theory
of government would not bear investigation, were desirous
to turn the dispute about N.r. Mill's Essay i_to a dispute
about the Whig party, rotten boroughs, unpaid ma_strates,
and cx-officio informations. When we blamed them for

talking nonsense, they cried out that they were insulted
tbr being reformers,--just as poor Ancient Pistol swore
that the scars which he had received from the cudgel of
Fluellen were got in the Gallia wars. We, however, did
not tliink it desirable to raft,: up political questions, about
which the public mind is violently agitated, with a great
problem in moral philosophy.

Our notions about Government are not, however,
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altogether unsettled. We have an opinion about parlia-
mentary reform, though we have not arrived at that
opinion by the royal road wlfieh 3Ir. Mill has opened ibr
the explorers of political science. As we are taMng
leave, probab]y for the last time, of tiffs conWoversy, we
will state very concisely what our doctrines are. On
some future occasion we may, perhaps, explain and defend
them at length.

Our fervent wish, and we will add ot_r sanguine hope,
is that we may see such a reform of the House of Com-
mons as may render its votes the express image of the
opinion of the midd]e orders of Britain. 3_ pecuniary
qualification we think absolutely necessaw; and, in
settling its amount, ore" object would be to ch-aw the line
in such a manner that eveW decent farmer and shop-
keeper might possess the elective franchise. We should
wish to see an end put to all the advantages which parti-
cular forms of property possess over other forms, and
particular portions of property over other equal portions.
And tlfis would content us. Such a reform would, accord-
ing to ]_h:. l_Iill, establish an aristocracy of wealth, and
leave the community without protection and exposed to
all the evils of unbridled power, l_Iost willingly would
we stake the whole controversy between us on the succes_
of the experiment which we propose.

E_N'D OF THE ]_'IRST VOLUME.
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MESSRS. LONGMAN, GREEN, LONG_{AN, AS"D ROBERTS,

PATERNOSTERROW, LONDON.

Miss Acton's Modern Cookery for Private Arnold,--Poems. By Matthew Arnold.
_amilies, reduced to a System of Easy Prac- FIRST S_Ir_s, Tinrd :Edition. Fcp. 8re.
rice in a Series of carefully-tested Receipts , price 5s. 6d. Szco_'D Sz_Izs_ price 5s.
in which the Principles or"Baron Liebig and
other eminent Writers have been as much as Arnold. -- Merope, a Tragedy. By matthew

possible applied and explained. Newly-re- An:_z_. With a Preface and an _[lstorical
vised and enlarged Editmn ; with 8 Plates, Iutroduetmn. Fop. See. 5s.

comprising 27 Figures_ and 150 Woodcuts. Lord Bacon's Works, A New Edition,Fep. See. 7s. 6d.
revEed and elucidated; and enlarged bv the

Acton's ]_uglish Bread-Book for Domestic Use, addition of man_ p_eee_ 1lot printed before.
adapted to _'amihes of every grade. Fcp. C_llected and edited by I_O_E_T L_s/,I_
8re. price 4s. 6d. cloth. EzzIs, _I.A._ Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge ; J_.s SPzD1)I_ -, M.A. of

The Afternoon of Life. By the Author Trmlty College, Cambridge ; and DocG_s
of Mor_zi_g Clouds. Second and cheaper /)L',-o_ ]:J_EAT_.ESq., Barrister-at-:Law, and
_dition, revised throughout. Fop. 8vo. 5s. late I%llow of Trinity College, Cambridge._

YOLS I. t,) Y,_ comprising thc Dlvismn of

Agassiz. -- hn Essay on Classification. l)/,,&ao],_,,.,_,_ Bhr/,'s; with a copious I_u)_x.
By Lows AGxsslz. 8re. 12s. 5 vols. 8re. ])rice £4. 6s. YoL VI. price 18s.

%* Vo_. YII., completing the Division of
Aikin.-- Select Works of fhe British Z*_era,y a*_d Professional Y_orks, is just ready.

Poets, from Ben Jonson to Beattie. With
Biograpl_ical and Critical Prefaces by Dr. JoanIla Baillie's Dramatic and Poetical
_x_'. _'ew Edition, with Supplement by _'orks : Comprising the Plays of the Pas-
:Lvc_" _1_" ; consisting of additional Selec- sions, _liscelleneous :Dramas, :Metrical Le-
tions from more recent Poets. 8re. 18s. gends, 17rig]tire Pieces, and Ahalya Baee;

with the Life of Joanna Baillie, Portrait,

hrago(F.)--BiographiesofDistinguished and Vignette. Square crown 8re. 21s.
Scientific Men. Translated by Admiral cloth; or42s, bound m morocco by Hayday.
_r. H. S_Y_, D.C.L., F.R.S., &c. ; the Rev.
Ba_u_Pow]_]_.z,M.A.; andRo_r G_x_, Baker.- The Rifle and the Hound in
M.A., F.R.A.S. 8re. 18s. Ceylon. By S. W. B_K_R, :Esq. l_ew

:Editm_, with 13 Illustrations engraved on

Arago's Meteorological Essays. With an Wood. Ycp. 8re. 4s. 6d.
Introduction by Baron HV_r_OLI)T. Trans- Baker. -- :Eight Years' Wanderings in Ceylon.
lated under the superintendence of M_jor- :By S. W. ]],_x_:_, Z_q. _Yith 6 coloured
General E. SXBI_, l%.A., Treasurer and Plates. 8re. price 15s.
V.P.R.S. 8re. 18s.

Bate.--Memoir of Capt. W. Thornton
Arago's Popular Astronomy. Translated and Bate, 1_._-. ]_y the Rev, Jo_I_- B_LI_,

edited by Admiral W. H. S_H, D.C.L., Author of" 3Iemoirs of Hewitson," "Me-
_.R.S.;andRoB_TGR_2_%M.A.,F.R.Ik.S. mmr of Adelaide _-ewton," &c. .'Q'_a
With 25 Plates and 358 Woodcuts. 2 vols. JEd_tio_ ; with I)ortrait and 4 Illa_rations.
8re. price £2. 5s. Fep. 8_e. _;.
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Barth. -- Travels and Discoveries in Bourne.--A Treatise on the Steam.
North and Central Africa : Being the Jour- Engine, in its Appheation to Mines, Mills,
nal of an Expedition undertaken under Steam-Navigation, and Railways. By the
the auspices of tter]3ritannic Majesty's Go- Artisan Club. Edited byJoH_Bo_:al_, C.E.
vernment in the Years 18t9--1855. By New Edition ; with 33 Steel Plates and 349
Hx._'_x BX_TH, Ph.D., D.C.L., Fellow of the _'ood Engravlngs. arc. price 27s.

Royal Geographical and Asiatic Societies, Bourne's Catechism of the Steam- Engine
&c. With numerous Maps, Wood Engrav-
Lugs,and Illustrations in tinted Lithography. in its various Applications to Mines, Mills,
5 vols. 8vo. £5.5s. cloth. Steam-Navigation, Railways, and Agricul-

ture: With Practical Instructions for the
Manufacture and Management of Engines

Bayldon's Art of Valuing Rents and of every :class. Fourth Edition, enlarged ;
with 89 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.T_llages, and Claims of Tenants upon

Quitting Farms, at both Michaelmas and Boyd.--A Manual for Naval Cadets.
Lady-Day ; as revised by Mr. Do_rmso_ _.
Sereut]_.Edition, enlarged and adapted to the Published with the sanction and approval
Present Time : With the Principles and of the Lords Commissioners of the Admi-
:M:ode of YaluLug Land and other Property raltv. By JoH_ M'lh'EILL BOYD, Captain,
for Parochial Assessment and Enfranchise- R.I_. With Compass-Signmls in Colours,

ment of Copyholds, under the recent Acts of and 236 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Parliament. By ROBERT BX_]_R, Land- Brande.--A Dictionary of Science, Lite-
Agent and Valnsr. 8vo. ]0s. 6d. rature, and Art : Comprising the History,

:Description, and Scientific Principles of
Bayldon's (R.) Treatise on Road Legis- every Branch of Human :Knowledge ; with

lation and Management; with Remarks on the Derivation and Definition of all the
Tolls, and on Repairing Turnpike-Roads and Terms in general use. Edited by W. T.
Highways. 8vo. 3s. 6d. BRAI_DX, F.R.S.L. and E.; assisted by DR." J. C_uvI_. Third Edition, revised and cor_

reefed ; with numerous Woodcuts. 8vo. 60s.
Black's Practical Treatise on Brewing,

based on Chemical and Economical Prlnci- Professor Brande's Lectures on Organic
ples : WithFormulm for Public Brewers, and Chemistry, as applied to Manufactures ;
Instructions for Private Families. New including Dyeing, Bleaching, Calico-Print-
Edition, with Additions. 8vo. 10s. 6d. ing, Sugar-Manufacture, the Preservation

of Wood, Tanning, &c. ; delivered before the
Members of the Royal Institution. Edited

Blaine's Encyclopmdia of Rural Sports; by J. Sco_N, M.B. Fcp. 8vo. with
or, a complete Account, Historical, Prae- Woodcuts, price 7s. 6d.
tieal, and Descriptive, of Hunting, Shooting,
Fishing, Racing, &e. New ]_ddion, revised Brewer.-- An Atlas of History and Ge0-
and corrected; with above 600 Woodcut gn'aphy, from the Commencement of the
Illustrations, including 20 now added from Christian Era to the Present Time : Com-
Designs by JoHz_- L]_Ecn. In One _7olume, prising a Series of Sixteen coloured Maps,
8vo. price 42s. half-bound, arranged in Chronological Order, with Illus-

trative Bfemoirs. By the Rev. J. S. BR_W'_R,
BLA., Professor of English History and

Bloomfield.--The Greek Testament, Literature in King's College, London.
with copious English Notes, Critical, Phi- Second .Edition, revised and corrected.
lologieal, and Explanatory. Especially Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d. half-bound.
adapted to the use of Theological Students
and 2finisters. By the Rev. S. T. B_oo:_- Brialmont.--The Life of the Duke of
I_IELD,D.D., F.S.A. Ninth Edition, revised. Wellington. From the French of ALexis
2 vols. 8vo. with Map, price £2. 8s. :BgIAL_OXT, Captain on the Staff of the

Belgian Army: With Emendations and
Additions. By the Rev. G. i_. GL_Ia, M.A.,

Dr. Bloomfield's College and School Edition of Chaplaln-General to the Forces and Pre-
the Gre,,k Te_lamen_ : With brief English bendarv of St. Paul's. _Yith :Maps, Plans
:Notes, chiefly Philological and Explanatory. of Battles, and Portraits. YoLk. I. and II.
Seventh Edition; with :Map and Index. 8vo. 30s.

:Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d. Tim THIRD and FOURT_ VO]SVYd-gS(com-
pletion) are now in the press, and will take

Dr. Bloom.field's College and School Lexicon up the history of the Duke from the Battle of
to the Greek Testament. New Edition, _Waterloo, representing him as an Ambasssdor,
carcf_fily revised. Fcp. 8vo. price 10s. 6d. as a _-%[inister,and as a Citizen.
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Brodie. -- Psychological Inquiries, in a Bunting.--The Life of Jabez Bunting,
Series of Essays intended to illustrate the D.D. : With Notices of contemporary Per-
Influence of the Physical Orgamsation on sons and Events. By his Son, T_ox_s
the Mental Faculties. By Sir BENJX_rIN C. PERCIVAL :Bu_'TI.'<G. In Two Volumes.
B]mDIE, Bart. Third Edition. l%p.8vo. 5s. Voz. I. with Two Portraits and a Yignette,

in post 8vo. price 7s. 6d. cloth; or (large
Dr. Thomas Bull on the Maternal Ms- Taper and 2roof_u_ra_'_ngs) in square crown

nagement of Cldldren in Health and Disease. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
l_ew Edition. ]_'cp. 8vo. 5s.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress: With a
Dr. Bull's Hints to Mothers on the Manage- Preface by the Rev. C_x_L_s K_(_sz_',

merit of their Health during the Period of Rector of Eversley ; and about 120 Illus-
Preglmncy and in the Lying-in Room : With trations engraved on Steel and on Yi'ood
an Exposure of Popular Errors in connexion from Original Designs by Charles Bennett.
with those subjects, &c. ; and Hints upon :Fcp. 4to. price 21s. cloth, gilt edges.
Nursing. New Edition. lrcp. 8vo. 5s.

Dr. Bull's Work on Blindness, entitled Bishop Butler's GeneralAtlas of Modern
the Sense of Vision Denied and Lost. Edited and Ancient Geography ; comprising )'ffty-
by the Rev. B. G. Jorr_s, Chaplain of the two full-coloured Maps ; with complete In-
]Jhl_d School, St. George's Pields. With a dices. :New Edition, nearly all re-engraved,
brief Introductory Memoir of the Author enlarged, and greatly improved. Edited by

by Mrs. BULL. _cp. 8vo. 4s. 6d. the Author's Son. Royal 4to.24s. hag-bound.
('The Modern Atlas of 28 full-

Bunsen.- Christianity and Mankind, _ coloured Maps. Royal 8vo.
their Beginnings and Prospects. By _ 1 price 12s.
Baron C. C. J. BUNSEn, D.D., D.C.L., D.Ph. _eparately _ The Ancient Atlas of 24 fail-
Being a New Edition, corrected, remodelled, _ coloured Maps. l=_oyal 8vo.
and extended, of HipTolytus and h_ Age. \ price 12s.
7 vols. 8vo. £5.5s.

***ThisEdition is composedof three dastinctworks, Bishop Butler's Sketch of Modern and
whichmaybe had separately,asfollows:-- Anc,ent Geography. _ew Edition, tho-

1. Hippolytusand his Age; or, the Beglnnin_aand
Prospcctsof Chnstmmty. 2vols.Svo. prm_£1.10_, roughly revised, withsuch Alterations intro-

duced as continually progressive Discoveries2. Outlineof the rhflosophyof UniversalH.lstolv ap-
plied to Lan_.._e and Religion.Containingan Ac- and the latest Information have rendered
countof timAlphabetmalConferences.2vols._vo.
price£1.13s. necessary. Post 8vo. price 7s. 6d.

s. AnalectaAute-.Ni_.ena..2vols.8vo.price£2.2s.

Bunsen.--Lyra Germanica. Translated Burton.--First Footsteps in East Africa ;
or, an Exploration of Harar. By RIcH_o

from the German by CXTH_I_'S Wx_K- _. BUR_O_', Captain, Bombay Arm)'. "_V_th
wo_m l'_ft]_ _d_tion of the :First S_s, :Maps and coloured Plates. 8vo. 18s.
Hymns for the Sundays and chief 17estivals
of the Cl_risttan _ear. _Yew:Edition, of the
S:_co_) S_s, the Christian Life. :Fcp. Bur_n, -- Personal Narrative of a Pil-
8vo. price 5s. each Series. grimage to E1 Medinah and Meecah. By

RicIta.nD _. Bu_o1% Captain, Bombay
HYMNS from/.yra Ge_manica ...... 18mo. ls. Army. Secw_dJEdition, revised; with coloured

***Theseselectionsof Germ.mHvmn_have beenmade Plates and Woodcuts. 2 vols. crown 8vo.
from collectionspublishedin German_by BaronBv_s]_l_; price 2_S.toldformcompanionvolumcsto

Theologia Germanica: Which setteth forth
many fair lineaments of Divine Truth, and The Cabinet Lawyer : A Popular Digest
saith very lofty and lovely things touching of the Laws of England, Civil and Criminal ;
a Perfect Life. Translated by Svsx_ with a Dictionary of Law Terms, Maxim%
WI_'XWOaTH. With a Preface by the Rev. Statutes, and Judicial Antiquities ; Correct
CH._sK_Gs_r ; and a Letter byBaron Tables of Assessed Taxes, Stamp Duties,

Excise Licenses, and Post-Horse Duties ;
Bu_. Third Edition. ]£cp. 8vo. 5s. Post-Office Regulations ; and Prison DiseN

Bunsen. -- Egypt's Place in Universal pline. 18th Edition, comprising the Public
History : An Historical Investigation, in Acts ofthcSession 1858. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
Five Books. By Baron C. C. J. Bul_s_,
D.D., D.C.L., D.Ph. Translated from the The Cabinet Gazetteer: A Popular _egra-
German by C. H. COT:r_L_, :Esq., M.A. phical Dictionary of All the Countries of
With many Illustrations. Void. I. 8vo. 28s. ; the World. By the Author of The Cabinet
_'o_. II. price 30s. ; and ¥o_,. III. price 25s. Zm_yer. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth.B3
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Caird.-- Prairie Farming in America : Connolly.--The Romance of the Ranks;
_,Vith :Notes by the way on Canada and the or, Anecdotes, EpL_odes, and Social Inei-
United States. By J_xs C_InD, M.P., dents of Military :Life. By T. W. J.
Author of"Eng]ish Agriculture," "High Co_:_oxmY, Quartermaster of the Royal
:Farming," &c. 16me. 3s. 6d. Engineers. 2 vols. 8re. 2Is.

CalverL -- The Wife's Manual ; or, Co,molly's _._-ory of the RoyaI S_l_ers gad

Prayers, Thoughts, and Songs on Several Miners:Including the Services of the CorpsOccasions of a Matron's Life. :By the Rev.
W. CA_r_;_, M.A. Ornamented from :De- in the Crimea and at the Siege of Sebastopol.
signs by tile Author in tile style of I_ueen Second JEdition, revised and enlarged ; with
]ghzabet//s Pra!¢er-Book. Second Edition. 17 coloured plate_. 2 vols. 8re. price 30s.
Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

Conybeare and Howson.--The Life and

Catlow.--Popular Conchology; or, the ]_pi_tles of Saint Paul : Comprising a ecru-
Shell Cabinet arranged according to the plete :Biography of the Apostle, and a
_Ioclern System: With a detailed Account Translation of his Epistles inserted fl_
of the Animals. and a complete Descriptive Chronologizal Order. By the Roy. W. J,
List of the :Families and Genera of Recent Co),"rB_t¢] L _L.A.. ; and the Eev. g. S.

and :Fossil Shells. By AGI,-xS C_TI_OW. Howsol% M.A. Third _dition, revised and
Second :Edition, much improved; with 405 corrected ; wi_h several Maps and Wood-

cuts, and 4 Plates. 2 vols. square crown
_Voodeut Illustrations. Post 8vo. price 14s. 8re. 31s. 6d. cloth.

Catz and Farlie's Book of Emblems.-- %* The Original Edition, with more
:g_oral _mblems, from J'._coB CATZ and numerous Illustrations, in 2 vols. 4to. price
Rol3xl_T l_n_l_ ; with Aphorisms, Adages, 48s.--mav also be had.
and Proverbs of all :Nations. Tile Iilustra-
tions freely rendered from designs found in
the works of Catz and :Farhe_ by Jot_x Dr. Copland's Dictionary of Practical
LxlGnro:% F.S,A,, and engraved under his _][edicine : Comprising General Pathology,
superintendence. Imperial 8re. with 60 the l_ature and Treatment of Diseases,
large Illustrations on Wood, and numerous },Iorbid Structures, and the Disorders es-
_rigncttes and Taii Pieces. pecially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and

to the different Epochs of Life ; with nume-
Cecil.--The Stud Farm; or, Hints on rous approved Yormule of the Medicines

Breeding Horses for the Turf, the Chase, and recommended. :Now complete in 3 vols.
the Road. Addressed to Breeders of Race- 8re. price £5. lls. cloth.
Horses and Hunters, Landed Proprietors,
and especially to Tenant :Farmers. By
C_CIT.. Fcp. 8vo. with :Frontispiece, 5s. Bishop Cotton's Instructions in the

Doctrine and Practice of Christianity. In-

Cecil's Stable Practice ; or, Hints on Training tended chiefly as an Introduction to "Confir-
for the Turf, the Chase, and the Road ; marion. Fourt/_ gdil_'o;_. 18mo. 2s. 6d.
with Observations on Racing and _[unt-
ing, Wasting, Race-Riding, and Handi-
capping: Addressed to Owners of Racers, Cresy's Encyclopaedia of Civil Engi-
Hunters, and other Horses, and to all who neering, Historical, Theoretical, and Prae-
are concerned in Racing, Steeple-Chasing, tical. Illustrated by upwards of 3,000
and :Fox-Hunting. S_-cond _dition. :Fop. Woodcuts. Second _ditwn, revised and
8re. with Plate, price 5s. half-bound, brought down to the :Present Time in a

Bupplemen t, eomprisin g Metropolit;anWager-

_hapman. -- History of Gustavus hdol- Supply, Drainage of Towns, :Railways,
phus and of the Thirty Years' _'ar up to the Cubical Proportion_ Brick and Iron Con-
:King's :Death : _*ith some Account of _ts struetion_ Iron Screw Pile% Tubular Bridges,
Conclusion by the Peace of Westphalia, in &c. 8re. 63_. cloth.
]648. By :/3. Cn_P_x_; M.t,, Vicar of
Letherhead. 8vo. with Plans, XZs. Cad. Crosse.-- Memorials, Scientific and Li-

ten'sty, of Andrew Crosse, the Electric/an.
oninghon. -- Handbook of Chemical ]_dited by Mrs. C_o_. Post 8re. 9s. 6d.
AnalysEs, adapted to the Unitary System of
:Notation. :By :F. T. CO_LX_TO.Y, M.A.,
:F.C.S. Post "Bvo. 7s. 6d. Also Tables of Crowe, -- The History of France, By
(_aahtMive AaaFys_s, designed as a Corn- XY_ EVA_'s Caowx. In :Five Wohtmes.
panion to the :Handbook, price 2s. 6d. YOT.. I. 8vo. price 14s.
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Cruikshank. -- The Life of Sir John The Eclipse of Faith ; or, a Visit to a
Falstaff, illustrated in a Series of Twenty- l{eliglous Sceptic. 9[/,Edztioa. Fop. 8re. 5s.
four original Etchings by George Cruik-

shank. Accompanied by an imaginary Defence of The :Eclipse of Faith, by its
Biography of the Knight by Ro]3E_ B. Author: Being a Rejoinder to Professor
Bl_ot'o_. Royal 8vo. price 1Zs. 6d. cloth. _ewman's Reply : Including a full Exami-

nation of that Writer's Criticism on the
Lady Cust's Invalid's Book, -- The In- Character of Christ ; and a Chapter on tile

valid's Own Book : A Collection of Recipes Aspects and Pretensions of Modern Deism.
from various Books and various Countries. Second .Ed_ttvn, revised. Post 8re. 5s. 6d.
By the Honourable La.uy Cus_. Second

J_diiion. Fep. 8vo. price 2s. 6d. The Englishman's GreekConcordanceof
the New Testament : Being an Attempt at a

Dale.--TheDomestic Liturgy andFamily Yerbal Connexion between the Greek and
Chaplain, in Two Parts : P_I_T I. Church the English Texts ; including a Concordance
Serwces adapted for Domestic Use, _ith to the Proper l_ames, with Indexes, Greek-
Prayers for Every Day oftheVfeek, selected English and English-Greek. lX_ew:Edition,
from the Book of Common Prayer ; P_l_:r with a new Index. Royal 8re. price 42s.
II. an appropriate Sermon for Every Sunday
in the _'ear. By the Rev. T_o_xs D_, The :Englishman's Hebrew and Chaldee Con-
Ad-.A._ Canon Residenfiary of St. Paul's. eordanee of the Old Testament : Being an
Second Edition. Post 4to. 21s. cloth; Attempt at a Verbal Connexion between
81s. 6d. calf ; or $32. 10s. morocco, the Original and the Enghsh Translatmns ;

with ]ndexe% a List of the Proper :Names
,rTax YxmLx CHXPLXt_,I_s. and their Occurrences, &c. 2 vols. royalSeparatdy t T/II_DO_I_STIC ]_ITUIt_y,los.6d.

8vo. £3. 13s. 6d. ; large paper_ £4. 14s. 6d.

Davy (Dr. J.)- The Angler and his
Friend ; or, Piscatory Colloquies and :Fish- Ephemera's Handbook of Angling ;
ing Excursions. By JOHN D&v_, ]k[.D., teaching Fly-:Fishing, Trolling, Bottom-
F.I{.S._ &c. Fop. 8_o. price 6s. ]:l_-hing, Satmon-_ishmg : "With the :Natural

thstory of River-Fish, and the best Modes
of Catching them. Thh.d Edition, corrected

The Angler in the L_ke District : or, Pisoatmry and improved; with %Voodeuts. l_'ep.8re. 5s.
Colloquies and _'lshing Excursions in V_cst-

moreland and Cumberland. :By Jon._- Ephemera's Book of the Salmon: Com-
Dav_, AI.D., F.R.S. _cp. 8re. 6s. 6d.

prising the _'heory, Principles, and Prac-
tice of Fly-F_sbing for Salmon; Lists oi

De Fonblanque, -- The Administration good Salmon _'lies for every good River in
and Organisation _f the British Army, with the Empire ; the -Natural /tI_story of the
especial reference to Finance and Supply. Salmon, _ts Habits described, and the best
By EDWAI_I)B_RRINOTONDE EOI_-BI.,A_QUZ, w_y of artificially Breednlg it. Fop. 8re.
Assistant Commissars-Genera!. 8re. 12s. _ith coloured Plates, price 14s.

De la Rive.--A Treatise on Electricity Fairbairn.--Useful Information for En-
in Theory and Practice. By A. DE I_ RIVE, gineers : Being a Series of Lectures delivered
Professor in the Academy of Geneva. Trans- to the Working Engineers of Yorkshire and
fated for the Author by C.Y. W/J_Kr._, Lancaslurc. With Appendices, containing
F.R.S. With numerous Woodcut Illustra- thc _Rcsult_- of Experimental Inqnirms into

tions. 3 vols. 8re. price £3.13s. cloth, the Strength of _,faterials, the Causes of
Boiler Explosions, &e. By WILLIA_M
_:AII_BAI:RN, F.I_.S, _.G.S. Second £dzOon ;

Domenech.-- Seven Years' Residence in with numerousPlate_ andWoodcuts. Crown

the G_at Deserts of :North America. By 8re. price 10s. 6d.
the ABBg DO_xcm _Vxth a Map, and
about S_xty Woodcut Illustrations. 2 vols. Fkst Impressions of the New World on
8re. [Just ready. Two Travellers from the Old in the Autumn

of 185S : with Map by Arrowsmith. Post
8re. 8_. 6d.

The Abbe Domeneeh's Missionary Adventures
hi Texas and Mexico : A Personal Narrative Fischer.--Francis Bacon of Verulam :
of Six Years' Sojourn in those Regions. Realistic Philo_phy and its Age. By Dr.

•Translated under the Author's superin- K. FISCHER. Translated by Jomn ()X_.N"
tendence. 8vo. with :Map, 10s. 6d. I_ORD. Post 8re. 9s. 6d.
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Forester.--Rambles in the Islands of Greathed.--Letters written during the
Corsica and Sardinia: _-ith IXotlees of Siege of Delhi. By tI. _. G_I_A:r_D, h,t_
their Itistory, Antiquities, and present of the Bengal Cavil Service. Edited by k:_
Condit,on. By Ttto_ts ForEsteR, Au- Widow. Post 8re. 8s. 6d.
thor of Nvrw,zy i_ 1848-1849. With

coloured .3Iap ; and numerous Illustrations Green.--Lives of the Princesses of Eng.
ill Colours and Tints and on Wood, from land. IIV _[rs. XI:A_I" ANs"]_ :Ev_x_7
Drawings made during the Tour by Lieut.- G_:E_x, ]_ditor of the Zetters of _oya/ a_M
Col. _I. zk. :BID:DVI,PH, R._. Imperial Ilh_strio_fs Ladies. With numerous Por-
8re. price 28s. traits. Complete in 6 vols. post Svo. price

10s. 6d. eaeh.--Any Volume may be had
Frazer.--Le_ters of Sir A. S. Frazer, separately to complete sets.

K.C.B., Commanding the Royal Hor_e Artii-

levy under the Duke of Wellington : Written Greyson. -- Selections from the C0rre-
durin_ the Peninsular and Waterloo Cam- spondence of R. E. :H. GR_YSON, ]_sq.
paigns. Edited by Major-General S.XBINE, Edited by the Author of The .Eclipse of
R.A. "With Portrait, 2 Maps, and Plan. Failh. Second Edition. Crown8vo. Ts.6d.
8re. 18s.

Grove,- The Correlation of Physical
Freeman and 3alvin.--Falconry: its Forces. By W. R. Grieve, Q.C., M.A.,

Claims, tI1story, and Practice. By G.tGE F.IR.S., &c. Third Edition. 8vo. price 7s.
EARLE FREEMAN, BI.h. (" Peregrine" of the

F_eld newspaper) ; and Capt. F. H. S_tLVlN. Gurney.--St. Lvuis and Henri IV. : BeingPost 8_'o. with Woodcut Illustrations from
Drawings by Wolf. a Second Series of Historical Sketches.

By the Rev. JoltN lff. Gval_'xY, M.A., Rector

Garratt.--Marvels and Mysteries of In- of St. Mary's, Marylebone. Fcp. 8re. 6s.

stinet ; or, Curiosities of Animal Life. By _venLug Recreations ; or, Samples from the
GI_o_GI_Gxn]¢A_. SecededE,dilion, revised Lecture-Room. Edited by the Rev. J. H.
and improved ; with a Frontispiece. Fep. Gtrt_N_Y, 1_£.A. Crown 8re. 5s.8re. price4s. 6d.

Gilbart.--A Practical Treatise on Bank- Gwilt's Encyelopeedia of Architecture,

ing. By JaM_s WILLIAM GILBAXr, F.R.S. Historical, Thcorctieal,_and Practical. By
57.rth Eddlon, revised and enlarged. 2 vols. ffosxPtI GwI_r. With more than 1,000
12mo. Portrait, 16s. Wood :Eng_vings, from Designs by J. 8.GwI]_. Eom'th Edition. 8re. 42s.

l_ilbaxt's Logic of Banking : a Familiar Ex- Hare (Archdeacon).--The Life of Luther,
position of the Principles ofReasoning, and
their application to the Xrt m_d the Sc'-enc'e in Forty-eight lqistorieal Engravings. By
of Banking. 12me. with Portrait, 12s. 6d. G_usrAv KONIG. With Explanations by

Archdeacon Hx_ and SUSAN& WINK-
WORTH. Fcp. 4to. price 2Ss.

Gleig.--Essays, Biographical, Historical,

and Miscellaneous, contributed chiefly to the Harford.--Life o£Michael Angelo Bu0n-
Ec/mb_rqh and Qua_ler/y 21ewews. ]?,y the arroti: With Translations of ninny of his
Rev G. R GL]_IO, _I.A., Chaplain-Genersl Poems and Letters ; also Memoirs of Save-
to the Forces and Prebendary of St. Paul's. navels, Raphael, and Vittoria Colmma. By
2 vols. Svo. 21s. JoI_N S. H_-R_ORD, Esq.,D.C.L., F.R.8.

CONgrESS. Second _d_tion, thoroughly revised; with

1. I)r.ourCtmlmers.DefensiveArlna- [ 7.6'GeneralThePuritans.Miller. 20 copperplate Engravings. 2 vols. Svo. 25s.
2, ment ] 8. Indiaand tts Army.3 NaturalTheology. I S. The M_tdchenstie_{.
4. 3hlitaryBridges. 10.:MilitaryEducation. Illll_t:rations_ Architectural and Pictorial, of
5. TlieWarofthePunjaub.[ the Genius of Michael Angelo Buonarroti.

With Descriptions of the Plates, by the
The Poetical Works of Oliver Goldsmith. - Commendatore CANI_rA; C. R. COCX-_R_LL,

Edited by BOSTONCORNEY,Esq. Illustrated Esq., R A. ; and J. S. _[AllFORD, Esq.,
by _rood Engraviugs, from Designs by D.C.L.,F.R.S. Folio, 73s. 6d half-bound.
Members of the Etcldng Club. Square
crown 8re. cloth, 21s. ; moroce% _1. 16s. Harrison.--The Light of the Forge; or,

Counsels drawn from the Sick-Bed of E. M.
Gosse. -- A Naturalist's Sojourn in By the 1Rev.W. HARRISO_Z,M.A., Domestic

Jamaica. By P. It. Oossz_ Esq. With Chaplain to H.R.H. the Duchess of Cam-
Plates.Post8re.price14s. bridge.Fop.8re.price5s.
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Harry Hieover.--Stable Talk and Table Hayward. -- Biographical and Critical
Talk ; or, Spectacles for Young Sportsmen. Essays, reprinted from :Reviews, with Ad-
By HARRY HIEOV_R. New Edition, 2 vols. ditions and Corrections. By A. HAYWA_D,
8re. with Portrait, price 24s. Esq., Q.C. 2 vols. 8re. price 24s.

CONTENTS.

HarryHieover.-TheHuntingoField. ByHarry I' Sydney Smith. 12. Tile Crimean C_npalgat.
HLEOY:ER. With Two Plates. Fcp. 8re. -. Samuel Ro_ers. 1_. Amerman Orator_ aml3. James Smith. b_atesmen.
5s. half-bound. 4. George Selwyn. 14. Journalism in France.

5. Lord Chesterfield. 15. Parisian Moral_ and
6. Lord Melbourne. Manners.

Harry Hieover. -- Practical Horsemanship. 7. General Von Radmvltz. 18. The Imitative Powers ot

_By HARRY HIEO_J_R. _econd Idihon ; with _. Countess Hahn-Hatm Music.9. De Stendahl (Henri " British Field Sports.
2 Plates. Fcp. 8re. 5s. half-bound. Boyle). _: Sc,ence and Literatmc

10. Pierre Dupont. of Etiquette.
11. Lord Eldon and the 19. TheArtofDhdn_.

Harry Hieover.--The Packet and the Stud; or, Chancesofthe Bar.

Practical Hints on the Management of the Sir John HerscheL--0utlines of Astr0-
Stable. By HARRY HI_OVSR. Third
Edition; with Portrait of the Author. Fop. nomy. By SII_ Jo_rI¢ F. W. H_RSCE_L,
8vo. price 5s. half-bound. Bart., K.H., M.A. Fifth .Eddw_, revised

and corrected to the existing state of Astro-

IIarry Hieover.--The Stud, for Practical Pur- _omical Knowledge ; with Plates and Wood-
poses and Practical Men: Being a Guide c_ats. 8re. price 18s.
to the Choice of a Horse for use more than

for show. By HARRY HIEOVXR. With Sir John Herschel's Essays f_om the w.din-
2 Plates. Fop. 8re. price 5s. half-bound, burg_ and Quarterly I_eviews, with Ad-

dresses and other Pieces. 8re. price 18s.

Hassall.--Adulterations Detected; or, Hinchliff.--Summer Months among the
Plain Instructions for the Discovery of Alps: With the Ascent of Monte Rosa.
Frauds in Food and Medicine. By ARTHrR By THOMAS _V. HI_OnLIFF, of Lincoln's
HILI_ H&SSALL, 3LD. Lend., A.nalyst of T]_e Inn, Barrister-at-Law. With & tinted
Lance Sanitary Commission ; and Author of Yiews and 3 Maps. Post 8re. price 10s. 6d.
the Reports of that Commission published
under the title of ]Foodaml its Adulterc_lw_s

(which may also be had, in 8vo. price 28s.) Hints on Etiquette and the Usages of
With 225 Illustrations, engraved on Wood. Society: With a Glance at Bad Habits.
Crown 8vo. 17s. 6d. l_ew ]Edition, revised (with Additions) by a

Lady of Rank. Fcp.87o. price Half-a-Crown.

Hassall.--A History of the British Fresh Holland. -- Medical Notes and Reflec-
Water Algae : Including Descriptions of the tions. By SIR H]_!_*RY HOLLA_'D, Bart.,
Desmidem and Diatomace_e. With upward_ _LD., F.:R.S., &c., Physician in Ordinary
of One Hundred Plates of F_gures, Anus- to the Queen and Prince-Consort. T/*_rJ
trating the various Species. By AR:_tI_'_ l_ditio_, revised throughout and corrected ;
HII_L H._SS._LL, M.D., Author of M_ero- w_th some Additions. 8re. 18s.
scoi)w ._,mlomy _f lhe Hu_za_ Bed�l, &c. 2
vols. 8re. with 103 Plates, price £1.15s. " Sir H. Holland's Chapters on Mental Physi-

ology, founded chiefly on Chapters contained

Col. Hawker's Instructions to Young in Medical Notes and _eflectwns. Second:Edition. Post 8vo. price 8s. 6d.
Sportsmen in all that relates to Guns and
Shooting. llth Edition, revised by the Hooker.--Kew 6ardens; or, a Popular
Author's Son, _Iajor P. W. L. HAWKER; Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of
with a Bust of the Author, and numerous Kew. By SIR _VIr,LIA_ JACKSONHOOK]_R_
Illustratmns. Square crown Svo. 18s. K.H.,&c.,Director. 16me. price Sixpence.

Haydn's Book of Dignities : Containing Hooker and Arnott.--The British Flora ;
Rolls of thc Official Personages of the British comprising the Phseuogamous or Flowering
Empire, Civil, Ecclesiastical, Judicial, Mill- Plants, and the Ferns. Seventh Edition,
tary, Naval, and Municipal, from the Earhest with Adchtions and Corrections ; and nu-
Periods to the Present Time. Together morons Figures illustrative of the Umbelll-
with the Sovereigns of Europe, from the ferous Plants, the Composite Plants, the
Foundation of their respective States ; the Grasses, and the Ferns. By SIR W. J.
Peerage and l_obility of Great Britain ; &c. HOOX_R, F.R.A. and L.S., &c. ; and G. A.
Being a New Edition, improved and conti- WXLK_SR-AUl_OT%LL.D., F.L.S. 12me.
nued, of Beatson's Political Index. 8vo. with 12 Plates, price 14s. ; with the Plates
price 25s. half-bound, coloured_ price P,ls. _5
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Home's Introduction to the Critical William Howitt's Boy's Country Book:
Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scrip- Being the Real Life of a Country Boy,
tures. Tenth a_d_lio_, revised, corrected, written by himself ; exhibiting all the
and brought down to the present time. Amusements, Pleasures, and Pursuits of
Edited by the Rev. T. HA_rw_ Ho_x, Children in the Country.. New Edition;
:B.D. (tl_e Author) ; the Roy. S_tuxL with 40 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8re. price 6s.
DAVl_S0N, D.D. of the Univerdty of Halle,
and LL.D. ; and S. PRIDS_AUX TR_XX_ES,
LL.D. With 4 Maps and 22 Vignettes and Howitt. -- The Rural Life of England. By
Facsimiles. 4 vols. 8re. £3. 13s. 6d. WII_I_Xt t[OWlTT. New Edition, cor-

rected and revised ; with Woodcuts by
*** The Four Volumes may also be had _lmre2elp as Bewick and Williams. Medium 8re. 21s.

follows :--

Vo_. L--A Summary of the Evidenqe for the Genuin .enea_,
Authentieny,UncorruptedPreservatmn,andlnsp_raUonof The Abbc' Huc's work on the Chinese
thetto y_criptureb BytheRev.T.H.Hol_e,B.D..Svo.15s.

:Empire, founded on Fourteen Years' Travels
VoL. II--ThcTextoftheOldTe_araen_considered. With and Residence in China. Peoy/e's Edition,

a Treatise on Sacred Interpretation ; and a brieflntrodue- with 2 Woodcu_ Illustrations. Crown 8re,
tion to the Old Te_ta_nent ]_ooks and the ,i2ooer_pha. ]3y S.
Davidson, D.D. (Halle) and LL.D ............. 8re. 25s. price 5S.

VOL. IIJ.--A Summary of Biblical Geography and Anti-
quities. By the R,w. T. *H. Horne, B.D ..... 8re. 18s.

Huc.-Christianity in China, Tartary,
VOL IV.--An Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the

2geu Testan_ent. By the Rev. T. H. Home, ILD. The alld Thibet. By M. l'Abbt_ Hvc, formerly
Critical Part re-wrihen and the remainder revised and Missionary Apostolic in China ; Author of

editedby_.P. Tregelcs, LL.D .................. 8vo. 1_. _]_e C]d,uese Empire, &c, VOLS. %. and11.

Home. -- A Compendious Introduction Svo. 21s. ; and ¥o_. 111. price 10s. 6d.
to the Study of the Bible. By the _ev.
T. Ha_TWXLL HOB_F, B.D. :New Edition, Hudson's Plain Directions for Making
with Maps and Illustrations, 12me. 9s. Wills in conformity with the Law. New

Edition, corrected and revised by the
Hoskyns.--Talpa ; or, the Chronicles of Author ; and practically illustrated by Spe-

a Clay Farm : An Agricultural Fragment. cimens of Vqills containing many varieties
By C_._os W_r_x _0SKYNS, Esq. _'ourth of Bequests, also :Notes of Cases" judicially
:Edition. With 2_ Woodcuts from the decided since the Wills Act came into ope-
original Designs by Gxol_ CnuIKs_I_'_. ration. Fop. 8re. 2s. 6d.
16me. price 5s. 6d.

Hudson's Executor's Guide. New and

Howitt (& M.)--An Art-Student ill enlarged :Editmn, revised by the Author
Munich. By A_N_ M_a_ Hewing. 2 with _ferenee to the latest reported Cases
vols. post 8re. price 14_, and Acts of Parliament. Fcp. 8re. 6s.

Howitt.--The Children's Year. By Mary Hudson and Kennedy.--Where there'sHowITx. With Four Illustrations, from
Designs by A. M. Hewing. Square 16me. 5s. a _'ill there's a _'ay : An Ascent of Mont.Blanc by a l_ew l_ou_e and Without Guides.

By the Roy. C. Hv_so_ ", BLA., and E. S.
Howitt.--Taliangetta, the Squattea°'s K_._-_D_,B.A. Seeovd _.ddmn, with Plate

_Iome: A Story of Australim_ Life. :By andMap. Post8vo. Ss. 6d.
_VInLIXM ttOWI_T, Author of Two t_,ars _z
F_wloria, &c. 2 vols. post 8re. price 18s.

Humboldt's Cosmos. Translated, with

Howitt. -- Land, Labour, and Gold; the Author's authority, by M_s, Sa_n,'x,
or, Two Years in Victoria : With Visit to ¥ozs. 1. and 11. 16me. Half-a-Crown each,
Sydney and Van Diemen's Land. By sewed; 3s. 6d. each, cloth : or in post 8re.12s. each, cloth. Vo_. 111. post 8re.
_'ILLIA_ HOWITT. SeCo_ir] F, dition_ con- 12s. 6d. cloth : or in 16mo. PXl_T I. 2s. 6d.
taining the most recent Information re-
garding the Colony. 2 vols. crown 8re. sewed, 3s. 6d. cloth ; and PARTII. 3s. sewed,4s. cloth. ¥ov.. 1V. PA_T I. post 8re. lSs.
price 10s. cloth ; and 16me. price 7s. 6d. cloth, or

Howitt,--Visits to Remarkable Places : 7s. sewed.
Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illustra-
tive of Striking Passages in :English History Humboldt's /mpe_s of Nature, Translated,
and Poetry. By WI_IX_ HowI_V. With with theAuthor's authority, by M_s.Sa._ncx.
about 80 Wood Engravings. New, Edition. 16me. price 6s. : or in 2 vols. 3s. 6d. each,
2 vols. square crown 8re. price 25s. cloth ; 2s. 6d. each, sewed.
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Humphreys.- Parables of 0m" Lord, Mrs. Jameson's Two Lectures on the
illuminated and ornamented ill the style of Social Employments of _,Vomen,--Sisters of
the ]Iissals of the l_euaissance by H]_sr_v Chardy and the Cv_m_u_donof Laborer. :New
I_O_L Hv_PH_YS. Square fcp. 8vo. 21s. Edition, with a Prefatory Letter on the
in massive carved covers ; or 30s. bolmd in present Condition and Requirements of the
morocco by Hayday. Women o_England. :Fcp. 8vo. 2s.

HUnt.- Researches on Light in its Jaquemet's Compendium of Chronology:
Chemical :Relations; embracing a Con- Containing the most important Dates of
slderation of all the Photographic Processes. General History, Political, Ecelesiastical_
By I_)B_'_T Ht-_r, F.R.S. Second Edition, and Literary, from the Creation of the
with Plate and Woodcuts. 8vo. 10s. 6d. World to the end of the 5.'ear 1854. Second

JEd_lion. Post 8vo. price 7s. 6d.

Hunt (Captain).--The Horse and his Jaquemet's Chronology for Schools: Contain-
_Master: With Itintson Breeding, Breaking, ing the most important Dates of General
Stable-Management, Training, Elementary History, Pohtmal, Ecclesisastical, and
Horsemanship, :Riding to Hound% &c. By Literary_ from the Creation of the World
N'_R_ D. tfrz_r, Esq., late 109th Regt. Cu. to the end of the )-ear 1857. :Edited by the
Dublin Militia. Fcp. 8vo. with Frontispiece, Bey. J. Axcon_, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 33. 6d.
price 5s.

Lord Jeffrey's Contributions to The
Hutchinson.--Impressions of Western :Edinburgh Review. A :New :Edition, corn-

Africa : With a Report on the Peculiarities plete in One Yolumc, with a Portrait en-
of Trade up the :Rivers in the Bight of graved by Henry Robinson, and a Ylgnette.
:Bmfra. By T. J. _vrc_IXSO:,-, Esq., Square crown 8vo. 21s. cloth ; or 30s. calf.--
:British Consul for the Bight of Biafra and Or in 3 vols. 8vo. price 42s. Comprising--
the Island of Eernando Po. Post 8vo.
priec Ss. 6d. 1. General Literature and Lilerary ]Jio-

graphs.
2. History and Historical Memoirs.

Idle.--Hints on Shooting, Fishing, &e., 8. Poetry.
both on Sea and Land, and in the Fresh- 4. Pifilosophy of the _[md_ _detaphysies,
-Water Lochs of Scotland : Being the Expe- and Jurl.-prudence.
riences of C. Igz_, :Esq. :Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 5. Novels, Tales, and Prose_orks of Fiction.

6. General Politics.
Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the Saints 7. ]k[iscellaneous Literature, &c.

and BIartyrs, as represented i_lChristian Art :
:Forming the :FIRST S_nI_s of SaereJ a/,.d Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire Works:
Zpcde_cla_/_4,'l. Tlnrd Edition, revised and With Life by BIS_lOP HEB_R. Revised and
improved ; with 17 Etchi_gs and upward_ corrected by the Roy. CIt,t_L]_s P_ ED_s_¢_
of 180 Woodcuts, many of which m'e new _eUow of Oriel College, Oxford. l_ow
in this Edition. 2 vols. square crown 8to. complete in l0 vols. 8vo 10s.6d. each.
price 313. 6d.

Keith Johnston's New Dictionary of
Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the Monastic Geography, Descriptive, Physical, Statisth.al,

Orders, as represented hi Christian Art. and Historical: :Forming a complete Gone-
:Forming the Szco-_D S_l_i]_s of Sae_'ed a_d ral Gazetteer of the World. 2_',._ .Ed, lwn,
I,e_e_da_y .JN. Second Edition, enlarged ; rectified to )is? 1859. In One Yolume of
with 11 ]_tchfi_gs by the Author, and 88 1,360 pages, comprising about 50,000 Names
Woodcuts. Square crown 8vo. price 28s. of Pb_ccs. 8vo. 30s. cloth; or 35s half-

hotrod m russia.

N.rs. Jameson's Legends of the Madonna,
as represented in Christian Art : l_'orming Kane.-Wanderings of an Artist among
the THIRD S]2IlIES of Sachet: a_d Le,ye_*dar_ the tudmns ofSorth A:uC,'lca : from Canada
.d,'t. Secmad Edition, correc_d and on- to Vam'ouver's _sland and Oregon, through
larged ; with 27 Etchings and 165 Wood t:.c Hwl_on's ]3ay Cornpan)'s Territory, and
Eugravings. Square crown 8re. price 2S,. back _gam. JJy PArL K__x_:. _Y_th Map,

Illustrations in Colours, and Wood En-

Mrs. Jameson's Commonplace-Book of gravmg_. 8vo. 21s.
Thoughts, Memories, and :Fancies, Original
and Selected. P_tarI. Ethiesand Character; Kemble.--The Saxons in England : A
Pain II. Literature and Art. Seco_d £dz[. Misters. of the :English Commonwealth till
revised and corrected, with Etchings and the .Norman Conquest. By Joan" :_-. K_xt.
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 18s _L_ ]_I.A., &c. 2 vols, 8to, 28a.
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Kesteven.--A Manual of the Domestic A Lady's Tour round Monte Rosa;
Practice of Medicine. Bv W. B. ]_ESTEVE_, With Visits to the Italian Valleys of An-
Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of zasea, _astalone, Camasco, Sesia, Lys.
England, _. Square post 8no. 7s. 6d. Challant, Aosta, and Cogne : In a Series of

:Excursions in the Years 1850, 1856, 1858.
O With Map, 4 Illustrations in Colours from

Kirby and Spence's Introduction to Sketches by Mr. @. Barnard, aud 8 Wood
Entomology i or, Elements of the Natural Engravings. Post 8no. 14s.
History. of Insects : Comprising an Account
of l_'oxious and Useful Insects, of their Mats- Mrs. R. Lee's Elements of Natural His-
morphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations, tory ; or, First Principles of Zoology : Corn-
Societies, 5fOtlOnS, -Noises, Hybernation, prising the Principles of Classification, inter-
Instinct, &c. SeventA Eddzo_z, with an Ap- spersed with amusing and instructive Ac-
pendix relative to the Origin and Progress counts of the most remarkable Animals.
of the work. Crown 8no. 5s. :New Edition ; Woodcuts. Fep. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

LARDNER_S CABINET CYCLOPJEDIA

Of History, Biography, Literature, the Arts and Sciences, Natural History, and ]ganufactures,
A Series of Original Works by

SIR JOHN I]ERSCHEL, THOMAS KEIOHTLEyj [ BISHOP THIRLWALL,

SIR JAMES _*IACKINTOSH t JOHN FORSTKR_ ] TIlE REV. G. R. GLEIO,
ROBERT SOUTHEY, SIR WALTER SCOTT, J.C. L° DE SISMONDIg

SIR DAVID BREWSTRR, THOMAS MOORE, JOHN PHILLIPS_ F.R.S., G.S.
AND OTHER I_MINENT WRITERS°

Complete in 132 vols. fcp. Svo. with Vignette Titles, prwe, in cloth, Nineteen Guineas.

The Works separately, in Sets or Series, price Three Shillings and Sixpence each Volume.

A List of Hie WORKS composing t]ie CABIrCET CYCLOPmnIX :_

1. BeIFs History of Russia ......... .qvols. 10s.6d. i 3L Lardncr on Heat ............... 1 vol, 3s. 6_t.
2. l_ell's Lives of British Poets .... o vols. 7s. 35. Lardner's Hydrostatics and Pneumatics 1 _o]. 3_. ,;_i.
3. Brewster's Optics ...... I vol. ss. 6d. 36. Lardner and Walker's Electricity m_d
L C_ole)'s Maritime _nd Inland Dl_cover3 :_ vol_. 10s. 6d. Mag'netism ...... . 2 v.1,. 7s.
5. Crowe's History of France .... ._vols. 10¢. t]d. 37. Maekhitosh, Forster, slid Courtcnay's

6. De Morgan on Probabilities . 1 vol..;s. 6d. Lives of British Statesmen .... 7 vols. :_ts. 6L_.
7. De SismondFs History of the ltalmx_ 38. Mackintosh, Wallace, mid Bell's thstory

Republics .... 1 vol. 8s. 6d. of England ............... 10 vols. 35s.
S. De Slsmondi's Fall of the l=toman Emidre 2 vols. 7s. 3_. Montgomery and SheUey's eminent Ita-
9. Donovan's Chemistry , .. 1 vol 3s. 6d. ll._,n, Spmlish, and Portuguese Authors 8 vols. 10s Gd.

If). I)ollovan's Domestic Economy 2 vole 7s. 40. Mom.e's History of Ireland . . 1 nolo. lls.
11. Dunham's Spain and Portugal .. . 5 vols. 17s. 6d. tl. Nicolas's Chronology of ttistory .... 1 _ ol. 3_. 6d.
12. Dunham's History of]Denmark, Sweden, 42. Phlllips's Treatise on Geology ...... 2 vols. 7s.

and Norway . . 3 v(,l¢ lob, 6d. ,k?,.Powell'_ History of Natural philosophy 1 vol. 3s. 6d.
13. Dunham's History of Poland, . . 1 vol. 3s 6d. ! 4t Porter's Treatise on the Manufacture of

IL Dmdmm's Germanic Empire . 3 vols. 10s. 6d. ; Silk ................ 1 vol. 3s. 6d.
15. Dtmham's Europe during the Middle I 45. Porter's Manufactures of Porcelain and

Ages .... 4 vols, 14s. ' Glass ................... 1 vol. 3s. 6d.
16. Dutilmm's British Dramatists . . o vols. 7s. 16. Roscoe's Brihsh Lawyers ...... 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

17. Dmlham's Lives of Early Writers of 47. Scott's tIistory of Scotland .......... '_vols. 7s.
Great Britain .... 1 _ol. 8_. 6d. 48. Shelley's Lives of eminent French

1S. Fergus's History of the United States _ _ ols. 7s. Authors . ................. 2 vols. 7s.
19. Fo_br_ke's Grecian & Romah Antiquities _0vol_. 7s. 49. Shuckard and Swalnson's Insects ....... I vol. 3s, 6d.
20. Fo_ ster's Li_ es of tile Statesmen of the 50. Southey's L_ves of British Admirals . 5 vols. 17s. 6d.

Commonwealth . . 5 vols. 17s 6d. 51. Stebbing's Church History ........... 2 vols. 7s.
_1. Gleig's Lives of British Military Corn- 52. Stebbing's Hmtory of the Reformation . S vols. 7s.

rounders .......... 3 vols. 10s. 6d. 53. Swalnson°s Discourse on Natural History 1 vol. 3s. Cod.
_2. Grattan's History of the Netherlands.. 1 voI. 8s. 6d. hi. Swamson's Natural History and Classi-
C. ttenslow% EoLany ......... 1 vol. :_s. 6d. fication of Ardmals ................. 1 vol. Ss. 6d.
¢_A. Herschel's Astronomy .... 1 vol. _s. 6d. 55. Swalnson's Habits and Insthmts of
25. Herschel's Discourse on Natural Philo- Aaiimals ............... 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

sophy ........ I rol. :I_. 6d. 56. Swainson's Birds ............. 2 vols, 7s,
•2_. tii_tory of Rome ................. 2 vols. 7s. 57. Swalnson's Fish, Reptiles, _¢ ........... 2 vols. 7s.
27. History of Switzerland ....... 1 vol. 3s. 6d. 5% Swainson's Quadrupeds ............. 1 vol. 3s. 6d.
gS. Holland's Manufactures in Metal ..... 3 vols. 10s. 6d. 59. Swainson's Shells m_d Shell-Fish ....... I vol. 3s. 6d.
-29. James's L_ves of Foreign Statesman .. 5 vols. lTs. 6d. , 60. Swalnson's Anima_ in Menageries .... 1 vol. 3s. 6d.
30. Kater and Lardner's Mechamcs ...... I vol. 3s. 6d. , 61. Swamson's Taxidermy and Biography of
31. Keightley's Outlmes of History ........ 1 vol. 3s. 6d. Zoologists .................... 1 voI. 3s. 6d.
35. Lardner's Arithmetic ................ 1 voL 3s. 6d. 62. Thirlwall's HlstotT of Greece ........ 8 vols. _$s.
.%. Larthier's Geometry. ................. 1 vol. 3s. 6d.
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The Letters of a Betrothed, Fep. 8vo. Loudon's Encyclopmdia of Plants : Corn-
price 5s. cloth, prising the Specific Cilaraeter, Description,

Culture, History, Application in the Arts,
Letters to my Unknown Friends, By and every other desirable Particular respect-

a LADY, Author of Lettem oR Ha2pine_a. hag all the Plants found in Great Britain.
Fourth Edition. " Fep. 8vo. 5s. New Edition, corrected by lYlas. LovDo_-.

With upwards of 12,000 Woodcuts. 8vo.
L.E.L.--The Poetical Works of Letitia £a. 13s. 6d.--Second Supplement, 21s.

Elizabeth Landon; comprising the Impro-
w$alrice, the Ve;tetian Bracelet, the Golden Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Cottage,
Violet, the l_'oubadour, and Poetical Remains. Farm, and Villa Architecture and Furniture.
New Edition ; with 2 Vignettes by R.Doyle. NewEdition, edited by MRS. LOUDOI_"; with
2 vols. 16too. 10s. cloth ; morocco, 21s. more than 2,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 63s.

Dr. John Lindley's Theory and Practice London's Hortus Eritannicus ; or, Cata-
of Horticulture; or, an Attempt to explain logue of all tho Plants found in Great
the principal Operations of Gardening upon
Physiological Grounds: Being the Second Britain. :New Edition, corrected by Mas.Lotu)Ol_. 8vo. 31s. 6d.
Edition of the Theor_ of Horticuliure, much
enlarged ; with 98 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

Mrs. Loudon's Lady's Country Compa-

Dr. John Lindley's Introduction to nion; or, How to Enjoy a Country Life
Botany. New Edition, with Corrections and Rationally. Fourth Edition, with Plates
copious Additions. 2 vols. 8vo. with Six and Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
Plates and numerous Woodcuts, price 24s.

Mrs. Loudon's Amateur Gardener's

Dr. John Lindley's Synopsis of the Calendar, or _onthly Guide to what should
British Flora arranged according to the be avoided and done in a Garden. _Vev_.
:Natural Orders ; containing Vasculares or Eddion. Crown 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s. 6d.
Flowering Plants. Third.Eddio,_ (reprinted).

Fop. Svo. 6s. Low'sElements of Practical Agriculture;

Linwood.--Anthologia 0xoniensis, save comprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the

Florilegium e Lusibus poeticis diversorum Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, andOxoniensium Gr_eeis et Latinls decerptum, the Economy of the Farm. New Edition ;
Curante GUl_I_Xto LINWOOI), M.A., zEdis with 200 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

Christi Alumno. 8vo. price 14s. Maeaulay.--Speeches of the Right Hon.
Lorimer's (C.) Letters to a Young Master Lord _facaulay. Corrected by HIxISXL_.

Mariner on some Subjects connected with 8vo. price 12s.--Lord _[acaulay's Speeches
his Calling. 2(ew Editmn. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 6d. on Parliamentary tleform, 16too. price ls.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Agriculture : Macaulay. -- The History of England
Comprising the Theory and Practice of the from the Accession of James II. By
Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improve- the Right I-Ion. Lo_n M_cAvI_Y. :New
mcnt, and Mmmgement of Landed Property, Edition. YOlkS. I. and II. 8vo. price 82s. ;
and of the Cultivation and Economy of the VOLS. III. and IV. price 36s.
Animal and Vegetable Productions of Agri-
culture. R_ew and cheaper Edition; with Lord Macaulay's History of England
1,100 Woodcuts. 8vo. 31s. 6d. from the Accession of James IL R'cw

Loudon's Encyclopmdia of Gardening: Edition of tho first Four Volume_ of the. 8vo. Edition, revised and corrected. 7 vols.
Comprising the Theory and Practice of Hor- post 8vo. prme 6s. each.
ticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and

Landscape-Gardening. With many hundred Lord Macaulay's Critical and Historical
Woodcuts. Corrected and improved by Essays contributed to The Edmburgh
MRS. LOUDON. New and cheaper Edition. l_eview. Four Editions, as follows :--
8vo.31s.6d.

I. A LrBR_RY ]EDITIO_ kth% 2_th _, ill:_¥01S._YO.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Trees and _...... :_;_.
Shrubs, or Arboretum et Frulieetum Britan- L Complete in O-_-x YoLr_tx, with Portrait and Vig-nenc. Sqllar_ orowll _vo. price 21_. cloth; or

nieum abridged : Containing the Hardy Trees :_us.calf.
mid Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and _. Auother .N'EWEDITIOn',iu 3vclz.fop. 8tO.price
Foreign, Scientifically and Popularly De- °As.cloth.
scribed. With about 2,000 Woodcuts. _. The PEOPLE'b EDIrlO_', ia 2 vols, crownSvo.prkc

8vo. price 50s. ._,._.loth.



I_ NEW WORKS _) NEW EDITIOI_IS

Macaulay.--Lays of Ancient Rome, with M'Culloch's Dictionary, Geographical,
I_ry and the Armada. By the Right Statistical, and Historical, of the various
Hen. LoR_) MAOAVr,XY. New Edition. Countries, Places, and principal :Natural
16me. price ks. 6d. cloth ; or 10s. 6d. Object_ in the World. Illustrated with Six
bound in morocco, large Maps. :New Edition, revised; with a

Supplement. 2 vols. See. price 63s.
Lord Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome.

With numerous Illustrations, Original and Maguire.--Rome; its Ruler and its In-
from the Antique, drawn on V;ood by stitutions. By Jo}tN leRA_CIS MAGt'I_,
George Scharf, jun., and engraved by Samuel _I.P. Second £dition, revised and enlarged ;
Wilhams. :New Edition. Fop. _to. price with a new Portrait of Pope Pins IX.
21s. hoards ; or 42a. bound in morocco. _et. 66. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Mac Donald. -- Poems. By George Mrs. Mareet's Conversations on Natural
MAC Do_i_D, Author of l_lhzn and llrith- Philosophy, in which the Elements of that
out. Fop. 8re. 7s.

Science are familiarly explained. Thirteenth
Edition, enlarged and corrected ; with 84

Mac Donald.--Within and Without : A Plates. Fop. 8vo. price 10s. 6d.
Dramatic Poem. By (_ORGE MACDONALD.
_econd .Edition, revised. Fcp. 8re. 4e. 6d.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Chemistry_

MacDougall.--The Theory of War illus- in which the Elements of that Science
are familiarly explained and illustrated by

trated by numerous :Examples from His- Experiments. :New Edition_ enlarged ancl
tory. ByLmutenaut-Colonel MAcDov(_aL_, improved. 2 vols. fop. 8re. price 14s.Commandant of the Staff College. Second
_dition, revised. Post 8vo. with 10 Plans
of Battles, price 10s. 6d. Marshman.-- The Life and Times of

Carey, Marshman, and Ward: Embracing

MacDougall.- The Campaigns of Hannibal, the History of the Serampore Mission.
arranged and critically considered, ex- :By JoHx CLAR_;_IA_SI{MX.__. 2 eels. 8re.
pressty for the use of Students of Military price 25s.
History. ByLieut.-Col.P.L.MxcDov_ALL,
Commandant of the Staff College. Post Martineau. -- Studi6s of Christianity :
8re. with MaF, 7s. 6d. A Series of Original Papers, now first col-

lected or new. By JA:_I]_S MARTIN_.

M(Dougall.--The Eventful Voyage of Crown 8re. 7s. 6d.
tI.,_I. .D_scover!¢Sh_p Resolute to [he Arctic
2effions in Sec_rch of Sir John Frankh, n and l_axtineau.--Endeavours after the Christian
the __hssb_g Crews of H.M. .DmcovemyShips Life: Discourses. By JA_F,S Mt_/_'-_._v,
F-rebus and Terror, 1852, 1853, 1854. By 2 vols. post 8re. 7s. 6d. each.
(S_OaG_ F. ]hUDouoar_L, Master. Wtth a
coloured Chart; S Illustrations in tinted
:Lithography ; and 22 Woodcuts. 8re. prme Martineau.--Hymns for the Christian
21s. cloth. Church and Home. Collected and edited by

JA_KES _[ARTINEAK. 3_levenlh Ez/d/ou, 12n_o.
Sir James Mackintosh's Miscellaneous 3_. 6d. cloth, or 5s. calf; F/jth Z_lilion, 32m0.

ls. _d. cloth, or ls. 8d. roan.
Works : Including his Contributions to The
Edinburgh Review. Complete in One
Yolume ; with Portrait and ¥ignette. Martineau.--Miscellanies: Comprising Essays
Square crown See. 21s. cloth ; or 30s. bound on Dr. Priestley, Arnold's Z_fe an,] Corre-
in calf: or ill 3 vols. fop. 8VO.21S. s_vondence, Church and State, Theodore

Parker's 19_scourse of ltehgio_, "Phases of
Sir James _ckinto_th's Bistory of England Faith," the Church of England, and the

from the :Earliest Times to the _ual t_sta- Battle of the Churches. By J_s M,i_-

blishment of thc Reformation. Library Edi- _r_5-_Av. Post 8re. 9s.
tion_ revised. 2 vols. 8re. 21s.

Mannder's Scientific and Literary Trea-
M'Culloch's Dictionary, Practical, Thee- Bury : A new and popular Encyclop0edia oi

retinal, and Historical, of Commerce and Science and the Belles-Lettres; including
Commercml _Navigation. Illustrated with all branches of Science, and every subject
Maps and Plans. lh_ewEdition, revised mid connected with Literature and Art. l_ew
adapted to the Present T_me ; containing :E&tion. Fop. 8re. price 10s. cloth ; bound
much additional Information. ['J_s[ _ec_@. in roan, 22s. i calf_ 12s. 6d.
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Maunder's Biographical Treasury; con- Merivale.- A History of the Romans
sisting of Memoirs, Sketches, and brief under the Empire. By the Rev. CHARtrES
Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Persons of B_RrVXL_, B.D., late Fellow of' St. John's

All Ages and Nations, from the Earliest College, Cambridge. 8re. with 5Iaps.
Period of History : :Forming a complete Vo_s. I. and II comprlslnz the IIlstorv to tile Fall of
Popular Dictionary of Universal Biography. Jaw_ e_sa_. Second EaiUon ..... "...... _ss.
_Eleventh]_dition, revised, corrected, and ex- vo_. iil. to the establlslnnent of the _lonarchy by Au-

gTt,t._. Second Edihon .... l_s.
tended in a Supplement to the Present vo_s. IV. and V. from Augugtzts to Claude,,e, B.C. 27 to
Time. :Fcp. See. 10s. cloth ; bound in roan_ _.D. 5_ ..................... _as.
12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d. eeL. VI. h'om the Rel6m of ,Veto )_._).54,to the Fa_l of

Jerusalem, _-.D. 7t_.. ]{_s.

Maunder's Treasury of Knowledge, and l_orivale.--The Fall of the Roman Republic :

Library of Reference. Comprising an Eng- A Short History of the Last Century of
lish Dictionary and Grammar, a Universal the Commonwealth. By the Rev. C. M.ERI-
Gazetteer, a Classical Dictionary, a Chrono- v_g, B.D. New Edition. 12me. 7s. 6d.
log..', a Law Dictionary., a Synopsis of the
Peerage, numerous useful Tables, &e. .New
Edition, entirely reconstructed and re- Merivale (Miss).--Christian'Records:
printed ; revised and improved by B.B. Short H_story of Apostohc Age. By L. A_
WOODWZ_D, B.A. :F.S.A. : Assisted by J. MEg_raz_. l_cp. 8re. 7s. 6d.
MorRis,Solicitor, London ; andW.Hv(_H_s,
F.R.&.S. :Fop. 8re. 10s. cloth ; bound in
roan, 12s. ; calf, _2s. 6d. Miles.--The Horse's Foot, and How to

Keep it Sound. .Eig]tth .E_/ilio_ ; with an
Appendix on Shoeing m general, and Hunters

Maunder's Treasury of Natural History; in particular, 12 Plates and 12 Woodcuts.
or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated By W. Mn_s, :Esq. Imperial 8re. 12s. 6d.

Nature : In which the Zoological Character- **_ Two Ca_ts or .Modelsof OffFore Feet. No. 1.5'h_dfor
isties that distinguish the d_fferent Classes, _,rpos_s. No. 2,Shod_thYJeathgr, on_r._hles'splan,
Genera, and Species, are combined with a m._y bc had, pr:ce 3s. each.
variety of interesting Information illustrative

of the Habits, Instincts, and General Eco- Miles.--A Plain Treatise on Horse-Shoeing.
nomy of the Animal Kingdom. With 900 By _V_ M_L_S, Esq. With Plates and
_'oodcuts. 1Kew Edition. Fop. 8vo. price _-oodeuts. _)_" ]_ddw_. Po_t See. 2s.
10s. cloth ; roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d.

Milner's History of the Church of Christ.
Maunder's Historical Treasury; corn- With Additions by the late Rev. Is_c

prising a General Introductory Outline of ]_iI_l;z_, D.D., F.k.S. A i_-ew Edition,
Universal ttistory, Ancient and Modern, revised, with a_lditional _-otes by the Rev.
and a Series of separate tt_stories of every T. G]_a_,-_n±_, B.D. _ vols. See. price 52s.
principal l_ation that exists; theh" Rise,

Progress, and Present Condition, the 5feral YIintnrn.--From New York to Delhi by
and Social Character of their respective In-
habitants, theh" Religion, Manners and Cus- way of Rio de Janeiro, Australia_ and China.
toms, &c. New Edition ; revisedthrougb- By 1RO_RT B. 2_h_'TV}_', Jnn. _V_th
out, with a new G_x_ IleD_x. :Fcp. See. coloured Route-Map of India. Po,_t 8vo.
10s. cloth ; roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d. price 7s. 6d.

Maunder's Geographical Treasury. -- M011hausen. -- Diary of a Journey from
The Treasury of Geography, Physical, His- the Mississippi to tl_e Coas_s of the Pacific,
torica], Descriptive, and Pohhcal ; contain- w_th a l_nited States Government Expedi-
ing a succinct Account of Every Country in _i_n. By B. M(m_m_vs_.% Tol)o_rai)hmal
the World: Preceded by an Introductory Draughtsman and _aturalisl to the Expe-
Outline of the History of Geogral)hy ; a dition. With an Introductmn hv Baron
Familiar Inquiry into the Varieties of Race _ ]tr_]_oL])_ ; a Map, coloured IlluStrations,
and Language exhibited bydifferent .Nations, t and _%odeuts. 2 vols. See. 30s.
and a View of the Relatmns of Geography

to Astronomy and Physical Science. Com- James Montgomery's] Poetical Works :
pleted by W_x._ Hr_n_s, I?.B.G.S. _ w - Collective !E.d_tmn ; w_th the Autb ,r s Auto-
£dilwn ; with 7 Maps and 16 Steel Plates. biographical Prefaces, complete _._ One
l_'ep. 8re. 10s. cloth ; roan, 12s. ; calf, 12s. 6d. Volume ; with Portrait and Vi_ _,ette. Square

crown 8re. price 10s. 6d. _:)th; morocco,
Mildred Norman the Nazarene. By a 21s.--Or, in 4 vols. fop. 8re. with Portrait,

XVoI_K_ M_. Crown 8vo. 5s. and 7 other Plates_ price 14s.
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Moore.--The Power of the Soul over the Morning Clouds. By the Author of
Body, considered in relation to Health and The dflernoon critic. Second and cheaper
Morals. By @EORS_ Moom¢, M.D. Fifth Edition, revised throughout. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Moore.--Man and his Motives. By George Morris (F. 0.)--Anecdotes in Natural
MOOR:E,M.D. Third Edilion. :Fcp. 8vo. 6s. History. By the Rev. F. O. MOR:RIS,B.A.,

Rector of Nunburnholme, ]'orkshlre, Author

Moore.-The Use of the Body in relation to the of " History of the Nests and Eggs of
Mind. By GEORGE MOORI_, M.D. Third :British Birds," &e. :Fop. 8vo. [d_t ready.
.Edition, :Fop. 8vo. 6s.

Morris (J.)-The Life and Martyrdom
Moore. -- Memoirs, Journal, and Corre- of St. Thomas :BeekeL Archbishop of" Can-

spondenee of Thomas :_[oore. Edited by terbury and Legate of the Holy See. By
the Right Hon. LORD JOHN RUSSeLl,, M.P. JOHN MORRIS, Canon of Northampton.
With Portraits and Vignette Illustrations. Post 8vo. 9s.
8 vols. post 8vo. price 10s. 6d. each.

Thomas Moore's Poetical Works : Com- Morton.--The Resources of Estates : A
prising the Author's Autobiographical Pre- Treatise on the Agricultural Improvement
faces, latest Corrections, and Notes. Yarious and General ltiansgement of Landed
:Editions of the separate Poems and complete Property. By JOH_ LOOKItA_ :MORTOn,
Poetical _Vorks, as follows :-- Civil and Agricultural :Engineer ; 3_uthor

, ,_ of Thirteen Highland and Agricultural
LALLA]IOOKH,3:_mo.rub}type ............... 1 Society Prize Essays. _Vith 25 Illustrations
LALLAROOKH,16mo.Vignette ................ 2 _; in Lithography. Royal 8vo. 31s. 6d.
LALLAROOKH.squarecrowxl8¢0.Plates ....... 15 o
LALLAROOKH,fcp. 4to. with Woodcut Inustra-

tlo_byT_._, _,,th_press. Moseley.--The Mechanical Principles of
IRISH MELODIES,82mo.ruby type .............. 1 _ :Engineering and Architecture. By H.
IRISH MELODIES,16too.Vigulette ........ 2 6 MOS_ImY, M.A., F.R.S., Canon of Bristol,
IRISH MELODIES,squarecrown8vo.Plates.. . _l o &c. Second ]Edition, enlarged ; with nu-
IRISH MELODIES,illustratedb) MACLIS]Z,super- merous Corrections and Woodcuts. 8vo. 24s. "

royal8vo........................ 31 6
soN(IS, BALLADS,and _ACREI)SONGS,32mo.

r_h.,-t_-_................................. _ _ Memoirs and Letters of the late Colonel
SONGS,BALLADS,and SACREDSONGS,16me. ARMIN:E _IouNTA/I_, Aide-de-Camp to the

¥ignette ................................. 5 o Q_een, and Adjutant-General of Her Ma-
POETIC.kLWORKS.Peol,le'sEdit. 10PX_T_,each 1 0 je_ty's :Forces in India. Edited by Mrs.
POETICALWORK_,CabinetEdition, lOVOLS.ca. 3 6 ]_fOUNTAIN. Second Edition, revised ; with
POETICALWORKS,Traveller's Edit., crown 8vo.1_ 6 Portrait. :Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.
POETICALWORKS,LibraryEdition.medmmSvo. 2t 0
SELECTIONS,entitled"' POETRYand PICTURES

tromTlIOMASMOORE.'fct,.Ito.,,ltllWoodEngs.21 o Mure.--A Critical History of the Lan-
MOORE'SEPICUREAN,16too.Vignette ...... 5 o guage and :Literature of Ancient Greece.

Echlionsflrznled wil]_ t/w JlIusie. By WILLIAM Mv_, M.P. of Caldwell.
Second Edition. Vozs. I. to III. Svo. price

IRISH MELODIES,People'sEdition, smalllto.. 12 0 S6S. ; _Or.. IV. price 15s. ; _'oz. V. price 18s.
IRISH MELODIES,imperial8vo. smallmusicsize 31 6
tIARMONISED AIRS from IRISH MELODIES,

_ri_is ............................ _ 0 Murray's Encyclopedia of Geography;
NATIONALAIRS, Poe,pie'sEdition,lS Sos. each I 0 comprising a complete Description of the
NATIONALAIRS,imperhd8vo.smallmuMcraze.. 31 6 Earth : Exhibiting its Relation to the
SACRED ,bONGSand SONGSfromSCRIPTURE, Heavenly Bodies, its Physical Structure, the

imperialSvo..................................... 16 0 Natural History of each Country, and the
No _Ed_tion of Thomas Moore's Poetical Industry, Commerce, Political Institutions,
_Vorks, or of any separate Poem of Moore's, and Civil and Social State of All Nations.
can be published complete except by Messrs. Second ]_dition ; withB2 Maps, and upwards
:Lo_o_-_" and Co. of 1,000 other _Voodcuts. 8vo. price 60s.

Morell.--Elements of Psychology : Part Neale.- The Closing Scene ; or, Chris-
I., containing the Analysis of the Intellectual tianity and Infidelity contrasted in the Last
Powers. :By J. D. MoRXlm, M.A., One of Hours of Remarkable Persons. By the
Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. Post Roy. ERS_I_¢_ Nx_d_, M.A. New Editions.
8vo. 7s. 6d. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 6s. each.
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Normanby (Lord).--A Year of Revolu- Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers : a Series of
tion. From a Journal kept in Paris in the Excursions by
Year 1848. By the Marquis of l_o_xx_xBY,

E.L. A_Es, M.A. F. Y, itykwIYI_, M.A.]_.a-. 2 VOLS. 8re. 24S. E. A-_DXUSOX, T.W. HINC_LIFr, M.A
•]. BALL, M.R.I.A. E.M. K_-w_:oY, B.A.

V_'. _IATHEZ'_, JUl/ _I.X.
('.}1 BUNBVRY. _I.X. A. ('.RAMSAY. F.I{_._4.A t;.Y:.

0gilvie.-- The Master-Builder's Plan ; n,,-a.L_D._,_.a. ,_.w_......t_,,._n,ta_'r_....
or, the Principles of Organic Architecture i_ ",V,I_LFOItSTXlI, pie,Barrlste':-at-Law,and
as indicated in the Typical Forms of Animals. Be_. J F.H_DY, B.D. J. TYNI).tLI,1.B.a.
By OxoimI: OC_ILVIE, M.D. Post 8vo. Edited by Jo_ix B_tLL, M.R.I.A., F.L,8.,
with 72 Woodcuts, price 6s. 6d. President of the Alpine Club. Secol.,d

Edition; with 8 Illustrations m Chrm,_,_-
lithography, 8 Maps illustrative of tLe

01dacre.--The Last of the 01d Squires. 2_Iountaln-Explorations described in the
A Sketch. By CEDRIC OLDACRE, Esq., of volume, a Map illustrative of the Ancient
Sax-:Normanbury, sometime of Ch_'ist Glaciers of part of Caernarvonshirc, various
Church, Oxen. Crown 8re. price 9s. 6d. Engravings on Wood, and several Diagrams.

i Square crown 8re. 21s.

0sborn.-- Quedah; or, Stray Leaves %_ The EIGHT SWISS _[APS, accompanied
from a Journal in Malayan Waters. By by a Table of the tI_IGltTS of Mor__x_t_x,,
Captain SIlER&RD OSBOItN, R.N., C.B.,

Author of S/ray Leare_ fi'o,n a_zArc/ic Jo_o'- may be had sep0a'ately, price 3s. 6d.
aa/, &c. "With a coloured Chart and tinted
Illustrations. Post 8re. price 10s. 6d. Dr. Pereira's Elements of Materia

Medica and Therapeutics. Third 2f&ho_,
e_flarged and improved from the Author's

0sborn.--The Discovery of the Noah- Materials, by A. S. TAYLOr, M.D., and
West Passage by tI.M.S. Investigator, Cap- G.O. Rxxs, M.D. : With numerous Wood-
rain R. M'CzrBz, 1850-185t. Edited by cuts. Yes. I. ave. 28s.; Vo_. II. Yas_ I.
Captain SHERAB]) OSBOR1% C.B., from the 21s. ; Void, II. PART II. 26s.
Logs and Jom'nals of Captain R. M'Clure.
Third Ed_tion_ revised; _vith Additions to
the Chapter on the Hybernation of Animals Dr. Pereira's Lectures on Polarised Light,
in the Arctic Regions, a Geological Paper together with a Lecture on the Microscope.
by Sir RODERICK I. _IURCHISON, a Portrait 2d Edition, enlarged from _Iaterials left by
of Captain M'Clure, a coloured Chart and the Author, by the Rev. B. PowxLl_ M.A.,
tinted Illustrations. 8vo. price 15s. &c. Fop. 8vo. with Woodcuts, 7s.

0wen.--Lectures on the Comparative Perry.--The Franks, fl'om their Fh'st
Anatomy and Physiology of the Invertebrate Appearance m ttisto_- to the Death of King
Animals, delivered at the Royal College of Pepm. ]3y "WAL_:EItC.P_IlnY, Barrister-
Surgeons. By RICHARD OWXN, F.R.S., at-Law, Doctor in t)hflosophy and Master
Hunterian Professor tothe College. Second of .A_.ts in the Vniversity of G0ttmgen.
Edition, with 235 Woodcuts. 8re. 21s. 8yR. price 12s. 6d.

Professor Owen's Lectures on the flomparative
.Anatomy and Physiology of the Vertebrate Peschel's Elements of Physics. Traus-
Animals, delivered at the Royal College of luted from the German, with Notes, by
Surgeons in 1844 and 1846. With numerous E. WEsm. With Diagrams and Woodcuts.
Woodcuts. ¥o5. L 8vo. price 14s. 3 vols. fcp. 8re. 21s.

Memoirs of Admiral Parry, the Arctic Phillips's Elementary Introduction to
l_'avigator. By his Son, the Rev. E. P_xn£, Mineralogy. A New Edition, with extensive
M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford ; Domestic Alterations and Additions, by H. J. B_ooxr,
Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of London. F.R.S., F.G.S. ; and %V.H. MIIZa_B, M,A.,
Sixth Edition ; with a Portrait and coloured F.G.S. With numerous Wood Engravings.
Chart of the l_'orth-West Passage. Fop. Post 8vo. 18s.
8vo. price 5s.

Pattison. -- The Earth and the Word ; Phillips.--A Guide to Geology. By John
or, Geology for Bible Students. By S.R. PalzmlPS, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., &c, Fourth
PATTISO_, F.G'.S. Fcp. 8re. with coloured Edition, corrected to the Present Time ;
Map, 3s. 6d. w_th 4 Plates. Fep. 8re. 5s.
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Piesse's Chymical, Natural, and Physi- Quatrefages (A. De).- Rambles of a
cal Magic, for the Instruction and Enter- :Naturalist on the Coasts of :France, Spain,
tainment of Juveniles during the Holiday and Sicily. :By A. De QVX]:_EF,tGES,
Yaeation. With 30 Woodcuts and an In- Member of the Institute. Transla*ed by
visible Portrait of the Author. :Fop. 8re. E.C. Or_/. 2 vols. post 8re. 15s.
3s. 6d. harlequin cloth.

Ralkes (T.)--Portion of the Journal kept
I'iesse's Art of Perfumery, and Methods by TEen,s R_I_s, Esq., from1831 to 1847:

of Obtaining the Odours of Plants : With Comprising Reminiscences of Social and
Instructions for theManufactureofPerfumes Political Life in London and Paris during
for the Handkerchief, Scented PowdeR, that period. _" _Iitio_z, complete in
Odorous Vinegars, Dentifrices, Pomatums, 2 eels. crown 8re. with 3 Portraits, price
Cosm_tiques, Perfumed Soap, &e. ; and an 12s. cloth.
Appendix on the Colours of Flowers, Arti-

ficial Fruit :Essences, &c. S_,cot_c[.E__lifion, Rich's Illustrated Companion to the
revised and improved ; with 46 Woodcuts. Latin Dictionaryand Gl,eek Lexicon : :Form-
Crown See. 8s. 6d. ing a Glossary of all the Words representing

Ylsible Objects connected with the A2ts_
Pitt.--How to Brew good Beer : a com- ]lfanufactures, and Every-Day Life of the

plete Guide to the Ar_ of :Brewing Ale, Ancients. With about 2,000 Woodcuts
:Bitter Ale_ Table Ale, :Brown Stout, Porter, from the Antique, Post 8re. 21s.and Table :Beer. To which are added Prac-
tical Instructions for making Malt. :By
Jo_¢ Peer, :Butler to Sir William R.P. Richardson.- Fourteen Years' Expe-
Geary_ :Bart. :Fc_. 8re. 4.s. 6d. rlence of Cold Water : Its Uses and Abuses.

:By Captain M. RIO_A_Dso._-, late of the
Porter. -- History of the Knights of 4th Light Dragoons. Post 8re. with

_Ialta, or the Order of the Hospital of St. Woodcuts, price 6s.
John of Jerusalem. :By Major WHITWORTH

PO_Tm_, Royal Engineers. With 5 Illus- Horsemanship ; or, the Art of Ridingtrations. 2 vols. 8re. 2_._.
and Managing a Horse, adapted to the Gaid.

PoweB.--Essays on the Spirit of the anceof Ladies and Gentlemen on the Road
Inductive Philosophy, the Umty of Worlds, and in the :Field : _rith Instructions for
and the Philosophy of Creation. :By the :Breaking-in Colts and Young Horses. :By
Rev.:B_.D_NPOW_L_, M.A.,F.R.S.,F.R.A.S., Captain M. :R_C_RDSO_, late of the 4th
:F.G.S., Savihan Professor of Geometry in the Light Dragoons. _Yith 5 Plates. Square
University of Oxford. Second Editmn, re- crown See. 14s.
vised. Crown 8re. with Woodcuts, 12s. 6d.

Chrlstianitywithout_udaimm: ASeeondSeries Riddle's Copious and Critical Latin-
of Essays on the Unity of _¥orlds and of English Lexicon, founded on the German-
:Nature. :By the Rev. :Bx_E-__POWEXZ,,M.A., Latin Dictionaries of Dr. _'illiam :Fecund.
&c. Crown 8re. 7s. 6d. :New Edition. Post 4to. 31s. 6d.

The Order of Nature considered in reference to Riddle's Complete Latin-English and
the Clain_s of Revelation : k Third Series English-Latin Dictionary_ for the use of
of Essays on the Unity of Worlds and of Colleg,_s _nd Schools. :By the Roy. J. E.
:Nature. :By the Roy. :B._D:s_" Pow_, Rn)I)L_, M.A. of St. :Edmund Hall, Oxford.
M.A., kc. Crown 8vo. 12s. -,Ye_ and cheaper A:d_t/o_, revised and cor-

rected. See. 21s.

Pycroft. -- The Collegian's Guide ; or, _T_,_En_-Lat_ _ittio_r_._.
:Recollections of College Days : Setting forth Separately lThe Lann-EngllshDictionary,15s.
tlm Advantages and Temptations of a Uni-
versity Education. :By the Rev. J. P_c_ol_, Riddle's Young Scholar's Latin-English
:B.A. Seco,zd .Edilio_. :Fop. 8re. and English-Latin Dictionary. 2,_ , and

Pycroft's Course of ]gaglish Reading, adapted cheaper Ed.ilio_z, revised and corrected.
to every taste and capacity ; or, How and Sqtmre ]2me. 10s. 6d.

• f The Latin-English Dictionary, ,5_:What to Read: With Literary Anecdotes. Separately ITheEn_l_sh-L_m Dtctmnary,
:New Edition. :Fcp. 8re. price 5s.

l_oroft's Cricket-Field; or, the Science and I_iddle's Dismon_l Latin-]_nglish Dictionary.
History of the Game of Cricket. Third A Guide to the Meaning, Quality, and
Edition, _eatly improved ; w_th Plates and right Accentuation of Latin ClassicalWords.
"Woodcuts. l_cp. Svo. price 5s, Royal _2mo. price 4s.
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Rivers's Rose-Amateur's Guide ;contain- Mrs. SchimmelPenninck's Writings and
ing ample Descriptions of all the fine leading Life, edited by her relation, CI_RISrI_U_'_C. -
varieties of Roses, regularly classed in their HX._,-:_L_:-

respective :Families ; their History and Life of Mary Anne SchimmelPenninck. Third

Mode of Culture. :Fcp. 8re. 3s. 6d. and cheaper Edition, with Corrections and

i Additions ; complete in One X*olume, with

Dr. E. Robinson's Greek and English Portrait ..................... Post 8re. 10s. 6d.
Lexicon to the Greek Testament A New

Edition, in great part re-written. 8re. 18s. Select Memoirs of t'ort-Royal. To which are
, added Tour to Adct, Yisit to Port-Royal,

i Mr. Henry Rogers's Essays selected from Gift of an Abbess, Biographical _-otices(&c.
Contributions to the Xdinburgh Review. _om original Documents. Fl.fH_ Edition,
Second :Edition. 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 21s. revised ..................... 3 vol_. post 8re. 21s.

1. Thomas Fuller. t13. Vanity and Glory el The Principles of Beauty, as manifested n2. Andrew :_larve!L , Literature.
3. Martin Lutiler. , 1_. Iqtramontane Doubts. :Nature, Art, and "lquman Character : with
4. Leibmtz. i 15. Right of Private Judg- a Classitleation of Deformities ; II. ,An
5. Pascal. nqent.

6. Plato and Socrates. 'r 16, The Oxford Tractarian :Essay on the Temperaments (with Illus-
7. Descartes. Schools trations); III. Thoughts on Grecian and

* 8. Juhll Locke. i 17. Recent Development-9. Sydney Smath's Lec- ofTract_anamsm. Gothic Architecture ...... Post Svo. 12s, 6&
tures. ] 1_;. l_eason and Froth.10. E_ghsh Language 19. Revolutmn and Ile-(Structure). ] fo.... Dr.L, Schmitz's SchoolHistory of Greece,

11, Enzhsh Lan_aa_e _ 20, Treatment of Criml- from the ]_arllcst Times to the Taking of
(History . i rials.

12. The BrinshPulpit. 21, Prevention of Crhne. Corinth by the Romans, _.c. 146, mainly
based on Bishop Thirlwali's History of
Greece. Frith ffMi[ion, with :Nine new Sup-

Samuel Rogers's Recollections of Per- pigmentary Chapters on the Civilisatmn_
sonal and Conversational Intercourse with _Rehgion, Literatare, and Arts of the An-

crix_s Jx_s Fox, ! PRI._c_TXL_-Z_X_D, eient Greeks, contributed by CHI_ISTOpIIr_ll

_D_tIUND B12RKE, / LORD _RSKINE_ *

]_Ei'CRY(]RATTA.*N', _IIl WALTLI_bCOTT. _-_-IGItT WATSON, ]_LA., Trin. Coll. Camb. ;
RICHXRDPORSOlg, LOI_ GtlE:C_'ILLE,aml and illustrated with a Map of Athens and 137
gon_"tlor_r TooKr, Drx_ or W_ZL_-a_OX. Woodcuts, desigmed from the Antique by
Second _dihon. :Fcp. 8re. 5s. G. Scharf, jun._ :F.S.A. 12me. 7s. 6d.

Dr. Roget's Thesaurus of English Words 8coffern (Dr.) -- Projectile Weapons of
and Phrases classified and arranged so as to "War and ]_xplosive (bmponnds. By J.
facilitate the Expression of Ideas and assist Sco_r_t_x, 1_IJ_. Lend., late Professor of
in Literary Composition. :Eighth :Editmn, Chemistry in the A_ldersgate College of
revised and in,proved. Crown 8vo. lOs. 6d. _[edaeine. Fourt/_ _d_am, brought up to _he

present time in a 5'ul)l,"e_te;_. Post 8vo.
Ronalds's Fly-Fisher's Entomology.: ,,ith Woodcuts, 9s. 6d.

With coloured Repre.,entations of the SrP_, containing new resources of
:Natural and A, tificial Insect, and a few Ob- _-arfarc .......................... 2s.

serrations and Instruetmns on Trout and Senior,--Journal kept in Turkey and
Grayling Fishing. F_ft,_ Edihon, thoroughly Greece in the Autumn of 1857 and the
rewsed by an Experienced Fly-F_sher ; with beginning of 1858. By N._ss_tr \V. S_:xIoR:
20 new coloured Plates. 8re. 14s. :Esq. With 2 Map_ and 2 ¥iews in chromo-

Rowton's Debater: A Series of complete hthography. Post 8re. 12s.
Debates, Outlines of Debate% and Questions Bowdler's Family Shakspeare : In which
for Discussion; with ample References _o the nothing is added to the Original Text ; but
best Sources of Information. :New Editmn. those words and expressions are omzlled
Fcp. 8re. 6s. which cannot with propriety be read aloud.

Illustrated with Thirty-six Vignettes en-
Russell (Dr.) -- The Life of Cardinal graved on Wood. from original Designs by

BIezzofanti : With au Introductory Memoir _. cooxr, _._. I _. s_o_, _.x.

of eminent Linguists, 2kncieut and l_Iodern. _. cooxr. [ m rno_o_, r.a.
H. HOaXXI_D,P,A. IL _'ESTALL.R.&.

By C. \V. Rvssr_, D.D., President of St. aLsrxazx_o._-, _. wo_orm_z, _._.
Patrick's College, _Iaynooth. With Portrait r. s_zxz, _._.
and Facsimiles. 8re. 12s. 2Ve:vEdi[ion, printed in a more convenient

form. 6 vols. fcp. 8re. price 30s. cloth;

Scherzer.--Travels in the Free States of separately, Is. each.

Central America : :Nicaragua, Honduras, *** The LIBtt_llY :EDITION_ with the same
and San Salvador. By Dr. Cx_L SCH_Zr_. Illustrations, in One Volume, medium 8vo.
XVith a coloured 3Iap. 2 vols. post 8vo. 16s. price 21s. cloth.
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Sewell (NIiss).--New and cheaper Col- Simpson.--Handbook of Dining; or, How
lectcd Edition of the Tales and Stories of to Dine, theoretically, philosophically, and
the Author of Jo,y Iferberl. Complete in historically considered : Based chiefly upon
9 vols. crown 8re. price _1.10s. cloth ; or the l_hysio/ogie da Godt of Brillat-Savarin.
each work, comprised in a single volume, :By L_O_ARD FR_.NCIS SI)IPSO17,_I.I_.S.L.
may be had separately as follows :-- Ycp. 8re. 5s.

ASIYHERBERT ..................... 2s. 6d. Sinclair.--The Journey of Life, By

GERTRUDE ......................... :. 2s. 6d. C2tTH_RII_]_S_C_XIR, Author of T]_eBusi.

Tile EXRL'S DAUGHTER ......... 2s. 6d. ness of_:fe. New Edition. Fcp. 8re. 5s.

The EXPERIENCE of LIFE ...... 2s. 65. Sir Roger De Coverley. From the Spee-

CLEVE HALL ........................ 3s. 6d. tater. With l_'otes and Illustrafions_ by
W. HE:gRY WI_S ; and 12 Wood Engrav-

IVORS; or, the TWO COUSII_S 3s. 6d. ings from Designs by 1%T_YL_. Second
KATHARINE ASHTO_ ............ 3s. 6d. and cheaper Edition. Crown 8re. 10s. 6d. ;

MARGARET PERCIVAL ......... 5s. 0d. or21s, in morocco by Hayday.--Au Edition
without Woodcuts, in 16me. price is.

LANETON PARSONAGE ......... 4s. 6d.

"_O the thoroughnessapuretransparentsincer]ty The Sketches: Three Tales. By the
and inter-rite, the ab- I tells even on those who are Authors of Amy Herbert, The Old Man's

solute rectitude l'nculc,tted lapt to find auy work whose
in thought word, a'.td deed / aim and object are rebgmus lIom¢, and 11rawksloz_e. Third Eddion ; with
and to the tender charity ex- t heavy and uninteresting. 6 Illustrations. Eel). ave. price -is. 60.
tended to the errm_ and re- [ Tha re-publ,eatzon of these
l_ntaht, we are nlehned to I works in an easily acees_le

attribute the hold these farm is o benefit of whwh we Smee'e Elements of Electro-Metallurgy.works take on readers of all eannotorer-estlmatethesol_d

classes and all ages. The I advantaffes.'" GLOB_. Ttfird Edition, revised, corrected, and con-

siderably enlarged; with ]_lectrotypes and
_t/_.oby the -4_lhor of Amy Herbert_ numerous Woodcuts. Post 8re. 10s. 6d.

Ursula : h Tale of English Country Life. Smith (G.) -- History of Wesleyan Me-
2 vols. fcp. 8re. price 12s. cloth, thodlsm. By G_o_a_ S_ITH_ F.£.S._

Member of the Royal Asiatic Society, &c.
History of the Early Church, from the Vo_. I. ]Kesley and /zi$ T_nes ; and VoI,

:First Preaching of the Gospel to the Council II.The Mzddle Age of Jfethodism, from the
of Nicea. 18me. 4s. 6d. Death of Wesley in 1791 to the Confer-

ence of 1816. Crown See. price 10s. 6d.
Self-Examination before Confirmation : each volume.

lVith Devotions and Directions for Gon-

fimnation-Day. 32mo. ls. 6d. Smith (J.) --The Voyage and Shipwreck

Readings for a Month preparatory to of St. Paul : With Dissertations on the Life
Confirmation : Compiled from the Works of and Writings of St. Luke, and the Ships and

:Navigation of the Ancients. By J_s
Writers of the Early and of the :English SmT_, of Jordanhill, Esq., :F.R.S. Second
Church. :Fop. 8re. price 4s. .gdztion ; with Charts, Vmws_ and Wood-

Readings for Every Day in Lent : Com- cuts. Crown 8re. Ss. 6d.
piled from the "Writings ofB_sHor J_R_r
TxYzo_. Fcp. 8vo. price 5s. A Memoir of the Rev. Sydney Smith.

By his Daughter_ LxDY HOT.T._r_O. With
a Selection from his Letters, edited by

Sharp's New British Gazetteer, orTopo- MRS. AUST_. _Ye_IJdition. 2vols. 8vo. 28s.
graphical Dictionary of the British Islands
and Narrow Seas : Comprising concise De- The Rev. Sydney Smith's Miscellaneous
scriptions of about Sixty Thousand Places, Works : Including his Contributions to The
Seats, Natural Features, and Objects of Note, Edinburgh Review. :Four Editions :-

founded on the best authorities. 2 vols. 1. A LIBRIRXr EDITION (the Fourth), in
8vo. price £2. 16s. _ols. 8vo. with Portrait_ 36s.

Short Whist ; its Rise_ Progress, and :_. Complete in O_,_ Vonv_, with Portrait
and Vignette. Square crown 8vo. price

Laws : With Observations to make any one a 21s. cloth ; or 30_. bound in calf.
Whist-Player. Containing also the Laws of
Piquet, Cassino, Eeart_, Cribbage, B_ek- _. Another N_w E])_Io_, in 3 vols. fop.
gammon. By Major A. New Edition ; to 8re. price 21s.
which are added, Precepts for Tyros_ by 4. The P_oP_]:'s ED_Io_r, in 2 vols. crown
Mrs. B. Eep. 8re. 3s. Svo. price As. cloth.
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The Rev. Sydney Smith's Elementary Stonehenge.--The Dog in Health and
Sketches o[ Moral Philosophy, delivered at Disease : Comprising the Natural History,
the Royal Institution in the Years 1804, Zoological Classification, and Variettes of
1805,and1806. TlfirdEditlon. Fep.Svo.Ts. the Dog, as well as the various Modes of

Breaking and Using him for Hunting,
Snow.-- Two Years' Cruise off Tierra Coursing, Shooting, &e. ; and including the

del Fuego, the Falkland Islands, Patagonia, Points or Characteristics of Toy Dogs. By
and the River Plate : A Narrative of Life STO_-E_m,-G_. With about 70 "Illustrations
in the Southern Seas. By W. PARK_.R engraved on Wood. Square crown 8vo.
SNOW, late Commander of the Mission price 15s. half-bound.
"Yacht Allen Gardiner ; Author of "Voyage
of the Pnnce .2,/bPrl in Search of Sir John Stonehenge's Work on the Greyhound: Being a
Franklin." With 3 coloured Charts and 6 Treatise on the Art of Breeding, Rearin_%
tinted Illustrations. 2 vols. post 8vo. 24_. and Traimng Greyhounds for Public Rtu_-

nmg ; their Diseases and Treatment : Con-

Robert Southey's Complete Poetical taining also Rules for the Management of
Coursing Meetings, and for the Decision of

Works ; containing all the Author's last In- Courses. With Frontispiece and Woodcuts.
troductions and :Notes. The Library lfdi- Square crown 8to. 21s.
lion, compIete in One Volume, with Por-
trait and Vignette. _edinm 8vo.price 21s.
cloth ; 42s. bound in morocco.-- Also, the Stow.--The Training System of Educa-
t'irst rollecled .Edllwn, in 10 vols. fop. 8vo. tion ; including Moral School Training for
with Portrait and 19 Vignettes, price 35s. large Towns, and the Normal Seminary for

Training Teachers to conduct the System.

Southey's Doctor, complete in One By DArn) Brow, Esq., Honorary Secretary
to the Normal Seminary. Glasgow. Eleventh

Volume. Edited by the Roy. J. W. WAR,R, Edition, enlarged ; with Plates and Wood-
B.D. With Portrait, Vignette, Bust, and cuts. Post 8vo. price 6s. 6d.
coloured Plate. Square crown 8vo. 21s. i

Strickland.- Lives of the Queens of
Southey's Life of Wesley ; and Rise and :England. :By AGNES STI_ICXLA_'D. Dedi-

Progress of Methodism. :Fourth and cheaper cared, by express permission, to Her Ma-
Edition, xvith _otes and Additions. Edited jesty. :Embellished with Portraits of every
by the Author's Son, the Roy. C.C. Queen, engraved from the most authentic
SOUTttlsY, M.A. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 12s. sources. Complete in 8 vols. post 8vo.price

7s. 6d. each.- Any Volume may be lind
Spencer.--Essays : Scientific, Political, *e;_aratd_ tO complete Sets.

and Speculative. By HERBERT SPENCER,

Author of Social S!at_ca. Reprinted chiefly Memoirs of Rear-Admiral Sir William
from QuarterlyReviews. 8vo.price 12s.ctoth. Symouds, Knt., C.B., P.R.S., Surveyor of

the Navy, from 1832 to 18_7 : With Cor-
Spencer. The Principles of Psychology. By respondence and other Papers relative to

_[ERBERT SPENCEE, Author of Socml Stahcs. the Ships and Vessels constructed upon his
8vo. price 16s. cloth. Lines, as directed to be published under his

Y_'ill. :Edited by J_s A. S_XRP. With
Stephen.-- Lectures on the History of Sections and Woodcuts. 8vo. price 21_.

France. By the Right Hon. SIR ffA_a:_S

ST_P_E)LK.C.B.,LL.D.,ProfessorofModcrn Taylor. -- Loyola : and Jesuitism in itsHistory in the University of Cambridge.
Third Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. price 24s. Rudiments. By ISAACT._]:]_O_. Post 8vo.

with Medallion, 10s. 6d.

Stephen.--Essays in Ecclesiastical Bio-
graphy; fi'om the :Edinburgh Review. By Taylor. -- Wesley and Methodism. By
theRighttton.SIR JA__ESSrEPnE._, K.C.B., ISAACT_Y_O_. Post 8re. Portrait, 10s. 6d.
LL.D, Professor of Modern History in

the Uuivm'sity of Cambridge. Third_Edi - Tennent.- Ceylon: an Account of the
riCh. 2vols. 8vo. 24s. Island, Physical, Historical, and Topo-

eo_w_-rs, graphical: with copious :Notices of its1. ltddebrand. 7. Richard Baxter.

_. Saint Francis ofAssisi. , 8. The Evangelical Sue- ]Natural Itistory, Antiquities, and Produc-
eessmn, tions. Illustrated by 7 A[aps. 17 Plans and8. Theism.FOunders oi Jesuit- i 9. William Wilberforce.

4. _Iartin Lulher. ] 11,. The Clapham Sect. Charts, and 101 Engraving_ on Wood. ]33-

5. The French Benedi,- , I1. The H_stonau of En- Sir _. :EMERSON [[EN.NFS"T) I_.C._._ LL.D.,tines, i thllsiasnl.
6. The Port Royalist_. ' 12. The £1,_lo_.me. &C. 2 VOIS. 8VO.
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Summary of the Contents of t)te TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY, complete in 10"2
Parts, p?iee OneSkillingeach, or in 50 Volumes, price "2s.6d. each in clot&-
To be had also, in complete Sets only, at Five Guinea,Fr Set, boundin cloth,
lettered,in 25Volumes,classifiedasfollows:-

VOYAGESAND TRAVELS.

IN EUROPE. I IN ASIA.
A CONTINENTAL TOUR ........ l_x"J. BARROW. CHINA AND THIBET .... BX T_ ABBE" HUC.
ARCTIC VOYAGES AND l =x F MAV_E SYRIA AI_D PALESTINE .......... "E()THEN.'"DISCOVERIES .... _ ............
BRITTANY AND TIIE BIBLE ..... Bx I. HOPE. THE PHILIPPLNrE ISLKNDS, BYP. GIRONIJ_RE.
BRITTANY AND THE CHASE . . _Y I. HOPE.
CORSICA . IN AFR|CA.

• , AFRICAN WANDERINGS ........ _Y M. WERNE.
GERMANY ETC,I NOTES O_;' GREGOROVIUS. iA TBA_CI_LLER ............ .... B_ S. I_KING. i MOROCCO Blr X. DURRIEU.
iCELAND ............... BYP. MILES, i NIGER EXPLO'RATION _y T. J. HUTCHINSON.
NORWAY, A RESIDENCE L'q .... BYS. LAING. i_ THE ZULUS OF NATA.L ....... BX G. H. MASON.
NORWAY, RAMBLES IN . BYT. FORESTER.RUS,_IA . . _y TtIX_LkItQUIS DE CUSTINE. IN AMERICA,

RUSS1A AND TURKEY. BY J. R, M'CULLOCH. [ BRAZIL ................. _x E. WILBERFORCE.

ST. PETERSBURG . BY M. JERRMANN. CANADA ................. _x- A. M. JAMESON.
OF THE SOUTH, Bx S. BROOKS. , .....THE RVSSIANS CUBA .... Bx W. H. HURLBUT.

SWISS MEN AND SWISS_ NORTH AMERICAN WILDS _x C.LAN_N.MOUNTAINS .., j _x R. FERGUSON. " "
MONT BLANC. ASCENT OF ...... _x J. AULDJ0. IN AUSTRALIA.
SKETCHES OF NATURE_ ..... I AUSTRA_L1AI_ COLONIES ..... _V. HUGHES.

IN TIIE ALI'S _BX_'._,OX TSCHUDI. i
VISIT TO THE VAUDOIS ) ROUND THK WORLD.

OF PIEDMOI_'T ........ _ ...... BY E. BA,I_ES. i A LADY'S VOYAGE .......... _x IDA PFEIFFER.

HISTORYAND BIOGRAPHY.
MEMOIR OF THE ])UKE OF _ELLINGTON. , CHESTERFIELD & SELW_'N, BT A. HAY_VARD.
THE LIFE OF MARSttAL l BY Ttt_ REV. T.O. SWIFT AND RICHARDSON, BxLORD JEFFREY.

TURENNE ...... J COCKAYNE. DEFOE AND CHURCHILL .• _x J, FORSTER.
SCHAMYL BY BODENSTEDT _n WAGNER. i ANECDOTES OF DR. JOHNSON BY MRS,PIOZZI.
FERDINAND I AND MAXIMI* ) _.- - TURKEY A_D CHRISTENDOm.

LIAr" II_ ' .... " . _ BX I_NEE. LEII'SIC CA_IPAIGN, BY THEREV. G. R. GLEIG.
FRANCIS ARAGO'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY. AN ESSAY ON THE LIFE AND_ BY HENRY
THOMAS IIOLCROFT'S MEMOIRS. GENIUS OF THOMAS FULLER] ROGERS.

ESSAYS BY LORD MACAULAY.

WARREN HASTINGS. ' LORD BYRON.
LORD CLIVE. . COMIC DRAMATISTS OF THE RESTORATION,
WILLIAM PITT. I FREDERIC THE GREAT,
TI_] E._I_L OF CHATHAM. ' HALLAM'S CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY.
RANKE'S HISTORY OF THE POPES. CROKEWS EDITION OF BO_WELL'S LIFE OF
GLADSTONE ON CIIUnCH AND STATE. JOHNSON.
ADDISON'S LIFE AND WRITINGS. __
HORACE WALPOLE, LORD MACAVLAY'S 5PEECtLES ON PARLIA.
LORD BACON. i MENTA.RY REEORM.

WORKSOFFICTION.
THL LOVE STORY, _Ro_ SOUTHEY'S DOCTOR. AMATTIC PHILOSO- "_

PHER IN PARIS ...... _Y E. SOUVESTRE.SIR ROGER DE COVERLEY.... _o_ T_ I
SP_'CTATOR, SIR EDWARD SEAWARD'S NARRATIVE OF

MEMOIRS OF A MAITRE-D'ARMES. B_ DUMAS. HIS SHIFW'RECK.

CONFESS1ONSwORKLNGMANOF..A} ...... Bx E. SOUVESTRE.

NATURALHISTORY,&c,
NATVI_AL HISTORY OF _ DR. L, KEMP. [ ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH, &c. _TDR. G.WILSON.

CREATION . f BX j OUR COAL-FIELDS AND OUR COAL-PITS.INDICATIONS OF 'INSTINCT. _:¢ DR. L. KEMP. CORNWALL, ITS MINES. MINERS, &,c.

MISCELLANEOUSWORKS.

, _ T_ix EARL o_ i RAILWAY POLICY ..... ._....LECTURESANDADDRESSES{ CARLISLE RAILWAY MORA_S A_NI)t _YH SPENCER

SELECTIONS FROM SYDNEY SMITH'S " ! MORMONISM .. mY_m_ REV. W. J. CONVBEARE.WRITINGS. LOKDON .................. Bx J. R. M'CULLOCH.
PRINTING .......................... _x A. STARK,
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Thirlwall.--The History of Greece..By Trollope.--The Warden : a Novel. By
the Right Rev. the Lo_D BISHOP of ST. A_THONYT_OLLOP_ New and cheaper :Edi-
D_Vl'D'S (the Rev. Connop Thirlwatl). 8 tion. Crown 8to. price 3s. 6d. cloth.
vols. 8re. with _Iaps, £3. --An :Edition in
8 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, 28s. Trollope's Barches_er Towers, a Sequel to the

If*arden. _ew and cheaper :Edition, eom-
Thomson's Seasons. Edited by Bolton plete in One Volume. Crown 8re. 5s.

CoRN,'r, :Esq. Yllustrated with 77 fine Sharon Turner's History of the Anglo-Wood Engravings from Designs by Mem-
bersoftheEtehingClub. Squareerown8vo. Saxons, from the Earliest Period to the
Sis. cloth; or 36s. bound in morocco, lgormanConquest. SeventhEdition, revised

by the Rear. S. Tv_R. 3 vols. 8vo. 36s.

Thomson (the Rev. Dr.)-- An Outline of Dr. Turton's Manual of the Land and
the necessal T Laws of Thought : A Treatise
on Pure and Applied Logic. By Wn._Ix_ Fresh-Water Shells of Great Britain : Wflh
THo_so_:, D.D., Provost of Queen's College, Figures of each of the kinds. R_ew _Edition,
Oxford. 4¢7_£;di_ion. lVep. See. 7s. 6(]4 with Additions, by Dr. J. :E. Gll_¥, F.R.S.,

&e, Keeper _f the Zoological Collection in
" the British _iuseum. Crown 8re. with 12
! Thomson's Tables of Interest, at Three, coloured Plates, price 15s. cloth.

Fore', Four-and-a-Half, and :Five per Cent.,
from One Pound to Ten Thousand, and from Dr. Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufac-
1 to 365 Days, in a regular progression of ture% and Mines : Containing a clear Expo-
single Days ; _ith Interest at all the above aitiou of their Principles and Practice.
Rates, from One to Twelve Months, and Fourth :Editmn, much enlarged ; most of
from One to Ten Years. Also, numerous the Articles being entirely re-written, and
other Tables of Exchanges, Time, and Dis- many new A]'ticles added. With nearly
counts. _ew Edition. 12me. price 8s. 1,600 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. price 60s.

The Thumb Bible; or, Verbum Sempi- Uwins.--Memoir and Correspondence of
ternum. By J'. T/L_O:R. Being an :Epi- Thomas Uwins, R.A., late Keeper of the
tome of tbe Old and -New Testaments in Royal Galleries and of the lh'ational GalleD- ,
English Verse. Reprinted from the Edition &e. Edited by Mrs. UwI_-s. 2 vols. post

! of 1693 ; bound and claspe_l. 64mo. is. 6d. 8re. 18s.

l Todd (Dr.)--The Cyclopeedia of Anatomy Van Der Hoeven's Handbook of Zoology.
Translated by the Rev. _'ILLLt_ CIaLR_,

and Pbysiology. :Edited by ROBERT B. M.D., :E.R.S., &c. Professor of Anatomy
To])]), M.D., F.R.S., &c., "Physician to in the University of Cambridge. 2 vols.
King's College Hospital; late Trofessor of 8re. with 24 Plates of :Eigures, price 60s.
General and Morbid Anatomy in King's cloth; or separately, ¥oL. I. Im'erte_rata,College, London. Assisted in the various
departments by nearly all the most eminent 30s., and VET.. II. Yertebrata, 30s.
cultivators of physiological science of the Vehse.--Memoirs of the Court, Aristo-
present age. :Now complete in 5 vols. 8re. cracy, and Diplomacy of Austria. By Dr. E.
pp. 5,350, illustrated with 2,853 Wood- V_HS]_. Translated from the German by
cuts, price £6.6s. cloth. Fg,u,'z D_L_I_. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21s.

Tooke.--History of Prices, and of the Von Tempsky.--Mitla; or, Incidents
State of the Circulation, during the lgine and Personal Adventures on a Journey in
Years from 1848 to 1856 inclusive. :Form- :Mexico, Guatemala, and Salvador, in the
fl_g Vo_s. V. and VI.. of Tooke's History of Years 1853 to1855. BvG.F. Vo-'_'T_,s_r.
-Pr/eesfrom 1792 to t]_e P_esent _'me; and With Map, Illustrations in colours, and
comprising a copious Index to the whole of Woodcuts. 8vo. 18s.
the Six Volumes. By THO_XS Toox_,

F.R.S. and WILLLt_ _EW_A]_CH. 2 vols. Wade.-- England's Greatness : Its Rise
8re. price 52s. 6d. and Progress inGovernment, Laws, Religion,

and Social Life; Agriculture, Commerce,
Trevelyan (Sir C.) -- Original Papers and Mamffactures; Science, Literature, and

illustrating the History of the Application the Arts, from the :Earhest Period to the
of the Roman -Alphabet to the Languages Peace of Paris: By Jo_ W_a_, Author of
of India. Edited by Mo_ _'_._s, the Cabinet Lawyer, &c. Post 8re. 10s. 6d.
M.A., late Professor of Sanskrit in the
East-India College, Halleybury. 8re. with Wanderings in the Land of Ham. By a
:Map, 12s. D_v G_a_z_ of J_._l_', Post 8vo. 8s. 6d.
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Waterton.--Essays on Natural History, Wilmot's Abridgment of Blackstone%
chiefly Ornithology. By C. WAT]_RTOI_, ]_sq. Commentaries on the Laws of :England, in-
With the Autobiography of the Author. tended for the use of Young Perseus, and
2 vols. fep. 8re. 10s. comprised in a series of Letters from a Father

to his Daughter. 12me. price 6s. 6d.
Waterton's _,_ays on Natural History. Third

Series ; with a Continuation of the Auto-
biography, and a Portrait of the Author. Wilson's Bryologia Britannica: Con-
Second ]_d,lio_t, :Fep. 8re. price 6s. raining the _Iosses of Great Britain and

Ireland systematically arrangedanddescribed

Watson's CybeleBritannica; or, British according to the Method of JBruch and
Plants and their Geographical Relations. Sc)_imper; with 61illustrative Plates. Being
By HEWETT COTTRELL_:_rATSO_-.4 vols. a :New :Edition, enlarged and altered, of the
8re. price 42s. cloth ; or each vol. separately, Mu_cologia Britannica of Messrs. Hooker and
price 10s. 6d. The fottvth volume is de- Taylor. 8vo. 42s. ; or, with the Plates
voted to general views and tabular sum- coloured, price £4. 4s. cloth.
maries, showing the phyto-geography of

Britain under various aspects. Yonge.--A l_w English-Greek Lexicon

Webb.--Celestial Objects for Common Containing all the Greek Words used _,
Telescopes. By the Rev. T. W. W_, Writers of good authority. By C. .
]ktA., F.R.A.S., Incumbent of Hardwiek, YO_aE, B.A. Second Editwn, revised and
B[erefordshire. With Woodcuts, and a Map corrected. Post 4to. price 21s.
of the Moon 12 inches in diameter engraved ""
on Steel. 16mo. 7s. Yonge's Now Latin Gradus : Containing

:Every. Word used by the Poets of good
Webster and Parkes's Encyelopmdia of authority. :For the use of :Eton, West-

Domestic :Economy ; comprising such sub- minster, Winchester, Harrow, Charterhouse,
jects as sternest immediately connected with and Rugby Schools ; King's College, Lon-
Housekeeping: As, The Construction of don; ancl ]_farlborough College. S_xt_
Domestic:Edifices, with the Modes ofWarm- _tition. Post 8re. price 9s.; or with
ing, Ventilating, and Lighting them--A de- Am_x_DIX of Epilhela classified, 12s.
seription of the various articles of :Furniture,
with the nature of their Materials--Duties of

Servants--&c. New :Edition ; with nearly Youatt's Work onthe Horse, comprising
1,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. price 50s. also a Treatise on Draught. With numerous

Woodcut Illustrations, chiefly from Designs
Weld. -- The Pyrenees, West and East. by VT. Harvey. :New :Edition, revised and

a Summer Holiday in 1858. By C_,t_L_s enlarged by E. _7. GABR_, M.R.C.S.,
RICHARD WELD, Barrister-at-Law. %Vith C.V.S., Secretary to the Royal College of
8 Illustrations in Chremo-xylography from Veterinary Surgeons. In One Volume, 8re.
Drawings by the Author. Post 8vo. 12s. 6d. price 10s. 6d. cloth.

Weld's Vacation Tour in the United States
Youatt.- The Dog. By William Youatt. A

and Canada. Post 8re. with ]_Iap, 10s. 6d. :New Edition ; with numerous :Engra][ings,
Weld's Vacations in Ireland. Post 8vo, with from Designs by W. Harvey. 8vo. 6_.

View. 10s. 6d.

Willich's Popular Tables for ascertain- Young.- The Christ of History: An
ing the Value of Lifehold, Leasehold, and Argument grounded in the l_aets of His
Church Property, Renewal :Eines, &c. ; the Life on :Earth. By JOHN YOU:NG, LL.D.
Public :Funds ; Annual Average Price and Second :Edition. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Interest on Consols from 1731 to 1858;

Chemical, Geographical, Astronomical, Tri- Young.--The Mystery; or, Evil and God. By
gonometrical Tables; Conamon and Hy-
perbolic Logarithms ; Constants, Squares, JOH_ZYOU_Q, LL.D. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Cubes, Roots, Reciprocals; Diameter, Cir-
cumference, and Area of C,rcles; Length of Zumpt's Grammar of the Latin LaD-
Chords and Circtdar .!,rcs; Area and Din- guage. Translated and adapted for the
gonal of Squares ; Diameter, Sohdtty, and use ofEnglish Studentsby Dx. L. ScH_n,z,
Superficic_ of Spheres ; Bank D*scounts. F.R.S.E. : With numerous Additions and
Bullion and :Notes, 1844 to 1859. _,_:o.,'b Correctmns by the Author and Translator.
.E,/ifio_, enlarged. Post 8re. price 10s. 4th :Edition, tlmroughly revised. 8vo. 14._

[September1859.
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